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Abstract 

 “Works of Mercy: Literature, Compassion, and Devotion in Early Modern 

England,” argues for the crucial role of literature in shaping, expanding, and contesting the 

limits of compassion in early seventeenth century England. Reading Shakespeare’s Measure for 

Measure, Donne’s Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions, and Herbert’s The Temple—texts which 

hold affliction at their very core—alongside contemporary prayer books, sermons, and 

devotional manuals, I show how compassion occupies a vital and under-explored space at 

the nexus of early modern understandings of body, religion, and community. Saturated in the 

visceral vocabulary of roiling bowels and melting hearts, early modern compassion—literally 

“to suffer with”—is the means through which literary and devotional writers work through 

questions of how to respond to human suffering, and to whose suffering one should 

respond. Literary explorations of compassion, I argue, are thus uniquely situated as spaces in 

which vital questions of belonging and relationship can be articulated outside of the 

emerging discourse of nationhood and across the fraught divides of confessional identity. 

Taking seriously both the bodily and spiritual rhetoric of compassion, I show how shared 

practices and communal rituals surrounding the experience of human suffering are 

reimagined through literary texts that work to both theorize compassion, and to arouse 

compassion within their readers. In so doing, these early modern attempts to write 

compassion are always attempts to work compassion: to reduce the self to make room for 

the suffering of the other, to acknowledge affliction as the common tissue of humanity. 
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Each chapter takes up a different author, genre, and work of mercy to demonstrate 

how these writers approach the ethical work their texts can do, in the reader and in the 

world. The introduction, “Writing Compassion in Early Modern England,” explores the 

vocabulary of early modern compassion, which relies on vividly visceral terms of roiling 

bowels and melting hearts, and which connects implicitly with the topos of the Christian 

community imagined as the mystical body of Christ. Chapter 1, “Executing Mercy: Measure 

for Measure and the Impossibility of Compassion,” focuses on the most critically ignored 

characters in the play—Mistress Overdone, Pompey, Kate Keepdown—and on the play’s 

little-discussed obsession with the traditional merciful work of visiting prisoners, to argue 

that Shakespeare appropriates familiar cultural touchstones of compassionate action to 

explore how compassionate identification is both stirred and stymied through dramatic 

form. Chapter 2, “Curing Mercy: John Donne’s Pedagogy of Compassion,” takes up 

questions of the edificatory value of suffering by reading Donne’s paradoxical treatment of 

affliction as compassion in his Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions (1624) and in two closely 

contemporary sermons. Suffused with the language of the Book of Common Prayer’s “Order for 

the Visitation of the Sick,” I argue that Donne’s text implicitly argues against a theology of 

suffering (articulated in the early modern ars moriendi tradition) which attempts to convert 

worldly pain into spiritual joy, and to understand the suffering of others as beneficial to the 

self. Chapter 3, “Consuming Mercy: George Herbert and the Poetics of Compassion” reads 

devotional lyrics from The Temple (1633) alongside the pastoral manual A Priest to the Temple 

(pub. 1652) to argue that Herbert’s poetry—and specifically his frequent deployment of 

clusters of related images surrounding food, hunger, and thinness—becomes a site of 
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compassionate engagement which demands that we understand these bodily references as 

always both literal (referring to the corporeal body) and metaphorical (referring to the 

corporate and mystical Body of Christ). The Coda, “Considering Compassion,” reflects on 

the nature of compassion as shared suffering, and as worthy work. 
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Introduction: Writing Compassion in Early Modern England 

“O! I have suffered/ With those that I saw suffer.” 
The Tempest 

 

 When we first encounter Miranda, Shakespeare’s paragon of innocent virtue, in The 

Tempest, she is a woman consumed by a visceral and powerful compassion. Watching in 

dismay as a ship on the horizon is roiled and torn asunder by the angry sea, she cries out 

feelingly for mercy on behalf of the mariners aboard the ship, directing her pleas to the only 

power she knows: “If by your art, my dearest father, you have / Put the wild waters in this 

roar, allay them.”1 The souls aboard the fated ship are, she believes, in dire need of merciful 

intervention. Suffering and in terror, the anguished cries of the men on board pierce through 

the storm to reach her, rapt on the shore, and prompt the following response:  

  The sky, it seems, would pour down stinking pitch, 
  But that the sea, mounting to th’ welkin’s cheek, 
  Dashes the fire out. O! I have suffered  
  With those that I saw suffer. A brave vessel  
  (Who had, no doubt, some noble creature in her)  
  Dash’d all to pieces! O, the cry did knock  
  Against my very heart. Poor souls, they perish’d. (1.2.3-9) 
 

As she witnesses what she can only presume to be their horrifying death by drowning, 

Miranda is overcome: the “cry” of the sailors’ suffering roars above the waves and batters 

her breast, pounding furiously against her tender heart (1.2.8-9); her speech becomes 

breathless and frantic, pouring rapidly out into heavily enjambed verse lines that—

overstuffed with syllables and punctuated with metrical irregularities—echo the desperate 

                                                 

1 William Shakespeare, The Tempest in The Riverside Shakespeare 2nd ed., G. Blakemore Evans (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1997), Act 1, scene 2, lines 1-2. All further references to The Tempest are to this edition, and are given 
parenthetically in text by act, scene, and line numbers.  
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cadence of her heart (1.2.2-4). Shaken and terrified, Miranda shares in some limited but very 

real way the suffering that the mariners experience: allowing the anguish she witnesses to 

displace her own stable comfort, Miranda is utterly involved, body and mind, with their 

tremulous fear.  

But wracked as she is by the suffering she both sees and shares, Miranda is 

nevertheless not rendered powerless: though she shares in the mariners’ terror, she does not 

share their impotence. While the mariners’ cries for mercy—“Mercy on us! (…) Farewell, my 

wife and children! Farewell, brother!” (1.1.55-56)—are heedlessly drowned out by the roar of 

the storm, and their desperate valedictions to their families disappear unheard in the wind, 

Miranda’s voice has ready access to her father’s ear.  Mercifully, she retains the capacity to 

plead for mercy. She thus kneels before the seemingly absolute power of her father, her 

receptivity to the pain of others compelling her to intervene on the behalf of absolute 

strangers and beg for Prospero’s mercy. She is clearly afraid—of what will become of the 

wretched sailors and passengers, certainly, but also, we get the sense, of what further 

terrifying and vengeful arts her “dearest father” might be capable of. Prospero, privy to the 

relative omniscience of memory and history in ways that he has denied to Miranda, and 

secure in the knowledge that the vessel’s “fraughting souls” will come to no physical harm as 

a result of their ordeal, remains convinced of the justice of his actions and is unswayed by 

her pleas. Where he understands the scene as a moment of benign (because controlled) 

theatre, Miranda and the sailors experience it as real trauma. Prospero is unmoved by the 

sailor’s suffering, and unmoved by Miranda’s own. He insists (despite the obvious evidence 

of harm to both parties) that “There’s no harm done” (1.2.15). “O woe the day!” (1.2.17) is 

compassion’s dismayed reply to the refusal of mercy at the hands of the powerful. 



 

3 

In this iconic scene, Miranda’s response to the suffering of others is to be 

understood, as Prospero notes, as one of consummate compassion: “The direful spectacle of 

the wrack, which touch’d the very virtue of compassion in thee” (1.2.25-6). Indeed, 

Miranda’s impassioned cry— “O! I have suffered / With those that I saw suffer”—echoes 

precisely the etymology of compassion, a word which made its way into English in the mid-

fourteenth century from the Old French compassion, which in turn derives from combining 

the Latin verb for pain or suffering (pati) with the prefix com or “together with.”2 But beyond 

the language of shared suffering, the full picture of Miranda’s response indicates something 

about compassion that etymology alone does not do. Embedded into the language of 

Miranda’s response is a robust conception of compassion which understands the suffering of 

others as viscerally and meaningfully available to us: the metonymized “cry” of the sailors 

pierces bodily through to Miranda’s heart, and Miranda understands immediately that the 

suffering behind the cry is worth responding to. This is not a picture of enclosed and 

inaccessible subjectivity, of hearts and minds that can’t ever be known to others. Miranda’s 

compassion is, ultimately, both affective and active, prompting not only her sincere and 

impassioned identification with the pain of others, but also her intercession, however 

ineffective, on the sufferers’ behalf—an intercession that paradoxically depends upon both 

her legitimate experience of the sailors’ suffering and also her freedom from it. Though they 

are distant strangers, to whom Miranda has no ties of kinship or obligation; and though she 

has no direct access to their internal experience, watching and listening from a distant shore; 

and though she has no way of knowing (as Prospero thinks he does) whether or not the 

                                                 

2 OED online, “compassion” n., etymology.  
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sailors’ plight is somehow deserved, Miranda nonetheless chooses to act on her affective 

response, to set aside her safety and comfort, and to engage with the sailors’ suffering in the 

hopes of ending it. More, Miranda’s participation in the sailors’ suffering is understood as 

something with the potential to realign fundamental orders and allegiances: “Had I been any 

God of power,” she vows, “I would / Have sunk the sea within the earth or ere / It should 

the good ship so have swallow’d, and / The fraughting souls within her” (1.2.10-13). She 

would move heaven and earth to spare the sailors’ suffering, Miranda promises, even when 

to do so would be to set her own “power” against her father’s “art.” Compassion, Miranda 

shows us, can reorient entire worlds.  

Miranda’s response to the spectacle of suffering is, of course, not an inevitable one. 

We could perhaps as easily imagine her reaction being one not of identificatory dismay and 

pleading for mercy, but instead of practiced deference to her father’s will (a trait she certainly 

displays in other moments), a faith that what befalls the sailors is necessarily their due, or 

that her father’s means are in some way otherwise justified. Conversely, Miranda might have 

taken the witnessing of the sailor’s misfortune (against which she feels herself practically 

helpless) as a tragic occasion which prompts her to express her gratefulness for her own 

providential safety, a reminder to be thankful that she remains secure on dry land while the 

sailors (compared to whom she surely is no more deserving of safety) perish. These 

alternative responses to the suffering of others were certainly options that were available to 

early modern people, and were even sanctioned or defended by various thinkers of different 
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philosophical commitments.3 Compassion, then, was not necessarily the default response to 

the suffering of others.  

Nor was it unambiguously viewed as a positive or proper response. We can see a 

deep scepticism towards strong emotional response personified in Prospero, who sharply 

chastises Miranda’s compassion as something overwrought and foolish: “Be collected. / No 

more amazement. Tell your piteous heart / There’s no harm done” (1.2.13-15). For 

Prospero, Miranda’s compassion is a destabilizing force, one that not only overwhelms or 

stupefies her mental faculties, but also threatens to dissolve the very sinews that hold a 

person together. Compassion, in Prospero’s rhetoric, is tearing Miranda apart, making her—

in her failure to “Be collected,” and in the “amazement” which stretches her to her 

emotional limit—literally incoherent. But for Miranda—and, importantly, for the audience 

and the readers who watch her watching the suffering sailors, and who are affected in turn 

by what they see—what Prospero sees as the self-dissolving and disorienting “amazement” 

of compassion can be, paradoxically, a way of making other lives legible, a way of reading 

other bodies and selves as intimately connected with one’s own. It is this sense of 

compassion as that which expands the limits of the self, which reduces the distance between 

disparate experiences, and which makes sense out of suffering, which Miranda so lucidly 

embodies. 

What Miranda shows us is that compassion is, at its core, a practice of turning 

towards suffering. It is a mode of response which works to re-centre one’s own experience 
                                                 

3 See, for example, the suspicion towards compassion apparent in works like George Wither’s “Compassion, Satyr 13” in 
his Abuses Stript and Whipt, where the virtue of compassion is derided as effeminate, irrational, and damaging to the 
commonwealth: “fond Compassion,” Wither writes, belongs only to those “whose judgement is so slender, / and hath an 
yeelding heart so fondly tender / to stoup unto this Passion, neither spares / the lawes of God nor man but rashly dares / 
Pervert them both.” Wither, Abuses stript, and whipt. Or Satirical essayes (London: 1613), sigs. Iv-I3r.  
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of the world around the experience of others, a site in which the limits of the self—the point 

at which “my” experience ends and all that is “not me” begins—become productively 

malleable. It is precisely these aspects of compassion that, I argue, in the early seventeenth 

century become a formal strategy and central concern of many influential writers, who 

imagine their devotional works as a way of situating reader and writer, audience and player, 

self and other in a relationship that not only explores but breeds compassion. Like 

Shakespeare’s Miranda, the readers of the texts I explore in this dissertation are placed 

figuratively on the shore of scenes of human suffering, and asked to allow the cries they hear 

there to knock against their fleshly heart and, in some way, to enter in.  Literature itself, then, 

becomes a means of turning towards suffering, of working through compassion. For these 

writers, and for their readers, to write and to read is, ultimately, to work mercy. 

Works of Mercy: Literature, Compassion, and Devotion in Early Modern England, argues for 

the existence of a robust conception of compassion within early modern English popular 

devotional culture, and for the crucial role of literature in shaping, expanding, and practicing 

the limits of compassion. Through close attention to the language and rhetoric of late-

sixteenth and early-seventeenth century treatments of compassion in prayer books, sermons, 

and devotional manuals, I show how early modern compassion occupies a vital and under-

explored space at the nexus of body, religion, and community. Compassion was, for early 

modern Christians, an insistence that your suffering is accessible to me not only 

imaginatively but viscerally—united as embodied and sinful creatures, devotional authors 

argue, we can be united, too, in shared suffering. In this way, compassion operated as a 

means for making sense (in every sense) of human suffering: compassion is the necessary 

affective prerequisite for the alleviation of suffering, but it is also the process through which 
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I come to understand my relationship to you, and through which meaning might be made 

from misery. 

Frequently expressed through the biblical language of the “bowels of mercy,” the 

early modern vocabulary of compassion becomes, for the literary writers of the period, a 

vehicle through which to pose questions about the status of the bodily passions, the meaning 

of human affliction, and the extent to which others could be accounted as spiritual 

“brothers.” Taking seriously the bodily, theological, and ethical registers of the “bowels of 

mercy,” my study explores how shared practices and communal rituals surrounding the 

experience of human suffering are reimagined in devotional literature, poetry, and drama. I 

take as my primary objects of study three canonical works by three immensely influential 

writers of the early seventeenth century: William Shakespeare’s play Measure for Measure 

(1603/4), John Donne’s prose work Devotions upon Emergent Occasions (1624), and George 

Herbert’s poetry collection The Temple (1633). My study offers new perspectives on these 

generically diverse yet devotionally inflected works—works which revolve around profound 

human suffering—as not only vehicles through which compassion is represented to 

audiences and readers, but also as dynamic experiences through which it is in fact 

reproduced within them. In each of these works, I argue, the writer takes up compassion as a 

central thematic issue within the work—as a problem to be worked through and explored—

and as a desired outcome of the work—as an affect to be stirred and recreated in the reader. 

For these writers, I argue, literature was not only a means of exploring ethical and religious 

concepts, but was more importantly a medium through which to do real ethical work. In the 

profoundly communitarian works I study, writing about human suffering, and about the 
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traditional practices and rituals which surround that suffering, is a way of thinking through 

what it means to exist in community, and about what we, as humans, owe to each other. 

The period in which the works I consider were written—England in the first several 

decades of the 17th century—has recently been characterized as undergoing a “crisis of 

spiritual community” as theological, doctrinal, and ecclesiological fissures began to deepen 

within the always uneasy Elizabethan settlement.4 These emerging fault-lines forced English 

Christians to reassess the extent to which those around them were or were not their spiritual 

neighbours. Following the tumultuous upheavals of the mid-sixteenth century, and 

preceding the calamitous events of the 1640’s, the religious tensions of the early decades of 

the seventeenth century may seem minor in comparison. However, the heated debates and 

polemics which characterize so much of the output of British publishers and the meat of 

University intellectualizing during these years are centred on questions which had real and 

immediate bearing on the lives of believers: questions about how the church should worship, 

about who should be considered a part of the church, and about how human action factored 

in to the equation of salvation.5 These issues were of deep and abiding importance to the 

people whose foundational relationships—to God, to the church, and to their community—

these questions shaped. 

                                                 

4 Daniel R. Gibbons, Conflicts of Devotion: Liturgical Poetics in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century England, (Notre Dame: University 
of Notre Dame Press, 2017), 1. 
5 A towering body of scholarship by religious historians exits in this field, of course. I continue to learn from the work of 
Kenneth Fincham and Nicholas Tyacke, Altars Restored: The Changing Face of English Religious Worship, 1547-c.1700 (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2007); Nicholas Tyacke, Anti-Calvinists: The Rise of English Arminianism c.1590-1640 (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1990); Patrick Collinson, The Religion of Protestants: The Church in English Society, 1559-1625 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1982); Tom Webster, Godly Clergy in Early Stuart England: The Caroline Puritan Movement c.1620-1643 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997). I’ve also been much influenced by Alec Ryrie’s more lay-focused, and 
more irenic, reading of popular engagements with devotional practices and self-writing of the intimate spiritual experience 
of English Protestants as outlined in his Being Protestant in Reformation Britain (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2103). 
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So, while I must stress at the outset that this does not claim to be a study of 

seventeenth-century theology or a nuanced investigation of literary manifestations of 

doctrinal conflict, it is nonetheless broadly within this context of uncertainty regarding 

matters of spiritual community that I want to place my exploration of the uses of the 

language and tropes of compassion in literary and devotional writing. I want to suggest that, 

for the writers I consider, writing compassion becomes a means of thinking beyond the 

slippery and shifting categories of confessional identity, and an attempt to imagine a broadly 

inclusive spiritual community rooted not necessarily in the details of religious praxis, nor in 

the finer points of doctrinal agreement, but rather in a Christologically-inflected sense of 

shared bodiliness, shared suffering, and shared vulnerability. In this sense, the literary 

deployments of compassion that I explore often take up the language of polemically-minded 

thinkers and theologians only to deploy it in a decidedly irenic fashion.6 As important recent 

studies have shown, however, the language of compassion could certainly be used in the 

service of entirely different goals during Europe’s tumultuous early seventeenth century. As 

Katherine Ibbett’s new study of compassion in early modern France argues,    

Compassion is also a technology that governs social relations, bringing out 
the structural affiliations of affect. . . . early modern writings about 
compassion often evaluate the social status of those who are, as the 
expression of the time has it, “worthy” of compassion. . . . In distinguishing 
between the deserving rather than the undeserving, the seventeenth 
century—perhaps as we do today—assessed suffering within a differentiating 
and distancing structure. . . . Far from reaching out to the others for whom it 

                                                 

6 In this I follow a similar mode to Daniel R. Gibbons, whose recent work on the “liturgical poetics” of Spenser, Southwell, 
Donne, Herbert, and Crashaw describes these writers as those who “marshalled all of the linguistic force they could to write 
a way out of the crisis of spiritual community dividing the English and dividing England from the larger body of Western 
Christendom.” My claim in this study is more modest than Gibbons’s, but I am indebted to his work, most especially in his 
willingness to take seriously and (in his own words) charitably the professions of seventeenth century writers about the 
“spiritual dimensions of . . . social experiences.” Gibbons, Conflicts of Devotion, 6, 13. 
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feels, compassion often kept the other at arm’s length. This is what I call 
compassion’s edge.7 

 
The soundness of Ibett’s incisive criticism of compassion—its potential to be used as a 

razor-sharp edge between those “worthy” of compassion and those not—is precisely what 

makes the explorations of compassion I consider so remarkable. I argue that, at a time when 

much polemical writing was (implicitly or explicitly) intent on sharpening the distinctions 

between English Christians of varying commitments, the writers I study harnessed literary 

and devotional forms—and in particular the language and tropes of compassion—as a way 

of working precisely the opposite. In the works I consider, compassion is imagined as the 

antonym for (and not, as Ibett suggests, a cloaked tool of) religious and social schism.  

In its focus (if not its scope), my project sits at the crossing between several recent 

and ongoing currents in literary and early modern studies, most especially those which place 

religion, the body, or the history of the emotions at the centre of their inquiry. While these 

developments in literary scholarship have produced exciting studies onto which my work 

attempts to build—including the influential work of scholars like Brian Cummings, Steven 

Mullaney, Ramie Targoff, Michael Schoenfeldt, and others—thus far few studies have 

brought together these three strands in a manner which attempts to understand how 

intimately and inextricably these areas overlapped in early modern thought and culture, or 

how writers consciously made strategic use of this overlap in their rhetoric and language.8 By 

                                                 

7 Katherine Ibett, Compassion’s Edge: Fellow-Feeling and its Limits in Early Modern France (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2018), 3. 
8 This is, of course, by no means an exhaustive or even a representative survey; I merely cite here works which are both 
influential and capacious, and which have been significant to my own thinking. See Brian Cummings, The Literary Culture of 
the Reformation: Grammar and Grace (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002);  Steven Mullaney, The Reformation of Emotions in 
the Age of Shakespeare (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015); Michael Schoenfeldt, Bodies and Selves in Early Modern 
England: Physiology and Inwardness in Spenser, Shakespeare, Herbert, and Milton (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999); 
Ramie Targoff, Common Prayer: The Language of Public Devotion in Early Modern England (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
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placing compassion, a phenomenon which exists concurrently in religious, affective, social, 

and even physiological discourses, at the centre of my project, my dissertation aims to show 

the deep engagement of these early modern writers in an exploration of the imaginative 

possibilities and ethical implications of a conception of compassion which specifically 

encompasses this intersection of devotion, body, and emotion. By grounding my work in 

close and detailed textual analysis of literary texts and devotional materials, I hope to 

demonstrate how the specific language and rhetoric surrounding compassion in the early 

modern period is, through the particular formal modes of literary texts, deployed as a means 

of orienting self towards community. Indeed, for the early modern devotional writers I 

study, the literary operation of compassion is a means of imagining and thinking through the 

schisms of suffering as (paradoxically) potential sites through which to heal the mystical 

Body of Christ.9 

In recent years, studies of compassion have proliferated in a variety of fields, 

including literary criticism, history, philosophy, and the cognitive sciences. In the field of 

literary criticism, studies have not tended to focus on the early seventeenth century, 

preferring instead to locate their interest in compassion (or similar concepts, such as 

sympathy or pity) in earlier or later periods. As a result of recent studies, we now know 

much about compassion’s centrality to the affective literature of the later middle ages, and 

                                                 

 

2001). Cummings’s Mortal Thoughts: Religion, Secularity, and Identity in Shakespeare and Early Modern Culture (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2013) is an example of a recent work which does attempt to understand the interrelation of religion, the 
body, and affect. 
9 Jennifer Rust’s work on the spiritual and political deployments of the notion of the corpus mysticum in Early Modern 
England is an in-depth study of this trope in the decades following the Reformation. See Rust, The Body in Mystery: The 
Political Theology of the Corpus Mysticum in the Literature of Reformation England (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 2014). 
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also about the relationship between compassion and the rise of similar concepts (especially 

sympathy) which have long been central to studies of the literature of the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries.10 But the early seventeenth century currently exists as a gap in our 

understanding of changing conceptions of compassion in the pre-modern world. 11 One of 

the goals of this study, then, is simply to offer the beginnings of a picture of how 

compassion was understood and deployed by English writers in the first three decades of the 

seventeenth century. 

On the one hand, the question that animates this study is a literary historical one: 

what can an understanding of the particularities of early modern compassion tell us about 

literature? Quite a lot, I propose. Reading early modern texts with an eye to the particular 

language and conceptual structure of early modern compassion can, for instance, reorient 

our focus to catch sight of the sufferings of those who otherwise go unmentioned (as in 

Measure for Measure); it can reveal authorial strategies and purposeful lacunas that change our 

understanding of a text's relationship to its generic tradition (as in Donne's Devotions); it can 

turn our perception of the assumed concerns and preoccupations of an author inside-out (as 

                                                 

10 Sarah McNamer’s Affective Meditation and the Invention of Medieval Compassion (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
2010) argues that appeals to emotion in late medieval literature provided “intimate scripts” which guided people in 
performing compassion – particularly compassion for Christ - in their devotional lives. Jessica Hines, in a forthcoming 
article on compassion in Nicholas Love and Margery Kempe, offers important correctives to McNamer’s discussion. Seth 
Lobis’s The Virtue of Sympathy: Magic, Philosophy, and Literature in Seventeenth-Century England (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 2015) focuses on the concept of sympathy in literature of the mid-seventeenth century, and examines the 
interconnections and conflicts between evolving understandings of “universal and magical sympathy” and “interpersonal 
and moral sympathy” (3). 
11 In addition to Ibbett’s work on compassion in early modern France discussed above, Jan Frans van Dijkhuizen’s recent 
study Pain and Compassion in Early Modern English Literature and Culture (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2012) perhaps comes closest 
to addressing this lacuna, but his interest mostly seems to lie in the former of his two terms, and much of his book explores 
representations of physical suffering and the vocabulary of pain as its primary focus. Where van Dijkhuizen does devote 
attention to compassion, he seems to make no distinction between concepts of compassion and those of pity, mercy, or 
empathy—a slippage which, I argue, detracts from the specific use and function of compassion that I hope to articulate, 
and which allows him to ultimately argue (with heavy reliance on Montaigne, whose Essais predate many of the English 
works he discusses, thus rendering his implied trajectory from sacred to secular compassion somewhat incoherent) that the 
height of compassion in early modern literature is when it works in a secular context, purposefully divorced from a 
Christological context.  
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with Herbert).  Reading for compassion, and with an attentiveness to the specific spiritual-

social valences inherent in early modern conceptions of compassion, can enlarge and clarify 

our perception of the scope of a text’s or an author’s preoccupations, and can refine our 

understanding of the values of the culture in which those preoccupations flourished. But my 

question is also, and perhaps moreso, a conceptual one: what can literature tell us about 

compassion? The answer to this, too, is quite a lot. The central literary works that this study 

considers—Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure, Donne’s Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions, and 

Herbert’s The Temple—all concern themselves with compassion as not only a subject to be 

explored through literature, but also a practice that literature facilitates and enacts. Reading 

these works through the lens of compassion—not only by tracking specific and explicit 

usages of the word, but also by closely examining the representations of suffering and 

representations of responses to suffering that feature so prominently in these works—we 

begin to see how the shared practices and communal rituals surrounding the experience of 

human suffering are imagined and reimagined through literary texts that work to both 

theorize compassion, and to arouse compassion within their readers. In so doing, these early 

modern attempts to write compassion are always attempts to work compassion: to reduce 

the self to make room for the suffering of the other, to acknowledge affliction as the 

common tissue of humanity. For these writers, the visceral vocabulary of compassion 

importantly works to highlight not only the affective and bodily experience of the emotion 

as felt, not only the shared bodiliness that makes compassion possible, but also reinforces 

and reproduces the ultimate ends of compassion: a thriving, united, and fellow-feeling 

community understood as the metaphorical body of Christ. 
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Reading and Writing the Passions 

 One of the assumptions underlying this study is that reading, writing, and 

interpretation are processes that are inherently involved with both emotion and cognition. 

This was as true—if a great deal more acknowledged—in the early modern period as it is 

today. Many studies of the literary theory and literary culture of the early modern period, as 

well as studies that employ literature as a means of tracing a history of emotion, have 

demonstrated that for early modern readers and writers, the consumption of literary 

works—whether the works be poetry, drama, devotional treatise, or sermon; whether they 

were read on the page or heard from the pulpit —was undertaken as a means of stirring and 

rousing powerful emotion.12 As Katherine A. Craik writes, “many early modern thinkers 

were preoccupied with what Plutarch called literature’s ability to ‘come nere unto us, and 

touch the quicke’. To be moved or touched by literature gave rise to the drives and 

motivations central to human experience, and these shaped [people’s] ability to live 

meaningfully among others.”13 We can see this insistence on the ability of literature to 

“touch” and shape its consumers throughout two of the most prominent examples of 

literary theory of the period, Philip Sidney’s Apologie for Poetrie and George Puttenham’s The 

Arte of English Poesie. Puttenham, for example, describes the seductive effects of poetry in 

terms which highlight its power to mold the reader or hearer—“it sooner inuegleth the 

iudgement of man, and carieth his opinion this way and that, whither soeuer the heart by 

impression of the eare shalbe most affectionatly bent and directed”—while Sidney praises 

                                                 

12 See, for recent and illuminating examples from historians, Alec Ryrie, Being Protestant in Reformation Britain, especially 
chapters 1, 11, 12; Arnold Hunt, The Art of Hearing: English Preachers and their Audiences, 1590-1640 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2010), 81-94. 
13 Katherine A. Craik, Reading Sensations in Early Modern England (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 2-6. 
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tragedy for its ability to not only stir emotions in the viewer but also to provide insight, to 

“openeth the greatest wounds” and “with sturring the affects of admiration and 

commiseration, teacheth.”14  

Likewise, the most famous early modern English treatise on the nature and operation 

of emotion and affect, Thomas Wright’s The Passions of the Minde in Generall, describes not 

only a stirring of passion within the reader of a text, but a transferral of passion directly from 

the heart of the writer to the heart of the reader: 

these drie discourses of affections, without any cordiall affection, haue long 
deteined, & not a little distasted me. Now that I come towards the borders of 
Loue, giue me leaue O louing God, to vent out and euaporat the affects of 
the heart, and see if I can incense my soule to loue thee intirely and 
suisceratly, and that all those motiues which stirre vp mine affections to loue 
thee, may be meanes to inflame all their hearts which read this treatise 
penned by me.15 
 

Wright imagines that his own love for God will, once sufficiently inspired, escape the 

confines of his heart as it is vented outwards and dispersed through his writing. This 

evaporated passion will become, to the reader, the oxygen needed to kindle their own fiery 

and inflamed heart. Writer and reader are here imagined as being engaged in not only an 

intellectual, but also an affective relationship. Reading is not merely a stirring of passion, but 

a sharing of it.   

For early modern readers and audiences, then, there was a direct association between 

the act of reading or writing literature, the engagement of the passions, and the moral or 

ethical formation of the individual. For early modern people, the connection and 

                                                 

14 Philip Sidney, An Apologie for Poetrie (London: 1595), sigs. F3v-F4r; George Puttenham, The Arte of English Poesie (London: 
1589), sig. C3r. 
15 Thomas Wright, The Passions of the Minde in Generall (London: 1604), 193. 
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relationship between reader and text was a permeable and dynamic one. Sacred and secular 

texts alike were imagined as having not only intellectual or imaginative but, through their 

affective influence, also material and physical effects on their readers; texts were not merely 

static objects to be read and put down, but interactive experiences which made lasting and 

often profound impacts on the reader. As Alec Ryrie describes the encounter between reader 

and text, 

Correct reading was a spiritual as well as intellectual affair. It was, in fact, 
almost a form of prayer. Reading and prayer, in the Protestant experience, 
bled into one another; both were means of interacting with someone who 
was simultaneously present and absent. (…) Writers are with their readers, 
but only in spirit. If we reply to books they cannot hear us, but when we read 
further, we may find they have already responded; just as we cannot literally 
hear God’s answers to prayer, but when we pray further we may find them 
within ourselves.16 

 
A similarly active relationship between writers and readers is, I will argue, also demanded by 

the devotional and literary texts this study considers. 

As even such a cursory survey demonstrates, the role of reading in early modern 

culture, and specifically the relationship of reading to both early modern religiousity and to 

understandings of affect and the passions, are subjects that have garnered intense interest 

among scholars in recent years. Yet as Craik and others argue, the reading that was 

acknowledged as capable of rousing powerful emotions, was (they claim) most often 

employed as a means of teaching the reader to successfully temper them. A concomitant 

tendency among these studies is to consider both reading and the cultivation (or tempering) 

of the passions as primarily inward-facing and individually directed activities, hence the many 

studies of literature and the passions in the early modern period that rely heavily on conduct 
                                                 

16 Ryrie, Being Protestant, 275-6. 
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manuals, mirrors for princes, and the like to establish their picture of the emotional 

landscape of the early seventeenth century.17 While scholars of early modern literature and 

culture have often understood conceptions of emotion and passion in the period in the 

context of a neo-stoic drive towards inner temperance and self-control, more recently 

studies which (against this stoic trend) explore the concomitant cultivation and promotion of 

strong emotion have begun to proliferate.18 While this study certainly belongs more to the 

latter category than the former, it also resists the tendency of both modes of study to 

relegate early modern conceptions of emotion or the passions to an isolated and inward-

looking category concerned solely with the development and deportment of an enclosed 

individual self, whether that subject be a Schoenfeldtian regulated one, or Richard Strier’s 

recently liberated and “unrepentant” one.  

Likewise, many studies of the place of the emotions in the early modern world tend 

to bracket-off religion or theology from their sphere of inquiry, as if the passions and 

humors which racked early modern minds and bodies could be legible without some 

                                                 

17 For example, while Katharine Craik describes how “theories of passionate cognition informed the connections men and 
women forged with each other and the phenomenological world at large. Emotions such as sadness, love, courage, and 
compassion contributed in important ways to early modern systems of ethics, morals, and religious belief” (Reading 
Sensations, 12-13), the bulk of her study is in fact dedicated to an exploration of the connections between literature, the 
passions, and “self-government,” and generally addresses the interhuman connections she alludes to only insofar as they 
relate to the relative status of the individual: “…the feelings aroused by reading were not only private experiences but also 
performative activities which allowed men to assess the state of one another’s physical, moral, and spiritual health and to 
estimate their position in civil society” (13). 
18 Major examples of the former category include studies as diverse and iconic as Stephen Greenblatt’s Renaissance Self-
Fashioning from More to Shakespeare (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980, 2005), Gail Kern-Paster’s The Body 
Embarrassed: Drama and the Disciplines of Shame in Early Modern England (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1993), and 
Michael Schoenfeldt’s Bodies and Selves. Perhaps the most notable of the studies which push against this image of a pervasive 
early modern stoicism are Richard Strier’s The Unrepentant Renaissance: From Petrarch to Shakespeare to Milton (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2011) and Brian Cummings and Freya Sierhuis’s edited collection Passions and Subjectivity in 
Early Modern Culture (Farnham, Surrey: Ashgate, 2013).  
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engagement with the theological worldview which underpins and informs them.19 This is 

even more evident in studies which focus primarily on the physiological aspects of early 

modern understandings of the passions, where we oftentimes encounter an early modern 

“psychophyisiological” subject so racked by the fluctuations of their body, and so intent on 

subduing or modifying their perturbations, that an obsessively inward and self-directed gaze 

is all this subject seems capable of.20 Recent studies have attempted to correct the reductive 

tendencies of the bodily turn by offering a serious investigation of the cognitive, theological, 

and philosophical aspects of early modern understanding of the passions, but even here we 

encounter an insistence on the assumption that the corollary domains of emotion and the 

passions are inwardness, and individual subjectivity.  Thus, in the introduction to an 

otherwise illuminating collection of essays on Passions and Subjectivity in Early Modern Culture, 

editors Brian Cummings and Freya Sierhuis still describe their volume’s interventions as 

making “new connections between embodiment, selfhood, and the passions in order to 

suggest (…) new models of the self”.21 That the passions and embodiment are necessarily 

                                                 

19 This despite the fact that by far the most commonly cited source for an early modern theory of the passions is Thomas 
Wright, a Jesuit priest whose now-popular The Passions of the Minde in Generall is entirely modeled on and derived from 
Thomas Aquinas’ configuration of Aristotelean theories of the passions. 
20 Gail Kern Paster, for example, writes of the “demonstrable psychophysiological reciprocity between the experiencing 
subject and his or her relation to the world,” and finds this corporeal openness and fluidity explanatory as the cause of 
“why humoral subjectivity would be characterized by a high degree of emotional lability and why the call for emotional 
regulation by self and by external social disciplines such as civil codes of conduct should assume such an emphasis. It is not 
merely that self-control was understood as a good in and of itself – though certainly there was and is reason to understand it 
in those terms – but that the internal forces of humours and passions working against it were so strong.” Similarly, Michael 
Schoenfeldt characterizes his own project as one that aims to “emphasize (…) the self-control that authorizes individuality” 
and the “regime of self-discipline” he sees evidenced in literature which seeks to display “the mysterious inwardness toward 
which living, intact flesh can only point,” and which he argues demonstrates “that bodily condition, subjective state, and 
psychological character are (…) fully imbricated.” See Paster, Humoring the Body: Emotions and the Shakespearean Stage (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2004), 19; Schoenfeldt, Bodies and Selves, 1,11.  
21 Brian Cummings and Freya Sierhuis, eds, “Introduction” to Passions and Subjectivity in Early Modern Culture, 6. In opposition 
to the individualistic language deployed in the introductory essay quoted here, several of the essays within the volume 
actually argue for a much broader conception of subjectivity in the early modern period, one that usefully “questions the 
approach adopted in literary history of seeing ‘selfhood’ entirely in terms of individualism” (8). 
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and exclusively attendant upon conceptions of selfhood, and that studying emotion is a way 

of studying the self, is the unquestioned premise underwriting their assertion.  

One of the goals of this project, then, is to reorient ongoing scholarly discussions of 

early modern conceptions of emotion and affect to include the ways in which the passions 

were understood in an outward-reaching and relational, and not solely an individual, 

capacity. In this sense, my study might be said to obliquely participate in the broader project 

of those histories of emotion which see emotion as historically situated and collectively 

constituted, and thus as interpretively powerful for understanding not only historical 

conceptions of the self, but also the forms of communication and structures of relation that 

affect is embedded within and (to some degree) constitutive of.22 Early modern compassion 

defies easy categorizations of self, interiority, and individual subjectivity, along every vector. 

My aim is to show how a focus on compassion—and on the specific structures of 

acknowledgment, identification, and intercessory action inherent to early modern 

understandings of compassion—can reorient discussions of early modern emotion/passions 

and the body from the inside out, and from self to community. What becomes immediately 

obvious and what the present study hopes to emphasize in a consideration of the literature 

of compassion, is that writing about compassion—understood not only as an emotion or 
                                                 

22 Building off of Raymond Williams’s concept of “structures of feeling,” Steven Mullaney, The Reformation of Emotions in the 
Age of Shakespeare (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015), discusses emotions as aspects of “collective selves” which 
“might be thought of as a ‘where’ rather than a ‘what,’ a set of places configured as an inhabited social network rather than 
an ontological or anatomical autonomy. The collective self is where an ontological, anatomical being enters into all of the 
familial, social, cultural, religious, and political spheres that communicate with it, sometimes to enable, sometimes to 
repress, and sometimes to re-interpellate an individual’s orientation within the social. It is a matrix held together by affective 
and ideational and ideological bonds of all kinds, many of them in contradiction with one another” (14). Mullaney’s 
“collective self” is related to, but distinct from Rosenwein’s concept of “emotional communities;” see Barbara Rosenwein, 
Generations of Feeling: A History of Emotions, 600-1700 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016) where she summarizes 
her own earlier work on the concept (explored in Emotional Communities in the Early Middle Ages [Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
University Press, 2006]) as “groups—usually but not always social groups—that have their own particular values, modes of 
feeling, and ways to express those feelings. . . . Emotional communities are not always ‘emotional.’ They simply share 
important norms concerning the norms they value and deplore and the modes of expressing them” (3). 
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passion, but also as action and practice—is, regardless whether it occurs in lyric poetry or 

performed drama, implicitly dialogic, a means of defining a relationship between someone 

who suffers and someone who cares. To write about and attempt to stir compassion within 

the reader is inherently, and perhaps paradoxically, to turn the reader’s gaze inwards only in 

order to go beyond. Because of this ability of compassion to (rhetorically and 

metaphorically) turn the subject inside-out, close attention to the uses and representations of 

compassion and suffering in early modern literature can provide a more nuanced way of 

understanding the place of this passion in early modern religious and literary discourses. 

Compassion, Now and Then 

It is perhaps important here to more explicitly mark the distinction between what 

early modern people understood when they spoke or wrote of compassion, and what might 

be more readily familiar to the modern reader as compassion. As the word is used in today’s 

North American vernacular, it can mean anything from a general synonym for “kindness,” to 

a blanket term for any emotion through which one feels sadness for others, to a nebulous 

expression employed to demonstrate a person’s desire to address the misfortunes of other 

creatures. Colloquial usages of compassion cover a wide range of contexts and connotations. 

A recent New York Times article, for example, touts the benefits to teens of being nicer to 

themselves by practicing “self-compassion”—a phrase which, to an early modern reader 

would be utterly illegible. In this case, “compassion” is used to connote a particularly 

inward-facing stance of self-benevolence, or self-forgiveness, and as such is a far cry from 
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the literal “suffering with another” in which compassion is etymologically rooted. 23 At the 

other extreme, we also see the term being frequently adopted by many groups (from animal 

rights activists to conservative polemicists) which desire to project and forefront an image of 

the alleged selflessness of their aims. Witness, for example, the snappily-titled “Compassion 

Index” of the Animal Welfare Institute—a schema through which American politicians are 

quantitatively rated on “how much compassion they show on important animal protection 

measures.”24 The nature of what, exactly, could be meant by a version of compassion that 

has no definable object, no discrete catalyzing event, and is yet somehow objectively 

measurable is unclear. Here, compassion is a stance to be demonstrated and counted, not an 

emotion felt or experienced. 

 But modern permutations of compassion are not always as benign as the examples 

I’ve given. In a particularly devastating recent usage that starkly captures the extent to which 

the concept has been hollowed out and denuded within our discourse, compassion becomes 

the means of signaling an utter contempt of and disregard for the humanity of others. On 

the June 22, 2018 edition of Fox News’s popular propaganda program “Fox & Friends,” co-

host Brian Kilmeade offers the following commentary on the ongoing program of child 

                                                 

23 Rachel Simmons, “The Promise of Self-Compassion for Stressed-Out Teens,” New York Times February 20, 2018, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/20/well/family/self-compassion-stressed-out-teens.html. Beyond the oxymoronic 
nature of the epithet itself, the concept of “self-compassion” as presented in this article does much to invert the 
etymological history of compassion: even where it invites the practitioner to look beyond the self (as an addendum to such 
self-focused practices as “noticing your feelings without judgement…or talking to yourself in a soothing way”), it is only in 
order to assuage oneself. Apparently, “self-compassion” can help one who is suffering by encouraging them to 
acknowledge their “common humanity” and think “about how others might be suffering similarly.” Rather than taking on 
the suffering of another in order to remedy it (as the ideal of early modern compassion would insist), this version of “self-
compassion” invents the suffering of others in order to soothe oneself!  
24 See awionline.org/compassion-index. The Animal Welfare Institute states that while its mission is to “alleviate suffering 
of nonhuman animals, the principle followed by AWI of compassion and nonviolence applies to human animals as well as 
nonhuman animals” (awionline.org/content/who-we-are). That compassion is now repurposed as the buzzword of animal 
rights activism—a rhetorical move expressly intended to highlight the ways is which non-human begins are capable of 
suffering as humans do—is one of the few modern usages which seems to retain the older, dynamically expansive sense of 
“fellow-feeling” and shared vulnerability to suffering that animates early modern deployments of compassion.  
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separation and detention at the US/Mexico border, under the chyron “IMMIGRATION 

SHOWDOWN”: 

. . .we just can’t let everybody in that wants to be here. And these are not—
like it or not, these aren’t our kids. Show them compassion, but it’s not like 
[Trump] is doing this to the people of Idaho or Texas. These are people 
from another country and now people are saying that they’re more important 
than people in our country who are paying taxes and who have needs as 
well.25 

 
What Kilmeade could possibly intend by including this flippant aside to “show them 

compassion” in the midst of an apologia for state-sanctioned child abduction is, I am sure, 

not worth wasting thought on. Suffice it to say that Kilmeade’s understanding of compassion 

clearly has nothing whatsoever to do with any acknowledgment of mutual human dignity or 

commitment to love of neighbour.  

In these weaponized and politicized usages, compassion has become not a process 

through which the needs of others are brought to the fore, but rather a means of rhetorically 

displaying the superlative virtue of the wielder of the term. Compassion is what one invokes 

when one wants to (selfishly) proclaim one’s own selflessness, or what one employs to 

disguise one’s ugliest impulses. The alleviation of suffering is at best a marginal concern in 

this type of rhetoric, while any sense of shared suffering—a concept essential to early modern 

understandings of compassion—is antithetical to the rhetorical thrust of these arguments: 

compassion here is something bestowed from above, not something mutually experienced; it 

is to benefit self (as in the oxymoronic first example) and unconcerned with world; it is 

                                                 

25 A video clip and full transcript of the segment are available at https://www.mediamatters.org/video/2018/06/22/fox-
friends-host-these-arent-our-kids-its-not-trump-doing-people-idaho-or-texas/220515.  

https://www.mediamatters.org/video/2018/06/22/fox-friends-host-these-arent-our-kids-its-not-trump-doing-people-idaho-or-texas/220515
https://www.mediamatters.org/video/2018/06/22/fox-friends-host-these-arent-our-kids-its-not-trump-doing-people-idaho-or-texas/220515
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something used to score virtue points (in AWI’s example), or (in Kilmeade’s example) 

something used to make palatable the basest possible cruelty.  

Though the above examples comprise particularly watered-down or corrupted 

mutations of the term, they are evidence of the extent to which compassion in modern 

parlance has become capacious and non-specific. Connoting anything from kindness, to 

magnanimity, to patronizing disdain, and usually (but not always, as the case of “self-

compassion” demonstrates) directed at another being, compassion seems most often to be 

used as a way of describing an attribute of its subject, rather than a means of connecting to 

its object.26 While we can see some vague resemblance between these deployments of the 

word and the phenomenon experienced and described by Miranda at the start of The Tempest, 

there is clearly a vast gulf between what we are to understand from a phrase like “self-

compassion,” and what Shakespeare and his contemporaries understood as compassion.  

Compassion, in the early modern sense that I explore below, has a far more specific 

set of connotations than the somewhat indistinct sense of kindness to or consideration of 

others seemingly intended by many contemporary usages. In early modern writing, the term 

is not deployed to represent merely an instinctual emotional response to the suffering of 

another—compassion is not simply “feeling bad” for the plight of someone else, nor merely 

expressing concern for the pain of another. Rather, compassion in the early modern contexts 

I explore more precisely involves a sharing in the specific suffering of the other: to return to 

                                                 

26 Lauren Berlant summarizes the indistinctness of modern conceptions of compassion, suggesting “There is nothing clear 
about compassion except that it implies a social relation between spectators, with the emphasis on the spectator’s 
experience of feeling compassion and its subsequent relation to material practice” (“Introduction: Compassion (and 
Withholding)” in Compassion: The Culture and Politics of an Emotion, ed. Berlant [New York: Routledge, 2004], 1). Her ensuing 
discussion of the so-called “compassionate conservativism” of the American right at the turn of the 21st century 
demonstrates just how far this particular concept of compassion differs from that which I will discuss in the pages that 
follow.  
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our paradigmatic example, Miranda does not simply feel bad for the sailors, she feels, as we 

saw, with the sailors; moreover, Miranda’s feeling and suffering is not the ultimate end or the 

central focus of her compassion, which is inextricably linked to her intervention and action 

on the sailor’s behalf. So, while it may be perfectly cogent for a modern person to speak of 

compassion as an individual or personal emotion, spurred by the condition of another but 

ultimately experienced as a private and inward phenomenon, the same is not necessarily true 

of an early modern subject. For, as I will argue, early modern discourses of compassion 

fundamentally deny the possibility of an inward-focused and privately experienced 

compassion. Instead, compassion is understood as constituted not by one’s own experience 

of the emotion, but rather by a process through which the experience of another displaces 

and supplants one’s own. Early modern compassion is deeply intersubjective, and involves 

not a projection of oneself into the place of another, but rather a process of making room 

for the experience of another within oneself. This distinction is a crucial one, and one that 

will underpin much of the analysis which follows; as such, it deserves further exploration 

here at the outset.  

Compassion has been called by its most prominent modern theorist, Martha 

Nussbaum, the “basic social emotion.”27 By this Nussbaum rightly emphasizes the sense in 

which compassion is deeply relational: the existence of compassion necessarily denotes some 

essential relationship or similarity between its subject and object, and the acknowledgement 

                                                 

27 Nussbaum has written extensively on the history of philosophical concepts of compassion, and on the implications of 
compassion for modern understanding of the role of emotion in shaping social bonds. For Nussbaum, however, there is 
little of interest to be said about compassion from the classical period to the enlightenment. Her otherwise insightful 
examination of compassion thus unfortunately ignores any of the permutations and enrichments of the concept through the 
medieval and early modern period. Her work on compassion is articulated most succinctly in “Compassion: The Basic 
Social Emotion,” Social Philosophy and Policy 13, no. 1 (1998): 27-58, and much expanded in her book Upheavals of Thought: The 
Intelligence of Emotions (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001). 
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of this relationship is the means through which compassion works to, as Nusbaum asserts, 

enlarge one’s sphere of eudaimonistic concern.28 Working from Aristotle’s definition of pity 

in the Rhetoric, Nussbaum summarizes the key features of the emotion as:29   

a painful emotion directed at another person’s misfortune or suffering. . . . It 
requires and rests on three beliefs: (1) the belief that the suffering is serious 
rather than trivial; (2) the belief that the suffering was not caused primarily by 
the person’s own culpable actions; and (3) the belief that the pitier’s own 
possibilities are similar to those of the sufferer.30 
 

Importantly, Nussbaum’s account of compassion stresses its cognitive aspects: to experience 

compassion is not only to feel pain, she argues, but it is more importantly (and 

constitutively) to think and make judgements about the condition of others. For Nussbaum, 

compassion is inextricably connected to reason and intellectual processes, and is by 

definition “a certain sort of thought about the well-being of others.”31 In addition, 

Nussbaum’s analysis of compassion seeks to correct what she sees as a flaw in the 

Aristotelian model, particularly in regards to the third condition of similar possibility. Where 

Aristotle’s model depends on the recognition of an existing likeness or similar vulnerability 

to pain and suffering in compassion’s object, Nussbaum suggests that, in fact, the cognitive 

processes inherent to compassion can (and do) occur even when such similarity is lacking. 

What is necessary for compassion is what she calls a eudaimonistic judgement: compassion, 

                                                 

28 Upheavals of Thought, 300-336. Nussbaum’s thought throughout her discussion of compassion relies heavily, and often 
explicitly, on her inheritance of Adam Smith’s discussion of sympathy in The Theory of Moral Sentiments, especially insofar as 
the ability to imagine another’s pain as if it were one’s own is the primary process through which she suggests the cognitive 
processes which comprise compassion are enabled. 
29 Nussbaum essentially uses “pity” and “compassion” interchangeably throughout her work, a practice which she 
(inadequately) justifies by claiming that they refer to “a single emotion” and describe “an experience that remains 
remarkably constant from Sophocles to the present day” (“Basic Social Emotion,” 29). This reducing of terms that connote 
importantly different phenomena is especially frustrating in light of Nussbaum’s total elision of the history of pity and 
compassion between the classical period and the Enlightenment.  
30 Nussbaum, “Basic Social Emotion,” 31. 
31 Ibid, 28. Emphasis mine.   
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in essence, requires that the well-being of others is seen by compassion’s subject as a good in 

and of itself, and “involves valuing another person as part of one’s own circle of concern.”32 

While she concedes that a judgement of similar possibility can make the eudaimonistic 

judgement easier to achieve, it is not strictly necessary to the functioning and existence of 

compassion.  

Nussbaum’s corrective is an important one, insofar as it expands the potential sphere 

of compassion to include even those whose circumstances are so different from the subject’s 

that a judgement of similar possibility is difficult or absent. However, this eudaimonistic 

judgement by its very definition still insists that the well-being of others matters only insofar 

as they can be connected to our own experiences and concerns:  

pity is our species’ way of connecting the good of others to the 
fundamentally eudaimonistic (though not egoistic) structure of our 
imaginations and our most intense cares. The good of others means nothing 
to us in the abstract or antecedently. Only when it is brought into relation 
with that which we already understand (…) does such a thing start to matter 
deeply.33 

 
While Nussbaum’s intervention eliminates the practical limitations of Aristotle’s requirement 

for similarity between subject and object, in its place she inserts a consequential reorientation 

of compassion’s trajectory. What she begins by describing as an emotion capable of 

expanding the boundaries of the self to include the good of others, ends up as an emotion 

which considers those others ultimately only as reflections or projections of the self. Part of 

what I want to suggest in the pages that follow is that the early modern works I examine 

attempt to think through a version of compassion that emphatically does not require this sort 

                                                 

32 Upheavals of Thought, 336. 
33 “Basic Social Emotion,” 48. 
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of self-projection, and does not calculate the value of the other in relation to oneself. 

Instead, the representations of compassion that I consider push the communitarian potential 

of compassion to its rhetorical and conceptual limit, and insist that compassion does not 

merely rely on a recognition of similar possibility, nor on Nussbaum’s necessarily self-

centring eudaimonistic judgement, but that practicing compassion—specifically through the 

reading and interpretation of the literature of suffering—can in fact create the bonds of 

shared possibility through which compassion operates.  

Unlike Nussbaum’s Aristotelean version of compassion, which understands 

compassionate relation as a means of understanding the harms of another in reference to 

oneself, the early modern writers I discuss participate in the formation of compassion 

understood as a willful reduction of the self. Deeply bound up not in a classical tradition but 

in a scriptural and Christological one, these early modern representations of compassion 

necessarily intersect with concepts of humility, mercy, and charity. Something that is 

fundamental to early modern conceptions of compassion that differentiates it from 

Nussbaum’s study of both ancient and modern forms is the centrality and interrelation of 

compassion with Christian doctrine and theology.34 In the context of England in the late 16th 

and early 17th century, compassion was simply illegible outside of the complex network of 

beliefs and practices that constituted Christian faith. In order to better understand this 

interrelation, I turn now to two examples of early modern Christian thinkers attempting to 

define compassion in the context of Christian faith. 

                                                 

34 David Konstan touches on this interrelation in a limited way in his book Pity Transformed (London: Duckworth, 2001), in 
chapter 4, “Divine Pity.” Here he traces, from a philological point of view, the transition from Classical to Christianized 
notions of the mercy of God(s), and locates “Lactantius’ writings [as] a benchmark in the transvaluation of pity as a passion 
into the virtue and duty of Christian ethics” (124). 
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Defining the Limits of Early Modern Compassion 

Writing in the mid-18th century, Adam Smith describes the human capacity to 

experience the pain or suffering of another in the following pessimistic terms: “Though our 

brother is on the rack, as long as we ourselves are at our ease, our senses will never inform 

us of what he suffers. They never did, and never can, carry us beyond our own person.”35 

Modern philosophers and critics are, in keeping with Smith’s denuded portrait of 

compassion, often prone to conceptualize compassion as a purely cognitive process or, 

moreover, as the locus for severe epistemic skepticism: as Elaine Scarry has written, “to have 

great pain is to have certainty; to hear that another has pain is to have doubt.”36 Yet, for late-

sixteenth century thinkers like theologian William Perkins, who vividly describes compassion 

as a state of heart (and not of mind) which “makes one man to put on the person of another 

(…) and he is affected as though the bowells of him that is in miserie were in his body,” 

Smith’s skepticism about the possibility of true compassion—literally, feeling or suffering 

with another—would have seemed utterly foreign, and deeply troubling.37 Whereas Smith 

and his modern inheritors conceptualize compassion as a retrenchment of the limits of the 

self—a process through which my estrangement from you becomes ever more clearly 

delineated—earlier thinkers conversely understood compassion as a process of intense and 

visceral affective identification with another, a reducing of the self to make room for the 

pain of another, that is not only possible, but utterly necessary to the formation and thriving 

of the community. 

                                                 

35 Smith, Adam, The Theory of Moral Sentiments, ed. Knud Haakonssen (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 11. 
36 Scarry, Elaine, The Body in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the World (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985), 7.    
37 Perkins, William, A godly and learned exposition of Christ’s Sermon on the Mount (Cambridge, 1608), 24. 
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In his Christian Dictionary, first published in 1612 (the year following the publication 

of the Authorized Version of the Bible) with the ambition of defining all “the chiefe words 

dispersed generally through Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testament,” Thomas 

Wilson includes compassion as one of those “chiefe words” which are essential to “Christian 

knowledge.”38 His explication of compassion, which is by far the most detailed in any of the 

English lexicons, concordances, and dictionaries which appeared in the first half of the 17th 

century, provides a succinct distillation of the basic facets of early modern understandings of 

compassion.39 Wilson describes compassion as follows:  

Suffering together, when two or three feele the same greefe: and properly, it 
is that motherly compassion, pittifulnesse, feeling, and greeuing for the 
misery of her childe. Esay 49, 15. This is naturall compassion. 
2) The mercifull Nature of God, infinitely enclined to pity and succour the 
miseries of his creature, namely of his elect. Psal. 103, 13. The Lorde hath 
compassion on them that feare him. 2. Cor. 1, 4. God of all compassions. 
This is diuine compassion. 
3) That mutuall pitty, or fellow-feeling which Christians haue of each others 
misery, as if they suffered together. Luke 10, 33. When he saw him, he had 
compassion on him. Hebr. 13, 2. Remember them that are in bonds, as if 
your selues were in bonds. This is Christian compassion.40 

 

                                                 

38 Thomas Wilson, A Christian Dictionary Opening the signification of the chiefe words dispersed generally through Holy Scriptures of the Old 
and New Testament, tending to increase Christian knowledge, sig. A1. The first (1612) edition of Wilson’s dictionary contains over 
two thousand unique headwords, of which approximately 265 appear in his table of “materiall” words of more “worth and 
waight” (sig. ¶6r). By the fourth (posthumous) edition of 1635 (which included, in addition to Wilson’s original text and 
subsequent additions, “a Large Addition, Both of Words and Phrases, by Mr. John Bagwell”) the title page advertises itself 
as being “Augmented by Addition of Divers Thousands of Words, Phrases, and Significations.” Wilson’s lexical project was 
clearly an ongoing and dynamic one, but neither he nor his later editors saw it fit to alter his entry on compassion across the 
many editions and printings of his work. For an informative discussion of Wilson’s lexicographical project, see Kathleen 
Curtin, “Jacobean Congregations and Controversies in Thomas Wilson’s Christian Dictionary (1612)” in Seventeenth Century, 
Sept. 2010, 197-214.  
39 To compare entries for “compassion” across these different texts, the Lexicons of Early Modern English online resource 
edited by Ian Lancashire and published by the University of Toronto Press has been immensely valuable: 
leme.library.utoronto.ca  
40 Wilson, Christian Dictionary, 60. Wilson includes marginal notes further identifying items 2 and 3 as “Being referred to 
God” and “Being referred to men,” respectively. In his “Dictionary, of the Epistle unto the Hebrewes” (which, along with 
separate lexicons for the Book of Revelation and the Canticles, was printed together with his general dictionary) Wilson 
provides a further gloss of compassion: “A disposition or affection, prone to pitty others, so much as neede is” and cites 
Heb. 5:2 as his biblical context for this definition (215). 
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In his preface to the reader, Wilson explains his motivation to write his book by lamenting 

the lack of understanding among the “vulgar” of the “principall words, as carry with them 

the Marrowe and pith of our holy Religion.”41 He thus sets out in his dictionary to make 

clear the signification of these “principall words” which, according to Wilson’s metaphor, 

comprise the conceptual skeleton upon which the flesh of the Body of Christ is formed. 

Despite its relative scarcity within the English bibles most popular during Wilson’s writing 

(compassion appears 73 times across both testaments in the Geneva Bible, and only 41 in 

the Authorized Version), Wilson deems it a concept so relevant to the proper education and 

formation of a Christian that to exclude compassion from his set of “chiefe words” would 

be to seriously malnourish his readers’ education.42 Beyond the specific features of his 

definition of compassion, then, it is important to note here that the very inclusion of the 

headword within Wilson’s relatively selective lexicon indicates that, for Wilson and his 

imagined readers, compassion was among the key concepts necessary to a full and proper 

understanding of scripture, and to a true comprehension of what it means to live a Christian 

life.43 

                                                 

41 Wilson, Christian Dictionary, sigA5v. 
42 The Geneva translation’s preference for compassion over other close cognates is an interesting phenomenon worth 
further investigation. The Authorized Version frequently prefers close cognates like “mercy,” “comfort,” or “pity” where 
Geneva refers to the compassion of God, but generally retains Geneva’s “compassion” when referring to human relations. 
43 Wilson imagines his own audience as effectively spanning both clerical and lay readers and hearers. He describes what he 
imagines as the far-reaching edificatory benefits of his dictionary project in his preface as follows: “First of all, thy selfe, 
being a Minister of the word, it wil bring thee this fruite, that thou shalt teach with more facility, hauing readie and at hand, 
the true and right definition of things. Secondly, the distinguishing of wordes of diuers acceptions, lying alwayes by thee, 
will ease thee of some labour in searching, when thou art enforced by occasion of the Text, to enterpret such words. 
Thirdly, the people committed to thy charge, being by meanes of such a Booke, well acquainted with the cheefe Wordes, 
which containe any Doctrine, thou shalt not neede in the course of thy teaching, to bee alwayes troubled with the opening 
of such wordes; but presuming vppon their knowledge, maiest the more insist and dwell in the pressing and vrging the 
Doctrine and practise of the thinges so well vnderstood before. Now, as touching the hearers, their growth and proceeding 
in Christianitie, will be greater and more speedy, by the help of such a Dictionary; which hauing giuen light vnto them, to 
know the principall wordes of their Art, the matter of Doctrine contained in these words, and raised out of them, wil be 
sooner perceiued, and take better impression. (…) Lastly, it will prouoke Christians more willingly to reade Scriptures, when 
they haue at hand a Dictionary, to declare and expound such words as they vnderstand not. For, as men aduenture to 
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Indeed, though compassion is not among those words and phrases which Wilson 

marks and sets apart as being either “Foundational,” “Controversial,” or “Ecclesiastical,” 

(each a category of especial concern which are carefully annotated in a table which precedes 

the bulk of the dictionary) compassion is nevertheless included within this selective table as a 

part of Wilson’s list of the “most materiall” words included in his dictionary.44 Compassion, 

then, is for Wilson fundamentally important, but not because it is a matter of debate or 

contentiousness. Rather, Wilson marks out compassion because it is a concept that “admits 

distinction”—that is, a word that can mean multiple things or signify in multiple ways 

depending on context. Not only is compassion a “chiefe word” in Wilson’s analysis of 

scripture, then, but it is also a word which he recognizes as among the more complex or 

more heavily nuanced concepts he deems necessary for a proper understanding of religion. 

As such, it is a word which demands close attention to and careful exegesis of precisely what 

“distinctions” it admits. As Kathleen Curtin points out, this emphasis on “distinction” is 

closely related to the exegetical tradition of creating and compiling distinctiones, a practice 

which attempts to “exhaust all the meanings of a given word, object, or concept in 

                                                 

 

cracke that Nut, whose Kernell by cracking is to be obtained; so the Christian is much moued to read, when hee hath, as it 
were, a cracker to get him the Kernell; that is, a Dictionarie to giue him the sence of the words, which he reads.” (sig A5v-
6v) 
44 Wilson defines his three categories as follows: an “Ecclesiasticall” word is one which “though it be not in the Scripture 
for Letter and Sillables: yet is to be found there for matter and substance; as Trinity, &c. Sacrament, Indifferent, 
Satisfaction, Merit, &c”; a “Polemicall” word “pertaines to Controuersie, & hath in it a ground of difference betweene the 
true Christian, which thinketh, speaketh, and writeth Orthodoxally, and soundly; and others, which loue and embrace errors, 
in fauour where of they wrest, and peruert the pure wordes of Scripture: as Iustification, Assurance, of Faith, Hope of Glory, 
Concupiscence, Antichrist, &c.”; and “Fundamentall” words “containe in them things, which beeing denyed, Religion it selfe is 
ouerthrowne; euen as an house is ouer-turned, by taking away the foundation or ground-worke whereuppon it stands; 
as Grace, Fayth, God, Christ, &c.” (sig. ¶6r).  
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Scripture,” and with which Wilson’s method of glossing shares many features.45 It is not 

enough for Wilson that his reader understand in a general sense what is meant by 

compassion. Instead, he insists that readers grasp not only the depth, but also the limits of 

meaning available in a given word. For Wilson, whose dictionary was immensely popular 

among both clerical and lay readers, the sorts of distinctions and relationships that his 

lexicon sought to make evident were fundamental to the twinned processes of interpretation 

and understanding which underpin Wilson’s Calvinist approach to scriptural reading and 

spiritual formation.46 As he writes in his preface,  

Againe, the right distinguishing of thinges, the one from the other, when the 
Nature and due bounds of euery worde is declared, would proue some 
preseruative against errors and Heresie, which commonly arise vpon the 
ignorance of things, while they are shuffled confusedly together, one thing 
being taken for another; or some thing being taken to bee that, it is not.47 
 

Understanding how to recognize and classify distinct forms of compassion (what he terms 

“natural compassion,” “divine compassion,” and “Christian compassion”), and how to 

differentiate it from related concepts like pity or mercy, is for Wilson not only key to basic 

Christian education, it is also fundamental to the unity and preservation of a cohesive (and 

properly reformed) Christian community.48 Within a tradition founded upon the primacy of 

                                                 

45 See Curtin, “Jacobean Congregations,” 201-202. Curtin here quotes Carol V. Kaske’s work on distinctiones in her book 
Spenser and Biblical Poetics (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1998), at 24. 
46 Wilson’s dictionary was, according to Green, an early modern bestseller and by far the most popular book in the genre of 
lexicons and dictionaries, going through five editions from 1612-1647 and “taking on a new lease of life” in the latter half of 
the 17th century with three additional editions (which included the additions and emendations of two other authors) 
appearing between 1656-1678. See I.M. Green, Print and Protestantism in Early Modern England (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2000), 
130. See Curtin, “Jacobean Congregations,” 198; and also Leif Dixon, “Calvinist Theology and Pastoral Reality in the Reign 
of King James I: the Perspective of Thomas Wilson,” Seventeenth Century, 23.2, 173-197. 
47 Wilson, Christian Dictionary, sig.A6r. 
48 “Mercy” receives its own treatment in Wilson’s book; pity, though it is used frequently to describe and illuminate many 
other words and concepts, surprisingly does not receive a separate entry in the Christian Dictionary.   
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the Word, distinctions between words—and between the “things” they represent—matter 

immensely. 

The first of Wilson’s distinctions is what he calls “naturall compassion,” which he 

initially glosses simply as “suffering together, when two or three feele the same greefe.” 

Notably, this explication of “naturall” compassion makes no gesture to any sort of ethical 

language or moral quality; compassion here is rendered as a strictly literal translation of its 

latintate component parts. But Wilson goes on to significantly narrow this literal definition, 

suggesting that “properly”—that is, not figuratively—this word signifies an innate feeling of 

shared pain between a mother and her child. Wilson roots this definition in a passage from 

Isaiah which highlights compassion as a particularly feminine and maternal—but also 

unreliable—affect: “Can a woman forget her child, and not have compassion on the son of 

her womb? though they should forget, yet will I not forget thee” (Is.49:15). We can see here 

how Wilson is using “naturall” to connote not only that which is innate and unpracticed, but 

also more specifically that which is inherently corrupt and unredeemed by the (supernatural) 

intervention of God.49 So “naturall compassion”—that is, the sort of compassion that may 

exist intrinsically and arise spontaneously in people—is contextualized by way of a verse 

which specifically highlights the fleeting and inadequate nature of this human compassion in 

relation to divine compassion. Wilson chooses this piece of scripture to emphasize the 

ultimate inadequacy of a compassion that arises naturally or unconsciously: even the most 

paradigmatic image of “natural compassion”—that of a mother and her nursing child—is 

                                                 

49 Wilson uses “naturall” in this theological sense frequently throughout his dictionary. See, for example, his gloss of 
“naturall man” as “the unregenerate Man, who still sticketh in the old corruption of Nature, his ignorance and obstinancy 
which hee brought with him into the World” (333).  
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capable of waning, but God’s compassion on his people is infallible. “Naturall 

compassion”—unreflective, automatic, unconscious—thus exists here as a negative example 

against which Wilson’s subsequent distinctions of compassion are implicitly contrasted. 

Building off this scriptural allusion to God’s unfailing compassion as more perfect 

than even a mother’s love for her newborn child, Wilson’s definition of “divine compassion” 

relies on a paternal, rather than maternal, biblical metaphor. Citing Psalm 103:13 (“As a 

father hath compassion on his children, so hath the Lord compassion on them that fear 

him”), Wilson distinguishes divine compassion from natural compassion not only by its 

unfaltering persistence (God’s mercifulness is “infinitely enclined” towards his “elect”), but 

also by its directedness towards active relief. 50 Whereas “naturall compassion” describes only 

a passive state of shared grief or suffering, divine compassion is distinguished by action: 

God’s pity leads him to “succour the miseries of his creature.” It is important to note here 

the hierarchical relationship between the subject and the object of the phenomenon. God is 

merciful because he pities the wretchedness of his creation, and his pity moves him to 

“succour the miseries” attendant upon the human condition. Indeed, Wilson’s gloss of 

divine compassion contains none of the gestures towards communality or shared suffering 

which characterize his other two distinctions. Instead, Wilson’s distinction highlights how 

this divine compassion for humanity demonstrates the infiniteness of God’s mercy, and 

differentiates his absolute separateness from the sufferings he pities. While they may share 

                                                 

50 Wilson here is clearly working with the Geneva bible and not the new Authorized Version which, while recently 
published, would surely have been available to him at least during the latter stages of his writing project. The 1611 
translators conspicuously replace “compassion” with “pity” in the verse Wilson cites here (“Like as a Father pitieth his 
children, so the Lord pitieth them that fear him”), and at other points throughout their text. 
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the same language, divine and human compassion are, Wilson insists, two very different 

species.  

Fascinatingly, in his citation of 2 Corinthians Wilson transcribes the biblical verse—

which both the Geneva and the Authorized Version translate as “God of all comfort”—as 

“God of all compassions.” 51 This divergence, I think, offers an important insight into 

Wilson’s understanding of not only divine compassion, but also of what he will go on to call 

“Christian compassion,” and is worth examining closely. In the context of 2 Corinthians 1, 

the passage which follows Wilson’s emended excerpt outlines how God’s mercy on 

humanity multiplies mercy in the world: “…the Father of mercies and the God of all 

comfort; / who comforteth us in all our tribulation, that we may be able to comfort them 

which are in trouble, by the comfort wherewith we ourselves are comforted of God. / For as 

the sufferings of Christ abound in us, so our consolation also aboundeth by Christ” (2 Cor. 

1:3-5). God’s compassion, this verse suggests, begets ever more compassion: those who are 

comforted by God will share that comfort with others, who will share it with still others, and 

so on and so on. Divine compassion’s effect is thus multiplied and reproduced in the form 

of human compassion. Even more importantly for Wilson, however, is the somewhat 

counterintuitive implication of this verse that the very purpose of divine mercy is not the 

relief of suffering, but the growth of compassion.  When God offers comfort to the 

suffering, it is not only so that they might be themselves consoled, but rather so that they 

might learn and become able to console those sufferings they find in others. Instead of the 

comfort of God being an end to suffering, then, it here becomes an invitation to encounter 

                                                 

51 Wilson cites 2 Cor. 1:4, but his italicized quotation is clearly a rendering of 2 Cor. 1:3. 
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the suffering of others; instead of tribulation being a solitary burden, it becomes a spur to 

shared compassion. This verse presents divine compassion as both the source of and the 

model for human compassion. Read in this way, we can see how Wilson’s choice of “God of 

all compassions”—with it’s expansive, plural trajectory—might have seemed to him a more 

fitting descriptor of the implications of the biblical verse, a verse which ultimately highlights 

the multiplicative nature not only of divine compassion, but also, consequentially, of 

compassion among humans.  

This focus on the reciprocity and multiplicative nature of compassion continues in 

Wilson’s explication of “Christian compassion,” and it is in this third distinction where we 

find a version of the concept that brings together features of both “natural” and “divine” 

compassion in a way that creates something quite different from either. Wilson’s gloss of 

Christian compassion is at first glance quite straightforward: compassion is “That mutuall 

pitty, or fellow-feeling which Christians have of each others misery, as if they suffered 

together.” What is interesting to note here, however, is the way in which Wilson’s syntax 

carefully blurs and elides any subject/object distinction in his account of Christian 

compassion (which, it is eminently clear, is a form of compassion he considers far superior 

to mere “naturall compassion,” and closely derived from “divine compassion”). Unlike the 

purposive parent/child metaphors employed in his previous distinctions, Wilson’s 

explication here assiduously avoids marking any distinction between one who suffers and 

one who experiences a compassionate response; instead, his version suggests that suffering 

and compassionate response are always already shared, “mutuall” experiences. Describing 

compassion as a state of “fellow-feeling” in which people experience “each others misery” 

implies that—unlike mercy or pity, which both inherently insist upon the distance of the 
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pitiful or merciful subject from the suffering object’s misfortune—compassion is necessarily 

reciprocal and bidirectional, without a clearly delineated hierarchy. To truly “suffer together” 

with another is, Wilson implies, to relinquish not only one’s own comfort, but also 

inherently whatever elements of status and identity with which that comfort is inextricably 

bound up. Unlike the nurturing compassion that a mother feels for her child, or the merciful 

compassion that God has for his creation, Christian compassion is for Wilson not something 

which is experienced as a benign expression of a differential of power, but rather as a shared 

and communal response. Where “naturall” and “divine” compassion both reinforce the 

distance between subject and object, Wilson’s definition of Christian compassion works to 

do precisely the opposite. 

The scriptural passages which Wilson chooses to buttress this distinction provide 

further insight into his picture of ideal human compassion, and offer not (as his gloss does) a 

description or explication of what Christian compassion is, but rather biblical examples of 

how it manifests in action in the world. The first example is taken from the story of the 

Good Samaritan (Luke 10:25-37), in which a traveller who is beset by thieves and left for 

dead is eventually shown mercy by a passing Samaritan who tends his wounds and provides 

for his safety and comfort. The second example, from Hebrews 13:3, is an exhortation to 

“brotherly love” and compassion, which urges Christians to “Remember them that are in 

bonds, as though ye were bound with them: and them that are in affliction, as if ye were also 

afflicted in the body.” What is most striking about the pairing of these verses, beyond their 

obvious shared interest in the fruits of compassion manifest as works of mercy, is their 

insistence on the function of compassion as an expansion of the limits of the self. Both the 

verses Wilson chooses to explicate his concept of compassion are, as his readers would 
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doubtlessly be aware, excerpted from contexts which highlight the interconnection and 

common humanity of even vastly diverse individuals. The story of the Good Samaritan, for 

example, is offered by Jesus as a response to the question “Who is my neighbour?,” to which 

the marginal glosses of the Geneva Bible answer “All they are comprehended in the name of 

our neighbour, by the law, whomsoever we may help.”52 Neighbourliness—that is, the extent 

to which another person might be accounted among our own circle of care—is determined, 

according to the glossator’s note and Wilson’s inference, not by kinship or shared culture but 

(as the Samaritan fable demonstrates) rather by a recognition of suffering, and an 

acknowledgment of need. Similarly, the passage from Hebrews begins “Let brotherly love 

continue,” and goes on to insist that all strangers, all prisoners, and all who suffer physically 

are the very “brothers” that require compassionate love. Both these biblical contexts 

highlight not the internal, affective state of compassion—not, that is, the actual experience 

of shared suffering—but rather the ethical action which the existence of that communal 

affective state demands. The “mutuall pitty” and “fellow-feeling” which characterize a state 

of internal compassion are, Wilson’s biblical citations suggest, by themselves illegible as 

Christian compassion. Unless they result in the acts of relief and the brotherly love (which 

the Geneva notes gloss as “the sum whereof is charity, especially toward strangers and such 

as are afflicted”) alluded to in Wilson’s scriptural citations, then fellow-feeling is mere 

“naturall” compassion—that is, an instinctual and fundamentally passive passion which is 

both fallible and fleeting. The most salient features of Wilson’s “Christian compassion,” 

then, are his equal emphases on the reciprocal and mutual character of compassion, on 

                                                 

52 Gloss to Luke 10:29, Geneva Bible.  
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compassion’s imperative to action, and on compassion’s tendency to integrate self and other, 

neighbour and stranger, compassionate subject and suffering object.  

Wilson’s exploration of compassion in his dictionary bears some resemblance to a 

slightly earlier vision of compassion offered by William Perkins in a very different literary 

context. In his A godly and learned exposition of Christs Sermon in the Mount, likely delivered as a 

Cambridge sermon in 1604 but not printed until 1608, the influential theologian adds to 

Wilson’s definitions an intense focus on both the imperative to action implicit in 

compassion, as well as on the specifically bodily nature of what Wilson would class as 

Christian compassion. Perkins’s discussion of compassion comes in the midst of his verse-

by-verse explication of the beatitudes, and is specifically tied to his explanation of the 

meaning of mercy in Matthew 5:7, “Blessed are the merciful: for they shall obtain mercy.” 

For Perkins, mercy itself is illegible without a robust concept of compassion underlying and 

informing it: 

First, mercie is an holy compassion of heart, whereby a man is mooved to 
helpe an other in his miserie. First, I call it a compassion of heart, because it 
makes one man to put on the person of an other, and to be grieved for the 
miseries of an other, as if they were his own (…) this vertue of mercie 
stirreth and mooveth the heart to helpe an other that is in miserie: for helpe 
in miserie is a notable fruit of true compassion, neither can these be severed: 
for in the compassion of the heart, and the acte of relief, stands true mercie: 
and therefore John saith, He that seeth his brother in neede, and shutteth up his 
compassion from him, how dwelleth the love of God in him? whereby also we may see, 
that no worke of mercie is shewed to any man in miserie, but that which 
commeth from compassion: and thus we see what mercy is.53 

 
Mercy is thus described as having two necessary components: an internal affective state of 

compassion, and an external act of relief. In Perkins’s telling, it is the former that is the more 

                                                 

53 Perkins, Godly and learned exposition of Christ’s sermon in the mount (London: 1608), 24. 
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fundamental of the two: an experience of compassion is the core and root of the virtue of 

mercy, and merciful action is the fruit which grows only from “true compassion.” Unlike 

Wilson, who frequently treats compassion and mercy as closely related (but distinct) 

synonyms, Perkins here suggests that compassion is not synonymous with mercy, but is 

instrumental to it.54 Perkins understands compassion very specifically as an affective state 

which is structurally necessary to the existence of mercy, and which is thus closely correlated 

with mercy, but which is by no means conceptually interchangeable with it. 

Perkins’s description of compassion is notable also for its emphasis on the bodily 

and physiological component of the affective state. Drawing on the biblical language of the 

“bowels of compassion,” Perkins literalizes the metaphor’s image of deep interiority in order 

to explain what the experience of “true compassion” actually feels like: “and therefore it is 

called the bowells of compassion, because when a mans heart is touched therewith his very liver 

and entrails doe stirre in his bodie, and are rouled within him, as the Prophet speaketh: and he 

is affected, as though the bowells of him that is in miserie were in his bodie.”55 Compassion, 

for Perkins, is identifiable as such by virtue of its intense viscerality. To be moved to 

compassion is not mere metaphor, then, but rather a description of the literal gut wrenching 

that is the body’s response to the suffering of another. Unlike later understandings of 

compassion as a pure product of the imaginative faculty, or modern conceptions of 

compassion as a solely psychological phenomenon, the compassion that Perkins understands 

                                                 

54 Wilson’s entry for “mercy” further reveals this tendency to equate the words (if not necessarily the concepts) to a degree 
belied by his introduction’s insistence on clear and proper lexical distinctions. His definition of “Mercy, as it is referred to 
God” is a near exact paraphrase of his earlier definition of “Compassion, being referred to God,” though he chooses 
separate biblical citations for each.  
55 Perkins, Godly and learned exposition, 24.  
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involves a vivid physiological as well as an intense emotional experience.56 In a state of true 

compassion, Perkins tells us, mind and flesh are equally involved. 

Of course, what Perkins describes here as the “bowels of compassion” is not merely 

the unilateral experience of an individual body. Rather, his concept of compassion—like 

Wilson’s—is necessarily a deeply mutual one. The roiling bowels and stirring entrails of the 

subject of compassion are not simply an internal phenomenon that originates within, but 

rather are a response to another body, a receptive recreation that echoes the suffering of 

another individual. Compassion in this way involves a practice of not only emotional or 

imaginative identification—not only, as we saw in Smith, the empathetic response of merely 

understanding or imagining how another person feels—but an experience of shared 

suffering which, though mutual, remains focalised around the suffering other. Perkins’ 

descriptive simile—“as though the bowells of him that is in miserie were in [the witness’s] 

bodie”—makes clear this subtle but important distinction by rhetorically insisting upon the 

primacy of the original sufferer’s experience: when I compassionate someone, it is his roiling 

bowels which must metaphorically replace my own, her pain which engulfs my body. It is 

not, importantly, my imagination of their suffering which manifests in my bowels, nor is 

compassion for Perkins (as it will be for Smith) a mental projection in which I imagine what 

I might feel were I in his place. In the latter two formulations, the sufferer’s experience is 

subsumed by the observer’s as the focalization shifts from the fact of his pain to my 

adoption of it. In Perkins’ formation, however, the other body remains (quite literally) 
                                                 

56 Perkins was perhaps ahead of his time in his insistence on the physiological experience of compassion: much emerging 
evidence from the cognitive sciences suggests that, in neurophysiological terms, compassion (and all emotion) has a deeply 
embodied component, such that the distinction and primacy between the “mental” or “bodily” situatedness of emotion is 
murky at best. See, for example, the eminently readable accounts of neurophysiologist Antonio Damasio, especially Looking 
for Spinoza: Joy, Sorrow, and the Feeling Brain (New York: Harcourt, 2003). 
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central, even as it metaphorically enters and involves my own, his visceral experience 

becoming the literal subject of the sentence and the metaphoric centre of our mutually 

suffering bodies. Compassion is possible, Perkins’ language suggests, only when the self—

here rhetorically represented by its innermost viscera—is set aside to make room for 

another’s pain to take its place. Compassion is an act of making space within oneself for the 

experience of another, of setting aside one’s own comfort and inviting in another’s suffering. 

Another crucial facet of Perkins’ picture of compassion is its reliance on the sensory 

and interpretive engagement of the subject. In order to properly address the needs of those 

who suffer, Perkins tells us, we must learn to correctly read their bodies, and this reading 

must itself be accomplished by our sensory intelligence: 

First, wee must exercise three of our senses; seeing, hearing, and feeling, in other 
mens miseries: for seeing, we must bee very warie it grieue vs not to looke vpon 
our poore brother, but wee must see and behold his miserie and distresse, 
whether it bee in soule or bodie. (…)And we must be followers of God, as 
deare children, and learne to visit them that be in miserie, either through 
sickenesse, imprisonment, pouertie, or such like; for sight will stirre vp in a 
man a sense and compassion of others miseries. Hence it is said, that when 
Iesus saw a great multitude, hee was mooued with compassion towards them. And who 
can see a poore distressed person to lie in strawe, or on the ground without 
needfull releefe, as many a one would not suffer his dogge to lie, and not be 
mooued with compassion? Secondly, if wee cannot come to see a mans 
miserie, then we must bee content to heare of it, and giue heed and credit to 
the true reports that others make thereof vnto vs. (…)Thirdly, for feeling, if 
the Lord shall afflict our bodies with sicknes, or our soules with temptations, 
we must be willing to suffer the same patiently, that thereby we may be fitted 
to take more compassion vpon others in like case, and to comfort them the 
better.57 

 
The works of mercy that are the fruits of compassion are thus a result of processes of 

sensory and physical engagement (seeing, beholding, hearing, feeling) which spur cognition 

                                                 

57 Perkins, Godly exposition, 24-25 
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and interpretation, and subsequently prompt action. In order for merciful action to be 

possible—even in one graced with a capacity for compassion—encounters with suffering 

must be sought out by any means available. Moreover, one’s own sufferings must be 

repurposed and reinterpreted as occasions to further develop our capacity for compassion. 

Despite his insistence on compassion as a virtue imputed by God, then, Perkins nevertheless 

insists that compassion is also a practice which must be cultivated and rehearsed, 

strengthened and enhanced. Developing compassion is not automatic or instinctual, but 

requires conscientious and purposeful work.  

While Perkins’ and Wilson’s treatments of compassion are of course not an 

exhaustive sample, they do provide a rich portrait of the way in which compassion was 

assumed to operate, and of the types of rhetoric and metaphor with which compassion is 

most closely associated. Taken together, both Perkins and Wilson emphasize how 

compassion is in the early modern period richly understood as a practice of intimate 

identification, of self-reduction, of active charity, and above all, of shared suffering. 

Works of Mercy 

As the title of this dissertation gestures towards, my discussion of compassion in the 

early seventeenth century is loosely thematized around the post-Reformation afterlives of the 

seven corporeal works of mercy, one of the central catechetical pillars of English traditional 

religion.58 Scripturally rooted in Matthew 25’s parable of the sheep and the goats, in the late 

medieval church the works of mercy made up one facet of a catechetical schema of essential 

teachings designed for easy digestion by lay people which were widely disseminated 
                                                 

58 See Eamon Duffy’s foundational work on the topic in “How the Plowman Learned his Paternoster,” ch. 2 in Stripping of 
the Altars: Traditional Religion in England, c. 1400-c.1580 2nd edition (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 2005), 53-87. 
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following the Council of Lambeth in 1281. The Lambeth program, outlined in the Ignorantia 

Sacerdotum, was supposed to be taught by priests at least four times a year, and centred on the 

Creed, the Ten Commandments, and on a convenient set of “sevens”: the seven virtues, the 

seven deadly sins, the seven sacraments, and the seven works of bodily and spiritual mercy.59 

A version of the Ignorantia Sacerdotium was translated into the vernacular in 1357 as the Lay 

Folk’s Catechism, and presents the works of mercy in the following language: 

  That god sal reherce us opon the dai of dome,  
  and wit how we haf done tham here in this lyfe, 
  As saint matheu mas mynde in his godspell. (…) 
  Of whilk the first is to feed tham that er hungry. 
  That Othir, for to give tham drynk that er thirsty. 
  The third, for to clethe tham that er clatheless. 
  The ferthe is to herber tham that er houselesse. 
  The fifte, for visite tham that ligge in sekenesse. 
  The sext, is to help tham that in prison er. 
  The sevent, to bery dede men that has mister. 
  This er the seuen bodily dedis of merci 
  That ilk man augh to do that is mighty.60 
 

The cultural saturation of this instructional program is, as Duffy notes, evident in not only 

the wills of English people (which frequently make their provisions for the poor in language 

that hews close to the catechetical texts) but also in the rich artistic culture that made up 

material and imaginative environment of the late medieval church: the works of mercy are 

visually represented in paintings, and stained glass, and in elaborately carved fonts, altars, 

pews, and rood screens; they are dramatically enacted in the Corpus Christi plays; and they 

                                                 

59 For an in-depth discussion of this late medieval program of instruction for lay people and its interaction with the practice 
of annual auricular confession mandate by the Fourth Lateran Council in 1215, see Duffy,Stripping of the Altars, . 
60 The Lay Folk’s Catechism: or, The English and Latin versions of Archbishop Thoresby's Instruction for the people : together with a Wycliffe 
adaptation of the same, and corresponding Canons of the Council of Lambeth, edited and with an introduction by Thomas Frederick 
Simmons and Henry Edward Nolloth, Early English Text Society O.S., no. 118 (London: Published for the Early English 
Text Society by Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co, 1901), 70. The Wyclifitte version, which this edition prints side-by-
side, is expanded  
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appear frequently in the literary and didactic writings collected in commonplace books.61 It is 

not an exaggeration to suggest that the corporeal works of mercy were, in some substantial 

sense, a fundamental means through which medieval people understood their relationship to 

their neighbours and imagined their place in their communities. 

In my exploration of early seventeenth century compassion, one of the threads I 

trace is the ways in which three of these works of mercy (ransoming captives, visiting the 

sick, and feeding the hungry) are deployed by writers as imaginative sites for thinking 

through possibilities for and ethical implications of responding to human suffering. Though 

I earlier referred to the “afterlives” of the corporeal works of mercy, this language is perhaps 

misleading since, as close attention to post-Reformation treatments of human compassion 

shows, there was no death of the works of mercy from which they needed to be reborn, at 

least not within popular devotional culture. Frequently throughout the devotional texts 

which discuss, define, and exhort their readers to Christian duty, we find reference to the 

bodily works of Matthew 25. Occasionally cited by their traditional nomenclature as “works 

of mercy,” and occasionally simply listed one-by-one or piecemeal without an umbrella term, 

the works are a ubiquitous feature of early modern understandings of compassion in 

practice.  

One place where the works of mercy do not feature, however, is within the official 

catechetical program of the post-Reformation church. The catechism which was printed 

along with the Book of Common Prayer and was intended for use prior to an adolescent’s 

Confirmation maintains a version of the Creed and the Ten Commandments, but gone are 

                                                 

61 See Duffy, Stripping of the Altars, at 63-77, 357-362, and in figs. 21-25, 130. Duffy cites The Last Judgement lines 357-364 of 
the York plays. 
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the series of “sevens” which characterized many late medieval catechetical schema. In their 

place, the reformed catechism offers the following formulation of one’s obligation to 

neighbour and community:  

 Question. What is thy dutye towards thy neighbour? 
Answere. My dutye towardes my neyghbour is to love hym as my selfe: And to 
do to all men as I would they should do unto me. To love, honour, and 
succour my father and mother. To honour and obey the Kyng, and his 
minysters. To submitte my selfe to al my governours, teachers, spiritual 
Pastours and Maisters. To order my selfe lowly and reverently to all my 
betters. To hurte no body by worde, nor dede. To be true and juste in all my 
dealyng. To beare no malice nor hatred in my harte. To kepe my handes 
from pickyng and stealyng, and my tongue from evil speakyng, liyng and 
slaunderyng. To kepe my body in temperaunce, sobernes, and chastitie. Not 
to covet nor desire other mennes goodes. But learne and labour truely to get 
myne awne livyng, and to do my dutye in that state of life, unto whiche it 
shal please God to cal me.62 

 
While duty to neighbour in the Lay Folk’s Catechism is described through the ideal of active 

charity in response to suffering as encompassed in the works of corporeal mercy, the Book of 

Common Prayer’s version is characterized contrastingly by an avoidance of harm, and an 

emphasis on obedience.63  

Yet as we can see so clearly in Perkins’ discussion above, the works of mercy 

retained their cultural import despite their official catechetical demotion, and the answer a 

Christian might provide to the question “What is my duty to my neighbour?” could 

encompass much more than the catechumen’s response suggests. While mainstream 

Protestant doctrine refused the notion that good works were necessary to salvation, merciful 

                                                 

62 The Book of Common Prayer: The Texts of 1549, 1559, and 1662, ed. Brian Cummings (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2011), 153. All further citations to the BCP are to this edition. 
63 For an extensive discussion of catechisms and catechizing in the English Reformation, see Ian M. Green, The Christian’s 
ABC: Catechisms and Catechizing in England, c.1530-1740 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996). According to Green’s 
analysis of the huge number of catechisms of various forms which proliferated during the period he studies, four elements 
form the core of almost all texts included in his sample: the Apostles’ Creed, the Ten Commandments, the Lord’s Prayer, 
and the doctrine of the sacraments (280). 
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action as an expression of an inner state of grace remained central to Christian teaching in 

England. The twelfth Article of Religion describes the official Church’s position on good 

works: 

Albeit that Good Works, which are the fruits of Faith, and follow after 
Justification, cannot put away our sins, and endure the severity of God’s 
Judgement; yet are they pleasing and acceptable to God in Christ, and do 
spring out necessarily of a true and lively Faith; insomuch that by them a 
lively Faith may be as evidently known as a tree discerned by the fruit.64  

 
So, while while the codified corporeal and spiritual works of mercy were no longer 

foundational to the Church’s catechetical teachings, we can see in even so Calvinistic a 

theologian as Perkins how rhetorically powerful the biblical injunctions to works of mercy 

remained. As we saw in the above excerpt, for Perkins the mercy described in the beatitudes 

is conceptually entwined with the works of mercy outlined later in Matthew, and 

consideration of the former naturally leads to reflection on the latter. While Perkins is careful 

to insist on the grace-imputed nature of a capacity for compassion—and thus insulate his 

discussion of merciful action from any semblance of works righteousness65—he also draws 

liberally on the iconic imagery of the corporeal works of mercy in order to illustrate his 

point. Thus we see him specifically highlight the scriptural basis of the bodily and corporeal 

works of mercy as those actions by which we can know who is a merciful man: 

the duties of mercie are answerable to mans miserie: Now mans miserie is 
either in his soule, or in his bodie. The greatest miseries of man are in his 
soule; as ignorance, impenitencie, and trouble of conscience: mans bodily 
miseries are sicknes, thirst, nakednesse, &c. and to these the works of mercie 
are answerable. (…) Mercie towards the body is called Almes or Releefe, 
whereby a mans outward necessitie, for foode, raiment, or such like, is 

                                                 

64 Book of Common Prayer, ed. Cummings, 677. 
65 Note the echoes of article 12 in his language of mercy as the “fruit” of compassion. 
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supplied: that this is a worke of mercie, is manifest, Isay, 58. 10. where the 
Releeuing of the hungrie, is the powring out of the soule vnto-him: and Saint Iohn 
maketh the not releeuing of our brother in neede, to bee the shutting of the doore of 
compassion from him.66 

For Perkins, the concept of compassion is intimately connected to the concept of mercy and 

merciful works in a cyclical and self-reinforcing fashion. In order to truly perform works of 

mercy, one must proceed from an experience of compassion; in order to truly experience 

compassion, one must direct that affective experience towards practical merciful action. The 

two concepts perpetuate and rely upon each other, and make each other legible. For Perkins 

(and, as I will show, for the writers considered in this study) compassion has no worth 

without merciful action, and works of mercy concomitantly have no value if they do not 

arise from compassionate feeling. This explicit and fruitful connection between compassion 

and merciful action is one that I will explore throughout this dissertation. 

Playing off this interrelation between the work of compassion and the works of 

mercy so clearly on display in both Perkins and Wilson, each of the chapters which follow is 

loosely thematised around one of three of the seven corporeal works of mercy—the 

exhortations to ransom the captive, visit the sick, and feed the hungry—and argues that the 

writers studied herein deploy the iconography and rhetoric of these works of mercy as a way 

of thinking through the affective prerequisites for merciful action, and as a way of cultivating 

and practicing the techniques of compassionate identification. In each chapter, I use the 

specific thematic lens of a single work or mercy to show how these writers use particular 

image clusters and thematic emphasis to subtly link their explorations of compassionate 

                                                 

66 Perkins, Godly exposition, 24-25 
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identification to traditional representations of merciful action, and in so doing how they 

implicitly argue for the ethical work their texts can do, in the reader and in the world. 

My first chapter, “Impersonating Mercy: Measure for Measure and the Execution of 

Compassion,” reads Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure (1603/4) as a dynamic meditation on 

the potential limits of and barriers to compassion within a suffering polity, and on the 

possibilities and impossibilities of theatre as a site of compassionate identification. 

Juxtaposing Shakespeare’s most biblically allusive play with contemporaneous devotional 

writings on the nature of compassion, I argue that Shakespeare appropriates the familiar 

cultural touchstones of the corporeal works of mercy (here condensed into the exhortation 

to “ransom the captive”), as a means to explore how compassionate identification is both 

stirred and stymied through dramatic form. Centring my discussion on the play’s most 

critically neglected figures—the bawd Mistress Overdone and her accomplice Pompey, the 

prostitute Kate Keepdown, and the fop Lucio—and on the play’s underexplored obsession 

with the image of the prisoner in need of ransom, I argue that literary critics have, in their 

focus on the political-theological valences of mercy in the play, overlooked the play’s 

sustained and interrelated interest in questions of interpersonal mercy. Looking closely at the 

very real suffering that is the affective background against which the political drama plays 

out, this chapter examines in detail Shakespeare’s investigation of different models of 

“putting on” the experience or the voice of another, manifested variously throughout the 

play as moments of substitution, impersonation, and intercession. Throughout, the play 

questions the extent to which these identificatory acts are compatible with compassion. At 

the same time as the play’s constant and conspicuous moments of acting as, speaking for, or 

feeling with another propel the dramatic action of the plot, Shakespeare continually asks his 

audience to reflect on how these modes of rehearsing and playing through techniques of 
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identification relate to the cultivation or the curtailing of compassion, in the characters and 

in themselves. The inability of the Duke’s subjects to articulate the reality of their suffering 

strains, Shakespeare suggests, sometimes catastrophically, the limits of both theatrical and 

human compassion.  

If Shakespeare’s characters struggle to make their suffering legible, this is not a 

problem for John Donne, who in 1623 composed an astonishing chronicle of the minutiae 

of the physical and spiritual tribultions endured during a dangerous bout of typhoid fever. 

My second chapter, “Curing Mercy: John Donne’s Pedagogy of Compassion,” takes up 

questions of the edificatory value of suffering in John Donne’s Devotions Upon Emergent 

Occasions and in two sermons on sickness and recovery preached in the years surrounding the 

composition of the Devotions. This text, written during Donne’s near-fatal bout with illness, 

narrates the author’s own experience of sickness and suffering as a participatory devotional 

practice. In this chapter, I argue that Donne’s text performs a complex and figuratively dense 

drama of the sickbed in which he demands that the reader occupy multiple subject positions 

simultaneously: the reader is at once both sufferer and reliever, both the object of mercy and 

the instigator of it. Through his subtle adoption and adaptation of the language of the Book 

of Common Prayer’s “Order for the Visitation of the Sick,” and his critical engagement with 

the manuals for the sick which proliferated in the early seventeenth century, Donne’s readers 

become like the covent of assembled witnesses who were the necessary participants in the 

visitation rites: through the encounter of reading, they are both edified by their observation 

of his sufferings, and unified by their affective participation in those same sufferings. 

Drawing also on Donne’s 1632 sermon on John 11:35 (“Jesus wept”) and on his first 

sermon preached after his recovery from his illness, I demonstrate how Donne’s 
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understanding of compassion encompasses not only an individual’s ability and willingness to 

truly feel the suffering of another, but also the willingness to read suffering as suffering.  

From Donne’s engagement with the visitation of the sick, I move to George 

Herbert’s obsession with the feeding of the hungry. My third chapter, “Consuming Mercy: 

George Herbert and the Poetics of Compassion” explores methods of compassionate 

identification in the poetics and pastoral pedagogy of George Herbert. Reading Herbert’s 

deceptively simple devotional lyrics from The Temple (1633) alongside his rarely studied 

pastoral manual A Priest to the Temple (pub. 1652), I explore the role of poetry in shaping the 

compassionate subject by examining Herbert’s manipulations of lyric form as a site of 

compassionate engagement. This chapter focuses particularly on Herbert’s frequent return to 

the language and imagery of the emaciated or suffering body, and argues that for Herbert, 

poetry is a way of producing compassion by creating a space in which a reader—in giving 

voice to the “I” on the page—figuratively embodies the sufferings expressed by the lyric “I”. 

Taking seriously Herbert’s own description of his pastoral project as an act of both literally 

and metaphorically feeding the hungry, I argue that Herbert’s poetry—and specifically his 

frequent deployment of clusters of related images surrounding food, hunger, and thinness—

demands that we understand these bodily references as always both literal (referring to the 

corporeal body) and metaphorical (referring to the corporate and mystical Body of Christ), 

and that the full depth of their meaning for both the poetry and for Herbert’s theological 

and pastoral philosophy is concomitant upon the constant interplay between these two 

registers of meaning. To read Herbert’s bodies as solely material is to amputate the 

theological register that animates their communitarian core; to read them as pure symbol is 

to starve them of the visceral immediacy that connects the body on the page with the body 

of the reader. 
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Throughout, my dissertation argues that a reconsideration of early modern 

discourses of compassion may offer opportunities to rehabilitate a notion of compassion as 

collaborative and inclusive rather than appropriative and hierarchical, a conception of 

compassion which understands its nature as an iterative practice, and as something that must 

be continually and collectively imagined and re-imaged, worked through and rehearsed. In 

this way, my project engages directly with questions about the ethical value of literature that 

not only animated early modern discussions about humanistic study, but that continue to 

drive conversations about the role of the humanities in the academy, and in our own world. 

My dissertation attempts to show how, for the early modern writers I study, notions of 

ethical development through engaged reading practices were in no way seen as naive, or 

impractical. Instead, these writers insisted that their works about compassion could also—and 

necessarily—be works of compassion. In this way, my project explores the extent to which 

literature, and especially devotional literature, was in the early modern period imagined as 

capable of not only representing but also of performing the specific ethical work of 

compassion. This notion, I argue, is one worth working to recover.  

Working Through Compassion 

Finally, a note about method: It seems important here to give some fuller account of 

my rationale for bringing together the three primary texts that I have. My choice was, in 

some sense, driven by practical concerns. The texts I have centred my exploration around 

are both canonical (now) and popular (then and now). Working with familiar authors and 

texts means that I have less work to do to situate them in context, and thus more space in 

which to do the conceptual investigation that a study of compassion requires. Moreover, this 

selection of texts while tiny is diverse enough (generically, temporally) that it might 
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reasonably support a claim that they can provide if not a comprehensive or representative, 

then at least not entirely narrow sampling of how the questions of suffering and compassion 

are taken up in the culture at large.  

Mostly, however, the choice of texts was an aesthetic one. These three texts speak to 

each other because (and this is the claim with perhaps the least academic ballast but the most 

personal purchase) they are texts that I find deeply moving, often uncomfortable, and 

tremendously difficult. This is in no small part because each of these texts has, in its own 

way, affliction at its beating heart. They are works that revolve fundamentally around the fact 

of human suffering, and their portrayal of it is unflinching and intimate. These are works 

that do not allow us for even a moment to avoid the suffering they explore, and thus they 

are works which can help us think through the heart of compassion: what it means to 

respond to, face up to, and live with pain, in ourselves and in others.  

Bound up with my interest in the forms of compassion explored and invited by the 

early modern writers and readers with whom this study is concerned is a corresponding 

commitment to the modes of critical reflection that these works suggest and allow. These 

two concerns are, I have come to realize, intimately connected, for it has not been possible, 

throughout the course of this project, to fully detach my reflections on the community of 

early modern readers and audiences this study posits from the experience of the modern 

reader (and her community of fellow readers) who attempts these reflections. An implicit 

(and occasionally explicit) assumption of this study is that, if the reader allows it to be so, 

reading these works about compassion is, itself, compassionating. I have referred to reading 

as a means of practicing compassion, by which I intend a double sense of both already doing 

or engaging with something, and also of intentionally rehearsing something in order to 
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develop or expand it. There are, I believe, strong parallels between the forms of 

compassionate and compassionating reading that the writers I study invited, and the critical 

and reflective practice that my own readings attempt to pursue. 

Which is to say that if my claim about the intentional and intrinsic compassionating 

mode of these works is at all correct—if, that is, the act of reading these works necessarily 

both asks for and initiates a process of identification through self-reduction that resembles 

the basic structure of compassion—then we should not expect, and indeed might not desire, 

ourselves (as critics, as modern readers) to be somehow objectively distanced from the 

processes the works seek to involve their readers in. These works, in other words, should 

work on us, too. In fact and importantly, to insist on some sort of distance (a distance that is 

so foundational to modern academic criticism as to be an unspoken given) is to actively 

work against these texts, and to discount or ignore a fundamental aspect of their modes or 

forms. These works function by pulling us in towards them, by dislodging us from surety 

and turning us towards suffering, and by making us acutely aware of their pulleys and levers 

even while they work on us—for how are we to replicate the organism of compassion if its 

inner workings remain veiled? Inherent to the meaning of these texts is this process of 

recognition and identification, a careful positioning of the reader or audience that demands 

that we (potential Mirandas, all) not only acknowledge the suffering of others on the page, 

but also acknowledge our capacity to share in it, even as we, metaphorically, remain safe on 

the shore. To resist this offer of compassion is to fail to read what is there, to observe 

instead of participate.  

In the readings that make up the bulk of this study, then, my intention is to resist the 

imperative to stand back, and to take seriously the practice of close reading, both as a true 
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practice—something that demands repetition, return, and acknowledgment of its ongoing and 

imperfect nature—and as a practice of closeness—a cultivation of intimacy, of familiarity, of 

immersive contact. In reading the poems, prose, and plays that populate these pages, I do 

not imagine myself as immune from their affective work, nor do I assume that my 

experience of reading is the same as any other reader’s—modern or early modern. I do, 

however, imagine that the affective impact of the work is a valid object of study, and I do 

assume that there is value in examining what a given piece of literature does to and asks of 

its reader, even while aware that this reader is but one among many. This is, in essence, what 

I hope a practice of careful reading might share with compassion: the humility of accepting 

what a work offers, the vulnerability of offering something back. 67  

Summarizing a long tradition of philosophy’s antipathy to the study of human 

emotion, Brian Cummings and Freya Sierhuis condemn the limitations of the position that 

“Philosophy itself must not be infected by the passions. The proper writer is one who is in 

control of her emotions; and by extension, the emotions are not quite a proper subject for 

philosophy.”68 Much a similar position might be said to exist within academic literary 

criticism: a critic may write about emotion—it’s history, cultural context, politics—but her 

analysis should not veer too close to the precipice of admitting to experiencing emotion. The 

proper critic may have a clinical interest in the emotions but she herself, to borrow 

Cummings and Sierhuis’s phrase, must not be infected by them. My contention is that, for all 

                                                 

67 I mean here “careful” in a robust sense: not merely a reading that is closely attentive or painstaking (what an 
undergraduate professor of mine, apparently dissatisfied with the lingering New Critical associations of “close reading,” 
memorably and idiosyncratically dubbed  “slow reading”), but one that is also prompted by genuine care (in the sense of 
both concern and love or affection) and that requires care, in the sense of work or—fittingly—suffering.  
68 Brian Cummings and Freya Sierhuis, eds, “Introduction,” Passions and Subjectivity in Early Modern Culture (Farnham, Surrey: 
Ashgate, 2013), 2. 
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that this objective distance allows us to see, it nevertheless may render aspects of a text—and 

of the process of reading—invisible. I therefore attempt in the readings that follow to be 

open to the infection of compassion, to not only look for compassion in the text, but also to 

seek it in my response, in my analysis, and in my own writing. What a compassionate reading 

can do, I think, that other approaches struggle to do or perhaps don’t see the purpose of, is 

simply to make vividly clear how proximity to a text—the closeness we allow ourselves to 

cultivate—changes what we are able to see and to notice. This close focus is not on its own 

sufficient to grant us an image of a whole (whether that whole be an individual text or an 

entire culture), but it is, I think, every bit as necessary as a view from afar. 

Toril Moi, in an insightful recent commentary on the work and mode of literary 

criticism, suggests that—freed from the distancing, self-protective, omniscient stance of an 

obligatory hermeneutics of suspicion—the beginning of a reading is a noticing. This 

noticing—of something surprising, or troubling, or puzzling—necessarily leads to a 

question, or series of questions, “Why this?”:  

We can ask “Why this?” in a spirit of confusion, in a spirit of really wanting 
to know. . . .We begin, then, not with a method, but with our own sense of 
confusion. If the critic doesn’t have a problem, if nothing really puzzles her 
about the text, she really has no reason to investigate it. A reading is an 
attempt to get clear on something. (But this means that we have to see 
something, notice something in the text).69 
 

The specific “Why this?” questions which prompt this study—the features of these texts in 

which I am truly lost, and through which I want to find my way—might most clearly be 

articulated as follows: “Why this uncomfortable intimacy? Why this vivid and relentless 

                                                 

69 Toril Moi, Revolution of the Ordinary: Literary Studies After Wittgenstein, Austen, and Cavell (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2017), 181-82. See also Rita Felski, The Limits of Critique (Chicago: Univsersity of Chicago Press, 2015). 
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portrait of suffering? Why this insistence on the bodily register? Why this demand for 

acknowledgement?” The supremely simple answer I pursue in the pages that follow is that, 

in every sense, these are works of compassion. In tracing the contours of the form of 

compassion these works both explore and invite, this study attempts to “get clear” on how 

compassion works, and the work that compassion demands.  
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Impersonating Mercy: Measure for Measure and the Execution 
of  Compassion 

Blessed are the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy. 
Matthew 5:7 

In the depths of a dank cell, in the teeming bowels of a city writhing in the throes of 

a decline into decadence, a man condemned to die for the most perfunctorily technical of 

crimes begs his sister to, quite literally, put her body on the line for him. Weighing his unjust 

execution as a greater wrong than his sister’s abandonment of her most deeply held beliefs, 

the man pleads for his sister to sleep with the puritanical bureaucrat who has sentenced him 

to die—an act that, she believes, will forever damn her immortal soul. He asks, in other 

words, for her to suffer in his stead. Her refusal—a gut-wrenching denial that sets into 

motion the baroque machinations that send the plot careening from haunting tragedy to near 

farce—seems at first glance to be an act of cruelty, an absurdly literal failure of compassion’s 

imperative to succor the pain of one’s brother. But Isabella’s ostensible discompassion 

cannot be understood in isolation, and there is cruelty on display from both parties here: 

while Isabella will not act to save her brother from imminent suffering, Claudio’s demands 

condemn her to suffer eternally. In this pivotal scene of Measure for Measure, Shakespeare 

stages an almost unbearably fraught trial of the ethical stakes of compassion. Pressing the 

logic of fellow-feeling to its theatrical extreme, Measure for Measure demands that we examine 

what compassion asks of us, and what it truly means to suffer with another. If on the 

fantastical island of The Tempest we find in Miranda Shakespeare’s purest representation of 

the expansiveness of compassion, in Vienna’s claustrophobic corners we find his most 

troubling exploration of compassion’s limits. 
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This chapter will explore the ways in which Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure exposes 

the conditions—both social and personal—necessary for compassion to flourish, and the 

pathologies which cause it to fail. In his Vienna, tensions inherent to compassion’s self-

minimizing demands are made visible through a sustained series of representations of 

attempts to rouse compassion and attempts to act compassionately. Shakespeare presents 

the problem of compassion through rhetorical figures and ritual acts which literalize the 

figural interpenetration of self and other which is at the heart of early modern 

understandings of compassion. Techniques of identifying self with other appear throughout 

the play in the form of speaking-for and acting-as, in acts of intercession and moments of 

substitution, and (of primary concern to me) in engagements which make painfully obvious 

the gravity of what it means to put on the suffering of another. Shakespeare places his 

characters in situations in which the limits of compassionate response are sorely tested: how 

far can compassion extend, and who can it encompass? What are its costs, and who can 

afford them? Insofar as Measure for Measure’s classification as a “problem play” might be true 

to Ernest Schanzer’s definition as a play “in which we find a concern with a moral problem 

which is central to it, presented in such a manner that we are unsure of our moral bearings,” 

I want to suggest that one of the crucial problems that the play raises is how we are to 

respond to the suffering of others when we, ourselves, are suffering.1 In this way, I argue 

                                                 

1 Ernest Schnazer, The Problem Plays of Shakespeare: A Study of Julius Caesar, Measure for Measure, Antony and Cleopatra (London: 
Routledge, 1963), 3. Schanzer’s, of course, is not the only definition of what makes a “problem play” problematic. While I 
find the category itself not particularly elucidating, Schanzer’s description of the play’s concern with testing out the limits of 
issues of moral and ethical import is nevertheless amenable to my reading of Measure for Measure. For a succinct overview of 
the critical history of Shakespeare’s “problem plays” and the oft-shifting stable of plays that make up the slippery category 
(to the point that it hardly seems useful as a categorization) see Michael Dobson, “problem plays” in The Oxford Companion 
to Shakespeare 2nd edition, ed. Michael Dobson, Stanley Wells, Will Sharpe, and Erin Sullivan (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2015), 237. Anne Barton’s excellent introduction to the play in The Riverside Shakespeare (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
1997), 2nd ed., more usefully classifies Measure for Measure as “the end of a development, the last word spoken in a particular 
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that Measure for Measure is not (or not only) a play about the exercise of authority in the face 

of disorder, but that it is about the compassionate resources of the afflicted in the face of 

others who suffer.  

There is no doubt that questions of compassion and mercy are at the palpitating 

heart of this complex play. Bearing a title that alludes directly to the Sermon on the Mount—

a central scriptural locus for Christian understandings of human mercy and compassion—

Measure for Measure puts the vocabulary of mercy in the mouths of its characters in over two 

dozen speeches, many of which make explicit—and competing—claims about what, exactly, 

mercy might entail.2 Most famously, mercy is described by the Duke as (depending on how 

you parse his metaphor) either the opposite of or the counterpart to severe “mortality.”3 

Mercy, in this sense, is the avoidance of allowable violence, the choice of the powerful not to 

exercise their power. But mercy in Vienna is also, as Escalus tells us, a deceiver, the “nurse 

of second woe” (2.1.283-4), liable to do more harm than good. Isabella, contrastingly, claims 

that mercy is transformative, the breath that gives life to “man new made” (2.2.77-8). In yet 

another formulation, Angelo implies that mercy is a curse worse than death (5.1.476), an 

unwanted and even cruel evasion of deserved punishment. There is certainly no shortage of 

discoursing about mercy in Shakespeare’s Vienna. But in all this talk of mercy and its various 

guises and disguises, there is no mention of compassion, that fellow-feeling affect of the 
                                                 

 

kind of dramatic investigation” which lends the play “some of the qualities of a farewell: a sense of dissatisfaction with its 
own dramatic mode (…) a predominant harshness of tone, a savagery even in its clowning” (579). 
2 According the online Shakespeare Concordance (http://opensourceshakespeare.org/concordance): “mercy” or “merciful” 
appears in 18 speeches; “pardon” is used 26 times; “pity” appears 7 times.  
3 William Shakespeare, Measure for Measure in The Riverside Shakespeare 2nd edition, ed. G. Blakemore Evans (Boston, Mass.: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1997), 584-619, 1.1.44-45. All further references are to this edition, and will appear 
parenthetically in the text by act, scene, and line number. I discuss the slippery nature of the Duke’s metaphor in more 
detail later in this chapter. 

http://opensourceshakespeare.org/concordance
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heart which William Perkins insists is the medium through which acts of human mercy are 

made possible and legible.4 This is an enormous lacuna, and one that I argue Shakespeare 

intends for us to notice and reflect upon. For, as I demonstrate in what follows, a sustained 

investigation of compassion—and its lack—is a constant and necessary counterpart to the 

play’s exploration of justice and mercy. 

However, in the absence of explicit discussions of compassion, scholars have been 

much more interested in the play’s investigation of what we might understand as vertical 

deployments of mercy—that is, the sort of mercy that passes from the powerful to the 

powerless, from magistrate to malefactor, in the form of pardon, leniency, or magnanimity in 

punishment. Indeed, many scholars have fruitfully dissected the play’s investigation of the 

relationship between mercy and justice, a mode of reading that necessarily forefronts the 

play’s legalistic or political-theological themes, and which consequently highlights those 

characters in positions of authority.5 Though there remains some debate about the correct 

vocabulary to best capture the play’s ultimate stance on the proper relationship between 
                                                 

4 William Perkins, A godly and learned exposition of Christ’s sermon in the mount (London:1608), 24-29. See my introduction to this 
dissertation, at 39-48 where I discuss Perkins’ definition of compassion in some depth. 
5 See, for an early example, M.C. Bradbrook, “Authority, Truth, and Justice in Measure for Measure,” The Review of English 
Studies Vol. 17, no. 68 (October 1941): 385-399. More recent studies which focus on the mercy/justice spectrum include 
Stacy Magedenz, “Public Justice and Private Mercy in Measure for Measure,” SEL 44.2 (Spring 2004): 317-332, in which 
Magedenz places the discussion of mercy in the context of conflicts between Anabaptist and more moderate Protestant 
exegetes over the meaning of the “judge not” passage in Matthew; Jonathan Goossen, “’Tis Set Down So in Heaven, But 
Not in Earth: Reconsidering Political Theology in Measure for Measure,” Christianity and Literature 61, no.2 (Winter 2012): 217-
239, where Goossen argues that the Duke, like Angelo and Isabella, is “a philosophical and theological Puritan” (218); and 
(perhaps most influentially) Debra Shuger, Political Theologies in Shakespeare’s England: The Sacred and the State in “Measure for 
Measure” (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2001). Shuger appropriates Measure for Measure as the “obvious” illustration of her 
thesis that early seventeenth century political theology was characterized by the conflict between what she insists are 
“Anglican”/“penitential” and “Puritan”/“penal” versions of justice. Eric V. Spencer in “Scaling the Deputy: Equity and 
Mercy in Measure for Measure,” Philosophy and Literature 32 (2012): 166-82, resists harmonizing readings which attempt to insert 
the concept of equitable resolution—or, in fact, any resolution—into the play’s complexities, arguing that “Measure for 
Measure exposes rather than resolves the problem of how a Christian ruler can rule when magistrates cannot punish without 
hypocrisy, the scales of justice can never adequately balance, but humans must try to balance them anyway” (181). Like his 
predecessors, however, Spencer still maintains that the play’s investigation of mercy is confined to its role in a system of 
legal justice. Indeed, the justice/mercy reading of Measure for Measure extends beyond the purely academic and into the 
popular reception of the play, which in 2015 was one of three plays comprising a London Globe season thematically 
entitled “Justice & Mercy.”  
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justice and the exercise of temporal power—be it “mercy,” “equity,” “pardon,” or “grace”—

such studies uniformly seek their confirmation in the actions, speeches, enactments, and 

resolutions of the central trinity of Angelo, Isabella, and the Duke.6 Where the other 

characters do enter in to the discussion, it is almost always as a demonstration of their 

entanglement in the mercy/justice spectrum that (these readings often claim) is being 

allegorized by Vincentio, his deputy, and the novice nun. Yet little has been said about how 

mercy functions—or doesn’t—outside of the strictly politico-legal context (or, in the 

Christian allegorical readings inaugurated by G. Wilson Knight, the mortal vs. divine 

dichotomy) of questions of just punishment and merciful pardon.7 What these readings lack 

is a firm sense of how mercy in Vienna operates on a horizontal axis, an understanding of 

what compassion looks like in Shakespeare’s city in decline. If investigations of the play’s 

careful weighing of mercy against justice have much to tell us about complex early modern 

attitudes towards the law, punishment, and the role of performative mercy in reinforcing 

political power, they are mostly silent about the play’s exploration of mercy as a personal and 

communal virtue, embodied in the relationships between and actions of characters more or 

less peripheral to Vienna’s power-wielding circles.8   

                                                 

6 Paul Cefalu, in “The Ethics of Pardoning in Measure for Measure” in Early Modern Drama and the Bible: Contexts and Readings, 
1570-1625, ed. Adrian Streete (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012), 105-118, transposes the familiar legal/political 
readings into a Christian allegorical mode, arguing that “Measure for Measure allegorizes a complex process in which Isabella 
(as exemplar of unmerited grace, rather than mercy) and the Duke (in his role as allegorical pardoner) work in tandem to 
regenerate the Christian polity” (107), but his analysis of mercy or pardon is strictly delimited to that which occurs on a 
vertical plane and does not address the horizontally-directed compassion with which I am interested. 
7 G. Wilson Knight, “Measure for Measure and the Gospels” in The Wheel of Fire: Interpretations of Shakespearian Tragedy (London: 
Metheun, 1961), 73-96. For another influential allegorical reading, see R. W. Battenhouse, “Measure for Measure and the 
Christian Doctrine of the Atonement,” PMLA 61.4 (Dec. 1946): 1029-1059. 
8 In perhaps the most extreme example of the political-theological reading’s tendency to sideline the human drama in 
favour of the political allegory, Debra Shuger’s book-length study uses Measure for Measure as the test case of the political 
theology of the early seventeenth century, and operates from the following assumption: “For this project to work, I thus 
need to confine myself to what the play makes clear, explicit, and overt, since only what is evident can serve as evidence of 
something else. (…) What interests me is the obvious.” (Political Theologies, 6). Of course, in reading a complex and famously 
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It is for this reason that the reading which follows consciously sidelines the juridical 

and legalistic invocations of mercy in the play, and consequently also sidelines much of the 

activity of the Duke and Angelo. This is not because I do not think these characters and 

their engagements with questions of mercy and justice in relation to the law and to Christian 

temporal rule are not central to this play—they most obviously are—but rather that I find in 

the play a second centre: an equally compelling, though much less discussed, investigation of 

horizontal mercy (that is, compassion) explored as a response to human suffering. 

Specifically, I read Measure for Measure as a dramatic testing out of the possibility of 

compassionate response and merciful action in those who are conspicuously without power. 

I offer compassion as a useful lens through which to augment readings of the play focused 

on Christian magistracy and the mercy/justice/equity axes, and through which to focus 

attention on the arguments about Christian community being explored in Measure for Measure. 

Where discussions of mercy and/or pardon within the play tend to highlight the hierarchical 

structures of Vienna’s social body (by forefronting the power imbalance between those with 

the power to issue a merciful pardon, and those with the misfortune or the misconduct to 

necessitate one), attuning ourselves to the play’s representations of human compassion—so 

                                                 

 

non-obvious play without any interest in anything that isn’t explicitly stated or obvious, it goes without saying that much of 
value and importance is not merely lost but avoided; likewise, much of what Shuger determines is “obvious” about the play 
is, as the vast range of conflicting scholarly opinions demonstrate, not at all obvious, at least to this reader. Measure for 
Measure, for all its “obvious” political interest, is not a political treatise; drama, even and especially the drama of a past that 
may seem (as Shuger suggests) “profoundly strange,” is not an elaborate analogy. Two incisive readings which wholly avoid 
these pitfalls, and which have been hugely influential in forming my own understanding of the play, are Sarah Beckwith’s 
moving investigation of the play’s engagement with “remedies for sin in the absence of the interior forum” in Shakespeare 
and the Grammar of Forgiveness (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2011), 59-81; and Peter Lake’s nuanced and capacious study 
of the play’s navigation of contemporary attitudes towards and anxieties about rule by those of a puritan bent, and the 
“reformation of manners” their desires represented, in The Antichrist’s Lewd Hat: Protestants, Papists, and Players in Post-
Reformation England (New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press, 2002), pp. 621-700. 
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often made visible in this play by means of its conspicuous absence—instead forefronts the 

extent to which the characters are able to see themselves as like unto each other, as fellow 

sufferers, as neighbours and (in a term that is central to this play) brothers in the most 

intimate and expansive of biblical senses.  

Though Shakespeare does not rely on the language of compassion (preferring instead 

the vocabulary of mercy and pardon) the logic and structure of compassion are suffused 

throughout the play. Alluded to in the play’s biblical title, but also emblematized in its 

thematic interest in substitution and intercession (practices which metonymically represent 

the affective mechanics of compassion), and in its obsessive rumination on a corporeal work 

of mercy—visiting the imprisoned—around which the play’s action revolves, compassion or 

its lack both drives the plot and structures the form of Measure for Measure.9 The result is a 

play which poses the question of the possibility of compassion in an often merciless world. 

To address this question, we must turn not to the machinations of the Duke or even to the 

hypocrises of Angelo (though these will, of course, bear to greater and lesser degrees on the 

ensuing discussion), but rather to those moments in which the characters who are subject to 

these machinations and hypocrisies must deal with the negative consequences, to themselves 

and (most pressingly) to others.  

                                                 

9 My focus on Shakespeare’s literal dramatization of visiting the imprisoned, and on his thematic rumination on compassion 
and horizontal mercy more generally, places my reading in conversation with several others which consider the continuing 
influence of the devotional forms and spiritual resources of traditional religion in post-reformation thought and culture. 
Other critics who find in Measure for Measure a compelling exploration of how traditional forms of theological life endure 
and are transformed in a Reformed context include Jennifer Rust, “‘Coining God’s Image’: The Fiscal Theology of the 
Mystical Body in Measure for Measure” in The Body in Mystery: The Political Theology of the Corpus Mysticum in the Literature of 
Reformation England (Evanston, Ill: Northwestern University Press, 2014), at 103-138; Devin Byker,  “Bent Speech and 
Borrowed Selves: Substitutionary Logic in Measure for Measure,” Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies 46, no. 2 (2016): 
405-432; Thomas Fulton, “Shakespeare’s Everyman: Measure for Measure and English Fundamentalism,” Journal of Medieval and 
Early Modern Studies 40, no. 1 (2010): 119-147. Rust, Byker, and Fulton are all (as I am) indebted to Sarah Beckwith’s 
powerful reading of the play’s investigations of the transformation of penance in Shakespeare and the Grammar of Forgiveness. 
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To that end, I begin my discussion by introducing Pompey the Clown and Mistress 

Overdone as unlikely registers of the impact and scope of human suffering in Vienna, an 

analysis which reorients questions of judgement, law, and disorder to considerations of 

compassion, cruelty, and human suffering. I then turn my focus to two prominent 

figurations of compassion within the play, one rhetorical and the other ritual: first, I discuss 

the play’s deployment of conventional emblems of hearts and tongues as a means of 

thinking through compassion as a form of communication (and thus as something 

vulnerable to being silenced); next, I look closely at the three representations of visiting the 

prisoner or ransoming the captive (a traditional corporeal work of mercy) which make up the 

bulk of Act 3 to show how Shakespeare represents the work of compassion as a fragile and 

volatile system prone to breakage under the weight of the suffering it attempts to address. 

Finally, I look to Isabella’s heartbreaking final intercession as an enactment of compassion’s 

potential as community-forming practice. Throughout, I highlight how in a Vienna that is—

architecturally and affectively—composed of impenetrable spaces and immovable bodies, 

the play imagines not only the political but also the painfully personal consequences of a 

polity in which compassion has been made incoherent. Yet in a city built on the unstable 

foundations of seeming and substitution, a city in which those in power consistently hide 

their true nature and in which human lives are seen as merely interchangeable, Shakespeare 

insists that the possibility for compassion remains recoverable in the painful and vital 

practice of uniting heart to tongue and putting on the voice of another.10 

                                                 

10 For “seeming” and hypocrisy as themes in Measure for Measure, see Roberta Kwan, “’Then Shalt Thou See Clearly’: The 
Hypocrites, Law, and Mercy in Measure for Measure,” English Studies 98.3 (2017): 223-243; for substitution, see Alexander 
Legatt, “Substitution in Measure for Measure” Shakespeare Quarterly 39.3 (Autumn 1988): 342-359; for the economy of human 
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The Costs of Suffering: Mortality and Mercy in Vienna 

While Claudio’s plight and Isabella’s response to it are the central scenes of suffering 

around which the action of Measure for Measure revolves, these are by no means the only—or 

even the most serious—instances of human suffering in Shakespeare’s troubled Vienna. The 

city is in a state of what might today be called a humanitarian crisis, a fact that is importantly 

obscured if we focus only on the assessments and pronouncements of those in power. 

Where the Duke and his deputy see only the sexual sins that their lax applications of the laws 

have allowed to flourish, there is more to mourn in Vienna than licentiousness.11 Early in the 

play, we meet the band of gentleman “fantastics,” along with the tapster/clown Pompey and 

his business partner the bawd Mistress Overdone, who provide much of the comedic 

content of Measure for Measure, but who also often serve as a barometer of just how dire are 

the conditions of life in Vienna for those on the periphery of the political drama.  

It is amid the bawdy jests of this ragtag bunch of rowdy and licentious gentlemen 

who frequent the city’s whorehouses, and who are emblematic of the citizenry’s dissolution, 

that we are introduced not only to the ribald carnivalesque culture of Vienna’s underbelly, 

but also to the serious afflictions plaguing the city. Mistress Overdone provides a cutting 

analysis of the state of the Dukedom when she laments “Thus, what with the war, what with 

the sweat, what with the gallows, and what with poverty, I am custom-shrunk” (1.2.82-84). 

                                                 

 

lives that makes people seem interchangeable, see Marc Shell’s summary of the theme in The End of Kinship (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1995), especially at 149. 
11 This is not an attempt to downplay the severity of the sexual sins of Vienna, or to suggest that Shakespeare does so. For 
an elucidating discussion of the import of the play’s engagement with sins of concupiscence, especially in relation to the 
“threatening possibility” of a “Puritan regime in church and state” to which he convincingly argues that Measure for Measure 
responds, see Peter Lake, Antichrist’s Lewd Hat, 622ff.  
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War, sickness, poverty, and a plague of hangings afflict the population of Vienna, Overdone 

tells us despairingly, and her customer-base is decimated as a result. In the Madam’s brutal 

arithmetic, whole swathes of her suffering countrymen and neighbours have been reduced to 

mere tallies in an accounting book. The shocking suggestion here that a loss of income is 

more troubling to her than the loss of human life or human happiness that underlies it 

threatens to overwhelm the plain substance of what she has just said, and critics have tended 

(if they comment on it at all) to focus on this passage as yet another example of Vienna’s 

depravity.12 The bawd’s appalling callousness is presented as darkly comic, an extreme 

exaggeration of her trade’s proclivity for turning bodies into dollars. But what the Madam 

offhandedly outlines here is hardly a laughing matter: Vienna is at war, its citizens enduring 

plague and penury, its newly draconian law-enforcement casting the shadow of the gallows 

over previously unprosecuted activities.13 If the brothel is “custom-shrunk,” it is only 

because the people of Vienna are too poor, too sick, too imprisoned, or too embattled to 

have use for it. Overdone may be worried about the effects of these calamities on her ledger, 

but it seems likely that her neighbours have much more serious fears about the dark “change 

(…) in the commonwealth” (1.2.104-5) that has followed from these afflictions. 

In Overdone’s parodic litany, Shakespeare inaugurates a pattern that will recur 

throughout the play. He here presents a disturbing mode of thought and means of 

                                                 

12 Surprisingly few critics pay any attention to this odd micro-soliloquy: Anny Crunelle-Vanrigh links it to her discussion of 
counterfeiting coins in “Coming to a Head: Ragozine as Pirate Money in Act 4 Scene 3 of Shakespeare’s Measure for 
Measure,” Cahiers Elisabethains: A Journal of English Renaissance Studies 89, no. 1 (2016): 83-90 at 86. No other recent critics, as 
far as I can tell, deal seriously with the speech at all. 
13 I here read “sweat” as a reference to the sweating sickness (a highly contagious and deadly ailment that, while not the 
same as the bubonic plague, manifested in similar waves and epidemics, including during the years 1603-4) and not (as 
Bawcutt in the Oxford edition does) as an allusion to a treatment for venereal disease. While the parallelism of the line 
seems to demand that “sweat” refer to an ailment (and not a treatment) and is thus my preferred reading, Bawcutt’s gloss 
does not negate the broader implications I am attempting to draw from Overdone’s lament. See The Oxford Shakespeare: 
Measure for Measure, ed. N. W. Bawcutt (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), note to 1.2.80-2. 
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conceptualizing one’s relationship to others in a wildly exaggerated comic register in order to 

draw attention to the cruelty that underlies it. Thus we see what seems like Overdone’s 

sorrow for the affliction of others in her lament discussed above, only to find that this 

sorrow goes only as deep as her pocketbook; similarly, Pompey’s brutally funny 

transformation into a jolly executioner in Act 4 has him rousing men to die as if calling them 

to breakfast, and mocking the prison’s inmates (among whose number he so recently 

counted himself) for their pitiful and desperate condition.14 What these and other similar 

moments of cruelty throughout the play share—and what marks them specifically as part of 

the play’s discourse of compassion—is a stubborn impermeability towards the suffering of 

others which results in an unwillingness to account someone else’s pain as worthy of 

mitigation, and a proclivity to respond to the suffering of others with satire instead of 

succor. Thus, Overdone’s response to the illness and poverty which surrounds her is a 

lament for lost profits, and Pompey’s reaction to being asked if he is willing to “cut off a 

man’s head” is to joke that it is a step up from his current occupation (4.2.1-19).15 In 

Overdone’s lament, then, though it is couched in a deeply ironic and negative mode, we 

nonetheless see the outlines of a competing definition of mercy to the oft-quoted one 

implied by the Duke in the play’s opening scene. His injunction to Angelo that “Mortality 

and mercy in Vienna / Live in thy tongue and heart” (1.1.44-45) emphasizes mercy as 

pardon—that is, the juridical valence of mercy as an instrument of justice and political 

power. However, if the object of one’s application of mercy is the mitigation of human 

                                                 

14 Pompey’s monologue at 4.3.1-19, which begins in a jovial tone as a catalogue of former customers, ends as a brutal 
mocking of their friendlessness and their cries (“for the Lord’s sake”) for the material charity on which they have become 
dependent. See the Riverside editor’s note to 4.3.19. 
15 See Lake’s discussion of Pompey’s promotion in Antichrist’s Lewd Hat, at 649-50. 
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suffering, rather than breaches of ancient statute, then an entirely different mode of response 

is required than the legal means at the Duke’s disposal. Mistress Overdone’s litany of human 

suffering points ironically toward an alternative framework through which to consider the 

role of mercy in Vienna: the compassion that she so shamelessly denies. 

What is perhaps even more troubling than the bawd’s pitiless self-interest here is the 

anomaly of her acknowledgement of Vienna’s myriad afflictions, and the perspective it 

provides on the Duke’s own assessment of his Dukedom’s health. Hers is, incredibly, the 

only allusion to these massive issues in the entire play. In the following scene, Vincentio 

confesses to Friar Thomas the reasons for his abdication: he has “let slip” the “strict statutes 

and most biting laws” which should keep order in the polity, and as a result the city has 

become licentious, as “liberty plucks justice by the nose / The baby beats the nurse, and 

quite athwart / Goes all decorum” (1.3.19-31). In the Duke’s evaluation, Vienna’s chief 

problem is a loss of order, a lawlessness that can be righted by the application of “the 

needful bits and curbs” of the law in the person of the “precise” Angelo (1.3.20, 50). What is 

strikingly absent from the Duke’s appraisal is any mention of the troubles alluded to by 

Overdone, troubles for which stricter enforcement of the law is a laughably inadequate 

response. The Duke is bothered by a loss of “decorum” or civility; meanwhile, the fact that 

the people of Vienna face war, poverty, and plague seems to trouble him not a jot. So while 

in Act 3 the Duke righteously lambastes Pompey for his unrepentant part in the city’s 

thriving economy of flesh, he throughout remains relentlessly unaware of or unbothered by 

any of the underlying harms which Overdone lists. It is only through a deliberate 

disengagement from the lives of his subjects—a sort of secular cloistering of the self, an 

aversion not only to “stag[ing]” himself “to their eyes” (1.1.68), but also to truly seeing the 
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people and their various pains—and a fanatical commitment to a very narrow category of 

social ills that the Duke is able to so profoundly fail to acknowledge the extent of the 

suffering of his people.  

Many critics, too, take the Duke at his word and adopt his point of view, seeing 

Vienna (narrowly, but not incorrectly) as a place in which “intractable personal sins are 

tearing down civil order,” but glossing over the wider problems which plague the city.16 Yet 

when we take seriously the complaints and reports of the characters who exist outside of the 

Duke’s walled circle, we begin to recognize the ways in which their plights are presented as 

direct refutations of the Duke’s laxity (and, later, Angelo’s legalism) and its inadequacy in 

addressing the miseries endured by the people as a way of life. Thus, when it comes to the 

human suffering that seems to lurk at the edges of this play—acknowledged only obliquely, 

but lingering in the manic desperation that seems to underlie everything in Vienna—

Overdone and Vincentio share a similarly disturbing flippancy. While Overdone’s disregard 

for the pain of others may be more shocking for her unabashed and brazen pronouncement 

of it, Vincentio’s total avoidance of the issues and compensatory single-minded and 

obsessive focus on sexual crime is no less unsettling. At all levels of society, Vienna is racked 

by a paucity of compassion. 

Here it will be useful to recall the scriptural source of the play’s significant title. Most 

critics explain the title in relation to Matthew 7:1-2 (“Judge not, that ye be not judged. For 

                                                 

16 Stacy Magedanz, “Public Justice and Private Mercy,” at 321. Magedanz’s essay offers a persuasive assessment of the play’s 
engagement with “contemporary debates about judgement and the right use of authority” through exploration of “themes 
of personal and public morality,” especially vis a vis differing contemporary theological accounts (particularly those of 
Anabaptists and Calvinists) of the Sermon on the Mount (320). Like most critics interested in the play’s exploration of 
mercy, however, the “lowlife” characters feature in the piece only as examples of Vienna’s depravity, and not as true 
participants in the debate. As such, Magedanz has little to say about mercy as anything other than a willingness to “overlook 
wrongs” (325). 
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with what judgement ye judge, ye shall be judged, and with what measure ye mete, it shall be 

measured unto you again”), and are thus concerned with the play’s attention to judgement, 

justice, and mercy vis a vis the literal sentences and pardons enacted throughout, and their 

relation to the question of Christian temporal rule and the judgement prohibition.17 As 

Helen Wilcox notes, however, and as Shakespeare’s audience would have been acutely 

sensitive to, this language of measuring and meting occurs in a somewhat different context 

in Luke’s more succinct rendering of the Sermon on the Mount.18 In Luke, the language of 

judgement is preceded by calls to mercy, and followed by the invocation of forgiveness, and 

of charity: “Be ye therefore merciful, as your Father also is merciful. Judge not, and ye shall 

not be judged: condemn not, and ye shall not be condemned: forgive, and ye shall be 

forgiven. Give, and it shall be given unto you: a good measure, pressed down, shaken 

together and running over shall men give into your bosom: for with what measure ye mete, 

with the same shall men mete to you again” (Luke 6: 36-38).19 In this context, the focus falls 

less on the consequences of judgement, and more on one’s generous treatment of one’s 

neighbours, the willingness to give abundantly of oneself to others. The vision of mercy 

                                                 

17 See Elizabeth Marie Pope, “The Renaissance Background of Measure for Measure,” Shakespeare Survey 2 (1949): 66-82, for a 
concise encapsulation of the problem of Christian magistracy as elucidated by several early modern exegetes. I use here and 
throughout this chapter the 1599 Geneva translation for all biblical quotations, which I have consulted in the online version 
available at biblegateway.com. 
18 See Helen Wilcox, “Measuring up to Nebuchadnezzar: Biblical Presences in Shakespeare’s Tragicomedies” in Early 
Modern Drama and the Bible: Contexts and Readings, 1570-1625, ed. Adrian Streete (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012): 48-67 
at 53.  
19 One classic study which does take into account the different context of the Luke passage is Elizabeth Marie Pope, 
“Renaissance Background.” Pope notes that Luke 6:36-42 “was evidently considered the more authoritative rendering of 
the passage: it was the one chosen by the Anglican Church as the gospel for the fourth Sunday after Trinity; as such, it was 
also the one analysed in the postils (or formal collections of sermons on the assigned readings for the year),” but suggests 
that both passages were interpreted in more or less the same ways by exegetes (67). Strangely, Hannibal Hamlin, in his 
recent and ambitious The Bible in Shakespeare (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013) at 182 notes the repetition of the 
“measuring” language in both Matthew 7:12 and Mark 4:24, but strangely ignores its more extended treatment in Luke, 
despite having previously cited Luke’s use at 6:37 of the “Judge not” formulation. 
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emphasized here, then, is not only the willingness to overlook faults or wrongdoings, but 

also the compassion to alleviate those whose sufferings and flaws one recognizes in oneself. 

This is certainly one of the chief senses in which early modern devotional writers 

deployed both this passage from Luke and the similar one in Matthew.20 The Sabbatarian 

preacher Nicholas Bownde in his 1604 collection of sermons of consolation, Medicines for the 

plague, cites this verse three times throughout the work, each time in the context of praying 

for others as an act of mercy in times of need. Bownde is especially cognizant of the 

applicability of this verse to those in unequal relations of power, asserting: 

Therefore if the King would haue his subjects to pray for him, he must pray 
for them (…) And so these great personages must not think that all should 
remember them, and yet forget all. (…) Looke with what measure you mete unto 
others, with the same it shall be mete unto you, even heaped up, pressed downe, and 
running over into your bosome. Therefore as he that is mercifull rewardeth his owne 
soule; so hee that performeth this worke of mercie to pray for others in their 
neede, rewardeth himselfe, and shall have others pray for him in his greatest 
need.21 
 

In addition to Bownde’s pertinent assertion that the powerful are not exempt from the 

duties of Christian mercy, this excerpt provides a succinct example of three features of the 

“measure” passage that are especially relevant for my reading of Measure for Measure: firstly, 

that Bownde (and his readers) make an immediate and easy conceptual connection between 

this scriptural verse and the corporeal and spiritual works of mercy; secondly, that the ideal 

encoded in the passage is considered especially relevant to times of “greatest need” or (as the 

                                                 

20 The passages are also frequently cited in the period as condemnations of hypocrisy, and (relatedly) as investigations of the 
proper purview of temporal order and civil magistracy, both themes with which Measure for Measure is of course deeply 
concerned. For an extended discussion of commonplace treatments of the passage in relation to Angelo and the Duke’s 
version of secular power, see Pope, “Renaissance Background.” 
21 Nicholas Bownde, Medicines for the plague that is, godly and fruitful sermons upon part of the twentieth Psalme, full of instructions and 
comfort: very fit generally for all times of affliction, but more particularly applied to this late visitation of the plague, London: 1604, sig.E2r-v, 
EEBO. 
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long title suggests) “very fit generally for all times of affliction”; and thirdly, that acting 

mercifully towards others—giving them “a good measure” that overflows bare necessity—is 

imagined primarily as a means of strengthening the bonds of community, creating reciprocal 

and reinforcing ties of good will and compassionate action. All of these associations are 

pertinent to the Vienna that Shakespeare creates, a city that strains under great affliction and 

in which the bonds of community are rapidly eroding. 

It will be useful here to recall the excerpt of Perkins’ Exposition of Christ’s Sermon in the 

Mount discussed in the previous chapter to further elucidate the ways in which Measure for 

Measure’s titular scriptural allusion already points us towards more than the juridical and 

magisterial applications of mercy. For Perkins, as we saw, the affective compassion which is 

a characteristic feature of “true” mercy is cultivated through active engagement with those 

who suffer, for as he writes “who can see a poore distressed person to lie in strawe, or on 

the ground without needfull releefe, as many a one would not suffer his dogge to lie, and not 

be mooued with compassion?”22 This definition of mercy as an active compassion in 

response to the suffering of others is the one that we must bear foremost in our minds when 

Perkins comes to the portion of his discussion of the Sermon on the Mount which treats our 

titular verse. Here, Perkins takes up this verse in the opposite mode to the one adopted in 

his discussion of true mercy in Matthew 5.7, describing true mercy by means of its negative 

example: speaking against those who “mete out hard measure unto others, euen cruelty 

without mercie,” especially those “hard hearted rich men who are like to great fishes that 

devoure the lesser: for they grind the faces of the poore, and plucke off their skins from 

                                                 

22 Perkins, Godly Exposition, 24-25.  
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them (…) yea doubtless their cruelty cost many a mans life.” He warns that “so shall they be 

served againe (…) for the like mercilesse measure shall be measured to them againe”.23 

Though Perkins’ tone is severe, his anger is laser focused on those who would profit off the 

misfortune of others, those who see suffering and seek to perpetuate rather than reprieve it, 

ignore it rather than engage it. What Bownde and Perkins share, and what Shakespeare could 

reasonably have expected his audiences to also possess, is a reading of Matthew 7:2 and Luke 

6:38 that focuses not solely on our judgement of others but on our responsiveness to the 

suffering of others. It is this mode of reading Measure for Measure’s biblical title that is often 

lost in discussions that focus solely on the law and justice axes, and this mode of 

understanding that I would like to pursue in the discussion that follows.  

This requires me to return again to an overlooked aspect of Mistress Overdone’s 

account of Vienna’s woes discussed briefly above: “What with the war, what with the sweat, 

what with the gallows, and what with poverty.” There is, in each of the conditions Overdone 

describes, real suffering behind her glib accounting. Indeed, each of the causes she 

enumerates for her newly reduced clientele fits more-or-less neatly into the sorts of harms 

specifically addressed by the traditional rubric of the corporeal works of mercy: the allusions 

to “the war,” “the sweat,” “the gallows,” and “poverty” each call to mind victims whose 

sufferings might be succored by, respectively, burying the dead, visiting the sick and 

imprisoned, ransoming the captive, and feeding, clothing, housing, and giving drink to those 

in need of material aid. Though Lucio is not onstage to call it out, it is easy enough to 

imagine the punning jests on (sexual) passion and (Christian) compassion that the Madam’s 

                                                 

23 Ibid, 418. 
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perverse economic calculus might prompt. Indeed, when Lucio hails the bawd as the very 

embodiment of relief and succor—“Behold, behold, where Madam Mitigation comes!” 

(1.2.43)—we are meant to recognize the deep irony of the nickname: the “mitigation” 

available in the whorehouse is applicable to an extremely narrow category of need and, as 

Lucio will report, comes at real cost to both pocketbook and personal health. At this point 

in the play, we have no other name by which to call the bawd (she is not called Overdone 

until 2.1), and so the audience is left to ruminate on the relationship between the quality she 

is named for—relief, reprieve, the reduction of harm and misery—and the work she does in 

the world. Thus, when the bawd later lists her litany of actual tragedies requiring 

mitigation—war, sickness, poverty, tyranny—and can see in them only the financial harm 

they bring to herself and not the human suffering that compassion should lead her to seek to 

mitigate, the irony is a particularly stinging and bitter one. In her invocation-by-negation of 

the corporeal works of mercy coupled with her parodic identification with the ends of 

compassion, which is the mitigation of human misery, the audience is potently reminded that 

mercy is not only a tool of the powerful for the pardon of wrongdoing, but is first and 

foremost a duty of all directed at the suffering of others. So, while “Madam Mitigation” is 

herself a farcical parody of her namesake, she functions in this scene as a tangible reminder 

of the Christian duties which seem to be honoured in Vienna only in their breach.  

The resonance between Overdone’s litany of afflictions and the works of mercy is 

not, I think, a merely coincidental resemblance, but the continuation of a pattern that has 

been driving the comedy of entire scene. The quickfire jesting of the gentlemen which 

precedes Overdone’s lament is riddled throughout with oblique and explicit references to 

some institutional and conceptual apparatuses of Christian living: Lucio invokes the ten 
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commandments in a joke about hypocrisy; both the custom of saying grace and the theology 

of grace are cited in a complex riff between Lucio and the first gentleman; and the practice 

of confession serves as the foundation of Lucio’s game-winning riposte to the “feeling” 

speech of the first gentleman (1.2.6-39). This pattern of referencing traditional Christian 

articulations of good conduct or godly living in order to highlight human failures to live up 

to these ideals comprises our first glimpse of civilian life in Vienna. Indeed, the comedy of 

the entire scene has been built on the enormity of the disconnect that the gentlemen observe 

(and participate in) between the duties implied by emblems of Christian ethics and the actual 

practice of ostensible Christians—the irony of a “sanctimonious pirate” who conveniently 

ignores the commandment not to steal, or the perversity of the confidence of a private 

confession being broken in order to publicly shame the confessee, or (we might add, given 

Overdone’s lament) the cruelty of seeing in the suffering of your neighbours not a duty to 

relieve but a source of profit to be lost.24 By the time we arrive at Overdone’s brief soliloquy, 

then, the audience is because of this pattern well prepared to hear the unspoken denial of the 

corporeal works of mercy implicit in her darkly comic complaint. Like the war, plague, 

gallows, and poverty that haunt the margins of this play, the merciful works which might 

mitigate them seem to mock characters and audience alike with their conspicuous absence. 

Where the invocation of mitigation might, in any city other than Vienna, suggest the 

presence of mercy and compassion, here we find only a parody of it: what “Madam 

Mitigation” provides are not corporeal mercies, but carnal diversions.  

                                                 

24 Lucio’s joking exposure of the confessing gentleman is yet another of the examples of Shakespeare pitching cruelty in a 
comic register in order to draw attention to the broader problems these petty cruelties point towards. Lucio’s joke is a 
microcosm of what Sarah Beckwith calls “the public and humiliating exposure (…) that is part of the play’s display of 
justice” (Grammar of Forgiveness, 69). 
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The “mercies” on offer in Overdone’s premises are, in some sense, a plague on 

Vienna, but she herself is not exempt from the suffering that is the city’s main currency. 

While she serves in some ways as an embodiment of Vienna’s endemic cruelty, she is also a 

victim of it.  The Duke is certainly not wrong that crimes of lust and licentiousness are a 

serious problem in the city. Indeed, it seems nearly every character we meet in the play save 

Isabella is to greater or lesser degree either involved in or a profiteer from the lusts of others. 

Nor is he wrong that there is real potential for harm in the buying and selling of bodies 

which he attempts to eradicate: certainly, the prostitute Kate Keepdown and her young 

bastard child suffer terribly as a casualty of Vienna’s excessive “liberty,” and in the 

Friar/Duke’s rebuke to Pompey for his unrepentant participation in the trade-in-flesh is a 

stark recognition of the brutal reality of the bawd’s profession: 

  The evil that thou causest to be done, 
  That is thy means to live. Do thou but think 
  What ‘tis to cram a maw or clothe a back 
  From such a filthy vice; say to thyself, 
  From their abominable and beastly touches 
  I drink, I eat, array myself, and live. (3.2.20-25) 
 

Pompey profits from the dehumanization of others, the Duke disdainfully spits, and in so 

doing he himself becomes little more than a “rude beast” (3.2.33), a gaping “maw” that feeds 

on the dignity of others. But in his strident condemnation of for-profit carnality, the Duke 

unwittingly touches upon Pompey’s own earlier response to a similar indictment from 

Escalus: he is a bawd, yes, but he is first and foremost “Truly…a poor fellow who would 

live” (2.1.223). Pompey defends himself with an implicit claim of necessity, suggesting that 

while the circumstances of his employ may be regrettable, the simple fact remains that he is 
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impoverished and he needs to eat.25 Indeed, the Duke’s virulent reproach that Pompey 

survives off the suffering of others—“I drink, I eat, array myself, and live”—is, in Pompey’s 

estimation, precisely its own rebuttal: yes, Pompey might say, but at least I survive. Pompey’s 

defense is not an excuse for the harms he perpetrates or profits from—or at least not a 

convincingly exonerating one—but that does not make it untrue. Conditions in Vienna are 

bad, Pompey suggests, and suffering begets suffering.  

Thus, though Overdone’s earlier bemoaning of her economic troubles is presented 

as blackly comic, that does not make her fiduciary concerns invalid, even if they are 

presented callously. She is in truth in exactly the same position as Pompey: a poor woman, 

who would live. Her distress upon hearing that the whorehouses in Vienna’s suburbs are to 

be shut-up and razed to the ground reflects the precarity of her situation: “What shall 

become of me?” she asks desperately at 1.2.105, horrified at the prospect of her imminent 

decline into penury. Pompey’s reply is characteristically lewd, bound up with his 

commitment to his unlawful trade, but it is also unexpectedly one of the play’s few 

expressions of genuine (if later proven false) hope: “Come; fear not you. (…) Courage! there 

will be pity taken on you. (…) you will be consider’d” (1.2.106-110). In the midst of all the 

lewd jesting, Pompey’s words betray a loyalty to Overdone that is unexpectedly sweet—“I’ll 

be your tapster still” (1.2.108)—and a certainty that his partner is worthy of consideration—

that is to say, deserving of the kindness and compassion of others. While some audiences 

might merely chortle at Pompey’s attempt at consolation—the very idea that an instrument 

                                                 

25 Peter Lake, in his nuanced reading of Measure for Measure, discusses Pompey’s argument in 3.2 at length, drawing out the 
implications of his comparison of the two “usuries” for the Duke’s rigid legalistic thinking and commitment to a broad 
“reformation of manners.” See Lake, Antichrist’s Lewd Hat, 642. 
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of social ill such as a bawd might be an object of compassion seemingly a laughable 

proposition—I argue that Shakespeare intends Pompey’s words of comfort to induce more 

than derisive laughter. What Pompey demonstrates here is a disarming faith that even the 

lowest and the most reviled in Vienna will be treated with compassion. Whether or not his 

faith has a foundation in reality is one of the questions that will be tested throughout the 

play.  

 Indeed, the question of who is deserving of compassion is an open one, in the play 

and in early modern society. Compare, for instance, the not-so-subtle differences in the 

definitions of compassion offered by William Perkins—who, in his exposition on the 

Sermon on the Mount discussed in the previous chapter, is careful to distinguish between 

“(Holy) compassion,” and  “foolish pitie, whereby a man doth unlawfully tender him that is 

in deserved miserie”26—and the following explanation of compassion (and its opposite) 

given by Joseph Hall in a 1604 treatise entitled Two guides to a good life: The genealogy of virtue and 

the anathomy of sin: 

Compassion is a like sense or feeling of euill or griefe, as if we our selues 
suffered that which wee see others indure by reason of that coniunction 
which ought to be of one with another as members of one and the same 
body: and therefore it is requisite this vertue should be in a valliant man, that 
when he sees iniurie offered vnto any one, he should bee mooued with the 
violence thereof, no otherwise then if it were offered vnto himselfe.  
(…) 
Cruelty is a priuation of pittie and compassion, wherof ther are three sortes, 
the first is, to procure mischiefe, the second is, to execute it without mercie, 
and the third, not to defende cruelty, and oppression from others, whome we 
see extreamely dealt with, if it lie in our power to helpe them: the contrary to 
this, is mercifulnesse and compassion; which is a like sence and feeling of euil 
and griefe which others suffer, as if wee were touched with the same; or a 

                                                 

26 Perkins, Godly and learned exposition, B4v. 
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mittigation of the extremity of that which one hath deserued, vpon the 
consideration of our own frailty and selfe-guiltinesse.27  
  

Where Perkins delimits the sphere of proper compassion by recourse to a language of justice 

(“unlawfully,” “deserved”) of which Angelo would no doubt approve, Hall’s treatment 

suggests that even those who deserve the “extremity” they find themselves in should receive 

compassion from others. Hall argues that the generality of sin—manifest in “our own frailty 

and selfe-guiltinesse”—exempts no one from compassion, since all are members of “one 

and the same body”. Compassion, Hall writes, thus results from a very specific 

understanding of one’s relationship to other persons: humans ought to exist in a state of 

“conjunction (…) of one with another as members of one and the same body”. Participation 

in this shared corporate body is what makes compassion possible, since our shared 

embodiment means that I can feel your pain not as if it were mine, but because it is mine 

already. Moreover, Hall implies that this notion of a communal body is also what makes 

compassionate action rational even to the justly punished, since when we consider our own 

frailty and susceptibility to sin, we discover inevitably that we are as deserving of painful 

“extremity” as they are.  

This expansive version of compassion (of which Hall was not the only proponent) 

was not, as we can see in Perkins’ caveat, universally accepted, nor was it inoculated against 

readings which might seek to find in the language of a shared body not an invitation to 

incorporation of all, but a firm demarcation of the limits of that body.28 These areas of 

                                                 

27 Joseph Hall, Two guides to a good life The genealogy of vertue and the anathomy of sinne. Liuely displaying the worth of one, and the vanity 
of the other (London: 1604), at sigs. I3r-v, G3r-v. Hall’s description here borrows heavily, I think, from La Primaudaye’s 
language in his French Academie (discussed elsewhere in this chapter): compare La Primaudaye at pp. 255, 301.  
28 Katherine Ibbett in Compassion’s Edge devotes much of her study to cases where what she calls an “austere compassion” 
which “[f]ar from reaching out to the others for whom it feels, (…) often kept the other at arm’s length” (3).   
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uncertainty around the possibilities for and proper objects of compassion—who is included 

in my communal body? Who is my “neighbour”? To whom do I owe “brotherly love”?—are 

questions that Measure for Measure explores with subtlety and with often unsettling 

consequences.29 We see these uncertainties condensed in the consolatory exchange between 

Overdone and Pompey at the outset of the play: are these callous characters, who 

throughout Measure for Measure engage in cruelties large and small, worthy of being 

“consider’d”? And if they are, does it (to borrow Hall’s language) “lie in our power to helpe 

them”? Indeed, Overdone’s haunting worry—“What shall become of me?”—is a question 

that might be asked of any of Vienna’s embattled denizens, and one for which the play on 

the surface provides no very comforting answers. What eventually “becomes” of Overdone, 

of course, is jail, and silence. But Pompey’s disarmingly optimistic reply suggests that the 

issues the exchange raises are something Shakespeare is deeply invested in thinking through. 

What would it look like for those suffering in Vienna to be truly “consider’d”? What 

resources are even available for considering others when each person is themselves only a 

zealous deputy’s whim away from poverty or the gallows?   

Before leaving our parody of mitigation, Mistress Overdone, I want to offer a final 

observation on the sorts of measures that she, personally, metes out. In the eyes of the law, 

the woman is, like her associate Pompey, a purveyor of a “filthy vice” (3.2.23), and when she 

is brought before Escalus in the middle of the whirlwind of arrests and imprisonments 
                                                 

29 The question “Who is my neighbour?,” which introduces the parable of the Good Samaritan in Luke 10:29, is glossed by 
the Geneva translation as “All they are comprehended in the name of our neighbour, by the Law, whomsoever we may 
help.”  Hebrews 13 begins with an exhortation to “Let brotherly love continue,” and goes on to elucidate one of the biblical 
definitions of compassion that resonantes especially loudly in this play: “Remember them that are in bonds, as though ye 
were bound with them: and them that are in affliction, as if ye were also afflicted in the body,” a verse glossed with “Be so 
much touched, as if the misery were yours.” For a recent study which takes this question to be of central import to the 
formation of not only spiritual but political community in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, see Daniel R. Gibbons’s 
excellent Conflicts of Devotion. 
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which end the play’s third act, he needs to hear no more from the Provost than that she is 

“A bawd of eleven years’ continuance” (3.2.196-7) before throwing her unceremoniously in 

prison. Overdone’s attempts to temper the lord’s fury by appeals to his mercy are met with 

indignation: 

Mrs. Ov. Good my lord, be good to me, your honor is accounted a merciful  
man. Good my lord. 

 
Escal. Double and treble admonition, and still forfeit in the same kind! This 

would make mercy swear and play the tyrant. (3.2.191-5) 
 

Even one so reasonable and balanced as Escalus cannot abide a repeat offender, and his 

reply suggests that he sees the woman’s release and her continued engagement in her trade as 

more harmful to the commonwealth than his own sense of justice can bear. To this point, 

the audience is likely on board with his assessment.  

But the bawd’s response is a bombshell: “My lord, this is one Lucio’s information 

against me. Mistress Kate Keepdown was with child by him in the Duke’s time; he promis’d 

her marriage. His child is a year and a quarter old come Philip and Jacob. I have kept it 

myself” (3.2.198-203). It is difficult to not let this moment catch you off guard. Overdone’s 

revelation that she has protected and “kept” Kate’s child, and the manifest tenderness and 

intimate familiarity she reveals in her quaintly specific relation of its age, is a rare image of 

human kindness in a play often overwhelmed by callousness and cruelty.30 (Indeed, even this 

revelation of Overdone’s kindness itself comes in the midst of the bawd’s retaliatory swipe at 

the informant Lucio, a vengeful measure to counter a cruel one). And yet, where Overdone 

                                                 

30 Maurice Hunt, by contrast, reads this as an example of Overdone’s attempt to pin the pregnancy more firmly on Lucio by 
providing an exact date for its conception. See Hunt, “Being Precise in Measure for Measure,” Renascence 58, no. 4 (2006): 243-
267 at 249. 
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might easily have been expected to have thrown Kate out on the street (what use is a 

pregnant “punk” to her?) as Lucio effectively did, instead she takes in both mother and 

child, offering shelter to the shelterless and care to the cast out. What are these, if not 

quintessential works of mercy? Madam Mitigation, we discover belatedly, is not such an 

irony after all; at least some of the measures she metes are truly compassionate ones.31 

This news makes Escalus’s prison sentence—and the subsequent disappearance of 

Overdone from the play—a troubling problem: what will become of Kate and her infant 

once their keeper is jailed and their home torn down? Though the Duke will ultimately 

impose a solution to this issue by forcing Lucio to marry the mother of his child (a 

“solution” that certainly seems unlikely to mitigate the misery of Kate Keepdown who, in 

being shackled to a man who considers her very presence a form of torture and outward 

shame, is forced into a potentially deadly situation), at this moment Escalus’s seemingly 

reasonable firmness begins to take on the tinge of Angelo’s inflexible zeal. We are not, 

however, given time to dwell on the implications here—neither of Overdone’s compassion 

nor Escalus’s intransigence. The “merciful” Escalus ends all pleading with a curt and 

silencing “Go to, no more words” (3.2.206), Overdone is taken by the officers to prison, 

never to be heard from again, and the play goes tumbling on. The silencing of Mitigation—

even in its debased form in Mistress Overdone—is a dark precursor of things to come. Even 

the faintest whisperings of compassion in Vienna find no ears willing to hear them. 

                                                 

31 Lake cautions against a too-rosy reading of the “lowlife” Viennese, however: Shakespeare is “very careful not to 
romanticize or unduly valorize this world. (…) In short, there is nothing very festive or community-enhancing in 
Shakespeare’s rendition of the carnivalesque underworld. Here is no ‘traditional’ communal or organic world of social unity 
and festivity (…). On the contrary, this is a thoroughly atomised, commercialised world in which the pleasures of the flesh 
are up for sale and everyone is out for his or her own advantage” (Antichrist’s Lewd Hat, 644).  
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Speaking Feelingly: Communicating Compassion 

From the outset, then, questions of compassion and its absence are at the forefront 

of Shakespeare’s mind. Having established the extent to which Vienna strains under the 

weight of various forms of suffering, I want now to turn to Shakespeare’s engagement with 

compassion’s affective composition, and to his exploration of compassion as a mode of 

relation and communication. Escalus’s silencing of Overdone is just one of many denials of 

compassion throughout Measure for Measure, just one of many instances in which those in 

power are incapable of hearing or refuse to listen to the pleadings of those who suffer. 

Shakespeare’s Vienna is, as Kenneth Gross has elegantly argued, suffering from a pervasive 

“disturbance of hearing,” a disorder in which “the speaker stifled in her own report becomes 

one of Measure for Measure’s central images of human desire.”32 It is also, I would argue, one 

of its central images of frustrated compassion. For compassion is, by its very nature, 

dependent on the communicability of feeling: if I am to share in your suffering, you must be 

able to tell or show me that you suffer, and I must be able to hear or see you; if you are to 

comfort or console me, I need to be capable of receiving your touch and hearing your 

words, and you must be able to (in every sense) touch me. Compassion depends upon open 

channels of communication, both verbal and affective, a notion that was not lost on early 

modern commentators: 

For howsoeuer griefe shutteth vp the heart as we haue said, yet by groning, 
sighing and weeping the heart doth in some sort open it selfe, as if it woulde 
come foorth to breathe, least being wholly shut vp with sorrow it shoulde be 
stifled. Againe, teares are giuen vnto vs to testifie our griefe and to manifest it 
to others, that we may mooue them to haue pitie and compassion on vs, and 

                                                 

32 Kenneth Gross, “A Disturbance of Hearing in Vienna” in Shakespeare’s Noise (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2001), 68.  
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to help and succour vs. They serue vs further to declare what compassion we 
haue of other mens sorrowe and griefe, which vse is very necessary for vs to 
get and preserue friendship one towardes another, and for our mutuall 
comfort and consolation. For we are greatly comforted, when we see any 
take pitie and compassion of vs. Wherefore when we can not otherwise 
solace them that are grieued, but only by declaring that wee are sorrowfull for 
their heauinesse, and for those euilles which they suffer, yet doeth that 
affoorde great consolation. And although it seemeth an easie matter to giue 
this comfort, yet is it harder then many thinke it is. For before wee can finde 
this in vs, wee must first haue loue in our hearts, which causeth vs to open 
our bowels, and mooueth vs to compassion towards our like, that we may 
weepe with them that weepe33  
 

As this passage from the popular English translation of Pierre La Primaudaye’s encyclopedic 

French Academie demonstrates, a tender and open heart is the necessary prerequisite for 

compassion, on both sides of the equation. While certainly the comforter must have a heart 

enlarged with love, and bowels unguarded and malleable enough to be moved by the other, 

so too must the sufferer’s heart do its part to communicate their sorrow, with the “groning, 

sighing, and weeping” with which it makes itself “open” to the world—that is, both able to 

receive comfort, and able to “testifie” its grief. As we saw in the last chapter, here again we 

see compassion characterized by mutuality and reciprocality, a relationship in which the 

engaged parties are rendered ever more alike to one another by virtue of their participation. 

Compassion, in La Primaudaye’s account, is an affective equalizer: you put on my sorrow 

and in doing so, offer me your comfort; I take on your comfort, and give you a portion of 

my pain. Though we may each begin at opposite ends of the spectrum of joy and sorrow, 
                                                 

33 Pierre La Primaudaye, The second part of the French Academie VVherein, as it were by a naturall historie of the bodie and soule of man, 
the creation, matter, composition, forme, nature, profite and vse of all the partes of the frame of man are handled, with the naturall causes of all 
affections, vertues and vices, and chiefly the nature, powers, workes and immortalitie of the soule (London, 1594), EEBO, 254-255. The 
immensely popular and encyclopedic French Academie has been described by Anne Lake Prescott as “an encyclopedia of 
morals, broadly defined, that starts with ‘Man’ and ends with ‘Death’.”Anne Lake Prescott, “Pierre La Primaudaye’s French 
Academy: Growing Encyclopaedic” in Neil Rhodes and Jonathan Sawday, eds., The Renaissance Computer: Knowledge Technology 
in the First Age of Print (London: Routledge, 2000), 155-166 at 155. For discussion of Shakespeare’s extensive use of the 
French Academie, which Hankins suggests was second only to the Bible in terms of influence on Shakespeare’s imagery, see 
John Erskine Hankins, Shakespeare’s Derived Imagery (Eugene, Or.: Wipf and Stock, 1953), at 17. 
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compassion works by bringing our hearts to the same place. It is thus a form of 

communication in every sense: a sharing of information, a participation in suffering, a 

transmission of feeling, a travelling together.  

 And yet, rousing compassion and providing comfort are no easy task. La 

Primaudaye’s vision is not a naieve one, recognizing that compassion is “harder than many 

thinke it is” precisely because it is decidedly not a unilateral process. On the one hand, it 

requires already suffering hearts to “come forth and breathe” their sorrow, lest they be 

stifled in grief; on the other, it needs loving hearts and open bowels to give up their own 

comfort and receive that grief, and to bodily declare their mutual sorrow, an act that is often 

the only avenue of consolation available. Compassion depends upon the willingness of both 

parties to open themselves (literally) to vulnerability and risk. Open-heartedness—self-

exposure on the part of the sufferer, selflessness on the part of the compassionate—is 

inherently uncomfortable, and is by no means (La Primaudaye implies) an automatic instinct. 

It is something, we can infer, that requires work, and practice.  

In Measure for Measure, Shakespeare takes the difficulty of communicating compassion 

identified by La Primaudaye extremely seriously. In dramatizing La Primauday’s metaphors 

of testifying hearts and speaking bodies through the attempts of characters to voice human 

suffering through language, he also takes the idea of compassion as something that can be 

communicated, in every sense, deeply literally. Vienna is, as we have seen, a city which has 

no shortage of human suffering. It is also a city in which that suffering often struggles vainly 

to make itself heard. Not only are the voices of the suffering continually silenced in this 

play—think of Escalus’s brusque “no more words” to Overdone, or Isabella’s heart-

wrenching “To whom should I complain? Did I tell this, / Who would believe me?,” or 
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Kate Keepdown’s utter lack of any voice or presence at all—but the ears of those who 

should (in their positions of power) respond to their cries are, as Gross suggests, utterly 

unable to hear, subject to a “peculiar deafness” that causes the voice of the sufferer to 

“break against [the ear] as against a stone.”34 This disturbance of hearing is, I think, merely a 

symptom of a deeper, more visceral issue: what Vienna suffers from is a failure of feeling, a 

paralysis of the heart that is so shut up by grief that it can ultimately speak neither sorrow 

nor solace. As a result, compassion itself is silenced. This problem of the communication of 

compassion—the difficulty both of moving others to compassion and allowing oneself to be 

so moved; of speaking suffering and of being heard—is a central concern of Measure for 

Measure, and one that is often figured by Shakespeare through language that centres on the 

heart and the tongue—the organ of feeling and the organ of communication. Frequently 

throughout the play, the possibility of compassion becomes a question of one’s ability to, in 

a robust sense, speak feelingly.  

We can see the outline of this in the exchange between Lucio and the First 

Gentleman which immediately precedes the entrance of Madam Mitigation in 1.2, where 

Shakespeare offers an evocative and complex rhetorical figure for the communication of 

compassion within the play. It is, as with Overdone’s lament, presented in a comic mode, 

but it likewise has far-reaching import for our understanding of how Shakespeare is thinking 

through the relationship between communication and compassion in this play. While Lucio 

and the Gentleman make light of it, there is in their multivalent play on what it means to 

                                                 

34 Kenneth Gross, Shakespeare’s Noise, 79-80. Though Gross focuses his thought-provoking discussion on Duke Vincentio’s 
inability to hear the “cries, rumors, or noises of self” that haunt Vienna, and though he does not address the play’s 
obsession with compassion specifically, I have nonetheless found his approach to Measure for Measure an instructive one. 
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“speak feelingly” an important prefiguring of the play’s interest in the ability of language to 

both communicate and rouse emotion. The figure comes at the end of a long joke about 

venereal disease: the First Gentleman, thinking that he has scored a scathing point in the 

battle of wits against his ever-jesting adversary Lucio, asks with evident pleasure in his own 

cleverness, “Do I speak feelingly now?” (1.2.34) The Gentleman here intends to highlight 

the sting of his insult, taunting Lucio about how closely his jibe has landed to the heart of 

the matter. In modern parlance, we might phrase his taunt as “Have I touched a nerve?,” a 

formulation which similarly relies on a bodily metaphor to emphasize the psychological or 

emotional hurt which the questioner hopes their remarks have inflicted. It is this slippage 

between the physical and psychological register of pain that Lucio latches onto when he 

replies “I think thou dost; and indeed with most painful feeling of thy speech” (1.2.36-37). 

Continuing the ongoing wordplay on the physical manifestations of venereal disease, Lucio 

implies that the Gentleman’s mouth is so full of sores that is literally painful for him to 

speak. The Gentleman surrenders to Lucio’s superior wit, mournfully conceding “I think I 

have done myself wrong” (1.2.40).  

Yet while this comic back-and-forth stands primarily as a witty game of trading 

insults between (ostensible) friends, it also serves to encapsulate an important relationship 

between speech and emotion that is interrogated throughout the play, and which bears 

significantly on the play’s interest in the formation and practice of compassion. To speak 

feelingly is, in the First Gentleman’s usage, to speak with conviction or truth, since (he 

implies) his insults will only provoke feeling in their target if they are more fact than fiction. 

Insults sting most when they reflect something that is true (or that we fear to be true) about 

ourselves. In this sense, the relationship between words and the truth they represent is what 
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gives them their affective impact, their ability to “touch” others and make them “feel”. But 

speaking “feelingly” can also be an expression which represents not the impact of our words 

on others, but also the relationship of our words to our own affective states or inner selves. 

My speech can create feeling in you, but it can also, of course, express a feeling within me. In 

this sense, speaking feelingly is speaking not only truthfully but also honestly and 

transparently. This is the sense in which Lucio’s retort plays on the Gentleman’s rhetoric: he 

“speaks feelingly” because (in Lucio’s twist) he is (literally) speaking what he feels—the pain 

of his illness, and the fact of it. But in giving voice to this physical feeling, Lucio suggests, 

the Gentleman is simultaneously (and unintentionally) speaking another kind of feeling—the 

hidden feeling of guilt or shame for the sexual promiscuity that caused the illness, a form of 

speech which Lucio mockingly terms a “confession” (1.2.37). Of course, if this is a 

confession, it is an entirely unwitting one, and one which the gentleman feels has done 

himself “wrong.” While the Gentleman assumed that he was speaking feelingly because his 

words would expose a truth in Lucio, Lucio’s superior wit inverts the trajectory of the 

Gentleman’s speech, and it is the Gentleman who, in the end, is exposed. Speaking feelingly, 

it seems, has unexpected and potentially dangerous consequences in Shakespeare’s Vienna. 

In the absence of a well-intentioned listener, feeling speech can spiral out of control. 

This is because, as this exchange demonstrates so succinctly, “feeling” words have 

real and tangible effects on bodies and minds in this play, and to speak feelingly can thus 

mean to use one’s words as an instrument of either cruelty or compassion, as weapons or 

remedies. For if (as Lucio and the Gentleman show us) words have the power to harm, this 

implies they might also have to power to heal. While Lucio is certainly adept at the 

weaponization of words—of speaking so feelingly that his opposite is rhetorically knocked 
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out—we will later in the scene witness him abandoning his flippant exterior in an attempt to 

mitigate Claudio’s new-found misery: when Claudio asks for “One word, good friend (…) a 

word” with Lucio, the uncharacteristic sincerity of Lucio’s generous offer of “A hundred! if 

they’ll do you any good” (1.2.142-3) suggests that he is equally capable of using his words as 

salves rather than swords. Lucio’s words for Claudio are not idle chatter, but result in an 

actual attempt to work compassion in the world and save his friend from execution. These 

words are thus feeling ones, an attempt to communicate compassion. To translate this into 

La Primaudaye’s terms, Lucio’s words are his declaration of the love in his heart, “declaring 

that wee are sorrowfull for their heauinesse, and for those euilles which they suffer, yet 

doeth that affoorde great consolation.”  

Speaking feelingly, upon close consideration, can thus be understood as 

Shakespeare’s shorthand for the power of words to harm or heal, to expose truth or reveal 

inner states, to touch others and be touched by them, to communicate compassion. In the 

case of Claudio and his severe sentence at Angelo’s hand, the communicability of 

compassion becomes a matter of literal life or death: either Isabella is able to touch Angelo 

with her “prone and speechless dialect” or her “prosperous art (…) with reason and 

discourse” (1.2.183-85), or her brother dies. Yet despite Claudio’s apparent confidence in 

Isabella’s rhetorical and affective prowess, there is a persistent ambivalence in Measure for 

Measure about whether or not words—be it one or a hundred—can truly “do (…) any good”.  

This question is explored with great subtlety in a series of intercessory pleadings in which the 

ability of characters to “speak feelingly”—to touch the heart of others and rouse them to 

compassion—is put to the test. 
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If Madam Mitigation seems the only figure in Vienna willing to name—albeit 

ironically—the larger ills that contribute to the suffering of its citizens, Lucio becomes (just 

as ironically) the voice of one of its potential remedies. The remedy for which Lucio stands 

as the first practitioner is the practice of intercession, a form of speech that, as Devin Byker 

suggests, the play presents as deeply consequential, if not always successful. Byker’s 

definition of intercession is worth quoting at length:  

Intercession is a particularly generous form of borrowed speech, or 
borrowed selfhood, in which the intentions of one person are furthered or 
carried out by another. I am in need of an intercessor when either I lack a 
voice, or my voice is insufficient to accomplish what I desire. (…) Thus the 
intercessor and intercessee enact a curiously ambiguous series of extensions 
of self: my intercessor is at once myself (saying the words I wish to say, 
seeking my desires) and not myself (attaining my desires by dint of the virtues 
or qualities that I lack.) 35 

 
Building from this definition, I want to suggest here that intercession is imagined in the play 

as a metonym for compassion itself: when I speak on your behalf and to your benefit, I 

adopt your voice and (in Lucio’s terms) seek to “do you (…) good”. Intercession thus 

accomplishes through language and voice what compassion is imagined to accomplish 

through body and affect, the putting on of another’s pain in an attempt to relieve it. 

Intercession in this play is thus not only a potential expression of compassion (an attempt to 

succor the misery of another by speaking on their behalf), it is also a representation of 

compassion’s mechanics. Moreover, acts of intercession also function in the play as attempts 

                                                 

35 Devin Byker, “Bent Speech,” 406. Byker’s insightful reading marks important distinctions between the conceptual 
structures of intercession and substitution, and traces throughout Measure for Measure the consequences of a theological shift 
in which “many religious practices in which humans might intercede on behalf of other humans had been radically 
curtailed” and which “dampened means of communal speech” (415). While my reading of the play’s intercessory and 
substitutionary acts differs from Byker’s, I have found his succinct discussion of the historical and conceptual factors at play 
in the notion of intercession inherited by the early modern period to be exceedingly clear and useful. 
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to communicate compassion, to speak feelingly enough that the compassion which prompts 

the intercession is shared also by the one to whom you plead.  

Intercessory acts model and, in so doing, test out an essential feature of the logic of 

compassion: in its reciprocal exchange of suffering, compassion figuratively melds the body 

and experience of the sufferer with that of the responder. Intercession, too, performs and 

models this function as it metaphorically places the voice of the sufferer within the mouth of 

one who seeks to alleviate their suffering, and thus is imagined as doing on the level of 

language precisely the sort of recentring of the self around the pain of another, and exchange 

of someone else’s pain for one’s own comfort, that early modern treatments of compassion 

describe in a physiological register. Intercession thus functions as both an expression of 

compassion—as, to use Perkins’ terms, “the fruit of true compassion” that is “the act of 

reliefe”— and also, figuratively, as an analog for it, both a result of compassionate exchange 

and (in the extension of compassion to the person which intercession attempts to move) an 

intensification and expansion of it.36  

The complex communication that intercession attempts is most acutely exemplified 

in Measure for Measure in a rather unlikely figure, the first intercessor to act in the play and 

perhaps the most improbable one, the fop Lucio. Introduced into the play wrapped in a 

whirlwind of innuendo and bawdy jesting and surrounded by his equally lascivious 

gentlemen companions and the Madam Mistress Overdone, it is a startling contrast to 

witness Lucio’s subsequent sobering reaction to the spectacle of Claudio led through the 

street in the custody of the Provost. Throughout his encounter with Claudio, Lucio can 

                                                 

36 Perkins, Learned Exposition, 25 
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muster none of the crude wit or jocularity which colours his speech throughout the rest of 

the play, and instead finds his formerly glib words peppered with emphatic indications of his 

earnestness: “And yet, to say the truth (…)” (1.2.132-33); “But after all this fooling, I would 

not have it so” (1.2.70). This about-face in the tenor and style of Lucio’s diction indicates, I 

think, the sincerity of his concern for Claudio. Overcome with a desire to relieve his friend’s 

suffering, Lucio responds with an offer of overwhelming superfluity to Claudio’s request for 

“One word,” solemnly promising to lay down “A hundred, if they’ll do you any good” 

(1.2.143). Confronted with the immediacy of the injury done to Claudio, Lucio’s usual 

sardonic dismissiveness is replaced by a compassionate receptiveness. He is ready, in other 

words, to truly speak feelingly. 

Lucio’s uncharacteristic sincerity in his willingness to do what he can to relieve 

Claudio’s pain makes possible the intercessory act which follows, an act which attempts to 

catalyze a chain reaction of compassionate intervention that passes through Lucio to 

Isabella, before it is ultimately stymied by Angelo. Claudio’s initial plea to Lucio touches on 

several of the facets of intercession and compassion which will be interrogated throughout 

the play: 

I prithee, Lucio, do me this kind service. 
This day my sister should the cloister enter, 
And there receive her approbation. 
Acquaint her with the danger of my state, 
Implore her, in my voice, that she make friends 
To the strict deputy, bid herself assay him. 
I have great hope in that, for in her youth 
There is a prone and speechless dialect 
Such as move men; beside, she hath prosperous art 
When she will play with reason and discourse, 
And well she can persuade. (1.2.176-86) 
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Claudio’s words here literalize the functions of intercessory speech outlined by Byker: he 

prays (“prithee, Lucio”) for a capable intermediary to act to relieve his dire misery (the 

“danger of [his] state”) by doing on his behalf the things he does not, because of his reduced 

capacity, have the ability to do—namely, to travel to the convent, speak to Isabella, and 

“implore her” to persuade Angelo. Crucially, Claudio requires that Lucio “aquaint” Isabella 

with the seriousness of his situation, a word that implies that Lucio should not merely make 

the situation known to Isabella, but that he must also make her intimately familiar with 

Claudio’s experience.37 To acquaint Isabella with the “danger of [his] state” is to share the 

experience, and not merely the facts, of Claudio’s predicament with the sister, to 

communicate them to her in every sense of the word. Claudio therefore needs Lucio not 

only to tell Isabella what is happening to him, but also to make it possible for her to feel his 

fear, danger, and suffering on a personal level, to invite her to compassionate him in the 

most robust sense. From that state of kind compassion, Claudio hopes, Isabella will in turn 

be able to replicate the process in Angelo—to “persuade” and “move” him—

communicating her own visceral compassion for Claudio’s suffering to the Deputy who, 

finally, will have the power to act to relieve Claudio’s plight. The intercessory process that 

Claudio invites Lucio to initiate, then, is more complex than merely speaking on another’s 

behalf—though the adoption of another’s voice is certainly a crucial aspect. The type of 

intercession Claudio is in need of involves an affective engagement on the part of the 

petitioner, and an affective response from the person petitioned. In order for intercession to 

be a viable means of communicating the compassion that Claudio is relying on, Lucio’s 

                                                 

37 See OED, “aquaint, v,” 2, where acquaint can indicate acquisition of familiarity in its deepest sense, an invitation to “give 
or allow personal experience of” something, and “to gain personal knowledge by experiencing” something 
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speech must be able to spark a chain of feeling that does not stop at his own heart, or even 

Isabella’s. His use of Claudio’s voice must be a speech feeling enough to touch Angelo, to 

open his heart and stir his bowels of compassion. This is the only way that Lucio’s words 

will be able to do Claudio any good. 

If Shakespeare thus sets up compassionate action as wholly dependent upon open 

lines of communication, on the willingness to speak feelingly and the ability to, as 

Primaudaye notes, “first haue loue in our hearts, which causeth vs to open our bowels, and 

mooueth vs to compassion,” he also simultaneously exposes one of compassion’s fault lines. 

What happens when feeling speech meets hardened hearts? The question of the power of 

words to “do (…) any good” in the face of bodies that are impermeable is the one to which 

we will turn now. 

Touching Angelo: Mouths of Mercy and Hearts of Ice 

When Lucio visits the convent to convince Isabella to plead with Angelo at Claudio’s 

behest, he uses a particularly redolent metaphor to insist to a hesitant Isabella that he is 

dealing honestly—in other words, speaking feelingly—with her. He assures the novice that 

he will not indulge in his “familiar sin” and “seem the lapwing, and (…) jest/ Tongue far 

from heart,” but instead will speak to her with the “sincerity” that her saintliness demands 

(1.4.31-36). While this exchange is rendered in a ribald tone, it nonetheless has much to say 

about the relationship between language and emotion, between tongues and hearts. Lucio 

suggests here that to speak feelingly is to speak in a manner wholly uncharacteristic for him, 

with tongue (speech) and heart (feeling) in close relationship to one another. This figure of 

the tongue divorced from the heart as an image of hypocrisy (or its inverse as an image of 
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honesty or uprightness) is a commonplace one during the early modern period, and one that 

Shakespeare relies upon throughout Measure for Measure.38 We can see Lucio’s image 

unpacked in another passage from the French Academie: 

For it would be great dissolutenesse, if the heart, which ought to be the 
originall and fountaine of the speach, should thinke one thing, and the 
speach, which is the messenger of the heart should vtter and declare another. 
(…) [We must] ioyneth the heart with the mouth, the tongue, the palat and 
the lippes, all which are instruments of the speach, as we heard before. 
Therefore there must always be a good & general agreement betweene al 
these things. (…) And therefore it calleth them, men of double hearts, and double 
tongues, that are not vpright in heart, nor true and certaine in word. Our Lorde 
saieth, that of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh, and that a good man out of 
the good treasure of his heart bringeth forth good thinges, and an euill man out of an euill 
treasure bringeth foorth euill things. For as the tree is knowen by his fruite, so 
speach maketh manifest both the heart and mind of a man.39   
 

In the early modern mind, the consequences of speaking feelingly are not trivial. La 

Primaudaye’s citation of the Sermon on the Mount here emphasizes the stakes of the heart-

tongue connection, suggesting that it is not (as Lucio would have us believe) a matter of 

mere jesting to speak “with tongue far from heart,” but that it has dire ramifications for the 

state of one’s soul, “[f]or as the tree is knowen by his fruite, so speach maketh manifest both 

the heart and mind of a man”.40 La Primaudaye’s linking of the language of good fruit to the 

rhetoric of hearts and tongues connects conceptually the doing of good works to the 

speaking of good words. This connection is made explicit earlier in the work, when he writes 

that:  
                                                 

38 For a fuller discussion of the heart and tongue imagery throughout Measure for Measure and in early modern culture, see 
John L. Harrison, “The Convention of ‘Heart and Tongue’ and the Meaning of Measure for Measure,” Shakespeare Quarterly 5, 
no. 1 (1954): 1-10. Alec Ryrie discusses early modern Protestant anxieties about hypocrisy at length throughout Being 
Protestant in Reformation Britain (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), especially at 70-74. 
39 Pierre La Primaudaye, The second part of the French Academie, 92-3. 
40 For an English audience, La Primaudaye’s citation of the biblical language of trees and fruit would have an additional 
resonance, since this is precisely the biblical metaphor adopted by the compositors of the 39 Articles to assert the value of 
good works as “the fruits of Faith (…) pleasing and acceptable to God in Christ (…) insomuch that by them a lively Faith 
may be as evidently known as a tree discerned by the fruit,” Book Of Common Prayer, ed. Cummings, 677. 
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we should testifie our faith and our loue . . . by confession of mouth and by 
all good workes, that there may be alwayes an agreement betweene the body 
and the soule, betweene the heart, mouth and hands, and betweene the 
workmaster that worketh, and his instruments and woorkes, to the ende that 
the one may bee knowen by the other. For if the outwarde signes agree not 
with the heart, we make them false witnesses, as the tongue is when it lieth. 
For they beare witnesse to that which is not: which is right hypocrisie, 
displeasing God and men. Therefore we must beware of this vice, and take 
heed that we make no other outward shew, then will stande with the 
affection of the heart.41 

 
Indeed, as La Primaudaye’s example demonstrates, there is a direct connection between both 

senses of “speaking feelingly” described above: the power of one’s words to harm or heal—

their ability, in Lucio’s words, to “do any good”—is directly correlated to the degree to 

which one’s tongue agrees with one’s heart.42  

This is a particularly unsettling equation in a city in which the very concept of 

authority is expressed through the image of a corporate body whose tongue speaks mortality 

while its heart cries mercy (1.1.44-45). The Duke, of course, intends his words of deputation 

(“Mortality and Mercy in Vienna / Live in thy tongue and heart”) to stand as an 

uncomplicated picture of government conceived of as a judicious balance between 

punishment and pardon, a conscientious tempering of the unlimited power of absolute rule. 

The image the Duke imagines he is painting, of the authority of the state embodied in the 

figure of mortal tongue wed to a merciful heart, is thus commonly interpreted as a picture of 

magnanimity, reason, and justice, and Angelo’s (and the Duke’s) later actions are read as, 

depending on the critic, either realizations of or failures to live up to this apparently 

                                                 

41 La Primaudaye, French Academie, 300-301. 
42 Sarah Beckwith treats with great subtlety and on a much broader scale a similar issue of Shakespeare’s diagnosis of “the 
split between inner soul and outer face and the fundamental denigration of expression that accompanies this split” in 
Shakespeare and the Grammar of Forgiveness, most explicitly at 15-33.  
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uncomplicated ideal.43 But in light of Lucio’s figure of the dishonest lapwing who speaks one 

thing while he feels another, and La Primaudaye’s discussion of the necessity of uniting an 

upright heart with a forthright tongue, the Duke’s choice of figure feels much more 

ambiguous. The parallelism of the noun pairs (mortality/mercy; tongue/heart) lends itself as 

easily to a reading that suggests an utter dissolution of the tongue/heart bond—as merciful 

heart strains against deadly tongue—as it does to one that supports the Duke’s intended 

idealistic sense.44 The Duke’s unconsciously unsettling version of embodied mercy—a figure 

who threatens to be torn apart as tongue cleaves from heart, and as affect is severed from 

action—lurks under the surface and functions as a diagnosis by which the events which 

follow might be recognized. The chimeric figure who wields both a merciful heart and a 

deadly mortal tongue may appeal to the shapeshifting and machinating Duke, but, as we shall 

see, it ultimately horrifies those who are subject to him, for what hope is there for 

compassion in a body that is anatomically incapable of speaking feelingly?  

It is precisely the disconnection of heart from tongue that so stymies Isabella’s 

attempts to rouse compassion in Angelo, and that ultimately results in her own ambiguous 

                                                 

43 For a clear example of this straightforward interpretation of these famous lines as a “moral standard” or “touchstone” 
against which the actions of characters may be judged, see Cynthia Lewis, “’Dark Deeds Darkly Answered’: Duke Vincentio 
and Judgement in Measure for Measure,” Shakespeare Quarterly 34, no. 3 (Autumn 1983): 271-89 at 271-2. 
44 The two possible readings are, as I see it, as follows: either “mortality and mercy” and “tongue and heart” each stand as 
compound units (so that the line might be glossed “Both mortality and mercy will reside in both your tongue and your heart”); 
or “mortality” is being paired exclusively with “tongue” and “mercy” exclusively with “heart,” a reading in which the heart 
(traditionally figured as the seat of love, kindness, and mercy) is presented not as a partner with but as a contrast to the 
tongue (which holds the power to pronounce a sentence of death). Tongue and heart are thus read not as equivalent units, 
but discrete ones, meant to represent distinct qualities. Editors of the text are divided on the issue: Bawcutt’s Oxford 
edition of the play includes the following gloss to 1.1.46: “It is hard to see why editors repeatedly assert that ‘tongue’ refers 
back exclusively to ‘mortality’ and ‘heart’ to ‘mercy’, since both are necessary whatever verdict is pronounced.” Bawcutt’s 
exasperated note seems rather to further confuse than to clarify the issue, however, as his “both” here is indeterminate as to 
what pair of nouns he deems “necessary” to the pronouncement of a verdict. As I argue, the ambiguity Bawcutt stumbles 
over is, I think, an intentional one. Moreover, it seems to me that the second reading is the more syntactically obvious one, 
given the careful parallelism and the symbolic associations of the respective organs. This is the reading also favoured by the 
editors of the Riverside Shakespeare edition, whose explanatory note states simply that “tongue and heart” refer to 
“mortality and mercy respectively.” 
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silencing. Angelo is, as Lucio tells Isabella during their first encounter, “a man whose 

blood/Is very snow-broth, one who never feels/The wanton stings and motions of the 

sense” (1.4.57-9).45 Lucio’s characterization of icy Angelo here indicates more than a mere 

chilliness of demeanor or superficial lack of warmth. Rather, Lucio suggests that Angelo is 

literally incapable of human emotion. He suffers from not merely a hardness of heart—that 

most disastrous of conditions to the early modern protestant imagination—but from a 

freezing and congealment of his entire affective self, such that nothing and no-one can 

penetrate his icy exterior to cause the motions and movements of the passions which are the 

physiological manifestation of emotional experience.46 For early moderns, of course, this 

language of hardened hearts and glaciated blood was never merely metaphorical.47 The 

passions and affections were believed, as we saw above, to be caused by literal motions of 

the heart and the spirits (carried by the blood), so that emotional fluctuation was the result 

of actual movements and dynamic changes in the body. The mobility and suppleness of the 

heart was a particularly crucial factor for the practice of compassion. La Primaudaye again: 

Therfore when we loue one, wee embrace him, as if wee woulde ioyne him to 
our selues, and put him into our bosome and heart, as some deere and very 
pretious thing. (…) For this cause Saint Paul (…) writeth thus vnto them, O 
Corinthians, our mouth is open vnto you: our heart is made large: you are not kept straite 
in vs. And then complaining of them that their heart was not so bent 

                                                 

45 Thomas Wright in his Passions of the Minde in Generall (London: 1604) describes experiencing the passions as follows: 
“Who loueth extreamely, and feeleth not that passion to dissolue his heart? (…) Who is moyled with heauinesse, or plunged 
with paine, and perceiuth not his heart to be contracted?” (33).  
46 For an overview of the early modern conception of the passions as psychophysiological phenomenon, see Gail Kern-
Paster, Humoring the Body: Emotional Experience on the Shakespearean Stage (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000). For a 
discussion of hardheartedness as the chief metaphor for failures of spiritual zeal in early modern devotional writing, see 
Alec Ryrie, Being Protestant, esp. Chapter 1.2, “Hearts of Stone” at 20-26. 
47 As Paster suggests in response to Wright’s description quoted above, “The language Wright uses here is not a 
metaphorical expression of emotional tumult but a literal expression of what he understood to happen to a heart in the 
throes of various passions.” She earlier describes the early modern understanding of affective experience as 
“psychophysiological (…) because there was no way conceptually or discursively to separate the psychological from the 
physiological,” Humoring the Body, 12.  
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towardes him, he saieth: But ye are kept straite in your owne bowels. And heere we 
may note, that by this worde Bowels is meant generally all the internall 
members and parts of man, especially the heart, and those that are next vnto 
it. Now because the heart is the seate of the affections, and the other 
members neere vnto it serue for his vse, therefore the bowels are taken in the 
holy Scriptures for all the motions of the heart, and for all the affections of 
men that proceed from it, but chiefly for loue, also for ioy, pitie and 
compassion, which haue their beginning from loue, whose nature is to open 
the heart: which in steade of opening shutteth vp it selfe against those that 
are not loued, or that a man hateth. Therefore as loue or hatred is great or 
small, hote or cold, so doth the heart open or close it selfe.48 

A hardening of the heart, or a freezing of the blood, is thus an erection of boundaries both 

bodily and affective, not only the symptom of the absence of love or compassion, but also a 

barrier to the experience of it. Angelo’s ice-cold veins thus serve as the impenetrable 

delineation of the limits of his affective self within the claustrophobic cell of his body, a 

glaciated self that is precisely antithetical to the workings of compassion.  

Perhaps even more disturbingly, Lucio’s description of the consequences of Angelo’s 

coldness on others betrays how creepingly contagious such calcification of the heart can 

become when unleashed on the community: Angelo, in his severe and merciless application 

of the law, “arrests [Claudio] on it,/And follows close the rigour of the statute/To make him 

an example” (1.4.66-8). It is difficult, with the chilling echoes of Angelo’s “snow-broth” 

blood and his motionless sensibility still ringing in our ears, to not hear in Lucio’s report a 

relentless insistence on not only the injustice but also the paralytic effects of Angelo’s 

severity. Claudio’s life is arrested, in every sense of the word: he is sent to prison, of course, 

but he is thus also deprived of any of the movements (whether physical or affective) which 

have made his life worth living. No more lighthearted gallivanting with the libertines, no 

                                                 

48 La Primaudaye, French Academie, 252. 
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more tender “mutual entertainment” (1.2.154) with Juliet, and certainly none of the heart-

expanding joy of watching one’s child grow up. Indeed, the “heavy sense” (1.4.65) of 

Claudio’s sentence is a literal stifling and snuffing out of all sense and sensation, an arresting 

of life itself that turns all lively heat and motion into a “cold obstruction” (3.1.118). Angelo’s 

own rigid “rigour”—his icy death-grip on the law—threatens to freeze all the passionately 

beating hearts of Vienna, and to make of paper “statutes” human statues. From Lucio’s 

perspective, the “example” made of Claudio is, among other things, that any body ruled by 

Angelo (Angelo’s own, Claudio’s, the larger body politic) is in danger of acquiring precisely 

the sort of cold immobility or emotional rigor mortis that Angelo himself is subject to. In 

the case of Claudio, of course, the threat of cold and eternal immobility is much more than a 

merely emotional crisis, it is a literal matter of life and death.  

Thus, when Lucio implores Isabella that “All hope is gone,/Unless you have the 

grace by your fair prayer/To soften Angelo” (1.4.68-70), he is asking Isabella not only to 

intercede on behalf of her brother, but also on behalf of the entire community that Angelo 

threatens to—literally and metaphorically—freeze the life out of. Lucio pleads for Isabella to 

break down the barriers that Angelo has erected—to breach the wall between a potentially 

merciful heart and a certainly mortal tongue—and to warm and “soften” the cold rigidity of 

his heart into a substance that could develop the sort of malleability and emotional dexterity 

necessary for compassionate feeling and merciful action. Lucio’s anxious tutting as he 

observes Isabella’s early forays against Angelo’s defenses reiterate his insistence on the 

necessity of melting Angelo into a receptive and impressionable interlocutor: Isabella’s 

sorties are repeatedly dismissed as “too cold” (2.1.45,56), unable to spark icy Angelo’s 

passions to movement. When she finally does begin to nudge Angelo towards bending, the 
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language of Lucio’s approval again reflects his physiological conception of emotional action: 

“Ay, touch him, there’s the vein” (2.1.71). Isabella’s persuasive words are imagined not only 

as having a bodily effect on Angelo, but also as in themselves being a form of physical 

contact: they may “touch” Angelo, both by moving him affectively and by impressing 

themselves upon his softening heart. Indeed, Lucio hopes that Isabella’s words may become 

the impetus for a kind of emotional bloodletting, an opening of veins once filled with 

“snow-broth” and now transformed to warm and feeling blood. The project of intercession 

as conceived by Lucio is thus one that is equal parts emotional and physiological. To 

“touch” Angelo is, literally and metaphorically, to remove the psycho-physiological barriers 

between the deputy and his petitioner, to penetrate the boundaries that separate his mortal 

tongue from his barricaded heart. The precarious tool that Lucio and Claudio rely upon to 

achieve their goal is the untested ability of a young Catholic novice—a woman who desires 

not movement or malleability but rather “strict restraint” (1.4.4)—to speak feelingly to the 

heart of a “precise” Puritan magistrate. 

When Isabella, at the height of her first catastrophic interview with Angelo, implores 

the pious deputy to “Go to your bosom/Knock there, and ask your heart what it doth 

know/That’s like my brother’s fault” (2.2.136-8), her plea implicitly diagnoses Angelo’s 

resistance to merciful action as a symptom of his disconnection from his own interiority. 

Angelo, Isabella’s rhetoric suggests, is so far removed from his own heart—so disconnected 

from his bowels of compassion—that his bosom has become like a walled city, a far-off 

place to which he must travel, rather than the home where he resides already. He must, like a 

stranger, knock at the gates of his girded chest in order to be admitted to the seat of his own 

affections and humanity. Each successive verb that Isabella hurls at Angelo piles one upon 
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another—“Go…Knock…Ask”—as she desperately attempts to conjure even the barest of 

movements from the static and straitened heart of the deputy. Indeed, Isabella’s image of 

knocking at the heart connotes not only the auditory knocking necessary to gain entry to the 

restricted space, but also the more visceral sense of beating or striking forcefully. If only 

Angelo could truly touch his own heart—palpably inducing it to movement—he would 

“confess” the “natural guiltiness” that surely must reside there, and the literal death sentence 

which hangs upon his mortal tongue would be silenced by compassion. With this awareness, 

Angelo’s newly invigorated heart would no longer be able to “sound a thought upon [his] 

tongue against [Claudio’s] life” (2.2.138-141), the knocks and blows having fractured the 

cage of ice and made room for his heart to move and be moved. As Isabella sees it, to knock 

at one’s heart is to, quite literally, knock some sense into oneself.49 

Isabella believes that it is only the unnatural inaccessibility of Angelo’s heart that 

prevents him from seeing himself as kin to Claudio. In Isabella’s estimation, Angelo’s 

unknown heart is figured as a foreign object not merely to her (fresh from the convent, and 

uninitiated in the ways of men) but also to Angelo himself, for whom access to the seat of 

his human passions is mediated by doors and gates. If Angelo were better acquainted with 

his heart—if he were near enough to his own bosom that he need neither travel nor knock 

to gain access to it—she suggests that what he would find was not disgust at Claudio’s 

actions, but rather recognition of his own inherent similarity to Claudio, specifically in terms 

of what Hall would call his own “self-guiltinesse.” What Isabella pleads for here is a form of 

knowledge that can be acquired only through compassion, in its most capaciously 

                                                 

49 William Empson’s classic essay on the multivalence of “sense” in the play is, of course, relevant here. See Empson, 
“Sense in Measure for Measure,” The Southern Review 4 (1938): 340-350. 
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psychophysiological form.50 She asks not only that Angelo recognize intellectually the 

“natural guiltiness” he shares with Claudio by his common humanity and which his heart will 

inevitably be forced to “confess” (2.2.138-9), but also suggests that it is specifically his heart 

that must “know” it to be so—that he must also feel it deep within his gut. Isabella’s 

invocation of “natural guiltiness” recalls Hall’s citation of “self-guiltinesse” as the quality 

which unites the fallible members of the body of Christ and makes brothers of all. Were he 

to recognize this in himself, Isabella insists, Angelo would understand that he is made of the 

same weak flesh as Claudio is and that he is part of the same sinful body that Claudio is. 

Angelo’s relationship to Claudio is not one to be understood through reason, Isabella 

suggests, but through feeling; it is not at his brain that he must knock in order to know how 

he and Claudio stand, but rather at his bosom. What Isabella pleads for here is not simply 

mercy or pardon, but specifically the compassion that must precede merciful action.  

Isabella has tried a similar tack already, to no avail. She earlier suggests to Angelo 

that if he were only able to understand himself as kin to the sinners he condemns—as weak 

flesh just as they are weak flesh—that his righteous legalism would be transformed into 

tender mercy: 

Why, all the souls that were, were forfeit once, 
And He that might the vantage best have took 
Found out the remedy. How would you be 
If He, which is the top of judgement, should 
But judge you as you are? O, think on that, 
And mercy then will breathe within your lips,  
Like man new made. (2.2.73-9) 
 

                                                 

50 I here borrow Gail Kern-Paster’s useful term to encompass both the physiological and the emotional registers of early 
modern humoral understandings of affect. See Paster, Humoring the Body.  
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G. Wilson Knight famously suggests that this passage is “intrinsic with the thought of the 

whole play, the pivot of its movement,” and that it is in essence a reformulation of Matthew 

6:12’s imperative of reciprocal forgiveness.51 I want to suggest that another deeply important 

feature of this speech is the model of the formation of compassion that it narrates. Isabella’s 

invocation of the language of “man new made” echoes Paul’s letter to the Ephesians, in 

which Christians are exhorted to cast off the “hardness of their heart” in the “old man,” and 

to “put on the new man, which after God is created unto righteousness and true holiness.”52 

The “new man” is characterized by its incorporation within the body of Christ, “by whom all 

the body [is] couple and knit together,” and through whom “we are members one of 

another.”53 This new man is, Isabella suggests, not only the source upon which mercy is 

modeled (it is only when he “think[s] on” and remembers the mercy of Christ that Angelo 

will discover his own capacity for mercy), but it is also what mercy creates. La Primaudaye is 

again useful here: “For (…) we must first have love in our hearts, which causeth us to open 

our bowels, and moveth us to compassion towards our like, that we may weepe with them 

that weepe (…). For by this means we testifie that union and conjunction which we have 

one with another, as members of one and the same body.”54 Mercy’s breath upon the lips is 

testimony to the compassion of the heart. Isabella’s simile thus likens the invigorating breath 

of mercy to a double conversion, a remaking in the image of Christ that is also a 

revitalization of the body of Christ. Reorienting the Duke’s language of merciful hearts and 

mortal tongues, Isabella’s vision of mercy-breathing lips imagines an Angelo who has learned 

                                                 

51 Knight, Wheel of Fire, 75-6. 
52 Ephes. 4:18-24. 
53 Ephes. 4:16, 25. 
54 La Primaudaye, French Adacemie, 255. 
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to speak feelingly, who engages in a version of compassionate response that is fundamentally 

bound up with an ability to communicate—both through language and through the body; 

both as an act of transmission and as an act of sharing or partaking.  

However, though Isabella clearly intends her entreaty to spur Angelo to 

compassion—to lead him inwards to his own heart, to his own sense of likeness to Claudio, 

and thus to the brotherly love and bodily communion upon which Christian conceptions of 

compassion depended—what it actually produces in the once-cold Angelo is something 

entirely different: a disastrous proliferation of feeling, an endless reproducing of “sense” 

breeding “sense” (2.2.142).55 Though this eruption of Angelo’s long shuttered sensuality will 

ultimately unleash a catastrophic violence upon Isabella, its initial stirrings are so world-

shatteringly alien to Angelo that he can do nothing but usher Isabella out the door, stuttering 

and practically speechless.  Ironically, Angelo’s sudden discovery of the “natural guiltiness” 

(2.2.139) of his heart which Isabella hoped would allow him to acknowledge his shared 

humanity with Claudio, instead merely awakens in him a disturbing awareness of his own 

bodiliness, and of Isabella’s. Though he has become in this moment much more like Claudio 

(or perhaps Lucio) than ever before—a man “new made” indeed—it is not compassion 

which enlarges his heart here, but rather lust which inflames it. The result of this is that 

Isabella’s attempted lesson in compassion ultimately works not to free Angelo’s heart from 

its walls or open its gates onto the world, but rather to burst a dam between heart and 
                                                 

55 Empson, in his classic essay on the slippage of meanings of “sense” in the play, adroitly notes that Angelo is the only 
person in the play to use the adjectival form of sense (at 2.4.160 when he says “Now I give my sensual race the rein”) and 
that “it is felt to go with a split between the meanings of sense, which should be harmoniously combined.” The opposite 
happens here, where Isabella’s persuasive reasoning (her “sense” in terms of rationality/sensibleness) becomes in Angelo’s 
experience (his “sense” in terms of perception) deeply sensual, such that it increases and indeed creates his own 
proliferating sensuality. Empson, who doesn’t much care for Isabella, has a hard time seeing the sensual in Angelo’s “such 
sense as my sense breeds with it” line, and restricts himself to mentioning that the “combination of meanings can only be a 
hideous and ironical accident.” See Empson, “Sense,” at 345, 343-4.   
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mouth that neither she nor Angleo can control. In seeking reprieve for her brother, Isabella 

wants to demand that Angelo look within himself and find a little bit of Claudio there—that 

in opening a door within himself he will find he also opens a window onto others. Instead, 

faced with the reality of Angelo’s austere intractability, and his insensate sensuality, what her 

rhetoric produces is only a shutting in, and a shutting up—a closed heart and a forked 

tongue that gags on the language of mercy. 

Isabella’s response to Angelo’s perfidious attack in 2.4 again takes up the language of 

tongues and hearts that I alluded to above, but with a telling difference. After lamenting the 

brutal truth of Angelo’s warning that none will believe her complaint, she wails bitterly: “O 

perilous mouths, / That bear in them one and the self-same tongue, / Either of 

condemnation or approof” (2.4.172-4). La Primaudaye, as we have seen, cautions his readers 

against deceitful “men of double hearts and double tongues”—that is, those whose lapwing 

tongues speak far from the truth in their hearts—because it is only when the heart and 

tongue are in “good and general agreement” that the social body will be likewise united. The 

“good concord [between heart and tongue] beginning in ourselves (…) ought to stretch it 

self generally to all, that we may agree together, as the spirite of God so often exhorteth us 

thereunto.”56  Angelo’s mouth is thus “perilous” not only to Claudio (who may die by its 

mortal sentence), not only to Isabella (who will either be choked by its slanders against her, 

or condemned by its lustful appetites), but also to the social body of Vienna itself.  

It is not only Angelo who chokes on the breeding sense that Isabella arouses in him. 

Isabella, too, becomes a casualty of Angelo’s suffocating sensuality. In the climactic 

                                                 

56 La Primaudaye, French Academie, 92. 
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moments after her second catastrophic encounter with Angelo in Act 2.4, Isabella laments 

the vulnerable situation in which she suddenly finds herself enmeshed: “To whom should I 

complain? Did I tell this, /Who should believe me?” (2.4.172-3). Having weathered Angelo’s 

unwanted and increasingly aggressive advances, but only at the cost (she thinks) of her 

brother’s life, Isabella finds herself the unwilling party to the most craven of transactions, 

asked to trade another’s soul for her own body. But also and more hauntingly she articulates 

her sudden realization of her own isolation and comfortlessness within the world of the play. 

Cut off from her spiritual community at the height of her novitiate fervor, and about to be 

(in the most macabrely literal sense) cut off from her biological community with the 

impending execution of her only known family, Isabella—the consummate intercessor, and 

the character for whom pleading on another’s behalf is a seeming lingua franca—suddenly 

finds that she effectively has no voice to speak with, and no one to speak for her. Worse still, 

even were she to find the means through which to speak, there would, she rightly fears, be 

no one capable of hearing or believing her. Isabella thus articulates with acute sharpness a 

fear that her suffering has made her utterly unintelligible to her own community at the 

moment in which she most needs to be understood.  

Isabella’s precarious and isolated position at this moment is, tragically and ironically, 

a direct result of her attempts to follow the dictates of biblical teachings on mercy and 

compassion and stir the bowels of her fellow Christians. She has been, to this point, a living 

embodiment of the exhortation to “Let brotherly love continue (…) remember them that are 

in bonds, as though ye were bound with them” (Heb. 13:3). Her willingness to plead with 

Angelo against the severity of Claudio’s sentence—an undertaking that forces her to leave 

the security of her chosen religious life and put on Claudio’s voice to speak things she 
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herself can barely find the words for—has been more than simple intercession. She has 

begged not only that Claudio be spared, but that (Christ-like) she be allowed to take upon 

herself the penalties for the sins of others, and bear herself the sufferings the law demands 

of Claudio:  

 That I do beg his life, if it be sin, 
 Heaven let me bear it! Your granting of my suit, 
 If that be sin, I’ll make it my morn-prayer 
 To have it added to the faults of mine 
 And nothing of your answer (2.4.69-73) 
 

Isabella confesses herself willing to wear the manacles of others’ sins, to make their miseries 

her own. In this way she does not only seek to stir compassion in Angelo, but also 

demonstrates the depth of her own compassion. In running up against the passion of 

Angelo’s newly inflamed heart, however, she finds not a reciprocation of compassion or 

fellow-feeling—this is not the kind of sense that Angelo’s sense is capable of breeding—but 

only cruelty and isolation: “Who will believe thee, Isabel? (…) you shall stifle in your own 

report, And smell of calumny” (2.4.154-159).  The cost of “speaking feelingly” seems, at this 

moment, to be the smothering of the very possibility of speaking at all.  

Angelo’s threat is thus a deadly serious one: cut off from the hope of communicating 

her own suffering, Isabella will be shut out of the very processes of compassionate action 

through which she has attempted to succor Claudio’s suffering. For her troubles she has (she 

fears, and Angelo promises) reaped not the mercy she sowed (as in Matthew 5:7’s assurance 

that the merciful shall receive mercy, a verse which resonates ironically throughout this play) 

but rather only the isolation, grief, and, ultimately, stifling silence of one amputated from the 

organs of charity and community. For who, she weeps, will be willing to accept her story as 

one that is spoken feelingly—that is, truthfully and with great suffering? Compassion only 
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functions (as Perkins reminds us) if there are willing and receptive others to recognize our 

suffering and share in it: in addition to the suffering we witness first hand, “(…) we must be 

content to heare of [suffering], and give heed and credit to the true reports that others make 

thereof unto us”.57 In the specific form of communication that is compassion, it is in the end 

not enough to speak feelingly, you must also have someone who is willing to listen feelingly. 

In one of the cruelest ironies in a play that is brimming with them, Isabella finds that the 

solitude and isolation which she so longed to encounter in the strictures of the cloister 

become, in the liberties of the city, the means of self-obliteration. In her failed attempts to 

rhetorically ransom the captive, Isabella is herself made slave to the machinations of his 

captors; such are the wages of the works of mercy in Vienna.  

Isabella’s bitter lament points to several of the key features of the erosion of 

compassion on a massive scale that, I have been arguing, is one of the persistent themes of 

Measure for Measure, and one that the play explores in great detail. In this harrowing 

moment—Isabella’s sole soliloquy in the play—the audience bears witness to the 

consequences of an utter breakdown of the reciprocal structures of mercy and compassion 

which, according to Christian doctrine, should bind a community together, and should 

perpetuate and reproduce themselves in the very moment of their enaction: mercy should 

beget mercy. And yet, Isabella suffers alone and uncomforted, and her suffering in turn 

precludes, as we will see below, her ability to alleviate the suffering she set out to remedy. 

What Shakespeare shows through this powerful depiction of the muzzling of Isabella’s 

attempt to communicate her compassion and her suffering is how precariously compassion 

                                                 

57 Perkins, Learned Exposition, 26. 
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is balanced on the receptivity of others. Even the most feeling speech can not, it seems, 

breach the walls of a citadel heart that denies the very possibility of communication. At once 

failed intercessor and neglected intercessee—unable to ventriloquize the cries of others and 

unable to make her own pains heard—Isabella fears that the communal body has become, 

for all intents and purposes, utterly insensible: blind to suffering, deaf to the voice of mercy, 

unable to truly feel or know anything at all. In this sense, sainted Angelo and his frozen heart 

are emblems of the disastrous consequences of a hypocrisy which makes the choice to sever 

heart from tongue, a choice which is inevitably also a severance of self from community. 

Isabella, in her attempted communion with Angelo, bears the force of this amputation. 

Whether or not her own compassion can survive the dark corners and suffocating cells of 

Vienna is the question to which we now turn. 

Crying Comfort: Compassion Held Captive 

Having examined how Shakespeare employs the language of hardened hearts and 

stifled tongues to demonstrate the extent to which processes of compassion have become 

infected and corrupted in Vienna’s social body, I want to turn now to Shakespeare’s 

protracted attention to the trope of visiting the imprisoned and ransoming the captive which 

makes up the dramatic centerpiece of Measure for Measure. In the trinity of disastrous 

encounters between prisoners and potential deliverers which sits at the structural heart of the 

play, Shakespeare replays, again and again, a familiar ritual that has had its compassionate 

heart forcibly removed. In using an iconic work of mercy as the common backdrop against 

which each thwarted encounter plays out, Shakespeare invites the audience to consider why 

these attempts at compassion fail, and what remedy is possible.  
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Making up nearly the entirety of Measure for Measure’s third act, Shakespeare stages in 

rapid succession four instances of or references to the traditional corporeal work of mercy 

that is visiting the imprisoned or ransoming the captive: first, the Duke in his guise as friar 

visits the imprisoned Claudio to prepare him for death; next, the Duke is replaced by 

Isabella, who comes also to visit her brother in his cell to attempt to offer comfort; these 

two visitations are succeeded by the interlude of Pompey’s arrest and his pleading with Lucio 

to ransom him by paying his bail (which is in turn followed by the previously discussed 

arrest and imprisonment of Mistress Overdone); and finally, Escalus concludes the quartet 

by taking his leave of the Friar-Duke and explicitly stating his intentions to “visit the 

prisoner” (3.2.258), a third attempt to comfort Claudio, and an encounter to which the 

audience is suggestively not privy. Shakespeare’s repetitive staging of these literal works of 

mercy highlights how visiting prisoners and ransoming captives makes literal and external 

the affective processes which structure compassion. In visiting the prison, I literally bring my 

body into the depths with yours, submitting symbolically to your bonds and sharing your 

suffering, purchasing your liberation (literally) and succor (spiritually) through my efforts. 

Through this concentrated piling on of visit after visit, prisoner after prisoner, Shakespeare 

presents his audience with an opportunity to reflect on this specific work of mercy as a 

distillation of the structure compassion itself, and as a diagnosis of some of the frailties 

inherent to the structure. I will focus here primarily on the two central examples of this 

trend, the encounters between Isabella and Claudio, and Lucio and Pompey, but want first to 

show how the Friar-Duke’s visit with Claudio stands as a parodic prefiguration of the 

encounters which follow it.  
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The Duke finds Claudio in a remarkably calm state, ready to die but maintaining a 

hope that he might be reprieved since, as Claudio suggests, “The miserable have no other 

medicine/ But only hope” (3.1.2-3). This statement resonates ironically throughout the 

encounter which follows: Claudio’s hope resides wholly in his sister, whom he has sent to 

intercede on his behalf and seek a pardon from Angelo—a pardon that the audience knows 

is not forthcoming. The hope the Duke offers is (as we shall see) no hope at all, relying as it 

does on a devaluation of life in order to make death more palatable in comparison.58 What is 

entirely absent from either the Duke’s or Claudio’s conception, however, is any sense of 

what an early modern audience would recognize as true hope, that is the hope that is found 

in salvation in Christ.59 Indeed, Claudio’s understanding of the medicinal value of his 

misplaced hope echoes discordantly with Isabella’s earlier invocation of Christ as the 

“remedy” (2.2.75) to sin and human suffering.   

This sense of hope in the comfort of Christ is precisely what the merciful work of 

visiting prisoners was intended to cultivate, in both the imprisoned and in the visitor. We can 

see this clearly in two of the intercessory prayers included in a popular 1615 devotional work 

entitled The Miscellanie, or, A registrie, and methodicall directorie of orizons which were specifically 

written to be used during the visitation of the imprisoned, the first intended “for prisoners, 

when thou commest into a Prison, to visit them” and, correspondingly, the second “for 

Prisoners, to be saide, when thou goest out of a Prison, from visiting them.”60 Both prayers 

                                                 

58 Maurice Hunt aptly characterizes the Duke’s oration as a denuded contemptus mundi which paints only “the somber” half 
and neglects the “crucial heavenly half of the diptych.” See Hunt, “Comfort in Measure for Measure,” Studies in English 
Literature 1500-1900 27, no. 2 (1987), 213-232 at 216-7. 
59 See, for example, Collossians 1:5 (“for the hope’s sake, which is laid up for you in heaven”)  
60 Paul Wentworth, The miscellanie, or, A registrie, and methodicall directorie of orizons Exhibiting a presentment of the soules requests in the 
high court of the heavenly parliament, London:1615, sigs. Ppp4v–Ppp6r.  
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focus on the relief of the prisoner not in terms of literal pardon or release from captivity, but 

rather through the respite of hope in God’s ultimate mercy: 

Yet Lord, indulge them so with thy gracious fauour, as that in the meane 
while, (…) they may be reconciled vnto thee in Christ. Be not farre from 
them, ô Lord I beseech thee; but let the comfort of thy holy Spirit, be 
present with them in their miseries, now in this their needfull time of thy 
heauenly assistance; Helpe them, I say, helpe, and relieue them, in that 
manner, as thou in thy wisedome best knowest, to make most conueniently 
behoofefull to their saluation in Christ Iesus, 
(…) 
That so hauing their mindes in this manner reconciled vnto thee, by the 
godly motions of the holy sole comforter, they may the more freely, and 
godlily, fasten vpon thy mercies, (…) to their Soules health, which thy Sonne 
Christ hath purchased to thee vpon the Crosse, suffering for all sinners.61 
 

The user of these prayers is expected to concern herself not only with the immediate needs 

of the prisoner, but also with their spiritual angst. The comfort that is understood to be 

extended in this work of mercy is thus twofold: most simply, it is an offer of companionship 

and relief of the misery wrought by isolation and depravation; more importantly, it is an 

exhortation to faith in the mercy of “the holy sole comforter,” who welcomes the prisoner’s 

repentance and promises salvation through Christ. The “medicine” which those who would 

visit the imprisoned offer is, these intercessory prayers suggest, no more nor less than a 

reminder of and encouragement to the virtue of hope. 

Of course, when Claudio invokes the language of hope he intends it in a much more 

limited sense. His hope here is an entirely temporal one, relying not on the infinite mercy of 

God but on the worldly wiles and persuasiveness of his sister, and on the reasonableness and 

                                                 

61 Ibid. 
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remission of the deputy.62 Yet where we might expect the Duke (in his feigned role as 

spiritual counsellor) to at least attempt to realign the object of Claudio’s misdirected hope, 

we instead are presented with an argument which perverts the prospect of hope entirely: 

    Reason thus with life: 
  If I do lose thee, I do lose a thing 
  That none but fools would keep. A breath thou art, 
  Servile to all the skyey influences, 
  That does this habitation where thou kep’st 
  Hourly afflict.  
  (…)  Happy thou art not, 
  For what thou hast not, still thou striv’st to get, 
  And what thou hast, forget’st.  
  (…) 
    Friend hast thou none, 
  For thine own bowels, which do call thee sire, 
  The mere effusion of thy proper loins, 
  Do curse the gout, sapego, and the rheum 
  For ending thee no sooner. 
  (…) 
    What’s yet in this 
  That bears the name of life? (3.1.6-39) 

The Duke’s question, of course, answers itself: there is nothing in his description that might 

reasonably be called life, since there is nothing in it which bears the name of love. It is only 

by erasing human connection from his narrative that the Duke can make the case that 

Claudio should be “absolute for death” (3.1.5). The other humans who have made Claudio’s 

life worth living—his bride (or bride-to-be) and the child they are together expecting, his 

sister, his friends—are discounted entirely, or transformed into monstrous vultures waiting 

                                                 

62 Claudio here occupies a position on the spectrum of criminal repentance that Shakespeare’s audiences would certainly 
recognize as an incomplete or erroneous one, given that it is still, as Peter Lake outlines, “in the thrall of this world.” In 
order to fulfill the demands of spiritual repair, prisoners should (and, in the popular murder pamphlets which Lake 
identifies as close interlocutors with Shakespeare’s play, usually did) have “no prospect of pardon, no chink of hope of 
secular mercy left or else the condemned would remain” as Claudio does, stuck on earthly hopes, “rendered unable to 
confront the enormity and consequences of his or her own sin by lingering hopes of reprieve.” See Lake, “Ministers, 
Magistrates, and the Production of ‘Order’ in Measure for Measure,” Shakespeare Survey 54 (2001), pp. 165-181 at 166. Claudio’s 
worldly hopes are thus, as Isabella recognizes, an impediment to his soul’s hope. 
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impatiently for his death. The false friar’s “comfort” is, in fact, predicated on a repudiation 

of human connection, an insistence that experiences of love, family, and community are 

mere delusions, and that life is but a succession of pointless graspings at meaninglessness. If 

this is one’s vision of life, then death, perhaps, could indeed be considered a comfort, if only 

a bitterly cold one. But this has not been Claudio’s life, which has obviously, based on the 

brief glimpse of it which Shakespeare gives us, been rich and filled with the warmth of love 

and fellowship.63 In robbing him of even the comfort of these lived experiences and 

memories, the Duke increases Claudio’s suffering rather than mitigates it.  

Moreover, there is nothing in the Duke’s anti-homily which might, as Isabella 

intends to do, “fit [Claudio’s] mind for death, for his soul’s rest” (2.4.187), nothing which 

aids Claudio on the path of repentance and reconciliation with God and neighbour, nothing 

which comforts him with the prospect of God’s mercy, nothing which hints at the hope of 

salvation. Indeed, the Duke’s chilling portrait of a cheerless and friendless world destroys 

even the bare hope for continued life that Claudio clings to, bringing him to an expression of 

impatience for death and disgust with life: “To sue to live, I find I seek to die, / And seeking 

death, find life. Let it come on” (3.1.42-43). The Duke’s long faux consolation thus offers a 

remedy to Claudio’s fear and suffering only insofar as death offers a remedy to disease 

(which is to say, not at all): it is true that the pain may end, but it is no cure or comfort, only 

a brutal blunting of human feeling. The Duke’s version of “hope” in death is a wholly 

                                                 

63 As Phoebe S. Spinrad notes in her discussion of this scene in relation to the contemptus mundi tradition, “in order to 
welcome sleep [of death], one must first be weary, and Claudio is by no means weary of his life.” She argues that what I am 
calling the Duke’s failed and farcical attempt to prepare Claudio for death is merely interrupted, and that the Duke is thus 
not incompetent (or uncaring), but that he simply never gets a chance to move on to the latter two steps of the Art of 
Dying process. See Spinrad, “Measure for Measure and the Art of Not Dying,” Texas Studies in Literature and Language 21, no. 1 
(1984): 74-93 at 77. 
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negative one, the absence of affliction rather than the presence of anything resembling 

peace. While the Duke himself has framed his visit to Claudio explicitly as an act of charity 

(“Bound by my charity and my blest order, / I come to visit the afflicted spirits / Here in the 

prison” [2.3.3-5]), Shakespeare makes it painfully clear how far short the Duke falls from the 

compassionate ideal. For the Duke, Claudio’s fear and suffering is no more than a logic 

puzzle to be countered with his series of insincere rhetorical negations; there is no affective 

engagement, no gesture towards a shared affliction, no comfort. His execution of 

consolation is, as a depiction of a work of mercy, a chilling mockery. 

Nor is this the only example of visiting prisoners in this play that goes horribly 

athwart of the compassion and mercy which should underpin the act. After the Duke-Friar’s 

calamitous attempt to perform the work of mercy and comfort Claudio, it hardly seems 

conceivable that Isabella’s efforts could be any worse. Yet though she begins from a much 

more theologically sound understanding of her role as comforter of the afflicted, Isabella’s 

visit to Claudio’s cell nevertheless ends as the absolute nadir of compassion in this play. Both 

she and her brother by their conversation’s end find themselves enveloped not by the fellow 

feeling of compassion or a concomitant desire to mitigate suffering, but rather engulfed in an 

active desire for serious harm upon the other. This is not what we might expect from the 

encounter’s beginning. Isabella enters the prison certain that her brother shares her own 

revulsion at Angelo’s proposed and poisonous “remedy,” and resolved to help ready her 

brother for death by offering “Peace (…), grace, and good company” (3.1.44). Claudio, fresh 

from the Duke’s disturbing visit, seems likewise eager to accept her offer, greeting Isabella 

with a somewhat desperate plea for solace: “Now, sister, what’s the comfort?” (3.1.53). Her 

gentle response is entirely in line with the sorts of succours alluded to in the prayers for 
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visitors and prisoners quoted above: she insists the comforts she tenders are the “most good 

indeed” since what she brings is news of his imminent dispatch to heaven, “where [he] shall 

be an everlasting lieger,” and encourages her brother to make himself spiritually ready for his 

journey to heaven (3.1.54-61). The comfort Isabella offers is, in other words, a promise of 

the mercy of God, who she insists will receive even the sinning Claudio into everlasting life. 

So far, so good.  

Things begin to go awry, ironically, only when Claudio does precisely the thing 

which Isabella has earlier asked of Angelo and imagines how similarly fallible the two men 

are. Claudio’s musings on their likeness however bring him not to a sense of compassion 

towards the other man (which is what Isabella had tried to pry from the deputy), but rather 

to an indignant insistence on his own faultlessness and the unfairness of his punishment. 

  Has he affections in him 
  That thus can make him bite the law by the nose 
  When he would force it? 
  (…) 
  If it were damnable, he being so wise, 
  Why would he for the momentary trick 
  Be perdurably fined? (3.1.110-117) 
 

The revelation of Angelo’s own susceptibility to lust proves a turning point for Claudio. 

Enraged that he is to be condemned for the same sin which possesses his condemner, 

Claudio careens into terror and despair, begging Isabella to reconsider her resistance to 

Angelo’s offer. Isabella, horrified, responds in a manner that renounces not only her kinship 

with Claudio, but also abrogates the intercessory practices which have to this point defined 

not only her actions but also her religious commitment: 

  Heaven shield my mother played my father fair, 
  For such a warped slip of wilderness 
  Ne’er issued from his blood. Take my defiance, 
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  Die, perish! Might but my bending down 
  Reprieve thee from thy fate, it should proceed. 
  I’ll pray a thousand prayers for thy death,  
  No word to save thee. (3.1.144-150) 
 

Isabella’s words are shocking precisely because they are a definitive renunciation of the 

compassion we expect from her, who has so fanatically intended to devote her life to the 

alleviation of suffering through intercessory prayer. In terms of the early modern 

understanding of compassion as that fellow-feeling which should lead to merciful action, her 

speech represents the exact inverse of compassion: a starkly literal refusal to see a suffering 

person as a brother, and an emphatic rejection of any action to mitigate their suffering. A 

visit that began as a model of compassionate action thus devolves into an exaggerated 

display of cruelty, a reversal of the workings of mercy with which Shakespeare is clearly 

fascinated.  

But here we cannot condemn Isabella for a lack of compassion without also 

condemning her brother. It is easy to forget amidst the tension and heightened emotion of 

this exchange that behind Isabella’s devastating outburst of vitriol lies a fear and a trauma 

that mirrors Claudio’s own. When she enters the prison, she is still reeling from her near-

rape at Angelo’s hands, still sickeningly certain that this violation will go unpunished, still 

convinced that no one will be willing to hear her complaint. Her own wounds are still 

exceedingly raw at the moment in which she steps in to tend to Claudio’s. What is most 

remarkable about her encounter with Claudio, then, is not so much the explosiveness of her 

disgust at her brother’s willingness to barter with her immortal soul, but rather her 

willingness to take on the role of comforter when she herself is also desperately in need of 

comfort. She is, when she walks in to the prison, intent on compassion—ready to put on 
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Claudio’s sufferings and do what she can to relieve them. But Isabella’s worst fears are not 

only realized but exceeded in her brother’s response to the news of her violation: where 

Isabella intends her report of Angelo’s behavior to stand as a damning condemnation of the 

deputy, Claudio hears it as an exoneration of himself; where Claudio hears in his sister’s 

complaint an opportunity for action, Isabella hears only a denial of her suffering. Claudio 

believes the truth of Isabel’s account, insofar as he does not doubt the facticity of her report, 

but he nonetheless does not truly believe her complaint because he does not truly believe in 

the reality of her hurt.64 After all, Claudio’s logic suggests, any “sin [done] to save a brother’s 

life, / (…) becomes a virtue” (3.1.133-5), and how could a virtue be felt as an affliction? For 

Claudio, then, Isabella’s pain is no pain at all. Despite having both seen firsthand and heard 

from her own lips his sister’s misery, Claudio (to again borrow Perkins’ phrase) does not 

“giue heed and credit to the true reports that others make thereof vnto vs,” and therefore 

cannot be stirred to compassion. Isabella’s suffering is utterly unintelligible to him. Isabella 

had expected this of others. To hear it from her own brother’s mouth, a man whom she 

reveres as one “in possession of such a mind of honour” that he’d give his life for her 

convictions (2.4.179-183), is simply too much for her to take. 

Both Claudio and Isabella display, in some sense, a catastrophic inability on both 

parts to consider the other’s point of view, or to admit any flexibility in their own. This is 

certainly the way that many scholars have characterized the encounter, with Isabella usually 

                                                 

64 “Complain” in our modern vernacular tends primarily to imply a sense of whining or petty grumbling, but in Isabella’s 
usage, the verb signifies an earlier and stronger sense of giving voice to suffering, or giving expression to sorrow. C.f. OED, 
“complain, v.,” I.1a-3b; II.6a, c.   
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coming off looking the worse of the two.65 But I think the more serious and more 

thematically relevant misunderstandings being dramatized here are better understood as 

reciprocal failures of identification: failures to identify the suffering of others as your own, 

failure to identify that suffering as necessitating compassion. To put it another way, the 

siblings in this climactic moment fundamentally fail to comprehend the other’s suffering as 

suffering, to weight their fear or pain as serious enough to warrant acknowledgment and 

action. Isabella, so secure in the promises of her faith, cannot comprehend the depths of 

Claudio’s fear of death, nor can she fathom his willingness to sacrifice her eternal soul for his 

mortal life; Claudio, convinced of the essential blamelessness of his love for Juliet, cannot 

understand how his sister can sincerely entertain so rigid an adherence to the letter of the law 

that she would condone his death for a crime in name only. Their hurts are so utterly alien to 

each other that, despite their status as literal siblings, they cannot in this moment see each 

other as parts of themselves, as siblings in a metaphysical or spiritual sense. Unable to access 

that conjunction “which ought to be of one with another as members of one and the same 

body,” there is no possibility for compassion. 

There is more going on here than a failure to recognize the other as brother, 

however. This is not a replaying of Angelo’s icy heart. By elevating the stakes of Isabella and 

Claudio’s situation to the absolute extremity of life/eternal life and death/damnation, 

Shakespeare exaggerates what is, in essence, the fundamental demand of compassion: will 

                                                 

65A. P. Rossiter in Angel With Horns: Fifteen Lectures on Shakespeare, ed. Graham Storey (New York: Theatre Arts Books, 1961) 
at 161 suggests she is prone to “selfishness … self-preservation, without insight into the cost—to another.” George L. 
Geckle in “Shakespeare’s Isabella,” Shakespeare Quarterly 22, no. 2 (1971): 163-168, offers a useful summary of early (and 
overwhelmingly negative) responses to Isabella, especially vis a vis her reaction to Claudio’s weakness. More recent critics 
have tended to be more nuanced in their assessments, but often still find her value-system and inflexibility difficult to 
swallow. Magedenz, for example, suggests that “For all Isabella's defense of mercy, she seems to lack much of the fellow-
feeling that mercy assumes” (322).  
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you put aside your comfort and suffer with me? The problem, for Claudio and Isabella, 

seems less that neither is willing to answer the question, but that both are forced to ask it. 

Neither can feel what the other feels because each is overcome with their own misery—there 

is, their encounter seems to suggest, no room to put on the suffering of another when one’s 

own suffering is so utterly suffocating. This fissure in the reciprocal logic of compassion is 

one that has already been alluded to in the cases of Overdone and Pompey: to expect that 

the suffering of others be mitigated by those who are themselves already suffering is, 

perhaps, simply asking too much. Compassion, it would seem, costs more than the afflicted 

can easily sacrifice: if one has no comfort to put aside in the first place, if one’s bowels are 

already roiled in one’s own pain, there is nowhere for the other’s suffering to go. This is why 

the Duke—who alone has the actual power to end the suffering of both parties, and who has 

been conspicuously and consciously peripheral to the action up to this point—must reenter 

the plot here and hastily attempt to save the play from careening into the utter hopelessness 

into which these failures of compassion threaten to send it. While his resolutions are 

ultimately deeply ambiguous, his re-engagement in the scene offers a release valve for the 

unbearable tension between Claudio and Isabella. Clinging desperately to the promise of the 

Duke’s proposed “remedy,” Isabella finally exists the prison having failed in her attempts to 

comfort, but having gained, if just for the moment, a reprieve from her own misery. It will 

not be until the play’s final moments that Isabella is able to achieve the compassionate 

response she falls short of here. 

In 3.2, Shakespeare recasts and inverts the harrowing prison encounter between 

Isabella and Claudio that we have just witnessed, and presents his audience with a farcical re-

playing of one of the play’s most emotionally arresting—and most ethically challenging—
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moments. Having just witnessed the visceral fury of Isabella’s felt betrayal, and the 

unremedied hopelessness of Claudio’s chilling despair, we are subject to another viewing of 

the same type of encounter, this time pitched in a comic register that, given its proximity to 

the previous scene, reads as stomach-churningly grotesque in its callous lightness and 

irreverence. Casting the bawd Pompey in the role of the prisoner and the licentious Lucio in 

the role of his potential savior and comforter, Shakespeare here makes the terms of the 

exchange baldly economic:66 

LUCIO. Commend me to the prison, Pompey. You will turn good husband 
now,  Pompey, you will keep the house. 
 
POMPEY. I hope, sir, your good worship will be my bail. 
 
LUCIO. No indeed will I not, Pompey, it is not the wear. I will pray, 
Pompey, to increase your bondage. If you take it not patiently, why, your 
mettle is the more. Adieu, trusty Pompey.  
(…) 
POMPEY. You will not bail me then, sir? 
 
LUCIO. Then, Pompey, nor now. (3.2.69-82) 
 

Implicit in Pompey’s pleas that Lucio supply his bail is, as an early modern audience would 

surely have recognized, an entreaty for Lucio to provide aid and comfort to Pompey not 

simply out of his duty as a friend but also more pressingly as his obligation as a Christian. To 

refuse to ransom and comfort the captive is to be derelict in performing one of the 

traditional seven works of corporeal mercy, and to deny not only Christian duty, but Christ 

himself. This encounter thus parodically reverses Christ’s injunctions in Matthew 25:40, in 

which he preaches that a merciful action, “in as much as ye have done it unto one of the 
                                                 

66 Nigel Smith writes in great detail about the consequences of Shakespeare’s relentless engagement with economic language 
and questions of value in Measure for Measure. See Smith, “The Two Economies of Measure for Measure,” English 36 (1987), 
197-232; See also Jennifer Rust’s fascinating chapter on the relationship between economic language and the concept of the 
corpus mysticum in The Body in Mystery. 
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least of these my brethren, ye have done it to me”. The equivalence implied in this verse—

that a suffering soul is as worthy and as demanding of care as if it were Christ’s own; that 

even the lowliest Christian is a brother to Christ—makes Lucio’s cruelty to the wretched 

Pompey a literalization of Hall’s definition of cruelty as a “priuation of (…) compassion (…) 

not to defende cruelty, and oppression from others, whome we see extreamely dealt with, if 

it lie in our power to helpe them”.67  

Even recalcitrant and unrepentant Barnardine has, Shakespeare takes pains to tell us, 

been a recipient of the sort of mercy and compassion that Lucio refuses Pompey, as 

Barnardine’s friends have made a 9-year career of seeking his release. It is this concerted 

effort—and not Barnardine’s own stubborn refusals—which have to this point prevented 

his execution: when asked by the Duke/Friar why Barnardine still lives, the Provost 

responds simply that “His friends still wrought reprieves for him” (4.2.135). The unnamed 

and unseen friends of Barnardine, in their refusal to abandon their friend, and in their 

persistent performance of merciful works, thus place into stark relief the contrasting 

hardheartedness of fickle Lucio. 

Lucio’s cheerful indifference in the face of his friend’s acute distress is perhaps the 

most cruel of the play’s many moments of failed recognition of suffering: instead of 

responding with the shock and concern with which he met Claudio’s similar circumstance, 

Lucio cannot muster any desire to aid Pompey because, according to Lucio, it is simply “not 

the wear” (3.2.74). Ensuring Pompey’s freedom and potentially saving his life is, in Lucio’s 

                                                 

67 Calvin, in his Commentary on a Harmony Vol. III (Matthew 25:40), calls those who neglect the wretched “proidigiously 
sluggish” men from whom “compassion be not drawn from [his] bowels by this statement, that Christ is either neglected or 
honored in the person of those who need our assistance” 
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mind, nothing more than a matter of fashion. Indeed, Lucio rather gleefully reports that 

Pompey deserves what he’s getting: “Why, ‘tis not amiss, Pompey. (…) If imprisonment be 

the due of a bawd, why, ‘tis his right. Bawd he is doubtless, and of antiquity too; bawd-

born.” (3.2.63-68). Lucio will not allow himself to be party to that “foolish pity” which 

Perkins suggests belongs to those who feel badly for the deservedly punished. Never mind 

that Lucio has himself been a loyal customer of Pompey lo these many years, he 

(miraculously!) is now in favour of giving lawbreakers their “right” of imprisonment. 

 In addition to being monstrously insensitive to the actual terror of Pompey’s 

situation—since, as Elbow reminds us at line 40, being a convicted bawd is a lethal sentence 

in Angelo’s regime—Lucio’s jibes are inflected with an unmistakable snobbishness. It is 

Pompey’s lineage, his lowly “bawd-born” genealogy, that Lucio points to as the rationale for 

desert of punishment, and it is this lineage which, for Lucio, erects a barrier to compassion. 

Whereas in the case of Claudio, a fellow gentleman, Lucio was able to imagine himself in a 

similar circumstance—he could certainly envision as his own the precarity of a life “foolishly 

lost to a game of tick-tack” (1.2.190-1)—Luico cannot see in Pompey anything of himself, 

he cannot acknowledge him as his friend and certainly not as his brother, and he thus cannot 

compass anything in him worth responding to. Without this reflexive self-recognition, 

Lucio’s compassion remains stoppered. Pompey’s optimistic identification of Lucio as a 

friend and a purveyor of comfort—that is, his naïve faith that Lucio will consider him 

worthy of compassion—is thus rendered tragically farcical. 

Here, the emotionally charged debate just witnessed between Isabella and Claudio—

a debate whose stakes are life and death for Claudio, and eternal life or death for Isabella—is 

parodically reduced to the increasingly desperate pleas of Pompey and a series of tasteless 
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and cruel jokes by Lucio. The implicit language of exchange and trade at which Isabella 

balked so ferociously when arguing with Angelo and Claudio is here made nakedly obvious. 

The transaction is purely monetary, and shockingly devoid of any of the empathy or concern 

Lucio displayed when he saw Claudio carried off to prison. Where Lucio had once offered 

Claudio “A hundred [words]! If they’ll do you any good” and his earnest prayers for the 

success of his sister’s entreaties (1.2.143,187), to Pompey he can offer only to “pray, 

Pompey, to increase your bondage” (3.2.75-6). Pompey’s initial lightheartedness at seeing 

Lucio—“I spy comfort, I cry bail. Here’s a gentlemen and a friend of mine” (3.2.41)—

betrays the certainty that Pompey feels that Lucio will succor him in his moment of need. 

That Lucio can only mock him, and will offer neither emotional nor material relief, 

demonstrates how completely Vienna’s citizens have been infected by the same 

stonyheartedness borne by their deputy. Lucio, whose earlier intercession on behalf of 

Claudio is one of the play’s few attempts at compassionate action, is here become not only 

icily immune to his friend’s desperate pleas, but openly mocking of his visible suffering. 

Indeed, the purely mercenary aspect of Lucio’s involvement here is hinted at a few 

lines later, when Mistress Overdone claims that her own arrest is the result of Lucio’s 

informing against her (3.2.198-99), likely for a monetary benefit. In light of Overdone’s 

accusation, Lucio’s earlier glib remark to Pompey—“Go say I sent thee thihther” (3.2.63-

64)—takes on a more sinister meaning: not only is Lucio refusing Pompey the bail that 

would spare him from prison and from Elbow’s threatened “cord” (3.2.40), but he is in fact 
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the instigator of and profiteer from Pompey’s arrest.68 Lucio, too, is a profiteer in Vienna’s 

flesh trade. In this farcical replaying of Isabella’s encounter with her brother, Lucio’s refusal 

to succor and comfort the suffering man simultaneously parodies Isabella’s legitimate angst 

(by recasting her defense of her virtue as mere petty squabbling over bail money) and 

reinforces the poisonous logic of “weighing” that drives Claudio’s (and Angelo’s) concepts 

of remedy and justice—where Claudio and Angelo argued that Isabella’s body was a fair 

trade for Claudio’s life, Lucio flippantly insists that Pompey’s life and liberty are not worth 

the pocket change he carries.  

The comedy of this scene—if any is to be found—is of an acutely complicated 

nature. Just who, or what, are we meant to be laughing at here? Is it hapless Pompey, 

naievely expectant of his friend’s merciful action? Is it the vacuous shallowness of Lucio, and 

his tasteless obliviousness to Pompey’s distress? Is it the very concept of compassionate 

intervention, a seeming fool’s bargain that even a fop like Lucio knows to be profitless in 

Angelo’s Vienna? None of these answers is particularly satisfying. The laughter it evokes, if 

any, is of a decidedly bitter savour. To laugh at bumbling Pompey’s misfortune is to do 

worse than Lucio’s callous refusal of aid and comfort—Lucio, at least, paints over his 

uncharitable response with words that, however inappropriate, mimic in tone a sort of good-

natured friendliness (even if they are, in fact, grotesquely unfriendly); likewise, to find oneself 

smirking smugly at Lucio’s inadequacy and heartlessness is to instrumentalize Pompey’s 

misery for the purpose of self-congratulation—to use Pompey’s pain, seen through the lens 

                                                 

68 Bawcutt notes that Overdone’s use of the word “information” indicates “a legal term…a complaint or charge against a 
person lodged with a court or magistrate. The complainant would often receive a share of any fine imposed, and the term 
suggests that Lucio is an informer who gets money by betraying his associates to the law” (note to 3.1.455-6). 
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of Lucio’s cruelty, as a means of assuring oneself that in recognizing Lucio’s cruelty one rises 

above it. To laugh cynically at the absurdity of the situation is to engage in precisely the sort 

of dehumanizing logic that refuses to acknowledge others’ pain as real. This is the logic 

employed by Claudio and literalized by the informant Lucio, a logic which finds profits (in 

laughter) from human suffering. 

This scene, then, is one in which the discompassion which is pathological to the 

Vienna represented on the stage begins, I think, to seep out past the floodlights and into the 

audience. It is a scene in which, if we are not careful, we will find ourselves infected with the 

very cold-blooded mercilessness that we have just been laughing at. Shakespeare here creates 

a scenario which both invites laughter and condemns it, which teases the audience with the 

suggestion of compassion for Pompey, but immediately, through the relentlessly comic 

register of the scene, denies the audience the opportunity to experience it. The scene thus 

offers an opportunity to reflect on our own resources for compassion, to search our bowels 

and discover if there is room there for the pain of a disgraced bawd, to knock at our hearts 

and see if what we find there is compassion or foolish pity. We, as witnesses to Pompey’s 

pain and Lucio’s cruelty, seem left to respond with either brutal laughter or stony silence. 

And silence, as we saw with Isabella, is the death-knell of compassion. 

What these disastrous encounters in the bowels of the prison amount to is, as 

Maurice Hunt has suggested, a series of failures of comfort—that is, unsuccessful attempts 

to fulfill the consolatory goal of the merciful work of visiting the imprisoned.69 It is also 

more fundamentally a series of failures of compassion—an inability to engage with the 

                                                 

69 See Maurice Hunt, “Comfort in Measure for Measure,” Studies in English Literature, 1500-1900 27.2 (Spring 1987), 213-232. 
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suffering other as a part of oneself, to (as Hebrews 13.3 exhorts) “[r]emember them that are 

in bonds, as though ye were bound with them: and them that are in affliction, as if ye were 

also afflicted in the body”. However, where the Duke’s cold contemptus mundi comes off as a 

detached rhetorical exercise rather than a legitimate attempt to engage with the suffering 

individual before him, the same cannot be said for the siblings, for whom emotions run so 

deep as to threaten drowning. Their discompassions, unlike the distant and disguised Duke’s, 

unlike the actively cruel Lucio’s, and unlike the icy and immoveable Angelo’s, are not failures 

of feeling, but fissures in the very structure of compassion itself. Each asks the other to 

suffer on their behalf, and each finds themselves unable to submit to that suffering. To 

adopt the persistently economic rhetoric of Measure for Measure for a moment, Claudio and 

Isabella each find their affective coffers overextended: with all their emotional currency 

spent on their own misery, compassion is something that neither can afford. It is simply 

beyond the power of even one so “enskied and sainted” as Isabella to sacrifice everything on 

another’s behalf. That “remedy,” as Isabella reminds Angelo earlier, is the sole province of 

Christ; human compassion, especially in Vienna, has its limits. 

Finding out the Remedy: Remembering our Brother 

If Act 3’s series of prison visitations comprise the play’s most devastating denials of 

compassion, Act 4 offers one of its most tender fulfillments. In the bringing together of 

Mariana and Isabella in the semi-fantastic space of the moated grange, the Duke (perhaps 

unwittingly) creates the conditions for compassion to begin to take root, even in the salted 

earth of his Vienna. This brief moment—in which two women take hands, and walk apart, 

and miraculously agree to open their hearts to one another—provides a striking 
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counterpoint to the bitter prison encounter which precedes it. We have just witnessed how 

Claudio’s claustrophobic jail cell makes a grotesquely public show of the dissolution of 

brotherly love, as a sister literally disowns her brother while the Duke-Friar, the provost, and 

the audience gape in rapt horror at the spectacle of familial dismemberment. We now watch 

how Mariana’s moated grange, in contrast, carefully shelters the intimate moment of 

connection between two (brotherless) sisters, so that even the audience is not party to their 

suturing of the communal body, an unlikely remedy which ultimately allows Isabella to 

(literally and figuratively) re-member her brother. 

The Duke’s plot is hatched immediately following Isabella’s renunciation of Claudio, 

and from the outset it is couched in the language of healing bodily wounds. Mariana’s 

injurious betrayal is, he tells Isabella, “a rupture that you may easily heal, and the cure of it 

not only saves your brother, but keeps you from dishonour in doing it” (3.1.235-37). 

Identifying Angelo as the common disease shared by Isabella, Claudio, and Mariana, the 

physiological metaphor employed by the Duke—of Angelo’s indiscretions as a wound 

whose suturing would simultaneously heal all three—imagines Angelo’s three victims as a 

single body, paradoxically united in the moment of their “rupture,” and positions Isabella as 

both doctor and patient, wounded victim and potential salve. This language seems at first 

glance to be in keeping with the rhetoric of the communal body of Christ that, I have been 

arguing, lurks everywhere under the surface of this play and underwrites early modern 

theories of compassion. But there is a subtle but crucial difference in the Duke’s bodily 

image of fellow-feeling that deserves further attention, and which centres on the extent to 

which the Duke is prone to viewing other people as pawns, as interchangeable objects to be 

placed where they most flatter his whim. There is an important difference, as I will describe 
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below, between understanding oneself as a member of a corporate body, and understanding 

other bodies and persons as, effectively, one and the same.  

The plan entirely, the Duke suggests, lies in Isabella’s “holding up” (3.1.261), her 

ability to withstand the pressure it places upon her. But here, I think, we come to a strange 

hiccup in the Duke’s thinking. What, exactly, does Isabella’s “holding up” consist of? A visit 

to Angelo, to accede (feigningly) to a plan that he himself proposed and clearly desires. The 

maintenance of the fiction that it was she whom he encountered in his garden, at least for as 

long as it take him to issue Claudio’s promised pardon (a burden of playacting that, since 

Claudio is at this point scheduled to die “tomorrow” and the encounter with Angelo is due 

for “this night,” she will be made to bear for mere hours at most). That is Isabella’s whole 

part in the scheme as the Duke describes it to her. The rest, it seems to me, depends wholly 

on Mariana. She is the one who will be at real physical risk, should Angelo discover the 

deceit while she is alone and vulnerable with him; she is the one who will be subject to 

shame and hardship should (in the Duke’s evasive language) “the encounter acknowledge 

itself hereafter” in a pregnancy which Angelo fails or refuses to “recompense” (3.1.251-2). It 

seems unlikely that the Duke, the self-satisfied mastermind of the bed-trick plot and the 

character most obsessed with dispassionately assaying risk and value, has simply 

miscalculated the burden of physical and emotional labour involved in his scheme. Rather, in 

suggesting that it is Isabella who must do the heavy lifting to pull off the plot, the Duke 

seems to have (not for the first or last time in the play) fallen victim to his own 
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substitutionary logic: Isabella is Mariana is Isabella; a body is a body is a body.70 The fact that 

each has suffered at Angelo’s hand is, in the Duke’s mind, enough to give the two women 

common cause, and their common suffering is enough to make them indistinguishable to 

him in this moment. Even before the bed-trick proper, the mere proposal of it begins to blur 

the bodies and identities of the two women. Angelo’s later suspicion that within the plot 

against him “these poor informal women are no more / But instruments of some more 

mightier member” (5.1.236-7) is startlingly apt: the women are tools to the Duke, not 

persons. They are instruments to be interchanged at his convenience.   

The Duke’s slippage in identification between Isabella and Mariana that begins even 

before they meet continues when they encounter each other in the flesh for the first time at 

the beginning of Act 4. The Duke’s words of introduction between the two women are 

strangely ambiguous in their referents: as Mariana re-enters the scene, the Duke says “I pray 

you be acquainted with this maid,/She comes to do you good” (4.1.50-51), but it is not 

explicitly clear to whom he is addressing the introduction, and to whom he refers as “this 

maid”. The phrase works equally well when applied to either woman: Both are maids 

(Isabella a virgin novice, and Mariana an unwed maiden), and both have come (Isabella to 

the “moated grange” where Mariana resides, Mariana back onto the stage) to be of aid to the 

other. If the introduction is addressed to Isabella, then the “good” refers to the reciprocal 

benefits to Isabella of which the Duke has previously and repeatedly informed her; if, on the 

other hand, he speaks to Mariana, than the news that Isabella has come to do Mariana “some 

good” is new information, the delayed response to the promised “advantage” of which he 

                                                 

70 For an in depth the discussion of the Duke’s flawed and fatal substitutionary logic, and of the obsession with substitution 
throughout the play, see Legatt, “Substitution”; Byker, “Bent Speech.” 
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spoke at line 22. Even Isabella’s next line (“I do desire the like”) does not definitively 

indicate the direction of the Duke’s address, as it can be played either as assent to the Duke’s 

promise to Mariana (where “the like” indicates the good that Isabella indeed desires to do 

for Mariana), or, conversely, as acceptance of Mariana’s proffered help (in which case, “the 

like” refers to the good Mariana may do for Isabella, which she so desperately needs). While 

most editors and directors favour the former interpretation, I argue that the ambiguity of the 

line serves as an indication of just how intimately connected the two women have become in 

the Duke’s mind. I am not arguing that the Duke literally cannot tell the difference between 

the two women or that he literally thinks them the same person—this is clearly not the case, 

as he speaks to each as an individual, and certainly knows the particular details of each 

woman’s history. Rather, I want to suggest that on a conceptual level the Duke’s ambiguous 

language here demonstrates the way in which his perception of the women is shaped by his 

characterization of them as instrumental victims, as similarly “wrong’d maids” in need of 

someone to do them good, and therefore as useful objects in his larger purpose.  

The Duke’s apparent conflation of Mariana and Isabella—in the mechanical details 

of his plot and, more troublingly, in his rhetoric—is a seductive one, and one that I argue 

bears in crucial ways on the investigation of compassion that is happening throughout this 

play. These women share so much of the same pain—the grief of losing (or preparing to 

lose) a beloved brother, the visceral betrayal of being deeply wounded by one you trust (or 

love), the fear that isolation (in the convent, or the moated grange) is the only place in which 

you are safe. The Duke reflects this likeness when he directs Mariana to “Take then this your 

companion by the hand, / Who hath a story ready for your ear” (4.1.54-55). The language is 

telling here: according to the Duke, Isabella’s story is “ready”—that is, fit or appropriate—
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for Mariana’s ear precisely because it shares so many features with Mariana’s own. 

Consequently, Mariana’s ear is likewise “ready”—that is, willing and able—to receive 

Isabella’s story in a way that Claudio’s wasn’t, or perhaps couldn’t be. The women therefore 

are “companions,” despite having never met before this moment, because they are fellow-

travellers, sharers in the same experiences, partakers of the same pains.71 Indeed, the Duke’s 

imperative command that the women “be acquainted” connotes not only the sense of 

introduction or superficial knowledge (they will not be, in the modern sense, mere 

acquaintances), but also the much stronger sense of intimate understanding or shared 

experience. To “be acquainted” is to know something with that deep familiarity that comes 

with personal experience, to know something inside and out.72 The is certainly one sense in 

which Claudio intends the verb when he earlier begs Lucio to “acquaint [Isabella] of the 

danger of my state” (1.2.179). The Duke’s use of the infinitive suggests that the act of 

becoming acquainted is accomplished in the moment of its pronouncement: Mariana already 

acknowledges and feels Isabella’s pain as her own because, in a sense, it already is her own. 

The soil in which her compassion for Isabella (and thus her willingness to acquiesce to the 

plan) might grow is fertile and well-tilled, and so (in the Duke’s mind) it will be no effort at 

all for the one to convince the other to take on great personal risk in the performance of his 

scheme. 

But it would, I think, be a mistake here to conclude from this exchange that the 

women are able to engage compassionately with one another only because they are already 

so alike, because their mutual suffering is already so similar. This is certainly the logic that 

                                                 

71 See OED, “companion, n.1,” 1.d.  
72 See OED, “acquainted, adj. and n.,” A.3, 4. 
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the Duke, so prone to the thinking that one (maiden)head is as serviceable as any other, 

follows. But Shakespeare ensures that we have already seen again and again how dangerous 

the corollary of this line of reasoning is: if compassion is dependent on a pre-existing 

likeness between the participants, then all it takes to deny compassion is a belief that we are 

not, fundamentally, alike. This is Angelo’s position in regards to Claudio, and Lucio’s vis a 

vis Pompey. This is why Claudio cannot understand Isabella’s suffering as suffering, because 

chastity is not a virtue he values; and this is why Isabella cannot understand Claudio’s fear of 

death, because she knows heaven is waiting to welcome her. A version of compassion which 

depends upon me being able to imagine myself in your place—what classical definitions of 

compassion would term “the condition of similar possibility”—is, Shakespeare has been at 

pains to show us, a profoundly limited one.73 This is the troubling fragility of compassion 

upon which so many of Measure for Measure’s characters have stumbled, and the cracks 

through which so many of the play’s cruelties have seeped. If the shared body that Hall’s and 

others’ definitions of compassion are dependent upon is characterized by a pre-existing 

likeness—if I can only compassionate you because I see myself in you already, or because I 

see you as somehow deserving—what hope is there for healing wounds in a polity made up 

of Puritans and nuns, fornicators and false Friars? For compassion to actually work as 

anything more than Lucio-like self-serving, it is not enough for compassion to respond to 

those we already understand as brothers; compassion must create brothers where before we 

saw only strangers.  

                                                 

73 For Aristotelan definitions of compassion, see Martha Nussbaum, Upheavals of Thought: The Intelligence of Emotions 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), especially at 354-400; David Konstan, Pity Transformed (London: 
Duckworth, 2001), as well as my brief discussion of the subject in the introduction to this dissertation.  
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This is what makes Isabella’s actions at the end of the play so breathtakingly 

profound. To understand this chain of events, it is important to recognize that while the 

Duke evidently sees Mariana and Isabella as interchangeable substitutes, and while the 

audience might be lured into accepting his thinking, the women themselves cannot possibly 

see each other so. Isabella, upon hearing of Mariana’s tragic plight, exclaims (in her 

characteristically extreme fashion) “What a merit were it in death to take this poor maid 

from the world! What corruption in this life, that it will thus let this man live!” (3.1.231-3). 

Isabella’s attempt to imagine herself in Mariana’s position reveals an almost comic disparity 

between the two women’s instinctual modes of response: where Mariana’s solution to her 

own suffering is, as we learn in 4.1, to retreat to the country and find solace in love songs, 

Isabella declares that, were it her who had suffered thus, either she or Angelo (or both) 

would have to die in order for her to consider the situation endurable. Isabella’s hatred for 

Angelo is visceral, a passion only matched in intensity by Mariana’s “violent and unruly” 

(3.2.243) love for him. These are not, contrary to the Duke’s supposition, women who might 

be expected to easily and enthusiastically suffer on each other’s behalf, or even to 

acknowledge each other as of the same species, let alone as spiritual kin. Not only the (failed) 

bed-trick but also the resolution of the play itself depends upon each woman “holding up” 

the other, taking the part of their opposite in support of goals that run contrary to their own 

desires. It is thus a far more precarious proposition than the Duke comprehends to ask these 

women to work for the others’ relief, since the remedy to one is in many ways necessarily a 

further injury to the other.  

And yet, miraculously, they find themselves agreed. In a moment of total intimacy 

between two suffering women—intimacy that is carefully protected from the audience’s 
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voyeuristic appetites  by the Duke’s soliloquy on rumor and gossip—Mariana and Isabella 

find in the other the comfort and remedy of compassion.74 They take hands, they stand apart 

from the Duke, they share their “ready” stories and find a “ready” ear. This alone must seem 

a tremendous relief to Isabella, who has so recently found out the terrible reality of Angelo’s 

promise that she will choke on her attempts to speak the truth of what has happened to her. 

To find a person willing to hear her, willing to acknowledge her suffering, willing to act on 

her behalf—this indeed begins the process of healing the wounds and ruptures that she 

bears. Even though the bed-trick ultimately fails, then, Mariana’s selflessness here—her 

belief in Isabella’s account, her adoption of Isabella’s place and all the attendant risk, and 

perhaps more than anything her tender reassurance and comforting “Fear me not” 

(4.1.69)—is a profound and extraordinary affirmation of the possibility of compassion. This 

is not where the play ends, of course, but it is where compassion begins. 

Mariana’s lending of her body to Isabella’s cause is, of course, repaid in kind in Act 

V when Mariana begs of Isabella to “Lend me your knees” (5.1.431). Isabella’s response is, 

initially, gut-wrenching: While Mariana pleads with increasing desperation—first for the type 

of rhetorical intercession which Isabella attempted to provide for Claudio, and (when that 

proves fruitless) simply for Isabella’s physical presence, the barest gestures of solidarity—

Isabella stands silently by: 

  Sweet Isabel! Take my part! 
  Lend me your knees, and all my life to come 
  I’ll lend you all my life to do you service. 
  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  
  Isabel! 
  Sweet Isabel, do yet but kneel by me. 

                                                 

74 Kenneth Gross discusses the odd juxtaposition of the Duke’s soliloquy in Shakespeare’s Noise at 70-73.  
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  Hold up your hands, say nothing; I’ll speak all. 
  … . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
  O Isabel! Will you not lend a knee? 
       (5.1.429-42) 
 

Mariana’s initial request that Isabella “take [her] part” is, on the surface, a simple plea for 

Isabella to take her side, to believe and support what she says (an ironic echo of Isabella’s 

own fears at 2.4.171-72). But is also, and simultaneously, a call for Isabella to join her voice 

with Mariana’s, to harmonize their laments like strains of a melody—or, more fittingly, like 

supplications from the Litany. It is a recognition of Mariana’s fear that she cannot, herself, 

do or say enough, that she therefore needs another voice to supplement her own; it is a wish 

for Isabella to, like an actor in a play, take on Mariana’s role and relieve her of the burden of 

it. It is, in the most succinct and devastating terms, an invitation to compassion, an appeal to 

communication—to taking part—in the suffering that Mariana cannot bear on her own.  

That Isabella does not—as she did when Lucio presented her with Claudio’s plight, 

and as she did when the Duke related Mariana’s—immediately respond to Mariana’s 

increasingly desperate cries suggests that, for the first time in the play, her usually supple 

bowels of compassion have failed to be moved. Her cold fury and disgust at Angelo, and her 

overwhelming sorrow and horror at Claudio’s unjust death, threaten to freeze up and petrify 

her once open heart and stifle her ability to respond to Mariana’s pain. Unable to find the 

words of a plea or a prayer, Isabella instead takes her cue from Mariana’s own words: she 

chooses, literally, to “take her part,” to kneel beside Mariana, to put on the posture of an 

intercessor, and to adopt the cause of a man whose callousness has brought them both to 

their knees. It is only then, when she bends her joints and raises her hands, when her own 

body’s pose of supplication mirrors that of Mariana’s, that Isabella again finds her voice. 
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Here, then, Isabella finds her way to compassion from the outside in, from merciful action 

to compassionate response. Isabella’s literal gesture of compassion—her embodiment of 

Mariana’s need for succor—allows her to find the words (however haltingly delivered, 

however dispassionately spoken) that Mariana lacks.  

In this moment, Isabella’s surrender to compassion allows her to not only embody 

Mariana’s pain (a terror at losing the man she loves, an anxiety that she will be once again 

alone), but also to adopt Angelo’s utterly foreign anguish. Isabella succinctly expresses the 

persistent torment that has wracked Angelo’s own soliloquies at 2.2.162-186; 4.4.20-34, the 

very real horror he experiences at discovering a monster within a self that he understood to 

be an angel: “I partly think / A due sincerity governed his deeds, / Till he did look on me” 

(5.1.445-7). More importantly, where before she saw him only as a “devil” (3.1.91), Isabella is 

because of her compassion now able to account Angelo as her brother. She begs the Duke 

to “Look (…) on this man condemn’d / As if my brother liv’d” (5.1.444-5). This is at once 

an appeal for the Duke to pardon Angelo’s misdeeds (to treat him as if he had never 

proceeded with Claudio’s execution), and also more significantly it is an inducement to see 

Angelo as Isabella’s brother, to look at him and see that her brother is not gone, but that he 

lives and is here in the body beside her. Where Isabella could previously not make room in 

her heart for her own brother’s suffering, where she could previously not even acknowledge 

him as brother, she is now in the midst of her own heavy grief able to find her way to her 

knees to put on (in every sense) the burden of a new brother. Since this moment of 

profound selflessness is what prompts the Duke to reveal his secret sparing of Claudio, it is 

also in effect the returning to life of her actual brother. At the same time as Angelo is 

reincorporated into the communal body by Isabella’s act of compassion, Claudio, too, is 
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figuratively re-membered and returned to the fold. In this moment of speaking feelingly on 

Angelo’s behalf, Isabella proves the truth of her own adage, and finds that in allowing mercy 

to breathe within her lips, they are all, perhaps, made new.  

This is an overwhelming moment of metatheatre, in which Isabella not only puts on 

Mariana’s suffering in a metaphorical sense, but in which she literally acts as Mariana in a 

theatrical sense. She puts on a compassion she does not have, and finds it sparked within. 

This recalls to mind the moment in which Isabella, playacting as the director of the Duke’s 

little melodrama, runs Mariana through the lines upon which the bed-trick depends: “Little 

have you to say / When you depart from him, but soft and low, / ‘Remember now my 

brother’” (4.1.67-69). These words are more than a reminder of what Mariana is to say to 

Angelo to prompt him to fulfill Claudio’s pardon. They are more importantly an expression 

of what Mariana’s compassionate act—her suffering in Isabella’s stead, her risking her own 

body to save both Claudio’s and Isabella’s, her literal acting as and for Isabella—will 

accomplish: a reunification of family, a reincorporation of a brother lost, a reinvigoration of 

the fragile and familial body of Christ whose ruptures compassion knits carefully back 

together. Compassion is, Shakespeare suggests, a very specific form of theatre, one which 

(unlike the Duke’s mutilated body-image of mercy and mortality) works to join heart and 

tongue, and to make sisters out of strangers. 

We never get to hear what Mariana and Isabella discuss in that too-brief moment in 

the shadow of the Duke at the beginning of Act 4 when they share their hearts and their 

hurts with each other. But we can imagine that there might be talk of what it means to lose a 

brother, what it costs to love a man who doesn’t love you, what it changes to lose your faith 

in others. There might be tears shed, and comforts offered in response—inadequate, yes, but 
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necessary, too. What we do know about their interaction, however, is what its compassionate 

fruits are: the courage to tell a painful story; the willingness to be moved by it; the 

remembering and re-membering of a brother. In this sense, the communication of 

compassion between Mariana and Isabella—a sharing of suffering and a working of 

comfort—is the culminating act of substitution within the play. Angelo standing in for the 

Duke, the Duke masquerading in the habit of a Friar, the head of Ragozine substituting for 

that of Barnadine who, in turn, was meant to die in place of Claudio:75 each functioned as an 

almost absurdly exaggerated literalization and externalization of the sort of visceral feeling-

for and acting-as that constitutes the process of compassion. Where compassion demands 

that I put on your suffering and work towards its mitigation, in these body-swaps, the 

metaphorical blending of selves which animates compassion in rendered parodically as a 

literal exchange of body parts (as with the Claudio-Barnardine-Ragozine head-trick). Yet 

while many of the examples of body-swappings which occur in the play result in a dulling or 

a thwarting of compassion, the substitution of Mariana’s body for Isabella’s—and, finally, of 

Isabella’s voice for Mariana’s—instead manages to reinvigorate the process which it 

parodies. It is not an easy process, Shakespeare takes pains to show us, and not an automatic 

one.  

The unsettled and unsettling silences which end Measure for Measure have received no 

shortage of critical commentary, and could certainly still merit many more pages of 

                                                 

75 For the most thorough treatment of this subject, see Leggatt “Substitution in Measure for Measure,” Shakespeare Quarterly 
39.3 (1988), 342-359. Leggatt’s reading of the “gremlin of substitution” that haunts this play is an insightful and exhaustive 
one, but does not discuss the play’s critical engagement with concepts and processes for developing (or, conversely, dulling) 
compassionate response. See also Byker, “Bent Speech and Borrowed Selves,” for a differing interpretation of the function 
of substitution in the play; and Huston Diehl, “’Infinite Space’: Representation and Reformation in Measure for Measure,” SQ 
49.4 (1998): 393-410, for a discussion of proliferating substitution as representational strategy.   
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discussion, so my discussion of them here will not be exhaustive, but rather an attempt only 

to view Isabella’s silence in light of the threads of compassion—and its thwarting—that I 

have endeavoured to trace so far.76 Isabella’s notorious silence at the end of the play must, I 

think, be read as a redolent echo of the fears she enunciates at the end of Act 2. Here, 

sequestered outside the walls of Vienna and on the verge of a union which will enact on a 

legal and bodily level what her adoption of a sisterhood would have (had she been left 

untouched by the Duke’s cascading exchanges of bodies) realized on a spiritual one, Isabella 

tells us nothing about what or even whether she suffers or celebrates in this moment. Her 

unresponsiveness to the Duke’s shocking marriage proposal is (as Philip C. McGuire 

famously suggests) an “open silence” that invites ambiguity and encourages multiple 

interpretations.77  

In one sense, Isabella’s conspicuous absence of consent—an absence explicitly 

noticed by the Duke in his own uncomfortable and silent caesura between his proposal and 

his awkward attempt (“But fitter time for that” [5.1.493]) to move the conversation past 

Isabella’s failure to respond—is an inevitability foreshadowed by her previous lament.78 For 

who, if she needed to, could she complain to in this moment? If she were to speak up about 

her horror at being wed—at being wed at all, let alone to the man who has played with her 

chastity, her brother’s life, and her faith and credulity so cavalierly throughout the play—

who would listen or hear her? Not the false “friar,” who she had trusted previously, certainly 

                                                 

76 The most extensive treatment is by Philip C. McGuire, Speechless Dialect: Shakespeare’s Open Silences, (Berkely: University of 
California Press, 1985), 63-96. For a more recent discussion which reads Isabella’s silence in the context of Elizabeth I’s 
refusal to answer her own marriage proposals, see Elisa Oh, “The Silences of Elizabeth I and Shakespeare’s Isabella,” 
English Literary Renaissance 45, no. 3 (2015): 351-376. 
77 McGuire discusses the six “open silences” which end the play as interpreted in a variety of different productions, arguing 
that these silences foster “creative collaboration between playwright, director, and performers” (94). 
78 For a discussion of the evacuation of consent in the play, see Beckwith, especially at 69-73. 
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not the Duke himself, who has so violated that trust. Any figure with the power to intercede 

on her behalf is so egregiously implicit in the cause of her complaint that protest becomes, 

effectively, impossible. Isabella’s silence becomes, in this reading, a necessary shutting in, a 

closing off of the permeable and vulnerable openness of self which, throughout the play, 

allowed her to venture her compassion with Angelo, with Claudio, and with Mariana. Her 

silence is not only a refusal of consent, but a refusal to express any feeling at all. It is thus a 

refusal of the opportunity for anyone—including the audience—to know her, to feel with 

and for her, to share in her experience. Having so profoundly interceded on Mariana’s 

behalf—having emptied herself entirely of her own disgust for Angelo to make room for 

Mariana’s desperate love for him—Isabella is once again, as she was at the end of Act 2, 

made unintelligible. This time, however, it is not her fellow Venetians who cannot 

comprehend her suffering and who cannot, therefore, succor it. Denied even the thin 

comfort of soliloquy—a chance to put her fears and pains to words—Isabella at the end of 

the play is made mute and unreadable even to the audience. Shakespeare denies her a voice, 

denies her an explicit means to make her suffering known, and as a result, he denies the 

audience any easy avenue to compassionate her.  

But this difficulty is, perhaps, the point. Without direct access to Isabella’s 

interiority—without an eloquent roadmap to feel what Isabella does—we as observers (as 

readers, or actors, or directors, or audience members) are left to our own interpretive 

devices, and asked to stretch our limbs of compassion beyond what is simple or obvious. 

There is risk here: we might find ourselves occupying the uncomfortable position of Lucio, 

who so cruelly misreads Pompey’s tragedy as comic interlude; or Angelo, for whom the 

suffering of others is an impenetrable, and unassayed, fortress; or Isabella herself, for whom 
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compassion proved so often to be heartbreaking rather than heart-opening. But the risk, too, 

seems part of the point. The communication that is compassion will always be, as we have 

learned throughout the play, inherently and necessarily uncomfortable. Whatever part of us 

might have managed to find purchase in the character of Isabella, whatever part of her 

eloquent suffering might have made its way within our bowels, threatens to be amputated by 

the silence which makes her, in the end, a cipher to us. The challenge—for her, for us—is to 

see how feelingly she can speak, and how compassionately we can listen, when the words 

aren’t there to make communication easy. For if compassion is, as I suggested above, a 

specific form of theatre, a transformative attempt to put on the suffering of another, it is 

also a specific form or reading, a claim that language and feeling are equally communicable. 

Whether or not the barest tools of both theatre and language—a body on stage, a body who 

reads it—are enough to stand, in the end, as spurs to compassion is the question with which 

Shakespeare concludes his final comedy. The end of Measure for Measure is finally, a crucible 

for the execution of compassion itself. 

Conclusion: Executing Compassion 

There is, deep in the convoluted bowels of Measure for Measure’s protracted march 

towards its unsettled resolution, a passage which, in its intricate and detailed description of a 

physical space that we never see on stage, seems an oddly ornamental diversion from the 

ever more rapidly unfolding action: 

  He hath a garden circummr’d with brick, 
  Whose western side is with a vineyard back’d; 
  And to that vineyard is a planched gate, 
  That makes his opening with this bigger key. 
  This other doth command a little door, 
  Which from the vineyard to the garden leads; 
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  There have I made my promise upon the heavy 
  Middle of the night to call upon him.  
       (4.1.28-35) 
 

Isabella’s description here of Angelo’s garden—the place in which the fateful Mariana-for-

Isabella bed-trick will be realized—can be read, I think, as a distilled figure of the sort of 

armored hearts and buttressed selves that, the play argues, destroy the possibility of 

compassion. Angelo’s absurdly defended garden—with its walls and its gates and its locks, its 

invisible spaces which conceal unspeakable passions—is a picture also of his heart, that 

secret corner of himself that he so disastrously attempts to keep “circummur’d” and bricked 

off from the world. The anatomical architecture of Angelo’s dispassionate and sequestered 

self collapses, of course, with Isabella’s attempts to pierce his defenses and his explosive and 

disastrous response to her efforts to “touch” him. What emerges from the rubble of 

Angelo’s ruin is not a new openness—not an ability to encompass a suffering other within 

the sphere of the self—but a retrenchment of self, a retreat from the world, a recourse to the 

coercive authority of office rather than the vulnerable authenticity of an open heart. There is 

thus in Angelo, and in the play as a whole, a lingering suspicion of the sort of vulnerability 

that compassion demands, a fear of self-exposure that leads people further and further into 

themselves. 

Measure for Measure is in many ways a play about walls: walls that shut us in, walls that 

bar us out, walls that separate us one from another, and heart from tongue. It is a play 

obsessed with the imagery of prison walls and city gates, of moated granges and walled 

gardens, of cloisters, convents, cells, and dark corners. The characters who populate 

Shakespeare’s Vienna are, both literally and figuratively, relentlessly assailed by the 

oppressive presence or the unconscionable absence of barriers: for Claudio and Pompey, the 
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walls of the prison cast the shadow of the gallows; for the scheming and agoraphobic Duke, 

the concealing walls of his palace give way to the dark corners of his farcical confessional; 

for Isabella, the desperately desired enclosures of the cloister are violently replaced by the 

claustrophobic nightmare of Angelo’s chamber and the Duke’s bedchamber. Seemingly at 

every turn, the characters find themselves confronted with impenetrable barriers that 

alternately isolate characters from each other, or pen them in together, each with equally 

disastrous consequences. These physical walls which loom over so much of this often 

suffocating play exist also—and more impactfully—as intellectual and emotional barriers, 

blockages of the heart and mind that constantly frustrate attempts by the characters to reach 

or to touch each other—physically, affectively—in any meaningful sense.  

It is thus a play in which, despite its oft noted fascination with questions of mercy, 

the experience of compassion has been almost entirely shut out and walled off, both from 

the world of the play and, increasingly, from the experience of the audience. The play’s 

relentless refusal to allow its characters to feel for each other, its constant erecting of literal 

and metaphorical walls that stymie connection and understanding in character and audience 

alike, result in a theatre that is at times mercilessly cold, relentlessly comfortless, and often 

cruel. In the prison that is Shakespeare’s Vienna—a place where mercy and compassion have 

become monstrously disjointed from the social body—what we find inscribed on its many 

walls are uncomfortable questions about the ambitions and limitations of human 

compassion, and about the possibility of theatre to represent or reproduce it. 

But this claustrophobic bleakness does, in the end, have a remedy, or at least a hint 

towards one. It comes, as most things in the play do, in the unlikeliest of guises: in the image 

of a suffering woman, listening to sorrowful songs. Some commentators dismiss Mariana’s 
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musical interlude at the opening of Act 4 as simply a demonstration of her melancholic 

disposition, a symptom of her unrequited love which “in all reason should’ve [been] 

quench’d” by Angelo’s unkindness (3.1.240-1).79 But there is, I think, more going on here. 

Mariana suggests as much in her rationale for her continued indulgence in music, despite the 

Duke-Friar’s derisive disapproval: “Let me excuse me (…) / My mirth it much displeas’d, 

but pleas’d my woe” (4.1.12-13). Music is, evidently, a comfort to Mariana. In a play in 

which, as we have seen, comfort is so fleetingly rare, this is no small matter. Nor is it mere 

coincidence that it is Mariana who is most readily able to don the mantle of compassion 

when it is asked of her. The comfort that Mariana finds here—in engaging others’ 

expressions of passions that ignite and rhyme with her own; in stepping briefly into other 

lives and other minds—works, I want to suggest, as a means of playing through or 

rehearsing the acts of identifying with others, of acknowledging suffering, that compassion 

demands. It is, in a sense, practicing compassion.  

This, then, is the comfort that Shakespearean comedy offers, in the end. Even in a 

Vienna that is as cold and circummured and stony-hearted as this one, there are stories that 

can be told, songs that can be shared, and ears that are willing to hear. From those stories, 

connections can be forged, compassion can be practiced, comfort can be offered. This, I 

think, is what Isabella and Mariana are most emblematic of: the willingness to practice 

compassion, in the sense of trying, again and again, in spite of failures and rebuffs, resistance 

from without and from within. These women embody compassion as a process, a repeated 

                                                 

79 See, for example, Louise Schleiner, “Providential Improvisation in Measure for Measure,” PMLA 97.2 (March, 1982), 227-
236 at 232, who cites Burton’s description of love melancholy to demonstrate that Mariana is “feeding and nursing her 
melancholic love, beyond the time when it would naturally have died, with sad music that pleases and eases her woe, with 
isolation, and with religious exercises, thereby maintaining her obsession.”  
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turning towards the suffering of others, a practice of engaging with the pain of others until 

you find a way to put aside your own. Compassion, Shakespeare finally shows us, can 

work—but only if, like Isabella and Mariana, we’re willing to work for it. 
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Curing Mercy: John Donne’s Pedagogy of  Compassion 

Thou wilt make all his bed in his sickness. 
Psalm 41:3 

 
In the final Meditation of his Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions, the intimate spiritual 

chronicle of the near-fatal bout with typhoid fever which he suffered in the autumn and 

winter of 1623, John Donne offers the following observation about the value of human 

compassion: 

Even in pleasure, and in paines, there is a propriety, a Meum & Tuum; and a man 
is most affected with that pleasure which is his, his by former enjoying and 
experience, and most intimidated with those paines which are his, his by a 
wofull sense of them, in former afflictions. . . . Diseases, which we never felt in 
our selves come but to a compassion of others that have endured them; Nay 
compassion it selfe, comes to no great degree, if we have not felt, in some 
proportion, in our selves, that which wee lament and condole in another.1  

 
Donne’s figure here is a paradoxical one: he insists that compassion is inconsequential 

without prior experience of the pain we witness in another, but at the same time asserts that 

one cannot ever truly have experience of another’s pain, since each individual’s pain is 

uniquely and proprietarily their own. Veering alarmingly close to a theory of pain that 

forecloses the possibility of compassion entirely, in Donne’s portrait of suffering we can 

hear a presaging whisper of Elaine Scarry’s contention that pain “comes unsharably into our 

midst as at once that which cannot be denied and that which cannot be confirmed.”2 It is a 

                                                 

1 John Donne, Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions, ed. Anthony Raspa (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987), at 121 
lines 8-22. All further references to the Devotions are to this edition, and will be cited parenthetically in text by page and line 
numbers.  
2 Elaine Scarry, The Body in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the World (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985), 4. Scarry’s 
influential premise of the inexpressibility of pain is that “when one speaks about ‘one’s own physical pain’ and about 
‘another person’s physical pain,’ one might almost appear to be speaking about two wholly distinct orders of events. For the 
person whose pain it is, it is ‘effortlessly’ grasped (that is, even with the most heroic effort it cannot not be grasped); while 
for the person outside the sufferer’s body, what is ‘effortless’ is not grasping it (it is easy to remain wholly unaware of its 
existence; even with effort, one may remain in doubt about its existence or may retain the astonishing freedom of denying 
its existence; and, finally, if with the best effort of sustained attention one successfully apprehends it, the averseness of the 
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disturbing notion, and one that seems jarringly out of place in a work of early modern 

devotion. If Donne’s premise is correct, and pain (and pleasure) are proprietary—if mine is 

only ever mine (meum) and yours is always only yours (tuum)—then compassion becomes an 

illegible concept. It is at best an empty condoling that amounts to a thing of “no great 

degree,” and at worst a breach of trust, a violation of privacy, a trespassing into a domain 

over which you have no right and no claim. If suffering is private property, the logic goes, 

then compassion is criminal. 

This is an astonishing passage to find at the end of a text which is inextricably bound 

up with the compassion-driven corporeal work of mercy that is visiting the sick. It is also, I 

argue, the culmination of Donne’s concerted attempt to revive a sense of compassion that 

takes equally seriously both roots of the word. As I will show in what follows, Donne’s 

Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions wrestles consistently with the problem of how we respond 

to and make sense of not only our own pain, but the pain of others, and does so by stripping 

the concept of compassion down to its barest, sharpest bones: compassion must be 

suffering, and suffering must be shared. Characteristically both paradoxical and profound, 

Donne’s conclusion is that we make meaning out of pain in the process of making it public. 

We act with most compassion not only when we put on someone else’s pain (that is the 

intuitive response), but rather when we share our own suffering with others. Devotions Upon 

Emergent Occasions is a demonstration of this principle at work. Committed throughout not to 

                                                 

 

‘it’ one apprehends will only be a shadowy fraction of the actual ‘it’). So, for the person in pain, so incontestably and 
unnegotiably present is it that ‘having pain’ may come to be thought of as the most vibrant example of what it is to ‘have 
certainty,’ while for the other person it is so elusive that ‘hearing about pain’ may exist as the primary model of what it is ‘to 
have doubt’.” (4) 
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the alleviation of physical or spiritual pain but to the analysis of it, the twenty-three 

Devotions of Donne’s text are an object lesson in the pedagogy of converting the private 

property of suffering into a common corpus. 

Steeped in the language of the “Order for the Visitacion of the Sick” (the liturgical 

rite through which an ailing Christian was assured of her place within the body of Christ), 

Donne’s text and its counter-intuitive image of compassion is also a subtle reorientation of 

the logic underlying one of the most popular literary genres of the early seventeenth century: 

the manuals for the sick or ars moriendi. Yet, while many critics have noted the generic 

similarities between Donne’s Devotions and the tradition of devotional texts and manuals 

loosely categorized as the ars moriendi (a genre which is closely tied to the visitation of the 

sick), few have commented upon Donne’s subtle correctives to the genre, his careful 

diagnosis and rehabilitation of those aspects of the corpus of manuals for the sick which 

most trouble him.3 These correctives can be seen at work most prominently, I argue, in 

Donne’s sustained engagement with compassion, the virtue of fellow-feeling with which the 

visitation of the sick is intimately concerned. I want to suggest that the seemingly narrow and 

pessimistic portrait of compassion offered in Meditation 23—the notion that without 

personal experience of disease, compassion is just an empty condoling—is in fact Donne’s 

important and paradoxical cure for the aestheticizing tendencies of the genre to which his 

text contributed, and from which it deviated.  

                                                 

3 For an influential discussion of Donne’s indebtedness to the Prayer Book’s “Order for the Visitacion of the Sick” and the 
Protestant manuals for the sick, see Jonathan Goldberg, “The Understanding of Sickness in Donne’s Devotions,” Renaissance 
Quarterly 24, no. 4 (Winter 1971): 507-517. For a recent reading which does understand the Devotions as a challenge to the ars 
moriendi, see Alexis Butzner, “‘I feare thee more’: Donne’s Devotions and the Impossibility of Dying Well,” Studies in Philology 
114, no. 2 (2017): 331-367. 
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For Donne, as for other devotional writers of the period, physical suffering (and 

especially the suffering associated with sickness) could be contextualized as spiritually 

meaningful, a visitation from an attentive God that offered the sufferer an opportunity to 

acknowledge their sins and amend their life. Because of this, sufferers were frequently 

encouraged to reconceptualize their suffering as a blessing, a sign of God’s love, and thus a 

cause for joy. It is, perhaps, a non-intuitive understanding of suffering, and one that can, if 

taken to extremes, work to deny the actuality of suffering in the attempt to assuage it. 

Moreover, there seems little room for compassion in this view, at least for a version of 

compassion that in any way resembles those that I have been tracking so far: if the suffering 

of sickness is a loving chastisement from God, what good comes of trying to relieve it? This 

is a question that Donne takes deeply seriously. While he does not reject the orthodox 

understanding of sickness as profitable visitation, I argue that in the Devotions Upon Emergent 

Occasions and in his sermons, Donne is simultaneously anxious to maintain an understanding 

of suffering as suffering, as a painful but necessary process of deep engagement with and 

learning from one’s own sins and shortcomings. Crucial to this balancing act is an 

idiosyncratic conception of compassion that upends the expected relationship between 

suffering and response. In it, suffering is not an affect put on by a comfortable observer in 

order to aid the one who ails; rather, suffering is offered and extended from the ailing to the 

comfortable. It is a subtle redirection, but an important one, and one that recentres the 

relationship on the experience of the sufferer, not the consolatory effort of the responder. In 

so doing, Donne secures a central place for compassion—understood in the Devotions and in 

Donne’s sermons as an offering rather than an alleviation of affliction, a sharing of pain 
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rather than a succoring of it—within a theology which understands suffering as a meaningful 

and (in the words of the Book of Common Prayer) “fatherly visitacion.”4  

This chapter will explore the close conceptual links between compassion, sickness, 

and ministry that Donne works out in a pair of sermons on Christ’s miracles of healing—

one preached shortly before Donne’s illness in early 1623, and one preached immediately 

following his recovery in February of 1624—and his Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions. After 

exploring the interrelation of compassion and cure (understood in both a pastoral and a 

therapeutic sense) in Donne’s sermons, I turn to the subtle yet equally important ministerial 

work of the Devotions to show how Donne deepens his understanding of compassion in two 

crucial moments: the discussion of the torment of isolation (primarily in the fifth Devotion), 

and the famous tolling of the bells sequence of Devotions 16-18. Finally, I conclude by 

returning to the image of compassion in Meditation 23 and offering a reading informed by 

Donne’s understanding of the deep interinanimation of the work of ministry and the work 

of literature. Placing the sick bodies and recovering souls of Donne’s texts alongside the very 

different versions of suffering offered by the most popular examples of the ars moriendi 

genre, I argue that Donne’s theology of suffering—his conviction that we are closest to God 

when we are brought lowest—locates the pedagogical value of pain in our ability to turn it 

outwards, to teach our own pain to others. For Donne, I argue, compassion is a cure for 

souls only when it is a means through which suffering can be opened out, shared in, and 

learned from. 

 

                                                 

4 “The Order for the Visitacion of the Sicke (1559)” in  Book of Common Prayer, 165.. 
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“This image of my Humiliation”: Attending to Donne’s Sickbed 

1623 proved a difficult winter for Donne, who in November of that year was struck 

with what his first biographer Isaac Walton describes as a “dangerous sickness … which 

inclined him to a consumption,” and which modern scholars have variously posited as an 

outbreak of relapsing fever, spotted fever, or typhoid fever.5 The illness nearly killed Donne, 

and in doing so it brought the poet and preacher into terrifying proximity with his own 

physical fragility, and with the rites and rituals through which Early Modern Londoners 

absorbed and acknowledged the reality of human mortality. Despite (or perhaps because of) 

its severity, this illness was a productive one for Donne the writer, resulting in the collection 

of meditations, expostulations, and prayers on the theme of illness, human fragility, and 

divine forgiveness which Donne published as The Devotions upon Emergent Occasions and seuerall 

steps in my Sicknes in 1624. In addition to offering a powerful and intimate exploration of the 

nature of sin and the workings of divine mercy, the Devotions are also a complex investigation 

and, importantly, a performative instance of the practice of human compassion.  

The Devotions begins from a conventional premise—the onset of a severe physical 

illness prompts a Christian patient to an intense consideration and exploration of their 

spiritual health—but it is in no way a conventional text. Indeed, much of the critical 

literature that deals with the Devotions in any extended fashion is comprised by a debate about 

what, exactly, the form of this strange work might be categorized as. As Ramie Targoff 

notes, the ongoing critical history of this text seems to rely on an “assumption…that if we 
                                                 

5 Issac Walton, “Life of Dr. John Donne” in The lives of Dr. John Donne, Sir Henry Wotton, Mr. Richard Hooker, Mr. George 
Herbert (London:1670), 49. For a discussion of the debate over the precise diagnosis of Donne’s historical illness, see 
William B. Ober, “John Donne as Patient: Devotions upon Emergent Occasions,” Literature & Medicine vol. 9 (1990): 21-37 at 23-
5; Kate Gartner Frost, “John Donne’s Devotions: An Early Record of Epidemic Typhus,” Journal of the History of Medicine and 
Allied Sciences 31, no. 4 (1976): 421-30. 
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can figure out what the Devotions is, we might discern how to read it most profitably.”6 

Certainly that seems to be the main concern of prevalent readings which argue alternatively 

for the Devotions as an inheritor of the Jesuit meditative tradition of Ignatius of Loyola, or as 

a distinctly Protestant—and thus deeply scriptural—version of the devotional mode, or as an 

Augustinian spiritual autobiography, or (as Targoff herself does) as a form of “personal 

narrative” more concerned with the inner workings of soul and body than any particular 

meditative or devotional theory.7 Certainly Donne is participating in the vogue for 

devotional and meditative writing that was on the rise in early Stuart England, and that drew 

parentage from a variety of traditions current in his milieu. But, as Kate Narveson notes,  

Donne’s Devotions, while of that family, is remarkable among them. The work 
exhibits many features of contemporary meditation and prayer: its structural 
dynamic; easy shift from singular to plural voice; display of the self as 
exemplary; scripturalism; and rehearsal of spiritual truth merging with 
affective expression. But Donne’s particular aims led him to innovate on 
these features and to recombine features from various subgenres, resulting in 
a work that reinvents the genre, giving it an unprecedented intellectual and 
emotional intensity.8 

 
Given the liberal generic borrowing evident in Donne’s text, it is perhaps less edifying to 

attempt to situate the text precisely in any one of the broad trends in which it participates, 

then to observe what its particular innovations and reappropriations do to the reader who 

encounters them. To that end, what follows is a brief attempt to describe the positioning of 

the reader which is one of the most striking features of Donne’s Devotions, and which bears 

                                                 

6 Ramie Targoff, John Donne: Body and Soul (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008), 131.  
7 Targoff, Body and Soul, 134. For a succinct overview of the critical debates about the Catholic or Protestant form, and a 
bibliography of examples of each, see Mary Papazian, “Donne, Election, and the Devotions upon Emergent Occasions,” 
Huntington Library Quarterly vol.55.4 (1992): 603-19, and especially her detailed note 1. For the Devotions and the tradition of 
“spiritual autobiography,” see Kate Gartner Frost, Holy Delight: Typology, Numerology, and Autobiography in Donne’s Devotions 
Upon Emergent Occasions (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990), especially at 15-38. 
8 Kate Narveson, “The Devotion,” in The Oxford Handbook of John Donne, ed. Jeanne Shami, Thomas Flynn, and M. Thomas 
Hester (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 308-317 at 311. 
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in important ways on how we are to understand its negotiation of the question of 

compassion. 

In a letter to Sir Robert Ker written shortly after his recovery in the winter of 1624, 

Donne offers an account of what his dangerous encounter with sickness, and the writings 

that resulted from it, might ultimately accomplish in the world. He explains to Ker that, in 

the long days of his convalescence, he employed himself “to put the meditations had in my 

sickness into some such order as may minister some holy delight.”9 These newly ordered 

reflections were to become the Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions and several steps in my sickness, 

published shortly following Donne’s illness in January of that year. His conceptualization of 

his text in this letter is a crucial one, not only because it provides an explicit account of his 

intentions for the project in the moment of their composition, but also because this 

description of the work as capable of ministering “holy delight” is appended to one of the 

only texts that Donne authorized for print during his lifetime.10 Famously and vocally averse 

to publication—having once pleaded to a correspondent with whom he shared his 

Biathanatos in manuscript to “forbid me the press and the fire”—the alacrity with which 

Donne rushed his text to the press speaks not only to his sense of its personal importance, 

but also to his confidence in its public value.11 This was a work that Donne wanted to be 

read, and read widely.  

                                                 

9 John Donne, Letters to Severall Persons of Honour (London: 1651), 249.  
10 The only other works Donne agreed to publish while he lived were the two Anniversaries (in 1611 and 1612), five minor 
occasional verses, his early polemical anti-Catholic tracts, and a few selected sermons. For a discussion of Donne’s 
antipathy towards publication especially vis a vis his poetry, see Ted-Larry Pebworth, “John Donne, Coterie Poetry, and the 
Text as Performance,” Studies in English Literature vol. 29.1 (1989): 61-75.  
11 Donne, Letters, 22. The work was entered into the Stationer’s Register on 9 January 1623/4, little more than a month after 
Donne was forced to hasten the date of his daughter’s wedding because he thought he would not survive his illness, and the 
work was published no later than January 31. See Raspa’s “Introduction” to his edition of the Devotions at xvii-xviii. 
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Yet while Donne’s description of the Devotions as offering a “holy delight” is 

frequently cited in passing by critics, little sustained attention has been paid to the crucial 

verb which precedes this descriptor: this text is, explicitly, conceived of as a work of 

ministry.12 A holistic reading of the Devotions, then, must comprehend the text as one 

specifically designed to be spiritually edifying to readers, and intrinsically connected to 

Donne’s preaching practice.13 Critics like Targoff who want to read the Devotions solely as a 

“personal narrative, engaged with a particular experience of illness and recuperation” and an 

endlessly fraught “effort to contain within [Donne’s] own script the otherwise terrifying 

uncertainty that surrounds the cycle of health, illness, and possible recovery” are, in eliding 

its ministerial and pastoral thrust, prone to miss the text’s most innovative and interesting 

features.14 

Though the Devotions were written during the weeks of convalescence following the 

crisis of Donne’s illness, the use of the present tense and the first-person point of view 

throughout makes the experience of reading the Devotions a strangely unsettling one: the 

reader is immersed in the narrator’s vacillations between his fears and reassurances, his 

reflections on his suffering and his rediscovery of his comfort in faith. It is a text full of 

relapse and recovery, in which once-quieted anxieties reappear and return in new forms and 

new guises, so that the hope and security found in each Prayer is always provisional, always 

in need of constant renovation and invigoration. Donne’s faith—in God’s mercy, in his own 
                                                 

12 “Holy delight” is most notably adopted as the title of Kate Gartner Frost’s seminal study of the text as a form of 
“spiritual autobiography,” a classification which minimizes the pastoral and pedagogical functions of the text. 
13 Critics who engage productively with the ministerial function of Donne’s text include Mary Ann Lund, “Donne’s 
Convalescence,” Renaissance Studies vol. 31.4 (2017): 532-548; Janel M. Mueller, “The Exegesis of Experience: Dean Donne’s 
Devotions upon Emergent Occasions,” The Journal of English and Germanic Philology vol. 67.1 (1968): 1-19;  
14 Ramie Targoff, Body and Soul, 132-3. Targoff tellingly characterizes the mode of the Devotions as one of unresolved 
conflict, suggesting that “[t]hroughout this work, Donne struggles both to accept his sickness as a message from God, and 
to effect a return to health in soul as well as in body” (130).  
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election—remains remarkably unshaken throughout his illness, but his explorations of the 

workings of faith and mercy, and the responses of soul and body to the particularities of 

suffering, are dynamic and unpredictable. Though the physical disease progresses through a 

series of twenty-three “stations” or stages, each marked in the text by a Latin title; and 

though each station is consistently divided into a Meditation (in which the physical 

symptoms or situations are considered), an Expostulation (in which the physical condition is 

compared to the spiritual one through questions and debates with God and his methods), 

and a Prayer (in which God’s mercy is sought or praised); this outward semblance of order 

and linearity is in no way reflective of the recursive and concentric mode of the text. 

Throughout, images and ideas constantly refer back to earlier moments and foreshadow later 

ones, yet the relationship is not always one of progress or forward movement. Rather, 

Donne’s thoughts often contradict or reconsider earlier positions as his contemplation takes 

him deeper into the unexplored sinews of both body and sin. The result is that the reader is 

constantly as unsettled and dis-eased as Donne, momentarily salved by the hopes of the 

prayers, before being plunged back in to a new symptom and new scourge, each one as likely 

to shake the foundation of the previous Devotion as to build upon it. The form of ministry 

Donne engages in here is experiential, not didactic: Donne as minister does not merely 

narrate the cure for his spiritual and bodily ailments, but takes the reader through the 

process of suffering them.  

The result is an authorial voice that is remarkably vulnerable, even as it teaches. We 

can see this taking shape in the paratextual material which precedes the Devotions proper. 

Before plunging his reader into the bowels of his illness and his text, Donne’s dedicatory 

epistle (addressed to a young Prince Charles) gestures towards a model of highly 
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identificatory reading which will permeate the entirety of the text. The dedication is 

conventional in its hyperbolic deference towards its royal addressee, as Donne signs himself 

as the excessively superlative “Humblest and Devotedst” (3.22-23) servant of his princely 

patron. This display of humility, however, exists side-by-side with an equally performative 

immodesty, a seemingly prideful claim to have created, in his book, a living memory of 

himself that will persist into posterity:  

I Have had three Births; One, Naturall, when I came into the World; One 
Supernatural, when I entred into the Ministery; and now, a preternaturall Birth, in 
returning to Life, from this Sicknes. (…) This Child of mine, this Booke, comes into 
the world, from mee, and with mee. And therefore, I presume (…) to present the Sonne 
to the Sonne; This Image of my Humiliation, to the lively Image of his Majesty, your 
Highnesse. (…) so shall I live (in my way) to see the happinesses of the times of your 
Highnesse too, if this Child of mine, inanimated by your gracious Acceptation, may so 
long preserve alive the Memory of Your Hignesse Humblest and Devotedest 
JOHN DONNE (3.4-23). 

  
Donne’s presumptuous presentation of his text to his royal reader and his characterization of 

his book as providing an eternal life beyond his natural one works, paradoxically, to magnify 

the mortification his book narrates. If the book represents an immutable and lasting image 

of his sin and compunction, then Donne’s wish for the book to “live” into posterity is 

correspondent to a wish for the perpetuation of a very public indignity: the more the literal 

and metaphorical diseases of his flesh are exposed to view and examined, the longer the 

humiliation will persist; the more the Devotions are seen and read, the more his pride is 

mortified. Donne’s book is an attempt expose himself in his most intimate and vulnerable 

moments, to put his physical and spiritual failing on display, to offer his readers a glimpse of 

his unvarnished and undignified pain. It is from this lowly stance that Donne aims to 

“minister…holy delight” to readers who are offered a bedside view of every sore and sin. In 
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this sense, Donne’s text is an anatomy theatre in which the reader is a studious spectator, 

and his unfolding of his spiritual disease a performative dissection of human fallenness. 

But in the epistle Donne also subtly positions his reader not as student of his 

spiritual self-surgery, but as salving physician. Extending the metaphor of his book as the 

child which was born of his illness, Donne describes the publication of his text as a 

presumption to “(as I did the Father to the Father) to present the Sonne to the Sonne.” Donne 

thus compares his dedication of the book to Prince Charles (his presentation of “the Sonne 

to the Sonne”) to his own dedication of himself (the “Father” of the book) to God (the 

“Father” of all) in his ordination, an occasion that was made possible through the 

intervention of James I (the “Father” of the epistle’s addressee). In accepting the “image of. . 

.humiliation,” then, Charles—and by extension all readers—facilitate the conversionary 

experience that Donne describes as his “Supernaturall” birth. To read Donne’s humiliation is 

to (in the language of the service for ordination) receive and replenish him to new life. 

Donne’s first act in the Devotions, then, is to position his reader as an enabler of mercy.  

While Donne in the epistle dedicatory acknowledges that the only truly necessary 

audience for his performance of humiliation is God, he is conscious that publication of his 

work will not only enhance his mortification of the flesh by increasing his audience (and thus 

his shame), but will also self-consciously insert himself and his text into a long history of 

exemplary self-narrating redeemed sinners: “It might bee enough, that God hath seene my 

Devotions: But Examples of Good Kings are Commandements; And Ezechiah writ the 

Meditations of his Sicknesse, after his Sicknesse” (3.14-17).  Like his most explicitly 

acknowledged forebear Hezekiah—whose sin of pride was punished by a visitation of near-

deadly fever, and who, having received a merciful remission from his illness, commemorated 
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his own fall, despair, and recovery in verse—Donne imagines his writing as being a part of 

an ongoing tradition of confessional and typological writing.15 For Kate Gartner Frost, this 

apparently typological mode of the Devotions means that “by subordinating the individual 

personality to the more general Christian identity, Donne (…) is not only a self-conscious 

self, ‘aware of himself making himself,’ but also a literary construct meant to be a figure of 

humanity.”16 While Frost posits several possibilities for reading the polysemous “I” within 

the Devotions—as Donne himself, as Everyman, as figure of Christ—she fails to acknowledge 

the space that Donne carves out within this overdetermined “I” for the identificatory 

readerly practices of devotional Christians. Trained through long practice to project 

themselves into the pronomial centres of devotional works, structured meditations, prayer-

books, and even lyric poetry, Donne’s readers expected to find at the centre of a devotional 

text not only the reflections of Author/God/Everyman alluded to by Frost, but an “I” into 

which they—as individual sinner, rather than generalized Everyman—could step.  

We see the first inklings of this in the Devotions at the concluding line of the epistle 

dedicatory. The dedication is the only place in the text where Donne addresses the reader 

directly (through the person of the imagined first reader, Prince Charles). Donne’s desire for 

his text to receive the “gracious Acceptation” of the reader is couched in language that is 

deeply meaningful for Donne: in asking for his work to be read, Donne asks for his child-as-

text to be “inanimated”—literally, to be infused with a living soul—as it is consumed by its 

audience. A usage Donne is credited with coining, the connotation here is that the act of 
                                                 

15 The relevant parts of the story of Hezekiah are related in Isaiah 38:1-22 and 2 Kings 20:1-21 in the KJV. Kate Gartner 
Frost has influentially argued that the allusions to Hezekiah, Augustine, and Paul (among others) throughout Donne’s text 
characterize it as representative of the genre of “spiritual autobiography.” See Frost, Holy Delight: Typology, Numerology, and 
Autobiography in Donne’s Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990), 28-38. 
16 Frost, Holy Delight, 37.  
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reading constitutes a figurative infusion of the reader’s soul into the text itself.17 A similar 

usage occurs in the dedicatory epistle to a sermon delivered to the Countess of Montgomery, 

in which Donne describes written texts as “dead carkasses” that can only be revived by the 

act of reading:  

that soul that inanimates them, receives debts from them: The Spirit of God 
that dictates them in the speaker or writer, and is present in his tongue or 
hand, meets himself again (as we meete our selves in a glass) in the eies and 
eares and hearts of the hearers and readers: and that Spirit, which is ever the 
same to an equall devotion, makes a writing and a speaking equall means to 
edification.18  

 
Donne describes here the text of a sermon, whether written or orally delivered, as a meeting 

place between the spirits of author and reader. In asking his readers to “inanimate” his text, 

then, Donne is asking them to literally put themselves inside it, so that it may enter them. At 

the same time, this entrance of readerly life into the text of the Devotions should also, Donne 

implies, initiate the inanimation—that is, the death or rendering inactive—of his festering 

wounds of sin. In breathing life into the text and in stepping into the inanimate “I” and 

experiencing those diseases as if they were her own, the reader becomes patient, and suffers; 

in receiving and accepting the metaphorical diseases Donne describes, the reader becomes 

physician, and salves; in reflecting upon and learning from the model provided by Donne’s 

working-though of suffering, the reader becomes pupil, and studies. It is this tripartite vision 

through which Donne asks us to view the entirety of his text, and it is these three 

                                                 

17 OED Online, s.v. “inanimate,” v.1.1. 
18 John Donne, The Sermons of John Donne, ed. George R. Potter and Evelyn M. Simpson (Berkley: University of California 
Press, 1984), 10 vols., Volume II, p. 179. All future citations from the sermons refer to this edition, and refer to volume, 
sermon, and line numbers. Ramie Targoff uses this same text to argue that Donne’s usage of inanimation denotes a 
revivification of the writer’s soul in the act of reading or hearing, but does not consider an infusion of the reader’s soul. See 
Targoff, Body and Soul, 37, 55. 
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aptitudes—the ability to acknowledge, to suffer, and to learn—that comprise Donne’s 

understanding of the anatomy of the bowels of compassion. 

We can also see this positioning of the reader figured metaphorically in Donne’s 

letter to Ker. He begins the letter by indicating his continued immersion in his illness despite 

his recovery, writing “[t]hough I have left my bed, I have not left my bedside.”19 This is a 

remarkable and dense image. On a literal level it describes Donne’s continuing 

convalescence—he is well enough to get out of bed, but not well enough to stray from his 

bedchamber. On a metaphorical level, it suggests that Donne’s own illness is the ailing and 

bedridden patient whom Donne, as he reflects on “the meditations had in my sickness,” 

attends to at the bedside. Donne may no longer be ill (his body has left his bed), but he is 

still watching over and thinking through his illness as he composes his text—his mind 

remains at his bedside. Donne’s act of reflection is here implicitly compared to the bedside 

ministrations of a physician, so that in contemplating and writing his illness he is 

metaphorically treating that illness. Present, too, in this image of bedside attendance is a 

form of ministration that Donne alludes to frequently in the Devotions, but that never 

explicitly occurs in the text: the figure of a person lingering at a sickbed also invokes the 

corporeal work of mercy of visiting and comforting the sick, an act in which the sick were 

instructed and encouraged in the tenets of the faith. So composing the text is also an act of 

compassion, of spiritual care and instruction. Donne’s letter to Ker thus characterizes the 

text of the Devotions—the patient at whose bedside the physician/visitor/author labours—as 

an object of ministry in every sense. The meditations, expostulations, and prayers that make 

                                                 

19 Donne, Letters, 249. 
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up the Devotions are thus both the occasion for and the result of careful ministration, and the 

reader who engages with them is placed simultaneously in the sickbed, and at the bedside. 

Reading the Devotions is at once a witnessing of Donne’s illness and a participation in it, and 

the reader both receives treatment (internalizing the lessons and edifying “crumbs” that 

Donne gathered from his illness) and provides cure (inanimating the image of Donne’s 

humiliation into a living confession).     

Everywhere imbued with a sense of the critical importance of fellowship and ritual to 

the Christian’s response to human suffering, the Devotions perform a theatre of the sickbed in 

which the reader is asked to simultaneously occupy the position of both sufferer and witness, 

patient and physician. In so doing, the Devotions attempt to offer a space in which the work 

of compassion—the ability to suffer with another, and to understand another’s suffering as 

your own—can be thought through, practiced, and internalized. In the reading and the 

writing of it, the Devotions is a work of ministry understood as both care and cure. 

“Put into the poole and recovered”: Ministry, Affliction, and Compassion  

If Donne’s intention in the Devotions is to “minister some Holy Delight” to those 

who read it, it is worth pausing here to consider what that particular verb meant to Donne, 

and how it relates to his understanding of sickness, both bodily and spiritual. In 

characterizing his aims for the text as offering “holy delight,” Donne relies on a phrase that 

he elsewhere uses consistently to depict or describe the act of preaching.20 More specifically, 

“holy delight” is a term that Donne relies on consistently to emphasize the affective power 

                                                 

20 Adam Bryant Marshall in “The ‘Holy Delight’ of Donne’s Devotions,” ANQ vol. 26.2 (June 2015): 247-9, notes that the 
phrase “holy delight” appears four times in the canon of Donne’s sermons (at II.7.106-110; VIII.5.694-696; IX.9.78-9; 
IX.4.323-325). In all but the last of these instances, “the phrase is linked directly with the subject of preaching” (248).  
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of preaching and the edificatory exchange that occurs between preacher/author and 

auditor/reader. Thus, in sermon preached at Lent at Whitehall in 1618, Donne describes in 

musical language the quality through which the congregation is most able to receive spiritual 

profit as one of “holy delight,” a delight that is not only affective but also will spur listeners 

to “[act] that which the song says; when the words become works, this is a song to an 

instrument.”21 Likewise, he elsewhere characterizes the effective preaching as that which 

“So, as that the weakest understanding might comprehend the highest points, and the 

highest understanding not be weary to heare ordinary doctrines so delivered. . .it is a good 

art, to deliver deepe points in a holy plainnesse, and plaine points in a holy delightfulnesse.”22 

The clear conceptual link between Donne’s usage of “holy delight” and his formulation of 

learning-as-feeling suggests, as Adam Bryant Marshall notes, that we might read the Devotions 

with an eye to its pedagogical mode and its position as “a kind of sermon intended for 

popular readership,” a kind of sermon that (I add) should be understood as aiming to move 

its readers to both affect and action.23  

Yet in choosing so topical and multivalent a verb “minister” to describe the 

publication and distribution of his text, Donne intends more than simply the preaching or 

teaching connotations of “minister.” Given the medical and spiritual crisis that inspired his 

text, in characterizing the freshly composed Devotions as a work of ministry in his letter to 

Ker, Donne means to invoke not only the pastoral valence, but also the closely related 

medicinal and consolatory connotations of the verb “to minister.” In the sacraments and 

                                                 

21 II.7.110-112. 
22 IX.9.78-79. 
23 Marshall, “Holy Delight,” 249. 
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rituals of the Church, in the treatments and cures of the physician, and in the tender comfort 

of a friend, ministry attends to spiritual, physical, and affective suffering. The verb thus 

concisely brings together three discourses which are central to Donne’s conception of the 

work of the Devotions, and to his understanding of his own vocation as priest: to minister is 

to provide pastoral, therapeutic, compassionate care.  

In a particularly autobiographical moment in Expostulation 8 of the Devotions, we can 

see the crucial ways that Donne understands these three valences of ministry to be 

inextricably entwined. He describes his own idiosyncratic journey to ordination as follows:24  

Then, when [King James], first of any man conceiv’d a hope, that I might be 
of some use in thy Church, and descended to an intimation, to a perswasion, 
almost to a solicitation, that I would embrace that calling. And thou who 
hadst put that desire into his heart, didst also put into mine, an obedience to 
it; and I who was sicke before, of a vertiginous giddiness, and irresolution, 
and almost spent all my time in consulting how I should spend it, was by this 
man of God, and God of men, put into the poole, and recovered. (44.3-10) 

 
Donne’s Ordination into the priesthood, rendered simultaneously in the sacramental 

language of baptism and the medicinal language of healing waters, is here presented as the 

therapy which recovers him from his youthful sin-sickness. This formulation conceptually 

echoes the rhetoric of his dedicatory epistle to Prince Charles, in which he declares himself 

to have had “three Births; One, Naturall, when I came into the World; One Supernatural, when I 

entered into the Ministery; and now, a preternaturall Birth, in returning to Life from this Sicknes” 

(3.4-6). Ordination and recovery are equated as gifts of, and returns to, life. To be “put into 

the poole, and recovered” is to be healed, body and soul, and to be brought back—from 

sickness, from death, from sin—into the body of Christ. In an implicit pun so apt that he 

                                                 

24 For an account of Donne’s long and initially somewhat unenthusiastic path to the priesthood, see R.C. Bald’s 
authoritative biography John Donne: A Life (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1970), especially at 289-302. 
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could hardly be expected (given his text’s reliance on the commonplace slippage between 

spiritual and bodily illness) to resist it, Donne is himself cured in the very moment he is 

made a curate.  

This miniature conversion narrative plays in fascinating ways with commonplaces 

which represent Christ as the physician of souls, and the priest as the deputy of Christ. 

Where normally the minister (as Christ’s agent) is responsible for the cure—a word which 

carries valences of both healing and of teaching—of the souls in their charge, Donne inverts 

the figure in the critical moment of his official conversion from irresolute sinner to godly 

minister. 25 It is Donne who in this image is the patient in need of care, the soul in need of 

the administration of saving sacraments. He enters into the priesthood through the ministry 

of another (King James, who is the “royall instrument” of God), an act which transforms 

and heals his wayward soul. Donne thus imagines his own process of vocational discovery as 

a new birth and new life, a sickness and recovery, which mirrors not only the process of his 

literal bodily sickness chronicled in the Devotions, but which also importantly prefigures the 

sorts of new life he will impart to the parishioners under his spiritual care. To 

“minister…holy delight,” then, is in one important sense to heal as he has been healed, to 

recover others as he has been recovered.  

That Donne understood his ministry and preaching as reciprocal and mutually 

edifying exchanges with his parishioners and auditors is clear from his discussion of the 

“holy delight” of preaching in a 1627 Christmas Day sermon preached at St. Paul’s. 

                                                 

25 Helen White discusses the prevalence of the conceptual link between conversion and curing, and the routine conflation 
of “the functions of corporeal and spiritual care” in the term cure in great detail in “Metaphor, Cure, and Conversion in 
Early Modern England,” Renaissance Quarterly vol. 67.2 (2014): 473-502. 
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Buttressing his description of the benefits of giving and hearing sermons with the authority 

of “the blessed Fathers of the Primitive Church,” Donne asserts 

yet it is easie to observe, in the generall proceeding of those blessed Fathers, 
that they had a holy delight to be heard, and to be heard with delight. 
For…No man profits by a Sermon that heares with paine, or wearinesse. . . 
[Augustine] believes also, that S. Paul himself, and all the Apostles, had a 
delight, and a complacency, and a holy melting of the bowels, when the 
congregation liked their preaching: The Fathers were glad to be heard, glad to 
be lik’d, and glad to be understood too.26 

 
Preaching and serving souls is here rendered as not merely pleasant for the minister, but 

more importantly as an experience of compassion. Being profitably heard, liked, and 

understood by the congregation is experienced by those most exemplary ministers, the 

Apostles, as a “holy melting of the bowels,” a phrase which (as we have seen) specifically 

denotes the affective response of mercy or compassion. Donne’s formulation here, like his 

narration of his ordination-as-baptism, again plays in interesting ways with the directionality 

of act and response. If the preacher is able touch the hearts of his auditors—if he is able to 

“make his language sweet, and harmonious, and acceptable to Gods people” so that they can 

profit from his teachings and move closer to Christ—then the preacher in turn will gain the 

“holy melting” that is compassion.27 The ends of preaching are for Donne not didactic 

lecture and learning through admonition, but active affective exchange through which each 

party melts and yields to the other. In a metaphorical sense, Donne conceives of both the 

delivering and the reception of sermons as an experience of being “put into the poole and 

recovered.” Delivering the word to receptive ears results in a form of deliverance for both 

speaker and hearer. 

                                                 

26 Donne, Sermons, VIII.5.669-710. 
27 Donne, Sermons, VIII.5.705-6. 
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Donne’s notion of ministry as a recovery of both self and other is inextricably bound 

up with a particular version of Christ-like compassion which he expounds in a Lent sermon 

preached in early 1623, less than a year before he contracted the illness which occasioned the 

Devotions. This sermon showcases Donne’s understanding of two exemplary relationships—

those between the sick and those who surround them, and between the preacher and their 

flock—as parallel and mutually reinforcing models of reciprocal compassion. Centred 

around the story of Christ miraculously raising Lazarus from the dead, and consequently 

deeply engaged with the same productive slippages between bodily and spiritual 

understandings of health that animate the Devotions, this sermon demonstrates Donne’s 

complex understanding of compassion as a fundamentally pedagogical mode of response 

and relation. It is therefore a crucial site for generating a deeper picture of Donne’s 

philosophy of ministry, and (subsequently) his understanding of the “ministry” that is the 

Devotions.  

Donne’s sermon is unique among contemporary preachers in its use of the bible’s 

briefest verse as the foundation for an entire sermon.28 Indeed, despite this sermon’s almost 

obsessively singular focus on the exemplary compassion of Christ—a thematic restraint 

somewhat uncharacteristic of Donne’s famously commodious sermons—most critical 

attention paid to this sermon thus far has focused instead on the sermon’s moments of 

theological idiosyncrasy or historical particularity.29 Few if any critics have found the broader 

                                                 

28 As Marjorie Lange notes, John 11:35 was discussed in sermons rather infrequently during the Early Modern period and, 
apart from Donne’s anomalous example, always within the context of sermons on other (longer) texts. See Lange, Telling 
Tears in the English Renaissance (Leiden: Brill, 1996), at 158.  
29 Jeanne Shami, for example, discusses the political context of the sermon’s delivery, and sees this sermon as a veiled (and 
expressly forbidden) public lament for the politically “shocking” expedition of a disguised Prince Charles and the Duke of 
Buckingham to Spain to continue the (ultimately aborted) nuptial union with the Spanish Infanta. Shami classifies Donne’s 
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subject matter of the sermon— Donne’s argument for the distinctly human yet 

sacramentally-inflected shape of Christ’s compassion—to be worthy of sustained interest.30 I 

argue, however, that this sermon is deeply important both because of its preaching occasion 

and because of its subject matter. Donne delivered his sermon on John 11:35 on the first 

Friday of Lent in 1622/3, most likely in the public outdoor pulpit at Whitehall palace.31 In 

addition to the high political and social stakes germane to any sermon preached at court, the 

liturgical occasion of this sermon was likewise weighty. The series of Lent sermons preached 

each year at court were viewed as some of the most illustrious preaching occasions of the 

liturgical year, and featured the superstars of the English preaching class in a series of six 

sermons delivered over the three weeks of Lent.32 To be invited to preach during this series 

                                                 

 

sermon on weeping as “the only [appropriate] response to the enormity of the event.” See Shami, John Donne and Conformity 
in Crisis in the Late Jacobean Pulpit (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2003), at 175. Marjorie Lange (Telling Tears, 156-185) discuss the 
sermon’s treatment of emotion in relation to Early Modern Stoicism, but neither specifically deals with compassion, 
focusing instead on questions of excessive and moderated passions more generally. Peter McCullough deploys the sermon 
as an exemplar of utterly conventional (if especially competent) Early Modern sermon craft in “Donne as Preacher,” The 
Cambridge Companion to John Donne, ed. Achsah Guibbory (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 167-182. 
30 A notable exception to the critical predilection to minimize the pastoral and intellectual (rather than historical and 
biographical) content of this sermon is Katrin Ettenhuber’s brief exploration of Donne’s engagement with Augustinian 
models in this sermon in Donne’s Augustine: Renaissance Cultures of Interpretation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011) at 78. 
For a general overview of critical interest in the sermon, see Debora Shuger’s introduction to the sermon in her volume 
Religion in Early Stuart England, 1603-1638 (Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2012) at 302-4, in which she notes that this 
dismissal is perhaps not unique to modern critics: neither of Donne’s most notable contemporary fellow commentators on 
John 11 (Calvin’s Commentaries on John and Cornelius a Lapide’s Commentaria in Scripturam Sacram ) were particularly enthralled 
by the interpretive and pastoral possibilities of the compassionate tears which so clearly seem to overwhelm Donne’s 
theological and social imagination. In their writings, both Calvin and Cornelius choose instead to highlight a different bodily 
example of Christ’s human affections—his groanings—which they characterize not as affective outbursts of fellow-feeling 
but as the battle cries of “a soldier preparing for combat against ‘the violent tyranny of death’.” 
31 McCullough places this sermon within the great Lenten court sermon series, and thus more likely to have been preached 
in the public pulpit rather than the private Chapel Royal (“Donne as Preacher,” 176). Ramie Targoff follows McCullough 
here (Body and Soul, 155), while Potter and Simpson take the lack of mention of the King’s name in the sermon’s title, 
coupled with contemporary reports that he had attended no sermons in the Chapel until Palm Sunday of that year, to place 
the sermon in the Chapel but without Royal audience and do not consider the possibility of it being preached at the 
outdoor pulpit (Sermons IV, p. 39). Donne’s large audience—the outdoor pulpit at Whitehall could accommodate nearly as 
many souls as Paul’s Cross, and the Lenten sermon series was immensely popular—thus likely included a mix of both 
aristocratic and middle class Londoners, and possibly the King and/or other nobles watching from the galleries above the 
garden. McCullough, Sermons at Court: Politics and Religion in Elizabethan and Jacobean Preaching (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1998), 47; McCullough, “Donne as Preacher,” 177 
32 McCullough, Sermons at Court, 48 
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was a mark of not only royal favour, but also popular relevance. The occasion was politically 

and socially meaningful, but also apparently held a great deal of personal significance for the 

preacher: as Donne wrote in a letter 1631, his Lent sermons at Whitehall were an honour 

and obligation that “as long I live, and am not speechlesse, I would not decline that 

service.”33 This, of course, is a pledge which Donne took to a characteristic extreme, keeping 

his appointment of his “old constant day” of the first Friday in Lent even to his last days 

and, much to the shock of his congregation, preaching his last Lent sermon in February of 

1631 while gravely and visibly ill mere weeks before his death.34 Clearly, for Donne to 

choose a text and theme as a focus for one of his Whitehall Lent sermons was to delineate 

the importance of that subject matter to his vocational and pastoral ambitions. 

In his consideration of Christ’s tears in this sermon, Donne offers his most explicit 

account of the nature and practice of human compassion. Donne’s incredibly brief preaching 

text for this sermon is just two words, “Jesus wept,” a verse compared to which Donne 

declares “[t]here is not a shorter verse in the Bible, nor a larger Text.”35 From this condensed 

text, Donne extrapolates a complex portrait of not only Christ’s compassion—the ostensible 

subject of the sermon—but also of the forms of human compassion that most closely 

approach it. Donne divides sermon into three distinct but related categories which 

correspond to the three scriptural instances in which Christ is described as having wept: the 

“humane” tears of an intimate personal loss at the death of Lazarus (the preaching text of 

John 11.35), the “prophetic” tears of an individual for the coming suffering of a group which 

                                                 

33 Quoted in Targoff, Body and Soul, 155 
34 Walton, Life of Donne, 70. Donne’s famed final sermon, posthumously titled Death’s Duell, can be found in Potter and 
Simpson X.230 
35 Donne, Sermons, 4.13.24 
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were shed upon Christ’s entry into Jerusalem (Luke 19.41), and the “Pontificall” or sacrificial 

tears shed on the cross for the sins of all humanity (Heb 5.7).36 The tears that Christ weeps 

over Lazarus are described by Donne as “a Spring, a Well, belonging to one household, the 

Sisters of Lazarus” from which all other instances of Christ’s compassionate tears flow.37 

Though Donne cites the “River” of Christ’s “Propheticall” tears over Jerusalem as 

“belonging to a whole Country” and the “Sea” of his “Pontificall” tears upon the cross as 

“belonging to all the world,” it is ultimately in the intimacy of his “Humane” tears over 

Lazarus that Donne locates the fountain most worth drinking from.38  

Christ, Donne suggests, is most fully human at the moment in which he experiences 

painful human emotion, as he weeps the tears that “declared him to be true man.”39 These 

tears are significant for Donne because “though the lineaments of mans bodie, eyes and 

eares, hands and feet, be ascribed to God in the Scriptures, though the affections of mans 

mind be ascribed to him, (even sorrow, nay Repentance it selfe, is attributed to God) I doe 

not remember that ever God is said to have wept: It is for man.”40 Surprisingly, it is not the 

literally carnal aspects of Christ’s incarnation which testify to his humanity, nor is it the 

purely emotional. Instead, it is the public and bodily display of sorrow that Donne defines as 

the uniquely human quality that Christ puts on. In Donne’s formulation, Christ’s tears are 

thus “teares of imitation,” an adoption of human affect that suggests to Donne’s mind an 

                                                 

36 As Marjory Lange notes, the form of this sermon is an inventive application of the traditional practice of dividing 
preaching texts into different semantic units (which then provide the structure of the sermon) in order to open up multiple 
avenues for interpretation and analysis. With only two words to play with, Donne “has chosen to divide the textual situation; 
he locates the explicit scriptural occasions when Jesus wept, enlarging and unfolding those situations rather than analyzing 
the words of the weeping.” Lange, Telling Tears, 174. 
37 Donne, Sermons, IV.13.64-5. 
38 IV.13.49-75. 
39 IV.13.138. 
40 IV.13.264-272. 
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unconventional response to a rhetorical question: “look upon me, says Christ in the 

Lamentations, Behold and see if ever there were any sorrow, any teares like mine.”41 Yes, Donne 

implicitly responds, our teares are like your teares, our sorrows are like your sorrows: though 

human tears are “not like his in value,” they proceed from the same “roote.”42 This 

insistence on the human source of Christ’s expression of compassion allows Donne to claim 

compassionate sorrow as both a Christ-like virtue and a “natural affection,” an act proper 

and germane to humanity.43  

What is most striking about Donne’s treatment of Christ’s weeping is that the tears 

which declare him “true man” are not shed over his own pain or suffering—his Passion—

but on behalf of the suffering of others: “He wept out of a naturall tendernesse in general; 

and he wept now out of a particular occasion. What was that? Qui mortuus, because Lazarus 

was dead. (…) Lazarus his friend was dead, therefore he wept, Lazarus, the staffe and 

sustentation of that family was dead, he upon whom his Sisters relied, was dead, therefore he 

wept” (331). Christ’s human compassion, which Donne imagines as the literal wellspring of 

his divine mercy, is provoked by a situation at once utterly devastating and completely banal. 

The Son of God is brought to tears by the loss of a single friend, and by his recognition of 

the effects of that loss on his family and community. Donne makes clear that Christ’s tears 

here do not spring from a generalized grief for undifferentiated human failing: he is not 

weeping, as he will in the “Pontificall” tears on the cross in the midst of his Passion, for 
                                                 

41 IV.13.253-256. 
42 IV.13.255. 
43 Though he does not discuss this sermon explicitly, Jan Frans van Dijkhuizen writes of Donne’s approach to Christ’s 
physical pain and passion as one which insists upon Christ’s suffering as “a unique event that can only be meditated on, and 
not imitated, by humans,” and yet which also entertains moments of “intensely physical, even erotic identification” with the 
Passion (Pain and Compassion, 102). The formulation of Christ’s compassion in John 11:35 as not only accessible to but 
modelled upon human sorrow is an important element in Donne’s complex vacillation between the physical, emotional, and 
spiritual registers of pain.  
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human sin.  Rather, the tears that Jesus weeps alongside the distraught sisters, Mary and 

Martha, and the crowd of mourning friends, are compassionate tears which flow from a 

reservoir of personal connection, intimate knowledge, and specific loss.  

If, as Donne asserts, Christ’s compassionate tears are both the model for and an 

imitation of human tears, then his weeping at the death of Lazarus makes several implicit 

arguments that will bear on Donne’s understanding of ideal compassion in the Devotions. 

First, the fact that Christ weeps at all—and weeps in sorrow—is an important rejection of 

the nearly celebratory response to the death of a neighbour that, as I discuss below, is the 

tendency of an ars moriendi tradition which discounts temporal pain as nothing when 

compared to the prospect of eternal joy. Donne speaks to this point directly: 

I stop onely upon this one step, Qui mortuus, that he was dead. Now a good 
man is not the worse for dying, that is true and capable of a good sense, 
because he is established in a better world: but yet when he is gone out of 
this world he is none of us, he is no longer a man. . . it is the union [of soul 
and body] that makes the man: And therefore when he is disunited, dead, he 
is none of us, he is no man; And therefore we weep how well soever he be.44 

 
There is no disputing that the souls of the Christian dead are in a better place, Donne 

concedes, but it does not follow that there is nothing to mourn in their being transported 

thence. Rather, the dissolution of body and soul—that crucial interconnection which Donne 

understands to be the source of personhood and which constitutes (as Ramie Targoff has 

correctly noted) “the defining bond” of Donne’s imagination—is a profound tragedy in and 

of itself, regardless of the naked soul’s heavenly destination.45 Thus it is that while Mary and 

Martha “made no doubt of their brothers salvation,” even in total assurance of this good and 

                                                 

44 IV.13.279-297. 
45 Ramie Targoff, John Donne: Body and Soul (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008), 1. 
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joyful news, “yet they wept.”46 Christ himself, who knew well that Lazarus would be raised 

imminently, also weeps. In this portrait of collective weeping, Donne insists that deep 

mourning and total faith in salvation are entirely compatible states. In so doing, he makes 

clear that the happy promise of heaven exists alongside, not as antidote for, the brutal sting 

of human loss.  

Christ’s tears also, Donne argues, recognize that the effects of suffering are not 

limited to the individual who suffers, but have far-reaching consequences for all whose lives 

are touched. Because of this, compassion, too, must address the wake of suffering and not 

just the instance of it. Though Christ’s raising of Lazarus ultimately restores him to his 

sisters and his community, it is not before Christ acknowledges the suffering that his death 

has caused. Donne lingers on Christ’s acknowledgement that Mary and Martha have lost the 

“the staffe and sustentation” of their family, the man upon whom their lives have relied and 

depended. He weeps, then, for the simple and yet profound reason that “Here, in this world, 

we who stay, lack those who are gone out of it.”47 Christ’s compassionate tears are not for 

Lazarus alone, Donne insists, but for all those who are left less safe, less loved, less whole by 

his departure. Donne’s teaching here is that even if pain is going to be healed, and wounds 

made whole, it matters that the suffering attendant upon those wounds is first experienced 

and acknowledged. True Christ-like compassion is, Donne insists, rooted not in miraculous 

healing, but in patient responses to common hurts. This sermon thus offers an image of 

compassion as a profound validation of the worth human mourning, and of the legitimacy of 

sorrow. 

                                                 

46 IV.13.307-310. 
47 IV.13.311. 
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The sharing of suffering that is compassion is given a new valence in Christ’s 

“Pontificall” tears. Here, in taking on the sufferings of human sin, Christ reverses the 

trajectory of compassion and offers his own figurative tears—in his Passion—for humanity 

to share in. This sharing of tears should bring the partaker to “that tendernesse, to that 

melting, to that thawing, that resolving of the bowels that good soules feele.”48 That is, the 

acceptance of Christ’s compassionate sharing of suffering should bring the receiver to a state 

of malleable compassion. Compassion is thus for Donne not only the means through which 

Christ demonstrates his love for humanity, not only the means through which he teaches 

others what love is, but also the means through which humans participate in Christ. For 

Donne, Christ’s compassion is a microcosm of his ministry, and the ideal model of human 

pedagogy.  

This is most clearly demonstrated in the twinned images which begin and end this 

sermon. Donne begins: 

I am now but upon the Compassion of Christ. There is much difference 
between his Compassion and his Passion, as much as between the men that 
are to handle them here…A great personage may speake of his Passion, of 
his blood; My vicarage is to speake of his Compassion and his teares. Let me 
chafe the wax, and melt your soules in a bath of his Teares now, Let him set 
to the great Seale of his effectual passion, in his blood, then.49 

 
Despite the deferential bow towards Bishop John Williams (who would preach that year’s 

Good Friday sermon), the chafing and rousing to emotion of the assembled souls which 

Donne ascribes to his own vocational duty is here a pivotal preparation for the reception of 

                                                 

48 IV.13.556-557 
49 IV.13.1-8. 
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the sacrament, rather than a mere opening act for a more impactful rhetorical performance.50 

Donne here imagines the role of the ministry as one in which powerful language (coupled 

with equally powerful delivery) sparks within the congregation a change of state—a 

melting—which readies them to come into transformative contact with the divine. Donne’s 

image of the melting souls of his audience situates affective response as the catalyst for both 

the humble disintegration of self and the simultaneous re-integration and expansion of the 

body of Christ. The individual soul melts in the “bathe” of Christ’s tears (here meaning both 

Donne’s preaching about those biblical tears and also the compassion which those historical 

tears represent), liquifying its own hard heart and becoming more receptive to Christ and to 

Donne’s teaching. In doing so, the soul metaphorically melts into and is incorporated by not 

only the metonymic tears of Christ but also the melting souls of the other congregants. A 

congregation of individuals dissolves into a healing bath of baptismal tears and is made 

whole again through the body of Christ “in the great seal” that is Holy Communion. Into 

this single fleeting image which opens his sermon, then, Donne condenses a powerful 

affirmation of shared feeling as educative, and a vivid example of the vulnerability that 

compassion both requires and produces.   

Donne concludes his sermon with an exhortation to compassion that repeats the 

imagery of baptism in tears with which he opened the sermon. Again, the tears take on an 

explicitly sacramental tenor:  

so wash thy selfe in these three exemplar bathes of Christs teares, in his 
humane teares, and be tenderly affected with humane accidents, in his 
Propheticall teares, and avert as much as in thee lieth, the calamities 

                                                 

50 The rhetorical effect of Donne’s deference is heightened, as Debora Shuger notes, by the fact that Williams, as Lord 
Keeper, would have been the literal bearer of the Great Seal (Religion in Early Stuart England, 305n1). 
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imminent upon others, but especially in his pontificall teares, teares for sin 
(…) the soul bathed in these teares cannot perish: for this is trina immersio, 
that threefold dipping which was used in the Primitive Church in baptisme. 
And in this baptisme, thou takest a new Christian name, thou who wast but a 
Christian, art now a regenerate Christian. (343-4) 

 
In re-working the imagery of his introductory paragraph, no longer are Christ’s Passion and 

his compassion linked merely linguistically, nor are they hierarchically ordered in their 

soteriological import. Compassion (in its human sense) stands alongside Passion (in its 

biblical sense) as necessary components to Christian salvation and Christian life. Full 

participation in Christ’s tears—that is, sincere affective engagement with the suffering of 

others—is here made akin to the rebirth of baptism, and to the surety of regeneration. For 

Donne, to emulate Christ is to learn compassion; to learn to be compassionate is to be 

reborn in Christ. Ultimately, the practice of compassion—the ability to weep and suffer with 

and for others—is for Donne the realization of God’s final mercy:  

Weep these tears truly, and God shall perform to thee, first that promise 
which he makes in Esay, The Lord shall wipe all teares from thy face, all that are 
fallen by any occasion of calamity here, in the the militant Church; and he 
shall performe that promise which he makes in the Revelation, The Lord shall 
wipe all teares from thine eyes, that is, dry up the fountaine of teares, remove all 
occasion of teares hereafter, in the triumphant Church. (344) 
 

In learning to “truly” compassionate others, Donne suggests that what is ultimately achieved 

is the end of human suffering, the promise of paradise, through the healing that is 

integration into the triumphant body of Christ. The story of Lazarus represents for Donne 

the fundamental interrelation of compassion, affliction, and ministry which is bound up in 

the multivalent and sacramentally-inflected word “cure.” 

Implicit in this sermon’s cascading associative rhetoric is a circular logic which 

defines Christ’s participation in humanity as his ability to weep compassionate tears, and 
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defines humanity’s final approach to God as the moment in which all tears are removed. At 

the nexus of this relationship is a pool of symbolic tears in which the compassion 

exemplified by Christ’s tears, and the suffering represented in human tears melt into one 

another. In this sense, Donne implicitly argues that practicing human compassion is always a 

teaching of Christian compassion. Donne’s “vicarage” in this sermon, then, is not only 

narrate the compassion of Christ, nor merely to admonish his listeners to prepare the wax of 

their hearts for to approaching sacrament of Easter Sunday, but also to actively demonstrate 

what a melted heart looks like. Donne’s sermon must move his audience to literally feel their 

own compassionate tears as they figuratively bathe in the tears of Christ reflected in the eyes 

and words of Donne. In this way, Donne demands that his teaching be exemplary rather 

than didactic, participatory rather than spectatorial. Donne’s sermon is an understanding of 

compassion that is centred on suffering, not relief: to weep with and feel with one’s 

neighbour is to do the work of Christ; to participate in divine compassion, one must be 

immersed in human emotion and human community. Indeed, to borrow Donne’s figure for 

his own ordination, to learn Christ’s human compassion is to be “put into the poole and 

recovered,” to be brought Lazarus-like to new life, and to be made a minister of that new life 

in action.  

To further understand how foundational the metaphor of sickness and recovery is to 

Donne’s conception of his own ministry—and, conversely, how significant the notion of 

ministry is to Donne’s understanding of sickness and recuperation in the Devotions—I turn 

now to a Candlemas sermon Donne preached, probably at St. Paul’s, in early February of 
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1624.51 Likely the first sermon Donne delivered upon returning to the pulpit from his own 

sickbed, the sermon’s preaching text of Matthew 9:2 is of particular significance: “and Jesus 

seeing their faith said unto the sick of the palsie, my son, be of good cheare, thy sins be 

forgiven thee.” That this sermon on miraculous healing was preached by a body on whom 

the ravages of serious illness must have still been painfully evident to the congregants who 

witnessed his weakened frame lends the text a profound metatextual resonance in addition 

to its spiritual one.52  

Indeed, the liturgical occasion of the sermon, the feast of Candlemas, further 

emphasizes the preaching text’s theme of healing and reincorporation into the body of 

Christ. Though Potter and Simpson dismiss the sermon as being thematically unrelated to 

the feast day on which it was preached, preferring the more obvious symbolic references to 

Christ as the light of the world in other Candlemas sermons and claiming there is in this 

sermon “no allusion to the special character of the day itself,” there is in fact a rich 

connection between occasion, text, and message here.53 The day popularly known as 

Candlemas was, in the Book of Common Prayer, named a feast for “The Purification of the 

Blessed Virgin” and commemorated the presentation of the infant Jesus in the temple 

following the 40 days of isolation which traditional Mosaic law proscribed for new 

                                                 

51 Mary Ann Lund offers a persuasive argument for this dating—one considered but dismissed by Potter and Simpson, who 
are “not certain Donne had recovered sufficiently from his severe illness” and thus assign it provisionally to Candlemas 
1625—in her article “Donne’s Convalescence,” Renaissance Studies vol. 31.4 (2017): 532-548 at 542-44. This is sermon X.2 in 
Potter and Simpson’s edition, and their non-committal argument for the later date is discussed in the “Introduction” to vol. 
X at p. 10-11.  
52 Lund, in “Donne’s Convalescence,” also finds huge thematic resonance in the image of Donne’s still-frail body 
addressing the assembled congregants, describing this confluence of text and body as “a visual symbol of the movement 
from illness to recovery” (544). 
53 Potter and Simpson were clearly not fully convinced of the literary or religious value of this sermon, dismissing it as 
“quiet and not particularly interesting” (“Introduction” to vol. X of Donne, Sermons, at 11-12). 
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mothers.54 A version of this ritual, of course, survives into the reformed English church in 

the ceremony called “Churching of Women,” a service through which women were ritually 

reincorporated into the community through a public giving of thanks for their deliverance 

from the dangers of childbirth after a month of seclusion.55 It is no great leap for a mind as 

associative as Donne’s to grasp the conceptual resemblance between a mother’s return to the 

congregation, a preacher’s return to the pulpit, and a sick man’s return to health.56 

Candlemas, then, does in fact have deep roots which relate directly to the prevalent themes 

of Donne’s preaching text and also to his own immediate circumstances. It is not difficult to 

imagine Donne relishing the theatrical resonance of staging his return to active ministry on 

this deeply symbolic occasion. This sermon is thus in some sense Donne’s own 

“purification” and thanksgiving after a period of isolation, a symbolic second ordination or 

“putting into the poole” through which he is recovered by and reincorporated into his 

congregation. 

Both scripture and occasion speak to the importance of community in the recovery 

(both literal and metaphorical) of an individual Christian. The narrative of Matthew 9:2 

provides the basic arc which Donne’s broader consideration of community, faith, and 

healing will trace: a paralytic man is brought by four friends before Christ, who is in the 

                                                 

54 For a detailed examination of the history and controversy of this ceremony in the Reformation, see David Cressy, 
“Purification, Thanksgiving, and the Churching of Women in Post-Reformation England,” Past and Present vol. 141 (1993): 
106-146. 
55 As Brian Cummings notes in his edition of the BCP, the 1559 version of the “Churching of Women” ceremony responds 
to Puritan suspicions about the old naming of the ritual as “The Order of the Purificacion of Weomen,” and alters the title 
and references to purification throughout to the more neutral “Thankesgevinge” (see headnote to “Churching of Women” 
at p. 743). Cressy discusses Puritan aversion to the language and implications of “purification” in “Purification, 
Thanksgiving, and the Churching of Women” at length. 
56 Though Mary Ann Lund’s excellent article “Donne’s Convalesence” puts this Candlemas sermon in fruitful conversation 
with both the Devotions and with a sermon preached for the Churching of Lady Bridgewater (a confluence which certainly 
suggested the connection between Candlemas and Churching to my mind), she surprisingly does not note the conceptual 
connection between Candlemas/“The Purification of the Blessed Virgin” and the Churching ceremony.  
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midst of preaching a sermon to a large crowd, and the sick man is both cured and forgiven 

by Christ as example to the assembled multitude of the palliative power of faith. Donne’s 

emphasis in the sermon falls on the collective and compassionate action which provides the 

occasion for the healing, and serves as an important figure for his understanding of ministry: 

in the same way that the friends literally bring the sick man to God to be physically cured, so 

too does the minister bring his congregants metaphorically to God to be spiritually cured. 

Moreover, the sick man is himself made a sermon, a living example of not only the power of 

Christ the physician, but also (and crucially for Donne) the pedagogical power of 

compassion.  

Donne’s exegesis stresses that this story of miraculous recovery is firmly embedded 

within the preaching ministry of Christ, setting up his discussion of the miracle by reminding 

his auditors that “this history, from whence this Texte is taken, begins, and ends, with the 

principall meanes, with preaching; for, as S. Mark relates it, he was in the act of preaching, 

when this cure was done; and in S. Matthew, after all was done, he went about the Cities, and 

Villages, preaching the Gospell of the Kingdome.”57 Christ’s preaching is, for Donne, as 

worthy of attention as the miracles he performs, and is an exemplary model and imperative 

for all Christians: “This then was his way, and this must be ours, and it must be your way 

too. Christ preached, and he wrought great works, and he preached againe; It is not enough 

in us to preach, and in you to heare, except both doe and practice, that which is said, and 

heard.”58 In this formulation, the ministry of Christ, including his miracles of healing, is a 

pattern for not only the priest, but also the congregation. Engaging with the word of God, 

                                                 

57 X.2.149-152. 
58 X.2. 
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Donne suggests, is not enough: all who speak or hear it must also (after the example of 

Christ who “preached, and wrought great works”) do and practice the lessons imparted in 

scripture.  

Donne’s message here of the life of the Christian as one of an active and engaged 

faith is doctrinally unremarkable, but the particular way in which this exhortation to good 

works is woven into the twinned vocabularies of ministry and healing echoes the 

understanding of learning though mutual suffering that he explores in the Devotions. In the 

context of the miraculous healing that is Donne’s text for this sermon, the exhortation to 

“doe and practice” touches on both the pastoral and the medicinal valences of “cure”: 

Donne and his parishioners must metaphorically heal and minister to their neighbours 

through the charitable works which are an enactment of the teachings they hear and share. 

Receiving ministry compels a person to engage in ministry; being healed by the word of 

Christ obliges the patient to tend to the wounds of others.  

This insistence on the reciprocal imperatives of ministry, couched in the vocabulary 

of sickness and cure, is given even greater resonance in the particular features of the well-

known scriptural text that Donne emphasizes in his sermon. Recently returned to his own 

community from a long and strenuous period of isolation—an enforced seclusion which, as 

I will discuss below, troubled him deeply—what seems to capture Donne’s imagination most 

in this text is the role of the four friends in the healing of the paralytic man. In attributing 

the occasion of the miracle to the exemplary faith of the friends, Donne cites several 

examples of “the large and plentifull mercy of God, that for one mans sake…forgives 
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another.”59 He goes on to implore his listeners to employ what cures they can, whether 

spiritual prayers or material alms, to “relieve” the literal and metaphorical sicknesses of their 

neighbours: “wilt not thou save the life of another man that prayes to thee, when perchance 

thy soule hath been saved by another man, that prayed for thee?”60 Ministry, care, and cure 

are here pictured as cyclical and reinforcing processes in which compassionate action is 

understood as an extension or continuation of compassion received.  

Donne ends his sermon with a consideration of the communal effects of individual 

healing. Having demonstrated (in language that is strongly reminiscent of the pattern of the 

Devotions) that the cure of the palsied man is proof that “God gives better things, then we 

aske; They intended to aske but bodily health, and Christ gave spirituall, he gave Remission 

of sinnes,” Donne explains that the healing of the sick man’s body was intended for the 

benefit of the assembled multitude:  

And then, in the last act he joynes both together; he satisfies the patient, and 
he satisfies the beholders too: he gives him his first desire, bodily health; He 
bids him take up his bed and walk, and he doth it; and he shewes them that he is 
God, by doing that, which (as it appears in the Story) was harder in their 
opinion, then remission of sins, which was, to cure and recover a diseased 
man, only by his word.61 

 
The body of the sick man thus becomes a further proof for the faithful, and an occasion of 

conversion for the faithless. The process of healing has impacts which reverberate far 

beyond the individual who is healed: in making one man’s body whole, Christ makes whole 

the souls of all those who see and are converted, and all those who hear of his works and are 

brought to him. It is for this reason, Donne remarks early in the sermon, that Christ’s 
                                                 

59 X.2.231-2. 
60 X.2.289-301. This is a direct reversal of a famous passage in the Devotions which I discuss further below, in which the 
death of one man is a punishment for the sins of another. 
61 X.2.657-662. 
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healing miracles can be considered “transitory and occasionall Sacraments…miracles, of 

which every one, well considered…may justly be thought to have gained more and more, 

upon his Auditory.”62 In the example of one body made whole, many souls are brought in to 

the fold. This metaphor for ministry is a potent one for Donne, and one that resonates 

strongly throughout the Devotions. 

Freshly returned from his own brush with mortality, then, Donne’s first act in his 

congregation is to present his parishioners with a story of a sick man who is healed not 

through his own merits, but through the faith and care of his friends; healed not only in 

body, but more importantly in the forgiveness of sins; healed not for his own sake, but for 

the edification of those who witness his recovery. The physical presence of Donne’s own 

recently ill and unexpectedly healed body underscores and intensifies the sermon’s lesson: 

Donne himself is an image or type of the man brought before Christ in the prayers of his 

friends and congregants, the man whose sins were forgiven and soul healed, the man whose 

recovered body has the power to convert those who witness it. Moreover, Donne as 

preacher is also figuratively in the position of the friends who (literally) bring the sick to 

Christ, a member of the community whose faith and acts of ministry occasion the spiritual 

healing of others. Donne’s sermon thus rehearses rhetorically the reintegration into the body 

of Christ that his recovery and return to the pulpit represent. He is the image of a man 

freshly recovered from the pool of sickness, a man cured for the benefit of others.  

To understand what sort of sense his congregants might have made of his sickness 

and recovery, and what sorts of texts his own narration of his sickness is in conversation 

                                                 

62 Donne, Sermons, X.2.153-156. 
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with, I turn now to the manuals of the art of dying well that comprise the literary pool into 

which Donne tosses the stone that is his Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions.  

“This Schole of Death”: Learning to Suffer 

In the London of the early seventeenth century, the onset and progress of an illness 

like the one Donne contracted in late 1623 was a fraught and frightening experience, and 

one that was inextricably bound up with and shaped by the rituals and cultural practices 

surrounding death and dying. It was, after all, more likely than not that a serious illness 

would lead to death rather than recovery. Indeed, the especially virulent epidemic of typhus 

which swept London in 1623 and to which Donne fell victim, reportedly killed 400 

Londoners a week over the course of the autumn and winter, and the final death toll from 

various infectious diseases that year was upwards of 11,000 souls.63 Serious illness, then, was 

more readily understood as the precursor to death, rather than a temporary loss of health, 

and the devotional manuals for the sick which were printed and read in large numbers in the 

early seventeenth century, and which are modelled on the liturgical rite of the “Order for the 

Visitacion of the Sick,” reflect this understanding of illness as (to borrow Donne’s phrase) a 

“schole of death” (95.1).  

These manuals, which most often took the form of collections of occasional prayers 

and citations and discussion of appropriate scriptural quotations, offered readers the tools 

                                                 

63 John Graunt, in Natural and political observations mentioned in a following index, and made upon the bills of Mortality, (London: 
1662), at 36 states that “Pestilentiall diseases, as Purple-Fevers, Small-Pox, &c., do forerun the plague a year, two, three, for in 
1622; there died but 8000. in 1623; 11000: in 24. about 12000: till in 1625 there died of all Diseases above 54000.” The 
figure of 8000 deaths from typhus in 1623 given by Kate Frost in “Prescription and Devotion: The Reverend Doctor 
Donne and the Learned Doctor Mayerne—Two Seventeenth-Century Records of Epidemic Typhus Fever,” Medical History 
22 (1978): 408-416 at 408 is clearly a misreading of Graunt’s idiosyncratic punctuation. The figure of 400 deaths per week is 
cited in Jessica Tabak, “‘O Multiplied Misery!’: The Disordered Medical Narrative of John Donne’s Devotions,” Journal of 
Medieval and Early Modern Studies 46, no. 1 (2016): 167-188 at 167.   
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they needed to be ready for the torments of illness when they inevitably came, and to (most 

crucially) translate those bodily and spiritual torments into a death wrapped in the comfort 

of assurance rather than the fear of damnation. In the ars moriendi tradition, sickness is 

understood as a warning, a period of liminality which offers the afflicted person an 

opportunity to put their worldly and spiritual affairs in order before facing God’s judgement. 

Sudden death offered no such opportunity, and therefore the preparatory period of illness 

was understood as a gift of grace, a reprieve before the storm, and a chance to make things 

right. Of course, as the preponderance of manuals which repeatedly and forcefully stress the 

necessity of avoiding doubt in the throes of sickness suggests, this was not always an easy 

perspective to maintain. In the vulnerable spiritual and bodily state of illness, the temptations 

of despair were formidable, and the ars moriendi texts offered forward-thinking readers a 

preventative medicine against the attempts of Satan to shake the surety of the faithful in 

their most susceptible state.64 

Since Donne clearly has both the “Order for the Visitacion of the Sick” and the 

popular devotional manuals at the forefront of his mind while composing the Devotions, I 

want now to take a closer look at some of these texts in order to more clearly understand 

Donne’s sometimes conventional but often idiosyncratic engagement with what he clearly 

                                                 

64 There is a rich and growing body of scholarship on the early modern ars moriendi. Most instructive to me in understanding 
the religious significance of sickness in early modern England have been Amy Appleford, Learning to Die in London, 1380-
1540 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2015); Peter Marshall, Beliefs and the Dead in Reformation England 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002); Jenny Mayhew, “Godly Beds of Pain: Pain in English Protestant Manuals (ca. 
1550-1650)” in The Sense of Suffering: Constructions of Physical Pain in Early Modern Culture, ed. Jan Frans van Dijkhuizen and 
Karl A. E. Enenlkel (Leiden: Brill, 2009), 299-322; David Cressy, Birth, Marriage, and Death: Ritual, Religion, and the Life Cycle in 
Tudor and Stuart England (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999); Alec Ryrie, Being Protestant in Reformation Britain (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2013), esp. 460-468; Ian M. Green, Print and Protestantism in Early Modern England (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2000), esp. Ch. 6; and the chapter on Becon’s Sick Mans Salve in Mary Hampson Patterson, Domesticating the 
Reformation: Protestant Best Sellers, Private Devotion, and the Revolution of English Piety, (Madison, WI: Fairleigh Dickinson 
University Press, 2007), 80-154. 
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perceives as a deeply paradoxical genre. Many critics have, at least in passing, suggested some 

degree of affinity between Donne’s Devotions and the most well-known of the early modern 

ars moriendi tracts, with Thomas Becon’s Sicke Mans Salve being the most frequently cited 

comparison.65 What I will focus on here are the subtle but important ways in which Donne’s 

text departs from popular texts like Becon’s. These departures from the norms of the genre 

are always undertaken by Donne purposefully and are emblematic of how deeply he is 

thinking through the implications of the view of human suffering propounded in the ars 

moriendi texts specifically, and in the culture more broadly. Frequently, and certainly not 

coincidentally, Donne’s conspicuous divergences from the commonplaces of the genre occur 

in ways that draw attention to the aestheticizaiton of suffering which lurks more or less 

implicitly in these manuals. In the Devotions, I will argue, fetishizing suffering is shown to be 

anathema to the working of compassion. 

It will be worthwhile here to briefly examine the Book of Common Prayer’s liturgy for 

the “Order for the Visitiacion of the Sick,” as this rite provides the model upon which the 

ars moriendi texts build (and frequently expand). The “Visitacion of the Sicke” was an 

occasional service during which those too ill to attend regular church services were visited by 

the priest and other members of the congregation so that they might receive the sacrament 

of communion, make a confession, and be comforted in the face of their suffering. 

Intrinsically connected to the traditional corporal works of mercy espoused in Matthew 25, 

the liturgical service of the “Visitacion” was an opportunity for both clerical and lay 

                                                 

65 Thomas Becon, The sycke mans salue VVherin the faithfull christians may learne both how to behaue them selues paciently and 
thankefully, in the tyme of sickenes, and also vertuously to dispose their temporall goodes, and finally to prepare them selues gladly and godly to die 
(London: 1561). For critics interested in the manuals for the sick and Donne’s Devotions see, for example, Johnathan 
Goldberg, “Understanding of Sickness,” and Alexis Butzner, “I feare thee more.” 
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members of the community to come together to participate in the charitable work of tending 

to their neighbours’s physical and spiritual distress. A part of the liturgy in England since at 

least the eleventh century, versions of the Latin Ordo ad visitandum infirmum were present in 

each of the major liturgies of late medieval England, including the Sarum rite upon which 

the version of the ritual which survives in the Book of Common Prayer was based.66 Though 

some ceremonial aspects of the ritual were abolished in the reformed version (such as the 

medieval practice of singing the penitential psalms as the host was processed through the 

streets to the sick person’s house, or the anointing of the patient with oil which was excised 

in 1552), the “Visitacion” of Cranmer’s prayer book is by and large a condensed vernacular 

translation of the Latin rite in which the intention and function of the original service is 

substantially maintained. The purpose of the service is threefold: to confirm the sick in the 

tenets of their faith, to reintegrate them into the body of Christ through repentance and 

communion, and to offer—in the person of the ailing—an example of patient suffering to 

the assembled communicants. These goals are explicitly expressed in the priest’s opening 

exhortation to the patient:  

Derely beloved know this (…) wherefore, whatsoever your Sycknesse is, 
knowe you certainlye, that it is Goddes visitacion. And for what cause soever 
this sicknes is sent unto you: whether it bee to trie youre patience for the 
example of other, and that your faith may be founde in the daye of the lorde 
laudable, glorious, and honorable (…) Or els it be sent unto you, to correct, 
and amende in you whatsoever dothe offende the eies of our heavenly father: 
knowe you certeinly, that yf you truly repent you of your sinnes, and beare 
your sicknes patiently, trusting in Gods mercy (…) and rendre unto him 
humble thankes for his fatherly visitacion, submittyng your selfe wholly to 

                                                 

66 Amy Appleford outlines the dissemination and history of various versions of the Latin Ordo in Learning to Die at 23-54. 
See also Cummings’s notes to the rite on page 714-716, 741-742 of his edition of the BCP. 
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his will: it shall turne to your profite and helpe you forwarde in the right waye 
that leadeth unto everlasting life.67 
 

At once both a prayer for restored health and a preparation for potentially imminent death, 

the language throughout the “Visitacion” is remarkable in its continual vacillation between 

the individual and the communal address (a stylistic feature which is perhaps Donne’s most 

prominent liturgical borrowing). Though the rubric of the service directs the priest to deliver 

the above exhortation directly to the sick person, it is equally effective as a reminder to the 

assembled congregants of how they should bear their own corrective visitations (whether 

physiological or metaphorical), a reminder which would be powerfully reinforced by the 

image of the suffering soul around whom they were assembled. The priest enters in to the 

sick person’s house with words of comfort and inclusion: “Peace be in this house, and to all 

that dwel in it.”68 From the outset of the service, then, the focus is on the dual task of 

comforting not only the parishioner suffering from illness, but also on providing relief to 

their entire household and their assembled friends and family. As the service progresses, the 

various recitations and examinations of the basic tenets of Christian faith through which the 

priest guides the sick person serve not only to assure the ailing of the soundness of her 

spiritual state, but also to instruct the attendants as to how they should face affliction, when 

it inevitably falls upon them. Likewise, the exhortation to ensure that the sick person is “in 

charitie, with all the worlde,” and in a state of forgiveness towards their neighbours 

demonstrates that at its core, the “Visitacion” is a ritual that is deeply concerned not only 

                                                 

67 BCP, 165. 
68 BCP, 164. 
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with the preparation for the death of an individual, but equally with the perpetuation of 

loving charity that is the life of the community.69  

Based on this ritual, what was to become a wildly popular genre of handbooks for 

the sick and dying began to emerge in the late fourteenth century. In these manuals on the 

art of dying well, readers were prophylactically instructed in the craft of avoiding and 

combating the fears, doubts, and unmoorings of faith that might accompany experiences of 

pain, illness, or the approach of death. A proper and patient enduring of suffering is, early 

modern Christian writers insisted, essential to a godly life of faith. Yet it is not a natural 

response to bear one’s physical afflictions and pains with patience, nor is it an instinctive 

response to interpret those torments as, ultimately, a blessing. It is something that must be 

taught, and these are precisely the themes and lessons that permeate the ars moriendi texts that 

gained in popularity throughout the late middle ages, and that endured and proliferated 

across the Reformation and well into the seventeenth century. The aims and strategies of 

these texts, which attempt to “manipulate…understanding of pain” in order to “transform 

agony into ecstasy,” exist in uneasy tension with the mode of compassion as ministry to 

which Donne was clearly committed.70  

For many godly devotional writers of ars moriendi texts, the zeal with which they want 

to impress upon their readers the blessed opportunities which illness affords and the 

desperate need to avoid the sin of despair often veers into a fetishization of affliction itself. 

A clear example of this can be found in what is perhaps the most popular, and certainly the 

                                                 

69 BCP, 166. For an eloquent discussion of the role of vernacular versions of the Ordo visitandum in the increasing 
participation of lay people in late medieval deathbed rites, see Appleford, Learning to Die, 18-54. 
70 Jenny Mayhew, “Godly Beds of Pain,” 299. 
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most enduring, of the early modern illness texts which build off of the “Order for the 

Visitiacion” and the one with which Donne is perhaps in closest conversation: Thomas 

Becon’s Sick Man’s Salve, a perennial bestseller from its first edition in 1558 and well into the 

seventeenth century.71 Becon, a rural preacher and ardent Calvinist, was a prolific author of 

devotional texts, with more than 60 titles to his name; Sick Man’s Salve, weighing in at over 

600 quarto pages, was by far his most successful work. The text is modelled as a dialogue 

between a sick man, Epaphroditus, and the wise and godly neighbours who come to visit 

and comfort him in his time of mortal sickness. Despite its pseudo-dramatic form, the 

content of Becon’s text is didactic in tone as it progresses more-or-less systematically from 

the initial onset of Epaphroditus’ illness through to his death, a progression which is 

mirrored in the visitors’ learned expositions on the basic tenets of Christian faith, the 

theology of suffering, the practicalities of making a good will, and finally to their 

ministrations over the dead man’s body.  

Becon is quick to reinforce what will become the dominant pedagogical note of his 

text: following an exchange between Philemon and his accomplices about their dutiful 

performance of the godly and charitable work of visiting the sick, the neighbours expound 

to the suffering Epaphroditus the value of his illness, insisting that “the way to enter into 

glory is the Cros (…) Temporall affliction such as penury, honger, euil report undeserued, 

persecution, enprisonment, los of Goodes, sicknes, and whatsoeuer mortifieth the olde 

man.”72 Sickness, in other words, is a blessing, and a profound one at that. The suffering 

Epaphroditus is initially uncomfortable with this understanding of affliction, objecting that 

                                                 

71 See Green, Print and Protestantism, 360. 
72 Becon, Syck Mans Salve, 16-17. 
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surely such torments come to those whom God hates, not those whom he loves. Philemon’s 

response insists that the truth is precisely the opposite: affliction is a token of God’s favour, 

and a mark of election. The “crosse,” Philemon asserts,  

is laid vpon the godly at Gods appoyntment, and that not for their hurt and 
destruction, but for their health and saluation. For though our outward man 
perish: yet th inward man is renued day by day. For our trouble, whiche is 
short & light prepareth an exceading and an eternall waight of glory vnto vs, 
while we loke not on ye things which are sene, but on the things whiche are 
not sene. For yethings whiche are seene, are temporall, but thinges whiche are 
not seene are eternall73 
 

Becon here emphasizes, as he does in Philemon’s opening lament which marvels at the 

suddenness of Epaphroditus’s disease, the transitory and fleeting nature of human 

experience: just as Epaphroditus’s health was transformed into sickness in an almost 

impossibly short time, so too will the sufferings wrought by that change be “short and light,” 

insignificant in relation to the “eternall” glory that awaits the blessed in heaven. Indeed, even 

these brief and inconsequential troubles barely register in the consciousness of the godly 

who, Philemon contends, are so laser-focused on their heavenly reward that they are happily 

blind to the torments of the earth. It is not only rhetorically or metaphorically that suffering 

should be understood as blessing; in Becon’s vision, the translation of suffering to Godly 

visitation transforms the physical experience of suffering, too.74 One who is truly under 

“Gods appoyntment” will not feel their ailment as “hurt or destruction,” but will experience 

sickness as a recuperation health. Hurt, Philemon suggests, is a sign of too much attachment 

to the temporall and worldly body: if one truly was in good spiritual health, the aches and 

                                                 

73 Becon, Syck Man’s Salve, 21-22 
74 For an interesting discussion of the ways in which texts like Becon’s attempted to literally transform the experience of 
pain into pleasure, see Mayhew, “Godly Beds of Pain.” 
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pains of the body would be properly understood as “light” nothings that barely merit notice. 

Feeling sickness as sickness is, Becon implies, a sure sign that you are truly (and not merely 

temporally) sick. 

The concomitant implication here that a retreat from the world is a praiseworthy 

endeavour for a Christian becomes explicit in an exemplum offered by Eusebius later on in 

the text. Following a 30-page litany rehearsing the lessons to be gleaned from the expected 

paragons of biblical patient suffering (including Joseph, David, Job, and Toby), Eusebius 

tells the story of a hermit plagued by regular and terrible yearly illness who “greatly delited & 

felt much quietnes” at this annual sickness because he understood it to be “the loving 

visitation of God” and “an unfained token of Gods singular good will toward hym.” Yet 

after managing to survive an entire year without falling ill, Eusebius reports, the hermit was 

utterly distressed and “wept beyond all measure, greuously complaining that God had 

forgotten him, and denied him his grace.”75 The exemplum of the hermit is an embodiment 

of Philemon’s understanding of the cross as token of God’s favour, and bodily health as sign 

of spiritual sickness, but it is one that is taken to an extreme. Eusebius’s portrait here, with 

its hyperbolic language of inordinate mourning for bodily health and ardent coveting of 

bodily disease, verges on the absurd, and we might reasonably expect resident wiseman 

Philemon to interrupt with a response which corrects the fetishization of suffering that the 

hermit (and Eusebius) engages in. Instead, Philemon accedes to Eusebius’s characterization 

of the man as laudable, and expounds further upon the meaning readers should take from 

Eusebius’s exemplary hermit: “This history also sheweth howe necessary and wholsome, 
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sicknes is to a Christen man, and that corporall affliction is a certaine perswasion to a 

faythfull conscience of Gods singulare good wyll and fatherly fauour towarde vs.”76 God 

chastises those he loves, Philemon reasons (quoting Revelation 3:19 and Proverbs 3:11-12) , 

and therefore we must take our rebukes not as rebukes but as reassurance that God delights 

in us.  

While Becon’s weeping hermit is an extreme example, it is a commonplace of early 

modern devotional treatises for the sick that illness, even (or especially) excruciating or fatal 

illness, is best understood as a gift from God, a corrective encounter with one’s own 

sinfulness that offers an undeserved and merciful opportunity to repent and amend one’s 

life, and that in so doing brings the sufferer closer to God. This is certainly the position of 

another of the period’s most popular devotional treatises, Lewis Bayly’s perennial bestseller 

The practise of pietie, first published in 1612 and reprinted with great frequency well into the 

next century.77 Though Bayly’s is not exclusively an ars moriendi text, of the fourty-four titled 

sections listed in Bayly’s table of contents, well over a third (sixteen sections) are directly 

concerned with illness or illness-induced preparation for death.78 

Bayly is exhaustive in his enumeration of the spiritual benefits of sickness, advising 

those who may have, in the heat of their illness, momentarily wavered in their steadfast faith 

to remember the reasons that God visits sickness upon his people: the torments of illness are 

pedagogical, a means of teaching sinners the dire nature of their sinful state, but they are also 

                                                 

76 Becon, Syck man’s salve, 64. 
77 Green, as ever, provides a thorough overview of the printing and reception history of Bayly’s text, as well as a concise 
contextualization of Bayly’s place in the landscape of early modern English devotional writers, of whom he claims Bayly as 
one of the brightest stars in a very populated firmament. See Green, Print and Protestantism, especially at 346-51. 
78 Lewis Bayly, The practise of pietie directing a Christian how to walke that he may please God, (London: 1613). By way of 
comparison, the next most extensively covered subject in Bayly’s manual, Holy Communion, has only four sections devoted 
to it. 
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(paradoxically) “assurances unto thee, that thou are in the right way: for the way to Heaven is by the 

gates of Hell: that is, by suffering paines in the body and such doubtings in the minde, that thy estate 

in this life being every way made bitter, the joyes of eternall life may relish unto thee better and 

more sweet.”79 Sickness is a “sanctified affliction,” serving as a “singular helpe to further our 

true conversion: and to drive us home by repentance to our heavenly Father.”80  In addition to the 

corrective, assurative, and penitential functions of sickness, Bayly notes that the pains of 

affliction also serve an exemplary purpose: our graceful and patient endurance of suffering 

works as a model for those who witness it, making 

manifest vnto others the faith and vertues which hee hath bestowed vpon vs: as 
also to strengthen those who haue not receiued so great a measure of faith as wee. 
For there can bee no greater encouragement to a weake Christian; then to 
behold a true professour, in the extreamest sickenesse of his body, supported 
with greater patience, and consolation in his soule.81 

 
This notion of the patient sufferer as a professor or teacher of faith to others is a 

common metaphor in the devotional writings of the period. Becon, too, has one of his 

exemplars of proper piety, Theophilus, hail the ailing Epaphroditus (himself newly-

instructed in the art of dying well) as “a lively scholemaister” from whom the assembled 

mourners can learn “howe we shall behave our selves, when God layeth the crosse on us,” 

and “what shall become of us hereafter.”82 Apart from the perhaps ill-considered choice to 

label a man in the final throes of death a “lively” instructor, Becon’s model mourners and 

model patient display properly pious responses to the sufferings of sickness: they are seen as 

lessons and opporunities, educative to those who experience them first-hand, and to those 

                                                 

79 Bayly, Practice of pietie, 883. 
80 Bayly, Practice of pietie, 832. 
81 Bayly, Practice of pietite, 835-6. 
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who observe their process from the bedside. Moreover, the fictive form of Becon’s dialogue 

draws a third class of student into the classroom of sickness: the reader, who learns not only 

from Epaphroditus how to ail and die well, but also learns from Theophilus, Philemon, and 

the other neighbours how to comfort the dying (through teaching them the true nature of 

their Godly visitation of illness) and how to profit from the example of the patient sufferer. 

Indeed, instructing the visitors of the sick how best to perform their charitable duties 

of comfort, instruction, and assurance was a central aim of the manuals for the sick. If 

primarily meant as instruction and preparation for the sufferer (that is, for any reader who 

wanted to be sure that if and when they fell ill, they would be well schooled in the correct 

interpretation and endurance of their illness), their value as tools and teachers for the 

attendants and friends of the ailing was nearly as important. Most texts which provide 

instruction to a sick person also include at least some information or material for the visitors 

to the sick-bed. Bayly, in addition to providing hundreds of pages of prayers and meditations 

for the sick person herself, also offers comforting scriptural passages, catechetical questions, 

and intercessory prayers specifically for use by the bedside visitors and friends of the ailing. 

Bayly considers his potential readership derelict enough in the proper performance of this 

work of mercy that he includes the following “admonition to them who come to visite the 

sicke”: 

THey who come to visit the sicke must haue a speciall care not to stand 
dumbe and staring in the sicke persons face to disquiet him; nor yet to speake 
idly, and to aske vnprofitable questions as most doe. If they see therefore that 
the sicke party is like to die, let them not dissemble: but louingly, and 
discreetly admonish him of his weakenesse, and to prepare for eternall life. One 
houre well spent, when a mans life is almost out-spent: may gaine a man the 
assurance of eternal life. Sooth him not vvith the vaine hope of this life: least 
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thou betray his soule to eternall death. Admonish him plainely of his estate, 
and aske him briefly, these or the like questions.83 

 
Bayly is concerned here with two issues: that the visitors’ own fear or sadness at the sight of 

their ailing friend will be obvious and discomfiting to the sick; and that in attempting to 

comfort their friend, the visitor will lie about how dire the situation is, and thus dilute the 

urgency of the patient’s preparations for death. These errors would not only be ineffectual 

consolations, but could actually harm the dying man by dislodging his faith at the crucial 

hour. The most compassionate thing a neighbour can do, Bayly insists, is to avoid engaging 

in precisely the sort of comforting half-truths that might be an instinctual response from a 

well-meaning visitor hoping to soothe the suffering patient. Instead, the only true 

consolation and comfort a friend can offer a fellow Christian is the plain unvarnished truth 

about their physical prognosis, and an exhortation that they ready themselves for death by 

repenting of their sins and rehearsing the tenets of the faith. The rest, Bayly implies, is up to 

God. 

The lack of confidence Bayly betrays in the competence of the lay visitors to the sick 

is even more pronounced in an ars moriendi treatise that first appeared in 1595, William 

Perkins’ A salve for a sicke man. In his railing against the lack of preparation of most lay 

visitors to the sick (a diatribe which Bayly clearly borrowed from but softened and shortened 

considerably), Perkins emphasizes that while “in equitie it should be the dutie of euery 

                                                 

83 Bayly, Practice of pietie, 909-910. 
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Christian man to comfort his brother in sicknesse,” in practice there are disturbingly few 

with the aptitude and spiritual knowledge to safely do so.84 Perkins warns against 

the common fault of men and women when they come to visit their 
neighbours and friends they can not speake a word of instruction and 
comfort, but spend the time either in silence, gazing, and looking on; or in 
vttering wordes to little or no purpose saying to the sicke partie, that they are 
sorie to see him in that case, that they wold haue him to be of good comfort, 
but wherein, and by what meanes they cannot tel: that they doubt not but 
that he shall recouer his health and liue with them still, & be merry as in 
former time: that they will pray for him: whereas al their prayers are nothing 
else but the Apostles Creede, or the ten Commandements, & the Lords 
praier vttered without vnderstanding. And this is the common comfort that 
sicke men gette at the hands of their neighbours, when they come vnto them: 
and all this comes either because men liue in ignorance of Gods word, or 
because they falsely thinke that the whole burthen of this dutie lies vpon the 
shoulders of the minister.85 

 
Perkins is even more explicit than Bayly in his insistence that expressions of compassion—

“that they are sorie to see him in that case, that they wold haue him to be of good 

comfort”—have no place at the sickbed. Perkins doesn’t deny that the neighbours’ hopes for 

recovery and earnest wishes that their friend might “lieu with them still, & be merry as in 

former time” will be received as a comfort by the sick or dying: these reminders of happier 

times shared amidst the love of friends are acknowledged as an effective and instinctual 

solace to one who is afraid to die and leave that love behind. But this is empty consolation, 

Perkins maintains, a misdirected good intention that harms rather than helps a person whose 

only thoughts should be to “arme & furnish himself against the immoderate feare of present 

death.”86 The duty of the visitors is to transform the suffering person’s fear of death into 

                                                 

84 William Perkins, A salve for a sicke man. or, A treatise containing the nature, differences, and kindes of death as also the right manner of 
dying well. And it may serue for spirituall instruction to 1. Mariners when they goe to sea. 2. Souldiers when they goe to battell. 3. Women when 
they trauell of child (London: 1611), 104. 
85 Perkins, salve, 104-5. 
86 Perkins, salve, 110. 
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assurance of everlasting life. Elsewhere, Perkins writes that the mercy required of those who 

visit the sick is “an holy compassion of heart [that] makes one man to put on the person of 

the other, and to be grieved for the miseries of an other.”87 Here we see that in practice, 

visitors are specifically urged not to grieve with the sick, but to admonish them that their 

suffering is not suffering at all, but a blessing. The sickbed, it turns out, is not a place where 

compassion is legible: rather than weeping with those that weep, Perkins argues, we must 

show them they have nothing to weep for.   

What these excerpts from popular ars moriendi manuals of the late-sixteenth and early-

seventeenth centuries demonstrate is how profoundly concerned English Christians were 

with the role of the community in navigating the liminal and symbolically loaded space of the 

sickbed. There was certainly no doubt that neighbours and friends bore a duty of care to the 

sick and suffering. But what that duty should consist of, and how the imperative to visit and 

comfort the sick should interact with a theology of sickness itself as loving visitation from 

God, provoked a counter-intuitive version of compassion. In the excerpts above, there is no 

sense of shared suffering between the ailing Christian and their bedside attendants. In its 

place, there is only an insistence that sickness, properly interpreted, is not suffering at all. As 

I will show in what follows, this logic is troubling to Donne in two ways: first, the 

celebration of suffering as a literal and metaphorical retreat from the world (emblematized in 

Becon’s absurd hermit, and implicit to an understanding of sickliness as godliness) seems to 

leave little space in the sick room for community, connection, or love. It is worth noting 

here that in all of the popular ars moriendi texts I consulted for this study, only one—

                                                 

87 Perkins, Godly and learned exposition, 24. 
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Christopher Sutton’s 1600 Disce Mori: Learne to dye—offers any substantial devotional 

material for the comfort of the friends and loved ones of the person who has died.88 Where 

Donne in his John 11:35 sermon insists that even Christ weeps for “we who stay, [because 

we] lack those who are gone,” the authors of the ars moriendi insist that such tears are wholly 

misspent. The second, and closely related, issue that seems to trouble Donne’s implicit 

engagement with the ars moriendi is the intrinsic fetishization of suffering that both 

rhetorically negates the actual lived experience of pain, and simultaneously makes “holy” 

suffering something to be desired and brandished with pride. In their zeal to convince the 

reader that pain is both heaven-sent and the means to heaven, these writers, Donne implies, 

have perversely made a treasure out of tribulation. 

Donne’s rejection of the ars moriendi’s avoidance of real suffering is perhaps most 

recognizable in the sixth Prayer, which opens with an explicit plea that his capacity for 

compassion might be increased: “Give me tender, and supple, and conformable affections, 

that as I joy with them that joy, and mourne with them, that mourne, so I may feare with them 

that feare” (34.4-6). Donne here prays to increase his capacity for compassion, to learn from 

his own fear how to connect with others who fear. Donne is begging for an even more 

volatile affective experience than he is already undergoing, asking to increase his 

understanding of his own state and the state of others not through patient suffering, but 

through more fear: 

Let me not, O Lord, go about to overcome the sense of that fear, so far, as to 
pretermit the fitting, and preparing of my selfe, for the worst that may bee 

                                                 

88 Sutton’s “An exhortation to comfort those who lament and mourne for the departure of others” is equal parts 
consolation for mourners and justification of the act of mourning itself. See Christopher Sutton, Disce Mori: Learne to dye 
(London: 1600), 269-280. 
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feared, the passage out of this life. Many of thy blessed Martyrs, have passed 
out of this life, without any showe of feare; But thy most blessed Sonne himself 
did not so. . . Let mee not therefore, O my God, bee ashamed of these feares, 
but let me feel them” (34.8-19). 

 
This is a far cry from Bayly’s insistence, in his carefully itemized list of “Consolations against 

the feare of Death,” that the sick person must know “that it argueth a dastardly minde to 

feare” death.89 That this request occurs in the third movement of the Devotion—the 

Prayer—and not in the unsettled Meditation or the disputatious Expostulation gives it 

pedagogical weight. For Donne, it is precisely his fear—his doubts and psychological 

sufferings, his uncertainties and emotional upheavals—that creates the space in which 

learning, confession, and repentance can happen. The patient sufferer is, in Donne’s 

estimation, an unteachable one. 

It is in comparison to these “art of dying” works and their sleight-of-hand 

replacement of actual suffering with aestheticized visitation, then, that Donne’s Devotions, and 

its implicit and pervasive engagements with the concept of compassion, seems most 

illuminating. Donne’s text is not a wholesale rejection of the tradition. Certainly much of the 

basic theology and treatment of sickness in the Devotions is wholly conventional; there are 

countless points of overlap between Donne’s understanding of the spiritual meaning of the 

visitation of illness and the ideas espoused by Bayly, Becon, Perkins, and their ilk. Indeed, 

many of the biblical proof-texts and richly imaginative metaphors that Donne deploys 

throughout the Devotions (the stories of Lazarus and Hezekiah, the image of the sick body as 

a tempest-tossed vessel in search of a safe harbor, to name just a few examples) are 

commonplace standbys germane to the genre. Where Donne’s work stands apart, and where 
                                                 

89 Bayly, Practice of Pietie, 933. 
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the most consequential implications for his understanding of compassion emerge, is in 

Donne’s subtle but pointed deviations from the conventional treatment of suffering itself. It 

is to two striking examples of these correctives that I turn now: Donne’s sustained 

engagement with the pain of isolation, and his astonishing dark parody of appropriating 

suffering. 

“There is no Phenix”: Suffering Solitude 

If, as I have suggested in my discussion of Donne’s sermons on Christ’s healing 

miracle, the instructive import of engaging with the suffering of others and the 

compassionate work of teaching others were of profound importance to Donne, then the 

Devotions presents the reader with something of a puzzle: the text seems an oppressively 

lonely one given its sustained engagement with a subject that, for Donne, has such 

profoundly communitarian implications. Throughout the course of his literary illness, the 

only presences to enter substantially into Donne’s consciousness are the nameless and 

faceless physicians who come physically to tend to and analyze his illness, and the unknown 

neighbour whose death-toll provokes the famous musings of Devotions 16-18. Donne’s 

intensely inward focus throughout the Devotions has been described as producing a 

“claustrophobic sense of immersion (…) whose centripetal energy draws us further and 

further inside its orbit.”90 It is no doubt this undeniably immersive pull of the prose which 

has led most critics of the Devotions to read it as a persistently and unerringly self-examining 

text, a “personal narrative” (as Targoff classifies it) that is relentlessly and literally self-

involved.  

                                                 

90 Targoff, Body and Soul, 137. 
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 But what these readings miss in their focus on Donne’s “egocentricity” is the extent 

to which this claustrophobic solitude is experienced in the text as a wound, as an affliction 

worse than the physical or spiritual disease itself.91 Similarly, the obsessive self-examination 

which occupies the suffering speaker for twenty-three Devotions is obliquely, but 

powerfully, shown to be a limiting and discompassionating problem, a symptom of his sin-

sickness rather than a cure for it. For this reason, Donne’s engagements with the condition 

of solitude—that state in which the response of compassion becomes impossible—have 

much to tell us about his understanding of the role of compassion in human experiences of 

suffering. If, in conventional portrayals, cruelty or inaction is understood to be the antithesis 

of compassion, in Donne’s understanding, compassion’s opposite is solitude and retreat.  

Donne is forced into solitude early in his sickness, when it becomes clear that he is 

too infectious to receive visitors. As a result, Donne is deprived of the rituals through which 

English Christians made sense of their sickness. Indeed, despite the clear and repeated 

allusions to the "Order for the Visitation of the Sick,” and to the concept and purpose of 

visitation more broadly understood, throughout Donne's text, the literal visitation service 

itself is absent in Donne's narrative. As dire as the speaker's situation is, no priest enters the 

sickroom to offer the comfort and the healing of the sacraments; instead, the speaker's 

spiritual care is left entirely to himself and to God. Absent, too, are the more informal 

visitations—the type that would be classified as corporeal works of mercy—of friends and 

congregants that should have offered comfort and succour to their suffering fellow 
                                                 

91 For one surprisingly recent and explicit example of this tendency, see Alexis Butzner, “‘I feare the more’: Donne’s 
Devotions and the Impossibility of Dying Well,” at 357, where the Devotions are read as of a piece with the “Holy Sonnets,” 
and characterized by an author who “presents himself as still confused and overwrought throughout the account of his 
illness and remains characteristically egocentric.” Butzner’s argument throughout is that Donne forefronts experiences of 
fear, doubt, and impatience as a means of rejecting the premise of a “good death” as expounded in the ars moriendi.  
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Christian. Though the text obsessively ruminates upon and frequently alludes to 

metaphorical visitations of all kinds, these ritualized expressions of compassion enter into 

the text only allusively. This seemingly prominent lacuna has been essentially overlooked by 

critics. While some, most notably Jonathan Goldberg, have discussed the indebtedness to the 

"Order" of some of the key rhetoric and imagery of the Devotions, the fact that the ceremony 

itself is curiously missing from a text which is fastidious in its inclusion of the details of the 

patients' physical care seems not to have garnered notice.92 Yet I contend that it is precisely 

in this absence of these ritual forms of human mercy, the non-divine visitations that 

structure and alleviate the chaotic disorder of sickness (and sinfulness), that the most 

pressing concerns of Donne's text are being posed and worked through.  It is into that 

empty space—that hole at the centre of Donne's text where human mercy should reside—

that the reader is asked to step, and it is in that space that the Devotions attempt to do their 

own merciful work upon the reader. 

 It is in Expostulation 3, when the severity of the speaker’s illness begins to become 

apparent to himself and the reader, that we might reasonably expect the rite of the “Order 

for the Visitacion of the Sick” to occur, and therefore it is not surprising that it is in this 

passage in which the ritual is most explicitly alluded to. The catalytic occasion for this 

particular set of Meditation/Expostulation/Prayer is the confinement of the patient to his 

bed—the most literal of Donne’s figures of being physically brought low to mirror a spiritual 

falling—and his consequent inability to attend Church, neither as a preacher nor a 

                                                 

92 Kate Gartner Frost credits the similarity of language within the Devotions and the "Order" to the fact that "such a 
visitation likely occurred" in reality (Holy Delight 5), but makes no comment on Donne's choice not to translate that aspect 
of his illness into literary form. 
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parishioner. As Donne’s speaker is forced by his worsening illness off his feet and into his 

bed, he laments the physical debilitation imposed by his own “slacke sinews” which are 

become “yron fetters,” and the “thin sheets” which act as “yron dores upon” him (17.4). 

This imprisonment within his own bed is felt as particularly oppressive because it prohibits 

the speaker from attending Church, a fact he despairs of by lamenting that his bedridden 

condition “is not a Recusancie, for I would come, but it is an Excommunicaiton, I must not” 

(17.10-11). This language of excommunication, and its concomitant suggestion of denied 

agency (“I would come…but I must not”), is particularly apt for the speaker’s condition, as 

his inability to participate in Holy Communion excludes him from participating in the body 

of Christ, in both a literal and figurative sense. Shut in and cut off from the society of his 

fellow Christians, the speaker fears that he will be denied not only the fellowship of his 

congregants, but also an encounter with his God: “How shal they come to thee, whom thou 

hast nayled to their bed? Thou in the Congregation, & I in a solitude” (16.27). This 

juxtaposition of the speaker’s solitude against the Church’s society is a stark and 

unexpectedly dark paraphrase of Matthew 18:20 (“For where two or three are gathered 

together in my name, there am I in the midst of them”), one that highlights the traumatic 

dislocation from Christ which Donne understands as the necessary corollary of a dislocation 

from the community. While Donne tentatively offers hope that his “friends may carrie mee 

home to thee, in their prayers in the Congregation,” without the “visitation of thy Spirit, 

and…the seale of thy Sacrament” his integration into the community is dangerously cut off. 

This figurative excommunication of the bedridden or the ailing is precisely what the 

“Order of the Visitacion of the Sicke” was designed to alleviate and prevent, and so it is 

striking that in his longing for human and divine connection throughout the third devotion, 
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Donne’s speaker explicitly adopts the language of this ritual to express his disorientation and 

disconnection. The anxious patient disputatiously asks of God why he should be left 

“nayled” to his bed and unvisited, while biblical precedents suggest the willingness of Christ 

to intervene in the illnesses of the immobilized faithful: “when the Centurions servant lay 

sicke at home, his Master was faine to come to Christ; the sicke man could not. Their friend 

lay sicke of the Palsey, and the four charitable men were faine to bring him to Christ, he could 

not come. Peters wives mother lay sicke of a fever, & Christ came to her, shee could not come 

to him” (16.28-32). In each of these cases, the patient was healed despite their inability to 

physically come to Christ of their own power. The first and last of the scriptural references 

here (alluding to passages from Matthew 8) are precisely those cited by the officiant during 

the second prayer of the “Visitacion” when he asks God to “Extend thy accustomed 

goodness to this thy servaunt whiche is greved with sycknesse, visit him O Lorde, as thou 

diddest vistit Peters wifes mother, and the capitenes servaunt.”93 While in the context of the 

“Visitacion” service the allusion to these healing miracles is meant to remind the congregants 

both of God’s mercy and of their duty to endure his corrective visitations with faith and 

patience, early modern readers, familiar with the patterns and tropes of the “Visitacion,” 

would have recognized the irony of Donne’s paraphrase of the service: where those words 

should inspire comfort in the hearers that the sickness is the will of God and sent for the 

good of the afflicted, instead they are offered as an example of the patient’s real suffering.94  

                                                 

93 BCP, 165. Becon in Syck Mans Salve puts this prayer in the mouth of Philemon at 288. 
94 In a 19th century annotated edition of the BCP, Rev. John Henry Blunt describes the intention of the prayer as follows: 
“This second collect sets forth sickness as an instrument in the hand of the Almighty for good, and prays that the present 
trial may be sanctified to the sufferer. The ‘accustomed goodness’ of God is here invoked, not for the recovery of the 
patient, or even for support under trial, but that the fatherly correction may work the end God has intended in sending it.” 
See Blunt, The Annotated Book of Common Prayer, rev. ed. (London: Rivingtons, 1872), 279. 
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 The spiritual problem of solitude is explored in detail in Devotion 5. Donne begins 

this meditation with an anguished cry against his isolation: “As Sicknesse is the greatest 

misery, so the greatest misery of sicknes is solitude” (24.28-29), and goes on to detail the 

manifold ways in which solitude is both unnatural and un-Christian:  

Solitude is a torment, which is not threatened in hell it selfe. Meere vacuitie, the 
first Agent, God, the first instrument of God, Nature, will not admit; Nothing can 
be utterly emptie; but so neere a degree towards Vacuitie, as Solitude, to bee but 
one, they love not….the abhorrers of Solitude, are not solitary, for God,  and 
Nature, and Reason concurre against it. (25.2-26.4)  

 
For Donne, the isolation imposed by his illness is worse even than any of the physical or 

spiritual pains which he suffers as a result of his sickness. Solitude is a state that nature and 

reason abhor, and comes perilously close to nothingness, a state that God prohibits. Even 

hell, Donne argues, is at least filled with company, and in this crucial respect his worldly 

quarantine is a state that is worse than eternal hellfire. It is a characteristically provocative 

argument, but it is one that Donne makes with utmost sincerity. In seeing his illness-induced 

isolation as worse than anything threatened in hell, as worse than all possible states of being 

(since only emptiness, which is not possible, could be worse) Donne here puts forward his 

strongest objection to the early modern ars moriendi tradition in which he is engaged, an 

objection which is dampened but never truly quieted, acknowledged but never satisfactorily 

answered throughout the Devotions. It is an objection that is bound up with the essential 

paradox that Donne descries at the heart of understandings of illness as spiritually beneficial: 

bodily suffering makes visible the essential sinfulness of humanity, but what “blessing” or 

“profit” can there be in an experience which so severely cuts off the physically and spiritually 

ailing from the community and rituals which might succor them? While Donne’s isolation is 

a literal one, his critique extends also to the figural isolation implicit in a theology of 
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suffering which insists the world is only ever painful, and that (as Perkins’s scriptural 

epigraph to his Salve for a sicke man asserts) “the day of death is better than the day that one is 

borne.”95 

For Donne’s complaint here is not merely one of loneliness, not merely a matter of 

being forced to endure his torments uncomforted (though this, too, is a concern that Donne 

takes deeply seriously). Instead, it is a metaphysical argument about the unnatural 

ungodliness of separation and isolation. Donne’s tirade against solitude, though occasioned 

by his literal isolation due to his infectiousness, relies upon his understanding of the 

temporal world as a reflection of the eternal one, and of human societies as made in God’s 

image: God is triune, and thus “himself would admit a figure of Society, as there is a plurality of 

persons in God,” despite God’s essential oneness (25.15-16). Heaven, with its “orders of 

Angels, and Armies of Martyrs,” is thus an image of God’s multiplicity, and earthly 

communities of “Families, Cities, Churches, Colleges, all plurall things” are in their turn an image 

of heavenly ones (25.19-20). Even these two versions of community are not, Donne 

explains, sufficient reflections of God’s love of “Societie, and communion” if they remain 

distinct and separate, so “lest either of these should not be company enough alone, there is 

an association of both, a Communion of Saints, which makes the Militant, and Triumphant 

Church, one Parish” (25.16-23). It is hard to overstate the importance Donne places on 

community in this passage: it is the structure through which Donne conceives not only his 

own life and world, but his entire theological and metaphysical universe.  For Donne, 

solitude is a rupture of the very logic through which the universe coheres.  

                                                 

95 Perkins, Salve, 1. 
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The love that God has for “society” is not only reflected in the structure of human 

and heavenly communities, but also in the way that they are meant to function: people must 

be together in order to do good. This is, Donne explains, the reason that Eve was created, 

since God “saw that it was not good, for man to bee alone, therefore hee made him a helper; and 

one that should helpe him so, as to increase the number, and give him her owne, and more 

societie” (25.26-29).  Any human action that cloisters or inhibits communication and 

interaction among people is not true religion but rather, Donne argues, disease masquerading 

as doctrine. Donne’s argument is that all life, indeed all creation, is designed for community: 

for I think, I need not aske leafe to think, that there is no Phenix; nothing 
singular, nothing alone: … they will scarce thinke, that this world it selfe is 
singular, but that every Planet, and every Starre, is another World like this; They 
finde reason to conceive, not onely a pluralitie in every Species in the world, but 
a pluralitie of worlds; so that the abhorrers of Solitude, are not solitary; for God 
and Nature and Reason concurre against it. (25.31-26.4) 
 

Donne’s concerns in Mediation 5 are not only abstract theological or metaphysical ones. 

There is in the thrust of his inquiry also a profoundly simple cause to rail against solitude: a 

person alone cannot be of help to other people, for while “a man may counterfeyt the Plague 

in a vowe, and mistake a Disease for a Religion; by such a retiring, and recluding of himself from 

all men, as to doe good to no man, to converse with no man,” this creates “such a solitude, as 

excludes all doing of good here” (26.4-11).96 Solitude is not merely the opposite of good, it is 

the utter exclusion of the possibility for it. This is a powerful analogy in the context of the 

Devotions, in which bodily disease is consistently interpreted as an analogue for spiritual sin. It 

                                                 

96 Donne here alludes to a monastic tradition that was, of course, no longer current in England—there were no reclusive 
abbeys or hermetic monks taking vows of silence in England in the 1620s—but that, as Patrick McGrath has argued, found 
something of a new life in a resurgent asceticism in corners of the late Jacobean and early Caroline church. See the 
unpublished dissertation by Patrick J. McGrath, Renouncing Sex and the Self: Asceticism in Early Modern England, (University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 2015), especially at 44-49 
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is also, I argue, a pointed rejection of the model of holy suffering exemplified by Becon’s 

disease-desiring hermit. For Donne, there could not be a more backwards response to the 

gift of life than a retreat from society. Bodily sickness may cause or necessitate solitude (as in 

the illness that confines Donne to his room), but solitude is itself both the result and (more 

troublingly) the source of spiritual sickness. In Donne’s formulation, solitude spurs sin and is 

sin. To choose solitude, and to celebrate and lust after the sickness that is the sin of isolation, 

is to reject “God, and Nature, and Reason” (26.4). 

By contrast, a healthy religious practice is one that is engaged in the world, and 

conversant with one’s community. We can see this reflected in many of Donne’s concerns in 

the early Devotions, most especially in relation to the ritual and liturgical practices of his 

Church. The retiring seclusion forced upon Donne in his illness is abhorrent to him because 

it prevents precisely the sort of conversation and communion which is, for him, the essence 

of what he calls “working Charitie” (25.13-14). Certainly, Donne is deeply disturbed by his 

own inability to practice his vocation of preaching: he cries out in Expostulation 3 “Why 

callest thou me from my calling?” (17.12), the homophony of “callest” and “calling” echoing 

in the chasm that has opened up between Donne’s vocation and God’s decree. Out of the 

pulpit, in the prison of his sickbed, Donne fears not only that he can’t be helped, but more 

disturbingly that he can’t help anyone else.   

This discussion of solitude as catastrophic is related in crucial ways to Donne’s 

understanding of compassion. In the Christmas Day sermon preached at St. Paul’s in 1627, 

Donne allows himself a digression which makes clear how intimately connected the concepts 

of community and compassion are for Donne: 
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Slide wee in this note by the way; God loves not singularity: God bindes us 
to nothing, that was never said but by one: As God loves Sympathy, God 
loves Symphony; God loves a compassion and fellow-feeling of others 
miseries, that is Sympathy, and God love Harmony, and fellow-beleeving of 
others Doctrines, that is Symphony: No one man alone makes a Church; no 
one Church alone makes a Catholique Church….[it] is excellently said by that 
excellent Father: God that dwels in us, will sustaine the building, and repaire 
the building out of our selves; that is, he will make us Tutelar Angels to one 
another; and a holy, and reverentiall respect to one another, in good 
conversation, shall keep us from many sinfull actions, which we would 
commit if we were alone.97 

 
Community, Donne argues, is the preventative medicine which limits human sinfulness. To 

be kept away is to court disease more serious than any typhoid fever, because solitude 

dissolves the compassionate and reciprocal bonds of mutual learning and healing that 

suffuse Donne’s pedagogy and ministry. Contrast this with Perkins’s denigration of human 

society in his Salve, where one of the alleged comforts offered to the ill is that they will finally 

escape the tortures of society: “Lastly, it is a great miserie that the people of God are 

constrained in this world to liue & conuerse in the companie of the wicked; as sheepe are 

mingled with goats which strike them, annoy their pasture; and muddie their water.”98 A far 

cry from Perkins’s insistence (in his commentary on the Sermon on the Mount) that we must 

embed ourselves within the suffering of our neighbours in order to work the mercy that is 

the sign of faith, the misanthropy on display in his manual for the sick is an extreme but 

pervasive characteristic of the ars moriendi, and one that Donne’s Devotions forcefully refutes. 

The powerful irony of Donne’s discussion of solitude in the Devotions is that it is this 

experience of the anguish of solitude that ignites the first real spark of compassion in the 

text. Donne’s experience of solitude is brought to bear in a profound moment at the end of 

                                                 

97 VIII.5.911-927. 
98 Perkins, Salve, 37. 
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the seventh expostulation. Suddenly finding himself delivered from his isolation and about 

to be inundated with a flock of physicians, Donne embarks upon the following 

heartwrenching rumination: 

But why doe I exercise my Meditation so long upon this, of having plentifull 
helpe in time of need? Is not my Meditation rather to be enclined another 
way, to condole, and commiserate their distresse, who have none? How many 
are sicker (perchance) then I, and laid in their wofull straw at home (if that 
corner be a home) and have no more hope of helpe, though they die, then of 
preferment though they live?. . . For they doe but fill up the number of the 
dead in the Bill, but we shall never heare their Names, till we reade them in 
the Booke of life, with our owne. . . How many are sicker (perchaunce) then 
all we, and have not this Hospitall to cover them, not this straw, to lie in, to 
die in,. . . and breathe out their soules in the eares, and in the eies of 
passengers, harder then their bed, the flint of the street? . . . O my soule, when 
thou art not enough awake, to blesse thy God enough for his plentifull mercy, 
in affording thee many Helpers, remember how many lacke them, and helpe 
them to them, or to those other things, which they lacke as much as them. 
(36.23-37.13) 

 
This evocative outburst has no analogue in the ars moriendi manuals. While Becon’s 

Epaphroditus bequeaths 400 pounds to the poor in the making of his will, his consideration 

of them goes no farther than the self-satisfied insistence that his money not be given to the 

idle poor. Donne, however, finds that in the throes of his sickness and the midst of his fear, 

his eyes are most profitably cast not up to heaven (as the manuals would demand) but down 

to the darkest and most forgotten corners of the city. Though Donne’s own experience of 

isolation was temporary, it was deeply edifying: his engagement with his own suffering gives 

him the affective tools to engage meaningfully with the suffering of others. Knowing with 

intense acuity what it means to be excluded from community and alone, Donne’s display of 

compassion is vivid and forceful. Donne’s focus here is not the characteristic move of the ars 

moriendi, which is concerned always to rhetorically convert a perception of suffering into an 

assurance of faith. Instead, Donne’s engagement is a specific and detailed acknowledgement 
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of the depth of another’s hurt. There is no attempt to comfort with words, no attempt to 

name the suffering as anything other than what it is. There is only a willingness to, 

metaphorically, lie in the ditch with those who have no other choice, and a resolution to do 

what one can to lift them out. This is, I suggest, the model of compassion that Donne offers, 

and the model that his illness has schooled him in. 

 “His afflicted members”: Mining Compassion in Bowels and Bells 

Precisely what it might entail to follow through on the logic of compassion hinted 

towards in Donne’s consideration of those “laid in their wofull straw” is explored in the 

midst of the renowned tolling of the bells sequence which comprises Devotions 16-18. In 

Expostulation 18, Donne expresses a commonplace and pious response to the death of 

others, a sentiment that likely appears alien or counterintuitive to modern readers. Having 

heard the ringing of the death knell from a nearby church tower which signals the final 

passing of one within the parish, Donne muses:  

the death of others should catechize us to death. Thy Sonne Christ Jesus is the first 
begotten of the dead; he rises first, the eldest brother, and he is my Master in this 
science of death: but yet, for mee, I am a younger brother too, to this Man who died 
now, and to every man whom I see, or heare to die before mee, and all they are 
ushers to mee in this schoole of death. (94.31-95.1) 

 
Donne hears in the ringing of the bells a voice which will “instruct mee, that I am a dead man 

now, or remember me, that I have been a dead man all this while” (96.14-15)—a momento mori 

that reminds him that physical death is imminent and spiritual death through sin is ever-

present. This conceptual transformation of one man’s tragedy into an opportunity for 

another’s edification echoes the logic of the “Order for the Visitacion of the Sick”—which 

suggests that sickness is sent to be a trial of one man “for the example of other”—and the 
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English ars moriendi tradition, which likewise insists upon the sickbed as a teaching theatre in 

which to “give your Friends a Christian example to dye.”99 But it is a logic that does not sit 

entirely comfortably with Donne. The three devotions that Donne spends working through 

the image of the tolling bells are some of the most troubled in the entire work. Intriguingly, 

Donne’s most volatile wrestling with this difficult concept is buried within a sequence that is 

often read as his most eloquent expression of compassion and community. Close attention 

to this overlooked passage of one of the most famous prose sequences in all of English 

literature yields a richer portrait of Donne’s understanding of the connection between 

suffering, compassion, and learning that informs not only our understanding of the 

complexity of the tolling of the bells sequence, but of the mode of the work as a whole. 

The graceful meditation on the interconnectedness of humanity that begins in 

Meditation 17 with the reflection that “No Man is an Iland” is one of the most excerpted 

passages in English literature, and when read in isolation it is easy to understand the appeal: 

in Donne’s insistence that “Any Mans death diminishes me, because I am involved in 

Mankinde” (87.5-10) is an astonishing expression of the import of human life, a beautiful 

affirmation of the meaningfulness of a single soul. It is an image of collectivity and 

incorporation that seems of a kind with those devotional discussions of compassion that I 

have been tracing throughout this dissertation which predicate their understanding of the 

possibility and origin of compassion on mutual involvement in the mystical Body of Christ. 

It is therefore perhaps unsurprising that the (much less famous) passage which immediately 

follows the pronouncement “It tolls for thee” should be deeply imbued with the rhetoric and 

                                                 

99 Bayly, Practise of pietie, 932; BCP, 165. 
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vocabulary of compassion. What is deeply surprising, however, is the use to which Donne 

puts this language. This little discussed conclusion to perhaps the most discussed of all the 

Meditations is thus worth quoting in full:100 

Neither can we call this a begging of Miserie or a borrowing of Miserie, as though 
we were not miserable enough of our selves, but must fetch in more from 
the next house, in taking upon us the Miserie of our Neighbours. Truly it were 
an excusable covetousnesse if wee did; for affliction is a treasure, and scarce any 
Man hath enough of it. No Man hath affliction enough, that is not matured, and 
ripened by it, and made fit for God by that affliction. If a Man carry treasure in 
bullion, or in a wedge of gold, and have none coined into currant Monies, his 
treasure will not defray him as he travels. Tribulation is Treasure in the nature of 
it, but it is not currant money in the use of it, except wee get nearer and nearer 
our home, heaven, by it. Another Man may be sicke too, and sicke to death, and 
this affliction may lie in his bowels as gold in a Mine, and be of no use to him; but 
this bell that tels mee of his affliction, digs out, and applies that gold to mee: if by 
this consideration of anothers danger, I take mine own into Contemplation, 
and so secure my selfe, by making my recourse to my God, who is our onely 
secuitie. (87.11-27) 
 

This is unmistakably the vocabulary of compassion. In the rhetoric of “taking upon us the 

Miserie of our Neighbours,” in the image of bowels as the deep storehouse of bodily and 

spiritual affliction, in the notion that the tribulation of another person might be usefully 

applied to oneself—in all these tropes we clearly recognize the familiar touchstones of early 

modern compassion discourses. But compassion—or, at least, any version of compassion 

that is recognizable within the framework of the early modern commentators I have been 

attending to—is decidedly not the functional thrust of this passage. Rather, what Donne 

does with this language is something quite foreign, and something that, in many ways, 
                                                 

100 The only critic who deals with this passage at any length that I have come across is Robert Jungman in a short piece for 
ANQ. Jungman offers a helpful explication of the possible Augustinian source of the gold mining imagery in this passage, 
positing Book 2 of De Doctrina Christiana and its analogous linking of the appropriation of pagan learning by Christians and 
the mining of Egyptian gold by the Israelites. While Jungman’s comparison of the language of Donne’s metaphor to 
Augustine’s is a convincing one, he does not address the substance of this passage in relation to the rest of Meditation 17, 
and the Devotions as a whole. See Robert Jungman, “Mining for Augustinian Gold in John Donne’s Meditation 17,” ANQ 20, 
no. 2 (Spring 2007): 16-20. Goldberg notes the passage briefly, but only as an affirmation that Donne ascribes wholly to the 
logic of the ars moriendi tradition (“Understanding of Sickness,” 511). 
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resembles a total reversal of the trajectory of compassion that we have come to expect from 

early modern engagements with the concept. 

Before delving deeper into the bowels of gold and mines of affliction that Donne 

exposes in Meditation 17, it may be a useful contrast to briefly recall a more conventional 

discussion of the death of a neighbour culled from the sick-bed genre that Donne is 

operating within. As we have seen, the patient suffering of the sick was universally discussed 

as beneficial not only to the sufferer (who through their pacific endurance of affliction 

accedes cheerfully to God’s will) but also to the assembled visitors, who are edified and 

emboldened by the godly patience of their friend, and thus are better prepared to face their 

own inevitable trials and sicknesses. Thus we see the sick and dying frequently referred to as 

teachers and instructors, “true professour[s]” and “lively scholemaister[s].”101 Donne, too, 

refers to himself in Meditation 16 as “a Doctor…teaching Mortification by Example…in a good 

University” (82.34-83.1). Nor does the pedagogy of suffering stop when the sick man passes. 

The actual death of a neighbour could be just as edifying to observers as the approach to it. 

Bayly ends his provided “Prayer to be said for the sicke, by those who visite him” with the 

following plea: “Teach vs in him to reade and see our owne end and mortalitie: and therefore to 

be carefull to prepare our selues for our last ends, and put our selues in a readidinesse against 

the time that thou shalt call for vs in the like manner.”102 Similarly, Christopher Sutton’s 

manual Disce Mori: Learne to Die offers “A Praier to be vsed by the assemblie at the time of 

the Christian mans departure.” This prayer is, given Protestant suspicion of prayers for the 

dead, directed not towards the soul of the newly dead but towards the edification and 

                                                 

101 Bayly, Practice of Pietie, 832; Becon, Sick Mans Salve, 513. 
102 Bayly, Practice of Pietie, 922-3. 
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reformation of the living. Less explicit than Bayly in linking the schooling of the living 

directly to the body of the dead man, Sutton’s assembly are nonetheless instructed to use the 

occasion of their friend’s death to pray that God will “make vs we beseech thee, that yet 

remaine, mindful of our mortalitie, that we may walke before thee in righteousnesse and 

holinesse all the daies of our life: and when the time of our departure shall come, we may 

rest in thee, as our hope is, this thy seruant doth.”103  

In all of these examples and throughout the ars moriendi genre, the misfortune and 

suffering of the sick is at least in part understood as a lesson for the living. This is explicitly 

one of the many justifications of human suffering promoted by Bayly who, as we have seen, 

suggests that the sick person should be grateful for the opportunity bestowed upon them to 

be an example of “the comfortable and blessed departure” of a faithful man whose pattern 

will “arme [others] against the feare of death, and assure [them]: that the hope of the godlie, is 

a farre more pretious thing, then that flesh and bloud can vnderstand, or mortall eyes beholde, in this vale of 

misery.”104 This teaching-through-misery is frequently understood as a part of a reciprocal and 

compassionate exchange: the visitors come to the bedside to give comfort and instruction to 

the sick, and in return they receive an example of godly endurance and peaceful dying; the 

sick person receives the consolation offered by the visitors’ assurances of God’s love, and in 

turn offers the visitors a vivid reminder of the urgency with which they must prepare for 

death. 

It is this supposedly reciprocal trajectory which is so compellingly and surprisingly 

interrogated in Donne’s mining for affliction passage. In a vivid metaphor for the mode of 

                                                 

103 Sutton, Disce mori, 268-269. 
104 Bayly, Practice of Pieite, 836. 
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exemplary suffering forwarded in the ars moriendi texts, Donne exposes what he understands 

as the troublingly self-centred impulse implicit and unacknowledged in the notion that 

another’s suffering should be instructive to those who witness it. In his musings on the death 

of his anonymous neighbour, the bell which tolls the neighbour’s passing instructs the ailing 

Donne that his own death nears, and prompts his reflections on the universality of death and 

his own inextricable involvement in the “Continent” of humanity. Donne compares the 

spiritual awakening he gleans from the tolling of the bell to a summons to church, noting 

that “As therefore the Bell that rings to a Sermon, calls not upon the Preacher onely, but upon 

the Congregation to come; so this Bell calls us all: but how much more mee, who am brought so 

neere the doore by this sicknesse” (86.20-23). The metaphor here is similar to the scenes of 

sickbed schooling discussed above: the dying man is the teacher who instructs the flock on 

how to die. The difference is in Donne’s forceful insertion of himself into the image: Donne 

places himself—already sick, already figuratively at the doors of the church—as an active 

and anxious parishioner. In this extended metaphor, Donne imagines his sick body as a 

zealot in the church of death, impatient for the sermon of affliction that the tolling bell 

announces.  

It is in light of this hunger for the preaching of illness that we should read the image 

of the ailing Donne figuratively mining the spiritual “gold” from the bowels of a dead man 

who can no longer use it. In the passage quoted at length above, Donne’s adoption of the 

rhetorical tropes of compassion functions not as a sharing of suffering that leads to an 

alleviation of misery, but as an avaricious theft of suffering that works solely to benefit the 

thief. Donne here describes one of the foundational tropes of the ars moriendi tradition, that 

the suffering of another can be a profitable blessing to those around her, as an image of 
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covetous hoarding, a “begging of Miserie or a borrowing of Miserie.” Though he couches his 

metaphor in a careful conditional construction—“Truly it were an excusable covetousnesse if 

wee did”—he goes on to describe the act of learning from another’s misery through the 

language of greed and lucre. Afflictions and tribulations are “treasures,” “bullion,” and 

“gold.” No person needs more of these treasures, since we are all “miserable enough of our 

selves,” and yet no person can have enough of them. This is because the currency of misery 

is, in this self-consciously grotesque formulation, exchanged for a ripening and maturation of 

the soul, a means of purchasing proximity to God. The inestimable spiritual worth of 

suffering, if it is converted through “use” into legal tender, makes the tribulations of others a 

juicy target of lust and engine of insatiability.  

In addition to his description of a hypothetical borrowing of misery as an act of crass 

opportunism, Donne’s language highlights the process of applying another’s suffering to 

oneself as a deeply selfish one. The currency of affliction is violently dug out from the 

“mine” (the homnym is, I think, intentional here) that is another man’s bowels: “Another 

man may be sicke too, and sicke to death, and this affliction may lie in his bowels as gold in a Mine, 

and be of no use to him; but this bell that tells mee of his affliction, digs out, and applies that 

gold to mee.” What began as a hypothetical or abstract musing is in the course of this sentence 

transformed into an immediate and personal situation: it is this bell that rings right now, this 

specific man who has died, his priceless “gold” which has been applied specifically to me. 

This move from the general to the specific case—from a rhetorical Everyman to a particular 

human neighbour—is a disquieting reorientation for the reader. We are sharply reminded 

that the tenor of this gold mining metaphor (that one person can learn from the suffering of 

another) depends upon understanding a human death as, in the crudest terms, an exploitable 
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commodity. Donne’s metaphor suggests that a theology of suffering which claims the 

edification of others as a central justification, as the ars moriendi implicitly and explicitly does, 

is prone to an opportunistic instrumentalization of people at the most vulnerable and 

frightening moments of their lives.  

Moreover, in likening the suffering of his anonymous neighbour to unconverted gold 

sitting untouched in a mine, and in assuming that this neighbour cannot or will not make use 

of it, Donne implies that the man has been deprived of the very thing that the rituals of 

visiting the sick and the ars moriendi are meant to deliver: the opportunity to make good 

spiritual use out of God’s bodily visitations of illness. The Meditation begins with a 

postulation that “Perchance hee for whom this Bell tolls, may bee so ill, as that he knows not 

it tolls for him” (86.5). This is precisely the dangerous spiritual condition that the ars moriendi 

were intended to prevent. The manuals refer frequently to strategies to ensure that even 

those who are in the throes of physical torments or incapable of speech are, before their last 

moments, able to assent to the central doctrines of faith and repent of their sins. Sutton, for 

instance, urges his readers to take care that “If the sick bee…not able to pronounce [the 

articles of the Creed] himself” or if they are “Distempered, as the best may be, in burning 

fevers, and otherwise, choler shooting vp into the braine, and the malignant humour meeting 

with the vitall powers, which may cause raving,” that special provisions be made by the 

assembled visitors to accept what few words the sick can say, or to speak the words for 

him.105 So long as the sick are visited, Sutton implies, there should be no reason that they 

cannot be well prepared for death. The implication, then, is that (like Donne himself) the 
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sick neighbour is not visited, not examined in his faith, not comforted. If Donne’s sick man 

was so ill as to not recognize his own death as imminent, there is little chance (according to 

the logic of the manuals for dying well) that his death has been a good one. In this sense, 

Donne imagines his neighbour as only party to one half of the mutual learning that the 

corporeal work of mercy of visiting the sick was meant to foster: while Donne takes for 

himself the valuable momento mori sparked by his neighbour’s death, the neighbour receives 

none of the exhortations, admonitions, comforts, or prayers that are the duties of the 

Christian community. What began in this Meditation as a resonant statement of mutual 

incorporation and shared fortune—“Any Mans death diminishes me, because I am involved in 

Mankinde”—ends in an unsettling image of visceral and potentially damning grave robbery. 

The disturbing arc of the entire 17th Meditation—from an expansive sense of 

community to a narrow consideration of self—is reproduced in miniature in the final 

sentence: “by this consideration of anothers danger, I take mine owne into Contemplation, 

and so secure my selfe.” The first half of the sentence, with its connotations of care and 

concern for another, seems to be heading towards an affirmation of compassion (I suffer 

with him) and a spur to merciful action (I pray for him, I comfort him, I do what is in my 

power to succour him). Instead, the meditation takes a hard turn into an alarmingly 

mercenary piety: this man’s misfortune and misery awakens me only to my own danger, and 

allows me to shore up my own spiritual fortunes. It is an instrumentalization of another’s 

misery in the baldest terms. It is also, of course, a rigorous application of the logic underlying 

the directives and platitudes of the manuals for the visitors to the sick. What the ars moriendi 

texts understand as a central element of the compassionate exchange at the heart of the 

merciful work of visiting the sick—you share your patient suffering with me so that I might 
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be edified—Donne’s stark and carnal metaphor reads as a deeply self-interested proposition. 

The insistence that suffering be exemplary is, in Donne’s formulation, not compassion at all, 

but something more akin to a one-sided sacrifice (on the part of the sufferer) and a callous 

appropriation (on the part of the observer).  This passage ironically deploys the tropes of 

compassion—the language of putting on the bowels of another—to show how traumatically 

Donne’s sin-sickness has distorted his conception of his neighbour. Despite the language of 

the final sentence of the Meditation, there is no true “consideration” here for the dead man, 

for the pains he has suffered, for the pain of those he leaves behind. Throughout the 

sixteenth devotion and most of the seventeenth, his sickness and impending death are 

understood entirely in the context of their benefit for the living. In Meditation 16, for 

example, Donne vacillates between understanding the dying man as a sacrificial whipping 

boy whose death is punishment for Donne’s own sins (82.12-15), and as a co-conspirator in 

whom Donne is convicted and “executed, by Atturney” (82.24-26). In mining the miseries of 

his neighbour (and pushing the logic of exemplary suffering to its most extreme conclusion), 

what Donne finds is not compassion, but an evisceration of the bowels of mercy. 

This abrupt and disturbing conclusion to Meditation 17 must, I argue, be 

meaningfully incorporated into our understanding of the preceding passage, and of the entire 

tolling of the bells sequence. If we cannot make sense of this strange and disturbing 

metaphor, we cannot appreciate the fullness of Donne’s engagement with the perhaps more 

easily digestible sentiments of “no man is an iland,” nor can we understand the vacillating 

and constantly internally-correcting form of the Meditation, Expostulation, Prayer structure. 

In short, Donne’s method requires that we first register the audaciousness and the 

discomfort of the mining metaphor in order to appreciate its profound implications for our 
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understanding of his argument about divine mercy and human compassion. We need to be 

disgusted by the image’s apparent callousness in order to be corrected by its actual 

profundity.  

The key point comes in Expostulation 17 where Donne’s rhetorical questions 

reorient our understanding of the passage which has preceded it. Donne muses:  

My God, my God, Is this one of thy waies, of drawing light out of darknesse, To 
make him for whom this bell tolls, now in this dimnesse of his sight, to 
become a superintendent, an overseer, a Bishop, to as many as heare his voice¸ in 
this bell, and to give us a confirmation in this action? Is this one of thy waies to 
raise strength out of weaknesse, to make him who cannot rise from his bed, nor 
stirre in his bed, come home to me, and in this sound, give mee the strength of 
healthy and vigorous instructions? (87.29-88.4) 
 

This is the beginning of a subtle but important corrective to the preceding Meditation’s 

apologia for the coveting of affliction. Where the earlier language of affliction as treasure 

suggested that it was suffering itself which was edifying—affliction as that which matures 

and ripens man to be “made fit for God”—the thrust of these rhetorical questions is quite 

different, and the difference lies in the location of action within the passage. The dying 

neighbour is transformed from his previous state as inert rock from which nuggets of 

spiritual gold could be mined, and is here made not only an active teacher, but also an 

ordained minister, a Bishop who catechizes and confirms the children assembled 

metaphorically before him. Importantly, the gesture towards the authority of Bishops and 

liturgical rites like confirmation is closely adjacent to and intermingled with language which 

clearly gestures towards that which has been so painfully absent from Donne’s ordeal: the 

neighbour’s teaching is imagined as a bedside visitation, and a work of mercy. What in the 

mining passage Donne imagined in the language of taking and self-sufficiency—“I take mine 

own into Contemplation, as so secure my selfe, by making my recourse to my God, who is 
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our onely securitie”—is here reoriented as an understanding of offering and ministry: a 

confirmation, a reintegration into the community from which he has been isolated, a 

teaching of mercy. 

The lesson that Donne learns in this figural catechizing and visitation is a lesson of 

charity, of how to use suffering not to “secure…self” but to (as his imagined neighbour 

does) teach others. The sign that he has well received the teaching of his 

neighbour/Bishop/attendant is Donne’s newfound ability to turn his prayers outward. The 

most profound shift in the bells sequence—and perhaps in the whole of the Devotions—

comes, unsurprisingly, in the seventeenth Prayer. Echoing the phrase that appears more 

frequently in the ars moriendi texts than any other scriptural verse, Donne throws himself 

once again on the mercy of God, saying “And therefore, into thy hands, O my God, I commend 

my spirit; A Surrender, which I know thou wilt accept” (89.30-31).106 In the manuals for the 

dying, this verse most often occurs at a moment of crisis, or very near the end of life 

(Becon’s Epaphroditus, for example, cries out with these words no less than three times 

before he dies). For Donne, too, this is a turning point. Unlike Epaphroditus, who uses these 

words to turn entirely away from the temporal world, however, his is a turning towards 

others at the same time as he (once again) turns towards God. Having “received…pardon for 

my soule, and asking no reprieve for my body,” Donne reorients his prayer from his own case to 

his neighbour: 

Lay hold upon his soule, O God, till that soule have throughly considered his 
account, and how few minutes soever it have to remaine in that body, let the 

                                                 

106 Luke 23:46; Psalm 31:5. In the sample of ars moriendi texts I’ve considered, the verse appears in Sutton’s Disce Mori twice 
(at 253 and 293), in  Perkins’s Salve 3 times (at 161, 171, and 194), in Becon’ s Sycke mans salve 4 times (at 517, 523, 527, 529), 
and in Bayly’s Practice of Pietie at least 6 times, 3 of which occur within the “learn to die” sections (at 143, 808, and 878). 
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power of thy Spirit recompence the shortnesse of time, and perfect his 
account, before he passe away: present his sinnes so to him, as that he may know 
what thou forgives, & not doubt of thy forgivenesse;…Breath inward comforts to 
his heart, and afford him the power of giving such outward testimonies thereof, 
as all that are about him may derive comforts from thence, and have this 
edification, even in this dissolution, that though the body be going the way of all 
flesh, yet that soule is going the way of all Saints. (90.6-22) 
 

What Donne prays for his neighbour to receive here is, of course, precisely what the 

visitors to the sick (and readers of the ars moriendi) are meant to offer the suffering: 

encouragement to confess sins, assurance that God will forgive, and the comfort of knowing 

oneself to be wrapped up in the love of Christ. Donne’s prayer, in effect, performs the 

visitation to his neighbour that his own sick body cannot do; in so doing, it repeats and 

echoes the figural visitation Donne received in Expostulation 17, in which God allowed 

“him who cannot rise from his bed, nor stirre in his bed” to come home to a neighbour. The 

compassionate teaching Donne receives becomes the compassionate work that he does. 

Moreover, Donne’s understanding of the exemplary value of a good death has 

shifted subtly but importantly: the edification that the assembled visitors will gain is not a 

reminder from “anothers danger” to “secure my selfe.” Instead, the passing of the sick man 

gives “testimonies” of his own safe deliverance into the hands of God. The “comforts” the 

assembled “derive” from this are not presages of their own assurance, or models for their 

own eventual suffering, but knowledge that their friend will be with Christ and will be 

eternally comforted. In this way, Donne recuperates and recovers the precious “gold” he 

metaphorically appropriated from this man’s bowels: Donne prays for him now to find his 

own “recourse to…God, who is our only securitie,” precisely the surety Donne gained from 

the tolling of the bell.  
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In this prayer, the anonymous sick man is no longer a mere emblem of mortality, no 

longer a blunt tool in Donne’s rhetorical arsenal. Rather, he becomes a fully realized person, 

one who is surrounded by a community that tends to him in his hour of need. He is also a 

participant in the human weakness that Donne now recognizes as that which binds the 

“afflicted members” of Christ’s mystical body together, and as such he suffers all-too-human 

fears and “deep distresses” that he might at the last be forsaken (90.22-26). This 

acknowledgement of the man’s anguish is an important one for Donne’s ethic of suffering: it 

is, in fact, the feature which converts the sick man from a type (the patient sufferer) to a 

person, with all the frailties and infirmities attendant upon that condition. Here, Donne’s 

understanding of the edifying character of suffering is turned on its head from what he 

implied in the mining of the bowels passage: it is not suffering itself which is tutelary, or 

suffering alone which brings a person closer to God, but it is suffering which allows God to 

work through the body of the ailing, to gather communities together, to teach and confirm 

the assembled attendants. Donne’s previous imagining of the other man’s suffering—his 

begging and borrowing of his neighbour’s misery—was thus a misunderstanding of the 

directionality of the compassion of the sickbed: compassion here is an offering of suffering, 

not an appropriation of it; it originates in the work of the sufferer, not the action of the 

observer. 

So Donne, as he does elsewhere in the Devotions, comes at the end of the bell 

sequence ultimately to the same point from which the ars moriendi begins: sickness and death, 

for the Christian, are not unmitigated disasters; suffering can be a means through which 

humans come to understand divine mercy. But what Donne’s complex journey to this simple 

conclusion takes pains to show is that (as he previously explored in the “Jesus wept” 
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sermon, and in his sermon on the healing of the palsied man) this fact does not negate the 

need for compassion, nor does it preclude the very human need to mourn. Suffering, for 

Donne, is isolating and dismembering; it is (as we saw in Meditation 5) the source and the 

result of sin. But suffering can be redeemed, Donne insists, if we turn it outwards and allow 

our misery to minister to others, if we respond to the mercy of a God who does “good to us 

all, in life and death,” with the compassion to “doe good to one another, as in a holy life, so in 

those things which accompanie our death” (85.11-14). Offering oneself to others in the midst 

of one’s pain is, as Donne understands it, the paradoxical, compassionate cure of suffering. 

Conclusion: Incurable Compassion 

The picture of compassionate response offered in the Devotions is perhaps a troubling 

one to modern sensibilities.  For Donne, the true work of mercy is not to alleviate the 

spiritual suffering of another (for Donne knows that no human work can ever heal human 

sin) but to receive it; not to remove the burden of visitation, but to share it. If suffering is, as 

the Devotions repeatedly argues, necessary in order for grace to become legible, than the 

suspension of suffering denies the subject the hermeneutic tools required to acknowledge 

and internalize that grace. What the Devotions demonstrates, then, in addition to the 

remarkable vision of the fundamental interconnectedness of humanity, is an image of 

compassion that not only acknowledges the pain of another as one’s own, but that also 

acknowledges the utter inability of humanity to offer any adequate succour for the disease of 

sin. This is not to suggest that Donne’s vision of compassionate response in the Devotions has 

no practical or worldly component. Far from it: as his despair over his inability to do good 

works in the 5th Meditation, and his tender prayer on behalf of the dying man in the 17th 
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Prayer demonstrate, this notion of compassion does not absolve the subject from the 

imperative to corporal works of mercy, it merely removes the temptations of the hope of 

human efficacy in addressing the root of the disease. Instead, it shifts the focus from the acts 

which result from compassionate fellow feeling, to the work of practicing compassion itself. 

The end of compassion in the Devotions is not comfort, but connection; not merely the 

imperative to alleviate the symptoms of suffering, but more fundamentally to become literate 

in the reading and interpretation of them. 

Donne’s Devotions ends with a rumination on the ever-present threat of relapse into 

sin and into sickness, an implication that the suffering that we have worked through and 

engaged with over the course of twenty-three Devotions is not cured, but merely in 

remission. I want to follow Donne’s pattern and return now to the place where I started, and 

offer a re-reading of Donne’s closing meditation on compassion, one informed by my 

understanding of Donne’s careful recuperation of the most literal sense of compassion—to 

suffer with.  

Donne insists that “compassion it selfe, comes to no great degree, if wee have not felt in 

some proportion in our selves that which wee lament and condole in another.” This seems on 

the surface an impossibly narrow and exclusive condition. But, precisely because of the way 

Donne’s text situates the reader as patient and attendant, speaking “I” and observing eye, by 

the time the reader arrives at this sentence in the final Meditation of the Devotions they have, 

of course, fulfilled exactly this condition in regards to Donne’s own disease. In reading 

Donne’s suffering, we have in some real sense participated in it. The reader has suffered 

every fever, every fear, every sleepless night, every restless thought. They have been asked to 

watch at the bedside, to step inside Donne’s disease and his dis-ease, to participate in every 
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shuddering onslaught of pain—if not in full, at least in “some proportion.” As in Donne’s 

sermon on John 11:35, in which he insists that while human suffering is not “like [Christ’s] 

in value” it is still from the same “roote,” so the readerly engagement with Donne’s suffering 

may not equate exactly to his pain, but can claim a common core. This, for Donne is enough 

for compassion to thrive. Having arrived at the final Meditation, having suffered and 

examined and learned alongside Donne and his sins, having acknowledged our own sharing 

in that universal root, it is possible to recognize the irony in Donne’s negative formulation: 

compassion actually is a thing of great degree, because we have felt in our selves—through 

our inanimating reading, through our readerly and interpretive work—that which we lament 

in another. Donne’s own text, then, rehabilitates his troubling portrait of the “Meum” and 

“Tuum” of pain: if suffering begins as private property, it is a condition of enclosure that is 

abolished by no more nor less than an invitation to another to come in and a willingness to 

open oneself out. This comprises, in essence, a paradoxical reorientation of compassion’s 

basis in shared suffering: for Donne, it is the sufferer who offers their pain to another, not 

so that it might be salved, but that it might be shared. There is no need to steal affliction 

from someone else’s mine; rather, Donne insists that we must learn from our own suffering, 

and share that learning. 

Literature provides one elegant way out of Donne’s paradox: if I want you to share 

my pain, I need only write it for you. So much for the “sharing” condition of compassion. 

What of the other half of the concept, that suffering must be felt as suffering? Donne’s 

challenge in the Devotions and in his sermons on affliction is to articulate an ethic of suffering 

that acknowledges the reality of suffering and maintains a space for human compassion, 

while never denying an understanding of affliction as pedagogical and corrective. This is no 
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easy task, but it is one that Donne pursues persistently throughout the later years of his life. 

The results of this sustained investigation into making sense of suffering do not comprise a 

systematic theology of suffering, but do offer a series of intense reflections on the nature of 

our duty to one another as fellow-humans and fellow-sufferers. What emerges from these 

fragments is an understanding of compassion that is deeply idiosyncratic, one that posits 

compassion as a surrender to suffering, and a willingness to be schooled by it. For Donne, a 

pedagogical or ministerial compassion is not primarily an alleviation of spiritual suffering, 

but an engagement with it. It is not a wholesale refutation of the “suffering as blessing” 

theologies of the manuals for the sick, but a recuperation of instructive and grace-given 

suffering as actual suffering, and an insistence on the value of working through that suffering 

in community—sitting with it, watching at the bedside, refusing retreat, keeping eyes 

unflinchingly trained on the real misery of the world. That is the deep core—the gold in the 

bowels—of Donne’s understanding of compassion and the foundation of his pedagogy of 

human suffering: we need to be put into the pool—dunked, drowned, sinking—in order to 

be recovered.  
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Consuming Mercy: George Herbert and the Poetics of  
Compassion 

With desire I have desired to eat this Passover with you before I suffer. 
Luke 22:15 

 

It is a long journey for a reader from “The Church Porch” (the didactic poem which 

prefaces George Herbert’s The Temple) to “The Altar” (the first of the 162 lyrics which make 

up the portion of The Temple known as The Church). Having dutifully taken in the nearly 500 

lines of pithy precepts which make up this preparatory verse-sermon, a reader might be 

forgiven for arriving at the door of The Church feeling something akin to hunger for a dish 

with a little more poetic meat than the aphoristic precepts just consumed. It therefore comes 

as a tantalizing promise of satiation when a reader arrives at the short poem “Superliminare,” 

which serves as the threshold to the Church, and is finally invited to “approach and taste” 

the “mysticall repast” of the poetic banquet on offer within.1 Through this establishing 

metaphor, Herbert imagines the core poems of his text as an offering of enticing sustenance 

and positions his readers as famished supplicants who (“Superliminare” suggests) “groneth” 

hungrily at the church’s door. Within The Church, Herbert promises, we hungry seekers are to 

be fed.  

From the outset, then, The Temple situates itself in relation to two traditional works of 

mercy: instructing the ignorant and feeding the hungry. Herbert asks his readers to 

understand reading and interpretation metaphorically as eating and digestion, and to connect 

concepts of intellectual and spiritual edification with material and bodily incorporation. The 
                                                 

1 George Herbert, The English Poems of George Herbert, ed. Helen Wilcox (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 85. 
All subsequent references to Herbert’s poetry are from Wilcox’s edition, and referenced in text by title and line number. 
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reader is to enter the door of The Church understanding that the poems within are intended to 

nourish and fortify, to feed the soul with the spiritual sustenance of the institution which is 

their namesake. The equation of spiritual edification to physical sustenance that 

“Superliminare” relies upon is, of course, a conventional one, drawing on a long exegetical 

tradition of describing reading and learning as processes of consumption and ingestion and 

authorized by scriptural precedents such as Christ’s injunction to Peter to “feed [his] sheep,” 

and the psalmist’s invitation to “taste and see that the Lord is good.”2 

Modern critics, accepting the invitation of “Superliminare,” have frequently engaged 

with Herbert through the thematic lens of consumption, both literal and metaphorical, 

tracing the ways in which Herbert’s language of ingestion works variously to describe the 

relationship between Herbert’s speakers, his God, and his own human nature.3 In addition to 

                                                 

2 John 21:15–17; Psalm 34:8. Biblical quotations throughout this chapter are taken from the 1611 Authorized Version 
unless otherwise indicated. See, for example, the language of Cranmer’s collect for the second Sunday in Advent: “Blessed 
Lord, who hast caused all holy Scripture to be written for our learning; Grant that we may in such wise hear them, read, 
mark, learn, and inwardly digest them” (Book of Common Prayer, ed. Cummings, 272). For a concise overview of the monastic 
and patristic origins of this fascinating traditional connection between reading and ingestion/digestion, see Mary J. 
Carruthers, The Book of Memory: A Study of Memory in Medieval Culture, 2nd edition, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2008), at 202–233. 
3 Stanley Fish, of course, devotes a chapter to Herbert’s metaphorical self-devouring in his influential Self-Consuming Artifacts: 
The Experience of Seventeenth-Century Literature (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1972), 156–223, while Michael C. 
Schoenfeldt focuses on a physiologically-inflected reading of consumption and ingestion in Herbert in his Bodies and Selves in 
Early Modern England: Physiology and Inwardness in Spenser, Shakespeare, Herbert, and Milton (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1999), 96–130. The significance in Herbert’s verse of consumption-adjacent words—especially “taste” and “sweet”—
is a central focus of significant recent work by Ryan Netzley and Christopher A. Hill. See Netzley, “Take and Taste: 
Sacramental Physiology, Eucharistic Experience, and George Herbert’s The Temple” in Susan Karant-Nunn, ed. Varieties of 
Devotion in the Middle Ages and Renaissance (Turnhout, Belgium: Brepols, 2003), 179–206; Hill, “George Herbert’s Sweet 
Devotion,” Studies in Philology Spring 2010, 236–258. Of course, Herbert’s engagement with specifically Eucharistic forms of 
eating and consuming has long been a central tenet of Herbert scholarship, so much so that C. A. Patrides famously 
claimed that the Eucharist was the very “marrow of Herbert’s sensibility.” See C.A. Patrides, ed, The English Poems of George 
Herbert (Totowa, N.J: Rowman and Littlefield, 1975), 17. For more recent studies examining the role of the Eucharistic feast 
in Herbert, see Kimberly Johnson, Made Flesh: Sacrament and Poetics in Post-Reformation England (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2014), 34–62; Sophie Read, Eucharist and the Poetic Imagination in Early Modern England (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2103); Robert Whalen, The Poetry of Immanence: Sacrament in Donne & Herbert (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 2002); R.V. Young, Doctrine and Devotion in Seventeenth-Century Poetry: Studies in Donne, Herbert, 
Crashaw, and Vaughn (Cambridge: Boydell and Brewer, 2000). While the present study certainly acknowledges the 
centrality—and, indeed, the inextricability—of the Eucharist to Herbert’s language, theology, and thought, my aim here is 
not to explore the sacramental particularities of Herbert’s doctrine, but rather to explore the ways in which his modes of 
thought around the feeding of the hungry are bound up with and central to his understanding of the Christian community 
as formed, united, and healed in the Eucharistic feast. 
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their emphasis on Herbert’s poetic exploration of consuming and being consumed, what 

these readings of Herbert tend to share is a concomitant insistence on the general character 

of Herbert’s poetry as fundamentally “inward,” self-examining, and internal.4 For these 

critics, Herbert’s language and imagery of ingestion is an essential means of thinking through 

early modern understandings of interiority, of spirituality, and of selfhood. But in finding an 

almost exclusively inward and Godward trajectory in Herbert’s poetry, readers have routinely 

missed the vibrant communal engagement which suffuses not only The Countrey Parson but 

also the poems of The Temple. Even critics, such as Paul Cefalu, who express an interest in 

early modern devotional treatments of what Cefalu terms “the centrality of neighbour-

regard” seem unable to read anything but God-directed love in Herbert’s lyrics: 

“Neighbors,” Cefalu insists, “are shadowy, haunting figures in ‘The Church’ generally. Their 

existence, once postulated, is routinely absorbed or cancelled by the speaker’s intense desire 

to find intimacy with God. It is almost as if the speaker’s love moves vertically because it 

lacks a horizontal object.”5 It is precisely the “horizontal object” of Herbert’s love that, I 

argue, close attention to Herbert’s language of feeding and hunger brings into focus. What 

                                                 

4 See, for example, Schoenfeldt’s introduction to his chapter on Herbert in Bodies and Selves, which opens by claiming an 
“intensely inward trajectory” for The Temple, and goes on to articulate the chapter’s argument as follows: “…the subject of 
food consumed Herbert, providing him with a primal occasion and an apt medium for exploring the very inwardness that 
subsequent criticism has so valued. As food progresses from the external liturgies of sacred and secular consumption to the 
internal labyrinths of digestion, it traces for Herbert the inner contours of the devotional subject” (Bodies, 96). Likewise, 
Hill’s study of Herbert’s preoccupation with sweetness suggests that the word “helps him describe the conflicts of his soul” 
and “explore (…) the relationship between his heart and God’s heart” in an “intimate and self-consciously devotional 
space” (“Sweet Devotion,” 236–7). Even a critic who takes up Herbert’s food-related language specifically as a means of 
understanding his social and historical context still classifies the poems as expressions solely of “the relationship between 
God and believer,” and reads the language of food and hunger as only ever metaphorical, suggesting that “in these poems 
hunger features not on the literal level, but symbolically as a metaphor for the believer’s spiritual yearning for the divine” 
(Stella Achilleos, “Symbolic Consumption and the Rebellious Belly: Demystifying Hunger in Caroline Poetry,” Yearbook of 
English Studies 44 (2014): 174–95 at 176). These readings thus resemble Debora K. Shuger’s influential characterization of 
Herbert’s intensely interior “pneumatic self,” in which spiritual life and social or ethical life are “essentially separate realms” 
(Habits of Thought in the English Renaissance: Religion, Politics, and the Dominant Culture (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1990), 95–8ff. 
5 Paul Cefalu, Moral Identity in Early Modern English Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 148. 
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has not been fully explored in previous readings, then, are the ways in which (as 

“Superliminare” proposes) Herbert and his speakers contend not simply with what it means 

to be spiritually fed, but more importantly with what it means to—literally and 

metaphorically—feed others. 

The feeding of the hungry is an emblematic image to which Herbert returns again and 

again in both The Temple and The Countrey Parson, and one that is worthy of further scrutiny 

than it has so far received from critics. In addition to the implicit gesture towards ministering 

to the hungry from which “Superliminare” derives its meaning, and to the explicit 

discussions of feeding the poor which are found throughout The Countrey Parson, the scene of 

a hungry person at the door of a potential saviour recurs explicitly in four significant 

iterations throughout The Church: first as the epiphanic conclusion of “Lent,” next as a 

cutting reprimand in “Unkindnesse,” then transformed into typological allegory in “Peace,” 

and finally offered as the culmination of the volume’s teachings in “Love (III).” This chapter 

reads these strikingly similar instantiations of feeding the hungry alongside Herbert’s 

discussions of charity and commensality in his pastoral manual The Countrey Parson, and as a 

means of more fully understanding the significance of images of bodiliness and ingestion 

throughout Herbert’s work. Herbert’s gestures towards this iconic work of mercy, I argue, 

not only echo but richly elaborate upon contemporary thinking about the ethics of eating, 

the duty of ministry, and the function of compassion within a community. 

While critics have of course not been incorrect in noticing the pervasive intimacy of 

Herbert’s lyrics, I want to suggest that by focusing on those moments in which the poems 

conspicuously invert that interior focus—in which the inward trajectory of consumption and 

ingestion is redirected through outward gestures of abstention and offering—we can more 
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clearly see the ways in which the language of feast and fast was for early modern thinkers 

inextricably bound up with questions of ethics, theology, and community formation. For, as 

David Goldstein has recently noted, “in Early Modern England, eating, commensality, and 

community were bound together” such that “[w]hen authors imagined the act of eating, they 

automatically activated a system of relationships both far-reaching and inescapable.”6 Read 

in this light, Herbert’s frequent invocations in his poetry and prose of receiving or offering 

nourishment, and of hungering or acknowledging hunger in others, are not simply a means 

of tracing the contours of individual interiority, but are resonant opportunities to consider 

the forms of communal relation that these images conjure, and to examine the poetic and 

pastoral ends towards which Herbert directs his frequent return to scenes of feeding the 

hungry. Close attention to Herbert’s recurring tropes of the hungry at the door, then, can 

help to shed light on the extent to which in the early modern period the language of feast 

and fast was, because of its scriptural connection to the corporeal works of mercy and the 

foundational duties of pastoral care, redolent of not only the sacramental but also the 

profoundly practical means through which the bonds of community are formed and 

maintained. 

This chapter begins its consideration of the communal trajectory of Herbert’s devotional 

thought by reading closely his fascination with this traditional corporeal work of mercy 

within the context of contemporary discussions surrounding both sacred and secular 

invocations of feeding and fasting. Taking seriously the rhetorical strategies at work in The 

Countrey Parson, and putting the pastoral work in conversation with three of Herbert’s poetic 

                                                 

6 David B. Goldstein, Eating and Ethics in Shakespeare’s England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 5.  
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invocations of the hungry at the door, I argue that for Herbert, images of feast and fast 

function as vehicles through which to represent not only ideals of commensality—the 

Eucharistically-inflected coming together of community—but also those of compassion—

the practice of taking on another’s suffering as one’s own and working to relieve it. Food is 

for Herbert a marker of spiritual interconnection, a reminder of essential dependence, and a 

vehicle for bodily (and communal) health or disease. Critically, Herbert’s food-related 

metaphors require that we keep all these valences in mind at once, for the deep 

interconnectivity of all the areas that his commensal metaphors gesture towards—to faith, 

community, the body, the sacrament, and the work of mercy—is precisely the feast that 

Herbert most desires for his reader to digest.  

Drawing upon the far-reaching resonances of the language of feeding, hungering, and 

reducing discussed in the first part, the concluding sections of the chapter read two 

canonical works (“The Altar” and “Easter Wings”) and one overlooked one (“Repentance”) 

to show how, using the rhetoric of ingestion and incorporation, Herbert’s poetry seeks to 

involve the reader in the double-visioned subjectivity that makes compassion possible. In 

poems that alternately invite the reader to identify with the speaking “I” while showing the 

speaker’s own process of identifying with and embodying an expansive collective “we,” 

Herbert’s poetic strategies both model and catalyze the affective processes that compassion 

requires. Finally, I conclude with a close reading of Herbert’s last and most powerful 

engagement with the work of feeding the hungry, “Love (III),” a poem in which the 

language of the sacrament of communion—of bodies given and incorporated, of bodies 

which suffer for the sake of others—is shown to be commensal with the language of 

compassion. 
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Throughout, I argue that close attention to Herbert’s sustained engagements with 

feeding the hungry can also extend and deepen our understanding of the proliferation of 

bodies and associated images which populate Herbert’s poetry—images of diseases and 

wounds, of ingestion and hunger, of physical and emotional suffering. In putting these 

bodily images and metaphors into direct conversation with eucharistic figurations of feasting, 

and pastoral tropes of fasting and feeding others, Herbert cultivates a poetics and a pastoral 

pedagogy that reads the human body, and its pains and desires, as a site of intimate and 

transformative interaction not only (as so many critics have fruitfully explored) between the 

merciful divine and the penitent sinner, but also among hurting and hungry people. No 

longer are these intensely physical moments sufficiently understood as mere metaphors for 

the spiritual ailments which the solitary speaker endures and works through. Rather, I argue 

that Herbert takes deeply seriously the implications of the rhetoric most often associated in 

the early modern period with compassion—the language of roiling bowels and melting 

hearts—when that rhetoric is paired with a pervasive metaphor for Christian community—

the mystical body of Christ. The bodies we encounter in Herbert’s lyrics, broken and frail 

and vulnerable as they so often are, become nodes of connection and identification, 

opportunities to explore the body’s ability to literally incorporate another, to encompass 

another within. Herbert’s hungry bodies are thus markers of not only the shared fragility that 

allows compassion to thrive, not only the sin-sick nature of human weakness that requires 

compassion to exist, but also anatomies of the processes of self-evacuation—the willingness 

to have oneself wracked and roiled into compassion—that the poems both depict and 

require. 
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 “To feed my flock”: Mercy and Ministry in “The Countrey Parson” 

Before turning to the implicit pedagogy of compassion within Herbert’s poetry, I want as 

preparation to briefly consider his use of food and hunger-related imagery in his explicitly 

pedagogical writing in The Countrey Parson. In addition to the many instances of feasting and 

fasting which are woven throughout the poems of The Temple and which (as I will discuss 

further below) form such a crucial element of Herbert’s conceptual and theological language 

of compassion and community, the ethical implications and spiritual valences of eating and 

feeding form an equally crucial (if less often discussed) refrain throughout Herbert’s prose 

work The Countrey Parson. 7 In this work, Herbert offers a portrait of an idealized pastor in 

whom the exemplary melding of “doctrine and life” is emblematized in the pastor’s 

compassionate attention to the merciful work of feeding the hungry, a practice which 

Herbert importantly understands as always both literal and metaphorical, both practical and 

spiritual. By paying attention to the subtle ways in which the language of food and feeding 

permeates this text, we can see how many of the figures and tropes which will take on great 

importance in Herbert’s poetry are intrinsically connected to his understanding of his own 

pastoral calling, and of the formation and maintenance of a community of faith. Throughout 

The Countrey Parson (and so, too, in the poetry) Herbert uses the language and imagery of 

feeding—and, concomitantly, of hunger—as a means of representing not only pastoral 

duties of education and edification, but also more broadly as a way of thinking through what 

                                                 

7 The oft-cited surtitle of the work, “A Priest to the Temple,” was not penned by Herbert himself, and was appended to the 
text, likely by the publisher, when it was first published in 1648 in an effort to capitalize on the immense popularity of 
Herbert’s volume of poetry, which had been published in 1633 and reprinted numerous times in the intervening years. This 
marketing ploy suggests that the printer, at the very least, imagined the audience of the text as being readers of devotional 
and/or literary texts (those likely to be readers of or at least familiar with The Temple) in general, and not merely those 
country parsons whom the work ostensibly addresses. Studies which read TCP as a purely clerical manual therefore seem to 
miss an important facet of this text, which is its address to regular Christians, not merely clergymen. 
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it means to exist in community with others, and as a way of making visible the processes of 

compassionate engagement that are so deeply connected to his devotional theology.  

Likely composed during the period in which Herbert himself was rector of the small 

rural parish at Bemerton, The Countrey Parson is a practical manual for rural curates which, 

rather than polemically engaging in contentious ecclesiological controversies or theological 

debates, humbly outlines the day-to-day duties and conduct of an ideal pastor.8 It is also, 

however, richly engaged in the practical realities of what it means to live in community, and 

as such provides compelling fodder for anyone interested in exploring Herbert’s thinking 

about community and compassion, and in the specific language and imagery which Herbert 

employs to illuminate these concepts. Herbert’s address to his readers which prefaces the 

body of The Countrey Parson is, like the commensal invitation of “Superliminare,” a condensed 

introduction to one of the most important patterns of imagery which appears throughout 

the volume, that of the priest as the spiritual nourisher and provider for his flock of 

parishioners. The epistle, dated 1632 (just months before Herbert’s death in 1633), was 

doubtlessly composed well after the rest of the text, and as such it provides a conscious 

reflection by the author on the ends and methods of his own text, and offers a guiding 

metaphor through which the entire text can be framed: 

Being desirous (thorow the Mercy of God) to please Him, for whom I am, 
and live, and who giveth mee my Desires and Performances; and considering 
with my self, That the way to please him, is to feed my Flocke diligently and 

                                                 

8 For discussions of the ways in which Herbert’s book does engage in the contentious ecclesiological climate of his day, see, 
for example, John M. Adrian, “George Herbert, Parish ‘Dexterity’, and the Local Modificaiton of Laudianism” in Seventeenth 
Century 24 (Spring 2009), 26-51; Achsah Guibbory, Ceremony and Community from Herbert to Milton (Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press, 1998), pp. 44–78. For a discussion of Herbert’s manual as anomalous in its treatment of quotidian pastoral 
life (and its relative neglect of preaching, the clerical function most usually highlighted in discussions of early seventeenth-
century ministry and piety), see Patrick Collinson, “Shepherds, Sheepdogs, and Hirelings: The Pastoral Ministry in Post-
Reformation England,” Studies in Church History 26 (1989): 185-220, at 196-198. 
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faithfully, since our Saviour hath made that the argument of a Pastour’s 
Love, I have resolved to set down the Form and Character of a true Pastour, 
that I may have a Mark to aim at: which also I will set as high as I can, since 
hee shoots higher that threatens the Moon, then hee that aims at a Tree. Not 
that I think, if a man do not all which is here expressed, hee presently sins, 
and displeases God, but that it is a good strife to go as farre as wee can in 
pleasing of him, who hath done so much for us. The Lord prosper the 
intention to my selfe, and others, who may not despise my poor labours, but 
add to those points, which I have observed, untill the Book grow to a 
compleat Pastorall.9 
 

Herbert here characterizes the vocation of a pastor with implicit reference to John 21: 15-17, 

in which Christ likens spiritual care to the pastoral labour of the shepherd when he insists 

that Peter’s work as a minister is to “feed my sheep.”10 In its equation of spiritual 

nourishment with physical feeding, this passage relies on an understanding of the material 

body as metaphor for the immaterial soul, a trope which Herbert deploys repeatedly 

throughout his poetry. Herbert’s preface thus situates his own literary pastoral project in 

relation to the originary figuration of Christian ministry and imagines the work of his text, 

like the work of the priesthood itself, to be that of (spiritual) provision and nurturing: if the 

“argument of a Pastour’s love” is filling the hungry bellies of his sheep with what Paul in his 

epistle to the Hebrews calls “the meat and milk” of Christian scripture and doctrine, then the 

purpose of the pastoral manual is, Herbert implies, to simultaneously demonstrate what the 

pastoral feeding of the sheep ideally looks like and (in doing so) feed the pastors 

themselves.11 Where “Superliminare” casts the poetry of The Temple as a feast to nourish the 

                                                 

9 George Herbert, A Priest to the Temple, or, The Countrey Parson, his Character and Rule of Holy Life, in The Works of George Herbert, 
ed. F.E. Hutchinson (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1945), 223-290 at 224. All further references to The Countrey Parson 
and to Herbert’s prose works are to this edition, and are cited in text by page number. 
10 For a colourful explication of the shepherd metaphor in the context of John: 10, see Collinson, “Shepherds, Sheepdogs, 
and Hirelings” at 185-188. 
11 Hebrews 5: 12-14. Herbert himself was fond of the meat/milk trope, deploying it not only in his poetry (see, for example, 
“Affliction (I)” at 19, 24 where “At first thou gav’st me milk and sweetneeses;” is contrasted with “My flesh began unto my 
soul in pain”) but also in his Briefe Notes on Valdesso’s Considerations, in which he rebuts the Spanish theologian’s minimization 
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reader, this preface imagines the text of The Countrey Parson as both banquet and recipe, both 

a guide to and an instance of an ideal of pastoral work. From the outset, then, The Countrey 

Parson imagines itself as a text in which the rhetoric of feeding and hunger will be made to 

bear great metaphorical and interpretive weight.  

While Herbert’s language of hungering and feeding here certainly encompasses the 

metaphorical valences of pastoral teaching and learning and gestures towards the 

sacramental implications of Eucharistic feeding, in deploying this imagery he necessarily is 

also always drawing attention to the material reality in which it is grounded and from which 

the metaphorical valence draws its meaning.12 Thus, in addition to the metaphoric register, 

this figuration of “feeding the flock” also calls to mind the literal sacramental functions of 

the pastor (feeding the flock through the administration of Holy Communion), at the same 

time as it connotes the first of the seven works of corporeal mercy, the feeding of the 

hungry. The traditional clerical obligation of hospitality—to entertain within one’s house 

both neighbours and strangers—though somewhat reduced in prominence in the decades 

following the Reformation, remained an important facet of Herbert’s idealized conception of 

ministry and community, a means through which (as Felicity Heal puts it) to win souls by 

                                                 

 

of the importance of scripture to a Christian’s spiritual formation in faith, by directly citing Hebrews: “The Authour doth 
still discover too slight a regard of the Scripture, as if it were but childrens meat, whereas there is not onely milke there, but 
strong meat also” (317). Fish notes the importance of the meat/milk trope to the catechetical tradition from which, he argues, 
The Temple derives both its form and its poetic strategy. See Stanley Fish, The Living Temple: George Herbert and Catechizing 
(Berkley: University of California Press, 1978), 91ff. 
12 Goldstein notes that “Renaissance discussions of commensality often point toward religious fellowship as well as the 
dining table, communion in community. A feeding together always gestures toward a “continuall” feeding; commensality 
overflows its temporal and spatial bounds, creating ineffable but no less real group identifications in the wider world, 
especially the theological and spiritual realms” (4). This is certainly true of Herbert’s usages of the imagery of eating; in his 
case, however, the community he forms—and the commensals he invokes—are readers. 
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giving dinner.13 Herbert’s assertion here that his aspiration for his text is to better prepare 

the reader (and himself) to “feed [their] Flocke” is in this sense not merely a comforting 

abstraction representing an offer of spiritual nourishment. It can also be read as a pointed 

acknowledgement of the literal and immediate material needs of his real-world congregation, 

and the obligations of his pastor-readers to succour those needs.14 As John Kuhn has 

recently shown, the parish of Bemerton in the years in which Herbert had the cure of it was 

undergoing a period of serious dearth due to a several consecutive years of bad harvests 

leading to grain shortages and, consequently, prohibitively high food costs.15 In response to 

these hardships, food riots, anti-enclosure protests, and violent disruptions in the selling and 

transport of grain and corn were frequent in Wiltshire during the years of and those 

immediately preceding Herbert’s residency in Bemerton.16  

                                                 

13 For a thorough discussion of the changing role of hospitality from the 15th through the 17th century, see Felicity Heal, 
Hospitality in Early Modern England (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990). Heal discusses hospitality among the post-
reformation clergy in Chapter 7, and Herbert specifically at pp 291–94. 
14 Stella Achilleos has recently argued that Herbert and his contemporaries’ frequent play with spiritual and metaphorical 
understandings of feeding are an attempt to ignore or negate the material and literal valences of the images of feeding 
throughout their poetry, suggesting that “In much of the canonical poetry or the Caroline period, the voice of the hungry is 
not simply ignored but actively effaced” (“Symbolic Consumption,” 175). While Achilleos offers an interesting corrective to 
studies of Caroline literature by giving attention to the voices of popular ballads and other forms which “demystify” the 
symbolic language of hunger in canonical verse forms, her denial of Herbert’s attention to the literal register of his images 
of feeding the hungry—not to mention his extensive discussions of the topic in The Countrey Parson—is too reductive of the 
way in which Herbert plays with both valences of hunger in his poetry. While I do not propose that Herbert’s deployment 
of the “feeding the hungry” trope functions in the same direct manner as the popular ballads Achilleos explores, or that 
Herbert’s personal or pastoral practice adhered to the ideals of charitable accommodation he professes in his writing, I do 
contend that in the poems I read in what follows, a “demystified” literal and material understanding of hunger and bodily 
need must be in play in order for us to understand the full range of meaning in Herbert’s rhetoric of hunger.  
15 See John Kuhn, “’To Give Like a Priest’: George Herbert, Dearth, and the Transformation of Charity in Caroline 
Wiltshire,” ELR 46.1, 129–54. Kuhn’s critique targets a trend within Herbert criticism which bends towards the 
hagiographical, and which Kuhn suggests produces and assumes (consciously or not) a view of Herbert and his parish as 
historically bucolic, rural, and peaceful. Kuhn characterizes this version of Herbert as one “packaged for maximum 
devotional inspiration through the excision of social and historical context” (129) and offers a reading of The Countrey Parson 
and its representation and discussion of “charity” and “a locally-inflected intervention in the fierce struggle over what role, 
if any, the church should play in its administration” (130).  
16 As Kuhn notes, the county of Wiltshire (in which Herbert’s parish lay just to the northwest of Salisbury) was during the 
late 1620s particularly vulnerable to the burden of increased food costs as the cumulative effects of “the prospect of forest 
enclosures, the embattled cloth industry, and grain transport out of the county combined to make grain unaffordable to 
many and to seriously frighten others” (133-134). A distinct but related threat to the wellbeing and order of Wiltshire in the 
1620s and 30s was the spectre of plague which, as recently as 1627, struck Salisbury just 2 miles to the southeast of the 
church at Bemerton, causing the residents of the city to flee to the surrounding countryside in an attempt to escape the 
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Hunger, sickness, and the lingering threat of both, were thus particularly pressing 

issues for Herbert’s parishioners in the years encompassing his curacy. The dire costs—to 

neighbours and friends, and to the social order more generally—of the threat of scarcity and 

disease was for the residents of Bemerton in the late 1620s and early 1630s terrifyingly 

immediate. Given these circumstances, Herbert’s invocation in his preface of the familiar 

trope of the pastor as a spiritual provider who must feed his flock is given a weighty and 

literal valence in addition to the familiar metaphorical one.17 Surely cognizant of the fear and 

need which must have burdened many of his congregants, Herbert’s representation of a 

pastor’s duty carefully acknowledges both the metaphorical and the devastatingly material 

notions of nourishment.18 In placing the imperative to feed those in need (whether that need 

                                                 

 

disease. Of course, this exodus, described by then mayor of Salisbury John Ivie as causing “as many of the persons of the 
city that had any friends in the country that would receive them into part of their houses or barns [to] fly as if it were out of 
a house on fire […] until all of any ability were gone, and this in four days” must certainly have involved some influx of city 
residents to the rural parish of Fugglestone and Bemerton, and would have exposed the country parishioners to an 
increased potential risk of transmission of the disease, and certainly to an increased immediacy of concern over the spread 
of devastating sickness. See P. Slack, Poverty in Early Stuart Salisbury, Wiltshire Record Society 31 (Devizes: Wiltshire Record 
Society 31, 1975), 93. Slack is quoted in John Chandler, “The Country Parson’s Flock: George Herbert’s Wiltshire Parish” 
in George Herbert’s Pastoral: New Essays on the Poet and Priest of Bemerton, ed. Christopher Hodgkins (Newark: Univeristy of 
Delaware Press, 2010), 158-172, at 166. 
17 The notion that it was incumbent upon Christians—and upon clerics most of all—to literally and regularly feed the 
hungry is often manifest in the period in the expectation that bishops and clergy were to practice an open and generous 
“hospitality” in their houses, welcoming all (from noblemen to vagrants and beggars) to their tables at festival times and 
throughout the year: “Though hospitality was a virtuous mode of behaviour constantly commended to the gentleman, for 
his clerical contemporary it possessed an even more mandatory character. All Christians were bound to follow the teaching 
of Christ, and to practice the seven works of mercy, but the clergy were constrained to do so both as individuals and as 
examples to their flocks. The dominical injunction to Peter to feed the faithful also made nurturing one of their primary 
duties, and nurturing was inclusive, embracing bodies as well as souls. Care of the poor, and material support of the 
community became part of the threefold sustenance that was expected of all those chosen to follow in the steps of the 
Apostles. According to Thomas Becon, ‘spiritual ministers are bound to feed the flock of Christ three manner of ways: first, 
with the word of God and with true administration of the sacraments; secondly, with virtuous examples of life; thirdly, with 
hospitality, or provision-making for the poor’” (Heal, Hospitality, 223). 
18 Chauncey Wood argues that Herbert’s personal philosophy of material charity, in its insistence on wedding spiritual 
edification to physical care, works to gently correct the overly secular focus of the Poor Law Act of 1601: while in “The 
Countrey Parson [Herbert] outlines commonwealth policies regarding the poor that do not wrap themselves in God’s decrees, 
do not comply with his counsels, and are enacted with only immediate, social thoughts, not eternal, religious ones. Those 
decrees can be socially good, and in that sense beautiful, but can only be praised superficially: as a shell” (“George Herbert 
and the Widow Bagges: Poverty, Charity, and the Law” in George Herbert’s Pastoral: New Essays on the Poet and Priest of Bemerton, 
ed. Christopher Hodgkins (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 2010), 173-180 at 179.  
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be spiritual or bodily) at the very core of the pastoral philosophy outlined in this 

introductory address, Herbert anchors The Countrey Parson with a visceral immediacy that 

addresses not only the implied audience of other country clerics, but also gestures implicitly 

to the literally hungry flocks of those parsons, to those people who would be most 

vulnerable, and for whom a lack of food would be most devastating. This slippage between 

metaphorical and material feeding in Herbert’s introduction promises that his book will be 

both a practical exhortation to those who are in a position to provide real nourishment—the 

pastors and church wardens who traditionally served as the distributers of alms and charity 

within the parish—and, at the same time, the book’s spiritual teachings and consolations will 

offer a source of metaphorical nourishment for those who suffer from hunger or the threat 

of it, those whose material lack might push them towards despair.19 We needn’t give in to a 

hagiographical vision of Herbert-as-pastor or a naïve equation of his fictional, idealized 

Parson with his personal practice to allow that his rhetoric in The Countrey Parson responds to 

the fact of actual suffering and need within his community and neighbouring parishes. 

Human sufferings, and the necessity of Christian response to them, are not mere 

abstractions or metaphorical displacements in Herbert’s pastoral manual; they are the very 

heart and animating force of his text’s ministerial aims and rhetorical strategies. 

We can see this commitment to the doubly-valent feeding of the flock at work in 

Herbert’s chapter on “The Parson’s Courtesie”. Here, Herbert illustrates the ways in which 

                                                 

19 As Kuhn persuasively argues, Herbert’s book can be read as a calculated reaction against the ongoing erosion of the 
powers of country parsons to oversee and arbitrate the distribution of charity within their own parishes, citing a legislative 
trend in the late 1620s towards the centralization of these powers in secular officials and away from their traditional 
placement under the purview of local clerics. See “To Give Like a Priest,” especially at 135ff. 
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the Parson should literally feed the flock (in feeding the poor) and spiritually feed the flock 

(in modelling Christ-like humility and charity): 

… the poor are welcome also to his table, whom he sometimes purposely 
takes home with him, setting them close by him, and carving for them, both 
for his own humility, and their comfort, who are much cheered with such 
friendliness. (…) Having then invited some of his Parish, hee taketh his times 
to do the like to the rest; so that in the compasse of the year, hee hath them 
all with him. (243)20  

 
The act of eating together is an occasion for both physical and affective satiation: the 

parson’s guests are not only fed, but comforted and cheered in coming to his table. The 

pastor’s most afflicted guests are set “close by him” in a place of honour, and thus their 

subject positions are meaningfully exchanged: the pastor takes on the poor parishioner’s 

humble stature, while the parishioner is catered to, “cheered,” and uplifted .21 Herbert’s word 

choice is characteristically precise, as “cheered” here denotes not only emotional comfort or 

encouragement, but also specifically the bodily invigoration brought on by food and drink.22 

Herbert’s rhetoric suggests that, in giving cheer to his abject guest, the ideal parson feeds 

both heart and body; at the same time, in voluntarily adopting the humility of his poorest 

neighbours, the pastor acts as exemplar of Christian charity, and thus metaphorically feeds 

his whole flock by making “his Charity in effect a sermon” (245). The feeding of the flock 

                                                 

20 Kuhn cites this passage specifically as one in which “Herbert’s manual nostalgically reactivates (…) sixteenth-century 
forms of giving” (142).  
21 “Cheere” and its variants are words that Herbert turns to frequently throughout The Countrey Parson. See, for example, Ch. 
19, “The Parson in reference”: “Especially, if God have sent any calamity either by fire, or famine, to any neighbouring 
Parish, (…) taking his Parish together the next Sunday, or holy-day, and exposing to them the uncertainty of humane affairs, 
none knowing whose turne may be next, and then weh he hath affrighted them with this, exposing the obligation of Charity 
and Neighbour-hood, he first gives himself liberally, and then incites them to give; making together a summe either to be 
sent, or, which were more comfortable, all together choosing some fit day to carry it themselves, and cheere the Afflicted” 
(253). 
22 Compare OED “cheer, v.1,” 1.a; 2; 2.b; 4.b. 
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and the feeding of the hungry—that is, the work of teaching and the work of compassion—

are for Herbert inextricably bound together, embodied one within the other.  

This emblematic scene of eating with the poor also demonstrates how Herbert’s 

language of hunger and feeding engages in often surprising inversions and rearrangements of 

the relationship between who is doing the feeding, and who is being fed. The chapter begins 

by describing the Parson’s duty to his parishioners as “a debt of Charity. . . and of Courtesie” 

which he owes to not only the poor but to all his neighbours (243). This rhetoric of debt 

positions the parson as the impoverished and needy beneficiary of generous creditors, 

reversing the expected hierarchy of hospitable hosting in which one who is blessed with 

surplus gives abundantly to their guests. Here instead, the parson is recast as a poor soul in 

need of magnanimous lending from others. Of course, what the poor lend to the pastor is, 

paradoxically, the opportunity to give to them; it is only through providing for others that 

the Parson can pay off his loan. In this sense, the feeding of the poor at his table is not 

embarked upon from a position of superiority (the parson is not being “charitable” in the 

colloquial and condescending sense), but inferiority: at the Parson’s table, the feeder is in the 

debt of the one being fed.  

This reciprocal and hierarchy-levelling feeding appears too in the preface to the 

reader, when Herbert cites the spiritual feeding of the flock as the “argument of a Pastour’s 

Love”—that is, the method through which a priest proves his devotion to Christ by showing 

his love for his congregation. But it is simultaneously an activity for which he requires an 

exemplar or model, “a Mark to aim at.” He plays here with the notion of lack (or, to use a 

more fitting term hunger) as a common trait of both author and reader, pastor and flock. In 

the very moment that he (as “Authour,” and as a parson himself) acknowledges the pastor’s 
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role as a spiritual provider who possesses enough surplus nutriment to allow him to “feed” 

others, he also confesses himself as someone in need of precisely such edificatory feeding. 

Without the exemplary “mark to aim at” of his fictive ideal shepherd, Herbert suggests, he 

will be unable to “diligently and faithfully” feed his flock in a manner that will fulfill his 

“desirous”—that is, hungry—yearning to please God. It is only by writing this text, by 

“[setting] down the Form and Character of a true Pastour,” that Herbert’s own hungers (to 

please God, to serve his flock) can begin to be satiated. At the same time, the text that he 

writes is a spiritually nourishing dish offered for others to consume. In Herbert’s complex 

linguistic formulation, the pastor is at once both the site of an intense hunger (the desire to 

please God which is repeated twice in the space of the first long sentence), and the source 

from which the hunger of others is to be appeased (the feeding of the flock which is his 

pastoral duty). That hungering flock, in turn, effectively feeds the pastor himself, as it is in 

providing for their satiation that the pastor’s own hunger to please God is fulfilled. But this 

fulfillment is possible only insofar as the flock’s hunger is, paradoxically, increased: the 

pastor has only truly done his job of feeding the flock if they are themselves imbued with 

ever more desire, and ever deeper hunger, to draw closer to Christ. It is, in fact, the hunger 

for Christ which is the sustenance with which the flock is to be fed.  

Herbert’s preface thus outlines a metaphorical triangulation of hunger, sustenance, 

and satiety which (like the scene at the Parson’s table) elides the hierarchy between feeder 

and fed. With God as the source and end of desire and hunger, Herbert’s preface casts 

reader and author alike as a flock of hungry sheep. United in a common hungering after 

God, and in their shared need for the feeding of a good shepherd, Herbert’s preface to the 

reader uses the language of hunger and desire to erode the space not only between a pastor 
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and his flock, but also between the writer of a text and its audience. Though the very 

existence of an epistle in which the author speaks directly to his readers serves ostensibly to 

demarcate the boundary between them, Herbert works to immediately counteract this 

separation: in claiming that his impulse for writing his book was so “that I may have a Mark 

to aim at,” he implicitly suggests that the ideal and primary reader or audience for his manual 

is, in fact, himself, thus positioning himself firmly amongst the “flock” of readers to whom 

his book is addressed. Herbert ends his preface with an appeal to his readers to “add to 

those points, which I have observed, untill the Book grow to a compleat Pastorall”. In this 

Herbert acknowledges his book as being necessarily incomplete, and his own observations as 

being ultimately inadequate. This lack—conspicuously couched in the language of 

unfulfillment—can only be amended by the contribution of his readers. The implication here 

is that his book is a body that is altogether too scrawny, too famished to be considered 

“compleat” or fully and perfectly formed (OED adj 5a), and is therefore in need of 

sustenance in order to “grow” out of its currently spare and poor frame. It is, in other 

words, a hungry book. In essence, then, Herbert asks that his readers, those who are 

ostensibly supposed to be fed by the erudition of his text, actually must themselves feed it. 

In so doing, he reverses the assumed roles of pastor/flock and writer/reader, making of the 

book itself a starving body which needs the sustenance of increased spiritual knowledge in 

order to become a “true Pastour.” In this way, Herbert imagines every reader of his text as 

both a sheep, who eats of the knowledge within the textual pasture, and a shepherd, who, in 

noticing and correcting the omissions and shortcomings of the text, contributes to its 

growth and thriving. The line between feeding and being fed, between teaching and being 

taught is, in The Countrey Parson, a constantly moving one. 
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“Make bread of it”: Feeding Compassion 

If in The Countrey Parson both literal and figural feeding of the hungry is the mark of 

an ideal of pastoral care, the poems of The Temple frequently use acts of feeding the hungry 

synecdochally to represent charitable or Christ-like action in general, or as metaphors for 

Christ himself. Thus, we see in “The Invitation” a call for all whose spiritual hunger 

(paradoxically evident in their worldly indulgence) results in their “waste” to join in the 

Eucharistic feast in which sinful consumption is replaced by “the feast, / God, in whom all 

dainties are” (1-5). Similarly, “Sighs and Grones” features a repentant speaker who laments 

the ravenous insatiability with which he wasted God’s gifts, and pleads for the “reprieve” of 

“feast and . . . / Cordiall” (25-28). The “Dedication” to The Temple describes the poems 

within as “first fruits” which “from thee (…) came/And must return,” and which will 

nourish and renew the hungry reader—those “who shall make a gain,” in both the physical 

and the creative sense—because of the godly sustenance of the fruit (1-5).  “Affliction (V)” 

goes further still, and figures Edenic paradise as that place in which man is directly fed by 

God: “At first we liv’d in pleasure; (…) As we at first did board with thee.” The Incarnation 

itself—“Now thou wouldst taste our miserie”—is thus an act of compassionate 

commensality which both recalls the perfections of the Edenic feast, and announces the now 

fallen nature of human experience (7-12). Again and again, The Temple hews true to the 

promise of “Superliminare” and satiates its reader with a banquet of richly deployed feasting 

metaphors.23  

                                                 

23 This abundance of the rhetoric of food and eating has been most extensively explored in Michael C. Schoenfeldt’s 
chapter on Herbert in his Bodies and Selves, which links Herbert’s frequent return to the cupboard of food and eating imagery 
to an anxiety about bodily discipline, arguing that by “[a]ssimilating the Renaissance literature of dietary control to the 
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While each of the above examples warrants richer discussion than I am able to give 

them here, I want to turn now to two of the poems in which the corporeal work of mercy of 

feeding the hungry is rendered as a scene of a beggar at the door: “Peace” and 

“Unkindnesse.” Most explicitly, we find in “Peace” an allegorical account of the speaker’s 

search for comfort in Christ rendered as an act of feeding the hungry—a mercy that is, not 

coincidentally, enacted by a figure of exemplary ministry. The poem inverts the trajectory of 

the earlier “Unkindnesse” (discussed below), beginning with the speaker’s own hunger—“I 

humbly crave” (1)—and ending with his invitation into participation in the satiating 

“repose/ And peace” of a figure of Eucharistic feasting. Crucially, the famished speaker’s 

need is fed by another, a “rev’rend good old man” (19) who recognizes the speaker’s hunger 

and offers him produce from his own stores: 

  Take of this grain, which in my garden grows, 
      And grows for you; 
   Make bread of it: and that repose 
    And peace which ev’ry where 
  With so much earnestnesse you do pursue, 
      Is onely there. (37-40)24 
 

The Eucharistic symbolism is clear: the “rev’rend” figure of the Church distributes that 

“bread” which was entrusted to him through a tradition extending back to Christ (figured in 

the poem typologically as Melchisedec), and that Eucharistic bread provides the spiritual 

                                                 

 

lessons of Christian conduct, Herbert transforms the ambivalences that suffuse eating into the punishments and rewards of 
the Christian dispensation” (130). 
24 See Rosemond Tuve, A Reading of George Herbert (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1952) at 161–4 for the most in-
depth engagement with the allegorical gestures of “Peace.” More recently critics have proven relatively uninterested in this 
culminating moment of allegorical feeding, preferring to focus on the political metaphors in stanzas 2–3. 
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“peace” which the seeker has long sought in worldly locales. 25 But this allegorical reading is 

dependent upon and enriched by the plain sense of the scene Herbert establishes: a hungry 

striver is met with kindness and charity by one who acknowledges his need and, with grain 

and narrative, feeds his bodily and spiritual famishing. In feeding the hungry at his door—

and more importantly, by teaching him that the life-sustaining grain belongs not to he who 

grows it but he who hungers for it—the reverend old man (who, we might infer from his 

bucolic setting, is a literal country parson) demonstrates what Herbert understands as the 

work of Christ on several levels that all depend upon and inform the others: allegorically (in 

sacrificing his own “bread” for the sake—or even salvation—of others), pastorally (in 

teaching the spiritually nourishing story of the Prince of Peace), and materially (in feeding 

the body of the beggar at his door). The craving with which the poem begins is thus satisfied 

through the work of mercy. 

An alternative casting of the scene of a hungry petitioner at the door is offered amid 

the self-condemnation of “Unkindnesse.”26 Reversing the allegorical course of “Peace,” the 

denial of the hungry is here rendered literally and offered as a damning example of the 

speaker’s refusal of Christ himself:  

                                                 

25 Cf. Genesis 14:18; Hebrews 7:2. As Tuve points out, “Few could be unaware that Melchisedec the Priest-King prefigured 
Christ in his character as the Eucharist; Melchisedec’s action in giving bread and wine to Abraham is the Old Testament 
type of Christ’s feeding of His Church, and Christ is the God who nourishes, the priest who officiates, the King, and the 
sacrifice (the Body, the Bread, spiritual food) which is eaten” (161–2).  
26 “Unkindnesse” has received only slightly more critical attention than “Peace.” Richard Strier discusses the poem’s 
stressing of the incompatibility of a Christian ethics with the earthly concept of philia as a means of understanding 
humanity’s relationship to God, while Michael Schoenfeldt explores the poem’s assertion of “the human inability to value 
God’s benefits correctly” in the context of a political/courtly notion of friendship. Strier rightly focuses on the third 
stanza’s failure of charity as an important crux, while Schoenfeldt remains interested in the poem’s discussion of courtesy. 
More recently, Russell Hillier has noted the poem’s attention to charitable works (or lack thereof) as outward signs of the 
state of one’s soul in regard to justification and sanctification. See Richard Strier, Love Known: Theology and Experience in George 
Herbert’s Poetry (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1983), 18–20; Michael C. Schoenfeldt, Prayer and Power: George Herbert 
and Renaissance Courtship (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991), 81–83; Russell M. Hillier, “’Th’ Action Fine’: The 
Good of Works in George Herbert’s Poetry and Prose,” Renascence 68, no. 1 (2016): 3–26 at 8. 
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 My friend may spit upon my curious floore; 
 Would he have gold? I lend it instantly; 
   But let the poore, 
  And thou within them starve at doore. (11-14) 
 

Though his liberality to worldly friends is reflexive and instantaneous, the unkind (that is, 

both unnaturally ungrateful and unconscionably uncompassionate) speaker is derelict twice 

over in this uncharitable neglect of his neighbours: First, Herbert suggests, in his miserly 

avoidance of his duty of Christian charity metonymized in the imperative to feed the hungry, 

and secondly—and consequently—in his failure to love the image of Christ within his lowly 

neighbour.  The implicit scriptural reference here is, of course, to Matthew 25:41-45: “…for 

I was an hungered, and ye gave me no meat: (…) Inasmuch as ye did it not to one of the 

least of these, ye did it not to me,” and in this equation of Christ with the speaker’s poor 

neighbour (as Richard Strier notes) “the ‘double commandment’ of Luke:10 (‘Thou shalt 

love the Lord thy God with all thy heart…and thy neighbour as thyself’) becomes single.”27 

This is no sin of ignorance—the speaker clearly knows his scriptures well enough to 

recognize Christ “within” the impoverished. Rather, the speaker’s failing is (as the poem’s 

title confirms) one of fundamental unkindness: the speaker does not or cannot account the 

suffering poor as among his “friends”—that is, as of his own kind. 

As a result of this stubborn unkindness, he is unable to stir within himself that 

compassion or fellow-feeling which, according to many early modern devotional manuals 

discussing the Christian’s duty to care for the poor, should compel him to succour his 

                                                 

27 Strier, Love Known, 19. Strier also points out the echo between “Unkindnesse”’s image of the poor/Christ at the door and 
“Sepulchre”’s similar “Out of doore/[We] leave thee.”  
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hungry neighbour.28 Take, for example, the confessional prayer found in Lewis Bayly’s 

popular 1613 devotional manual The Practice of Pietie, which lays out explicitly the obligation 

alluded to in “Unkindnesse”: “yea, I have deceived and suffered Christ where I was trusted, 

many a time, in his poore members, to stand hungry, cold, & naked at my dore, and hungry, cold, & 

naked to goe away succourlesse, as hee came: and when the leanenesse of his cheekes pleaded 

pitty, the hardnes of my hart, would shew no compassion.”29 This essential relationship between 

compassion and merciful action is, as I have previously discussed,  defined by William 

Perkins as one catalyzed by an acknowledgement of the suffering other as being very literally 

of the same flesh—that is to say, of a kind with—the reliever. If we recall Perkins’s 

memorable image of bowel-swapping between the suffering and the reliever, we see how 

early modern rhetoric of compassion involves a recognition of the suffering other as not 

only one’s own kin, but also as an organ of one’s own body. Herbert’s speaker, in contrast, 

surely recognizes the suffering of those he allows to starve “at door,” but he does not share 

in it—there is no stirring of bowels or roiling of guts in evidence here. While Christ has, by 

the speaker’s own admission, taken up residence in the hungry heart of the destitute, there is 

clearly no space for him within the presumably well-fed figure who voices the poem. His 

refusal of mercy is thus an act of self-condemnation: in failing to acknowledge the poor as of 

a kind with himself, he implicitly admits that he himself is no true member of Christ’s body; 

in refusing to break bread with his starving neighbour—and here we might be reminded of 

                                                 

28 The examples of writers who cite compassion as the precursor to and catalyst of merciful or charitable action (usually 
metonymized by one or more of the works of corporeal mercy, though not necessarily named as such) are numerous. See, 
for example, William Perkins’ popular The whole treatise of the cases of conscience (1606), sig. G5r: “(…) the party that is to 
comfort [the distressed] (…) he must put vpon him (as it were) their persons, beeing affected with their miserie, and 
touched with compassion of their sorrowes, as if they were his owne, grieuing when he seeth them to grieue, weeping when 
they doe weepe and lament.”  
29 Lewis Bayly, The Practice of Pietie, directing a Christian how to walke that he may please God (London: 1613), sig. Ii2v. 
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yet another meaning of “kind,” as referring specifically to the ingestible elements of the 

Eucharist—he confesses his own emaciated soul.30 It is not only his door but his 

compassion which has, Herbert implies, been firmly shut up.  

The strikingly visceral language which characterizes Perkins’ portrait of compassion 

helps to make explicit an important conceptual connection that is only implicit in Herbert’s 

poem, but is nonetheless crucial to understanding the full significance of his imagery of 

feeding the hungry. In illustrating his portrait of failed compassion specifically through a 

denial of the most intensely bodily of the seven corporeal works of mercy, Herbert implicitly 

exploits the shared association with the innermost reaches of the body—the bowels—

evident in both the rhetoric of hunger and the rhetoric of compassion. In the latter case, the 

language of “the bowels of compassion” is specifically biblical (see 1 John 3:17, 2 

Corinthians 6:12, Colossians 3:12, etc), and reflects the traditional association between the 

body’s deepest viscera and the seat of intense passions or affections.31 But in addition to this 

rhetorical linkage between the bowels and the tender mercies they both house and represent, 

the physiological function of the bowels (which, in early modern usage, could connote any 

of the organs of the digestive system, including the intestines and the stomach) and their role 

in alimentary processes are also at play in early modern usages of the word. Thus the bowels 

are frequently associated not only with mercy and compassion, but also with discussions of 

                                                 

30 OED, s.v. “kind, n.,” 9a. 
31 As John Durham Peters notes, the KJV translators use “bowels” to render a variety of Hebrew and Greek terms, 
including Hebrew words for “the innards generally (not only the intestines), the reproductive organs, and the vital centre of 
emotional life” and the Greek splangchna (σπλάγχνα), which “could mean both the intestines (…) as well as the location of 
general character traits in human beings.” See John Durham Peters, “Bowels of Mercy,” BYU Studies 38, no. 4 (1999): 27–41 
at 28–30. 
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extreme hunger or privation.32 We can see a linkage between the bowels of compassion and 

the bowels of privation beginning to take shape in The Practice of Pietie, where the language of 

hungry bowels is explicitly associated with the feeding of the poor: “And when thou goest to 

dinner, in that reuerend and thankfull manner before prescribed; remember according to 

thine abilitie to haue one or more poore Christians, whose hungry bowels may be refreshed with 

thy meate.”33 In a poetic register, the bowels are the focus of the vivid description of the 

figure of Dearth in the popular 1605 translation of Du Bartas’s Divine Weeks and Works: 

 …DEARTH, the livelie form of death, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
With hollow eies, with meager cheeks and chin, 
With sharpe leane bones piercing her sable skin, 
Her emptie bowels may be plainly spide 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
She hath no bellie, but the bellies seate,34 
 

Where a healthy belly should be, Dearth bears only a hollowness that renders her innermost 

viscera shockingly apparent. Hunger, Du Bartas’s image suggests, is like a slow-motion 

disembowelment, an ongoing violence that (figuratively) turns a sufferer inside-out. This 

figure of empty-bowelled Dearth haunts the scene of the hungry at the door in 

“Unkindnesse,” as the literally empty-bowelled petitioner encounters the speaker’s empty 

bowels of compassion. 

                                                 

32 See the entry for “bowel” in OED, especially senses 1 and 2. For a thoroughgoing discussion of early modern discourses 
and representations of digestion and incorporation, see the unpublished dissertation by Jan Katherine Purnis, “Digestive 
Tracts: Early Modern Discourses of Digestion” (PhD dissertation, University of Toronto, 2010), 
https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/bitstream/1807/33822/1/Purnis_Jan_K_201011_PhD_thesis.pdf. A greatly condensed 
version of this work appears as Jan Purnis, “The Stomach and Early Modern Emotion” in University of Toronto Quarterly 79.2 
(Spring 2010), 800–818. 
33 Bayly, The Practice of Pietie, sig. Dd3r.  
34 Susan Snyder, ed., The Divine Weeks and Works of Guillame de Saluste Sieur du Bartas, Vol. 1 (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1979), 365. 

https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/bitstream/1807/33822/1/Purnis_Jan_K_201011_PhD_thesis.pdf
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Because of this ability for “bowels” to signify as both deep compassion and deep 

suffering, Perkins is able to play fruitfully off both the metaphoric and material registers of 

the word when he describes the affective state of compassion as a participatory roiling of the 

guts: to have compassion on someone is not only to activate the organs of deep affection (to 

open up the bowels of mercy), but also to literally feel another’s suffering within oneself (to 

feel their bowels stirring in your own body). What Perkins’s visceral understanding of 

compassion helps us to see in Herbert’s figures of feeding the hungry, then, is the extent to 

which this work of mercy is imagined as an almost perfect literalization of the mechanisms 

of compassion: the bowels of compassion that should roil to action when confronted with 

the empty bowels of dearth and hunger are the same bowels that should physically take on 

and adopt that hungry suffering as they work to fill the hollow stomachs of their kindred. In 

the contrast between Herbert’s full-bellied (and compassion-evacuated) speaker and the 

hollow-stomached (but Christ-filled) supplicant, we can see how chiasmatically interrelated 

compassion (as bodily experience, and as merciful action) and hunger (as literal starvation, 

and as a figure for spiritual yearning) are in Herbert’s thought. For Herbert, to fail to act (as 

the speaker in “Unkindnesse” does) is not only to allow a neighbour to starve, it is to allow 

the entire body of Christ to famish. 

“I became most thinne”: Exinanition and Compassion 

The ethic succinctly compressed within the images of the hungry person fed in 

“Peace” and denied in “Unkindness” is, I argue, core to not only Herbert’s pastoralism but 

also his poetics. In what follows, I will show how Herbert develops a complementary 

counterpart to this focus on feeding others: a rhetoric of self-reduction and imagery of an 
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emaciated self that Herbert understands as the figural prerequisite for compassion. Just as 

feeding the hungry functions for Herbert as a condensed figural shorthand for the 

interrelation between pastoral care (the feeding of the flock), human compassion (via 

charitable works) and Christ’s salvific Passion (implicitly figured in the Eucharistic feast), so 

too does the image of the hollowed and hungry body describe Herbert’s ideal of one who is 

able to (literally and metaphorically) feed others, and in so doing, serve and be served by 

God. 

The first chapter of The Countrey Parson, “Of a Pastor,” reasserts the epistle’s implicit 

guiding metaphor of hunger and feeding outlined above, but introduces into the network of 

satiety and desire an important paradox. Herbert first defines a parson’s role and duty in an 

apparently simple assertion, stating “A Pastor is the Deputy of Christ for the reducing of 

Man to the Obedience of God” (225). He goes on to reinforce his characterization as (in his 

words) a completely obvious, simple, and uncontroversial one, stating baldly that “This 

definition is evident” (225). But, as is characteristic of many of Herbert’s most self-conscious 

claims of clarity and simplicity, the definition he offers in fact contains much more than 

might at first appear “evident,” and rewards careful excavation. Herbert’s use of the gerund 

form of “reduce” here is an important crux in this ostensibly simple portrait of ideal pastoral 

duty. In its most obvious sense, Herbert uses “reducing” to indicate a turning back or a 

return to the “Obedience of God” (see OED “reduce,” v, II.6,a,b), a reversion to a former 

state of human obedience and godliness. In this sense, the Pastor herds his charges away 

from unnatural error and back towards proper compliance. Herbert suggests that for the 

Pastor to “reduce” the flock to obedience is to restore them to their true and natural godly 

state. 
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In Herbert’s context, however, other senses of “reduce” also resonate loudly, and are 

equally essential to Herbert’s construction of the essence of pastoral duty and responsibility. 

Chief—and most richly paradoxical—among them is the (now) more common sense of 

reducing as a physical shrinking or getting smaller (OED I.2.a), and it is here that Herbert’s 

engagement with the trope of spiritual feeding becomes most complex. If the Pastor’s role is 

to return his flock to obedience—and, implicitly, to their original selves—this restoration 

must also be an act of reduction, of stripping away or removing all that is not essential. He 

must work to pare away all that is disobedient within his flock, and to contract and condense 

their individual unruly bodies until they become concentrated into the communal body of 

Christ. In this way, the Pastor’s charge to reduce “Man to the Obedience of God” indicates 

not only a sense of a return to God (and an obedience to him), but also a sense of an 

assimilation unto him (an obedience that is of him and like unto him).  

It is this second and more physically inflected sense of “reducing” that links in 

interesting ways Herbert’s explicit definition of pastoral duty in “Of a Parson” to his biblical 

invocation of feeding the flock in the address to the reader. If, as in the address, the way for 

a Pastor to please God is to “faithfully and diligently” feed the members of their flock, then 

the first chapter suggests that the way to accomplish this feeding is, paradoxically, to thin 

them down, to reduce them to Christ by shearing away their heavy coat of worldly sin. 

Likewise, if the spiritual feeding alluded to in John 21:15 is an allegory for divine learning 

and the imparting of religious knowledge, then Herbert’s foregrounding of the process of 

“reducing” humans to God suggests that true spiritual learning lies not in increased 

complexity or sophistication, but rather in reduction, in making the flock simpler in order to 

make it more holy. Echoing the animating sentiment of “Jordan (I),” which celebrates plain 
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speech as the most becoming means of praising God, for Herbert, pastoral feeding is always 

intended as a reducing of the flock, in every sense of the word. The gain (to appropriate the 

language of Herbert’s “Dedication”) to be made here is in fact a shedding of the ballast of 

sin. 

But reducing the flock is also a reducing of the pastor himself, and specifically of his 

perceived status and power. Herbert’s classification of a pastor as the “Deputy of Christ” at 

the opening of his first chapter is a rhetorical trope that works in surprising and 

counterintuitive ways, especially in relation to the bodily focus of Herbert’s feeding 

metaphor. Herbert is clearly fascinated by the nature and implications of the substitutionary 

metaphor of deputization, stating (redundantly) that Christ “constituted Deputies in his 

place” (225). In the next sentence, he cites Colossians 1:24 as the “complete definition of a 

Minister” (225). Here he slightly alters the language of the King James Version of the verse 

(in which Paul describes his own ministerial role) to interesting effect. Compare the KJV’s 

“whereof I Paul am made a minister; Who now rejoice in my sufferings for you, and fill up 

that which is behind of the afflictions of Christ in my flesh for his body’s sake, which is the 

Church” (Col. 1:23-24) with Herbert’s abbreviated transcription: “that he fils up that which is 

behind of the afflictions of Christ in his flesh, for his Bodie’s sake, which is the Church” (225). Herbert’s 

transposition of the epistle into the third person accomplishes more than merely permitting 

its smooth insertion within the flow of his text: by swapping out the possessive determiner 

“my” for “his” when referring to “flesh,” Herbert creates a syntactical blurring between the 

two subjects of his sentence. Where Paul’s original language makes clear that it is “my” 

(Paul’s) flesh taking on afflictions for the sake of “his” (Christ’s) communal body, Herbert’s 

transposition erodes this clarity. The repetition of “his” without a clear referent allows for a 
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grammatical equation or slippage between the two pronouns. The singular flesh of Christ 

and the communal body of the Church are made grammatically indistinguishable from the 

flesh and body of Paul, the exemplary deputy and minister. Herbert (perhaps ironically) 

claims that the biblical passage is a simple one—that Paul here “plainly avoucheth” this 

definition of ministry—but it is in fact remarkably easy, in Herbert’s version of the verse, for 

a reader to be grammatically tripped up, to read and to misapply the pronouns throughout 

the quotation.  

This uncharacteristic imprecision is, I argue, purposeful, and is in fact a 

demonstration of exactly the sort of paradoxical “reducing” and “deputization” that Herbert 

understands to be the province of exemplary ministry. While the original quotation from 

Colossians, which Herbert clearly expects his readers to know intimately, is a rich evocation 

of the substitutionary role of the pastor-as-deputy (describing as it does the minister’s willful 

adoption of Christ’s suffering into his own flesh for the sake of the Church), the subtle 

grammatical changes Herbert introduces expand the range of meaning available within the 

verse. The elision of the first-person pronoun in favour of the third person shifts the 

reader’s attention from St. Paul (a referent that appears three lines before the pronoun in 

question) and onto Christ himself, who is named immediately preceding it. It is easy, in 

Herbert’s paraphrase, to parse the sentence such that “the afflictions of Christ in his flesh” 

refers entirely to Christ’ afflictions, and Christ’s flesh. Such a reading paradoxically turns the 

reader’s attention squarely to Christ in the very moment of, ostensibly, describing the 

function of the minister. In Herbert’s citation, Paul has been subtly removed from the 

syntax, the mediating deputy of the priest has slipped out of our vision, and we are left 

simply with “Christ in his flesh, for his Bodie’s sake.” Herbert has staged through Paul a near-
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perfect enacting of the very deputization that he cites as the defining characteristic of a 

minister: Paul’s words appear on the page, but it is Christ’s flesh, body, and Word that come 

most strongly through them. The exemplary pastor has been, through language, reduced to 

Christ in precisely the way that he should enable his flock to be; in Herbert’s hands, Paul has 

been so perfect a stand-in for Christ that he has, rhetorically, disappeared altogether. 

What The Countrey Parson’s preface and initial chapter demonstrate, then, is that for 

Herbert compassion is the defining characteristic of ministry in two senses: in the first sense, 

the role of the pastor is to deputize Christ, to (as Paul “avoucheth”) take on his sufferings, to 

act in his stead and on his behalf. At the same time, the pastoral calling is also for Herbert 

dependent upon compassion for the flock—the willingness and ability to suffer “for his 

Bodie’s sake, which is the Church” and the charity to feed them, in every sense, “diligently 

and faithfully.” The ideal pastor is thus “reduced” to Christ for the sake of “reducing” his 

Church. More plainly, his parson is characterized by his capacity for compassion, his ability 

to reduce the self in order to take on the suffering of another.  

Perhaps the clearest and most explicit example of this pattern of starving the self to 

feed others occurs in the final stanza of “Lent,” Herbert’s little discussed exposition of the 

benefits of liturgically-mandated fasting.35 As in “Unkindnesse” and “Peace,” we once again 

encounter an image of the hungry begging at the speaker’s door. In the final stanza, the 

salutary fasting for which the poem advocates throughout is shown to be valuable not 

                                                 

35 Ramie Targoff discusses the poem briefly, but with insight, citing “Lent” as an example of what she calls Herbert’s 
“devotional generosity,” and noting the poem’s transition from “versified sermon” to “an expression of personal hope” to, 
finally, a “collective petition,” such that “[w]hat began as a somewhat detached act of preaching evolves into a common 
prayer” (Common Prayer: The Language of Public Devotion in Early Modern England [Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001], 
104–5). Michael Schoenfeldt addresses the poem at greater length, correctly noting Herbert’s interest in the community-
building “economy of fasting [which] makes more consumable resources available to the poor, those whose status makes 
hunger not a choice but a way of life” (Bodies and Selves, 122). 
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merely as an individual exercise in humble “Temperance” and deference to Church 

“Authoritie” (2) as the preceding lines have argued, but also, paradoxically, for the literal and 

spiritual communal feasts made possible through abstinence:  

 Yet Lord instruct us to improve our fast 
 By starving sinne and taking such repast, 
   As may our faults controll: 
 That ev’ry man may revell at his doore, 
 Not in his parlour; banquetting the poore, 
   And among those his soul. (43-48) 
 

Where previously the speaker’s homiletic explication of Lent’s “deare feast” (1) had focused 

solely on the physical and spiritual benefits of mandated fasts to the individual practitioner, 

in this last stanza the speaker (after calling for the first time in the poem directly on God) is 

made to see what his own fast might do for others. The indulgent banquets and revels which 

before Lent’s instructive intervention filled the wayward Christian’s days are imagined to be 

transformed—through the enlightening spiritual “repast” for which the speaker prays—to 

acts of joyful charity. Moreover, the pastoral resonance of spiritual feeding is also always at 

work within the passage, so that we are to understand the speaker’s banquet guests as the 

“poor in spirit” as well as in body.36 The implicit contrast between the “parlour” (inward, 

private, and enclosed) and the open doorway mirrors the movement of the speaker’s 

concern from self to community, indulgence to charity.37 Importantly, the poem ends in a 

moment of humble recognition and shared suffering as the speaker learns to count his own 

                                                 

36 See Matthew 5:3 
37 In this, we might see an interesting resonance here with the third stanza of “The H. Communion,” in which grace 
becomes the key through which previously locked internal spaces become open rooms. Wilcox links this language of doors 
locked and opened to Hooker’s language of grace in the Lawes of Ecclesiastical Polity, language which seems perhaps even 
more pertinent to this culminating moment of “Lent”: “Compare Hooker (Lawes VI iii 2): grace ‘continually offereth itself 
… by the words of Christ, “I stand at the door and knock:” nor doth he only knock without, but also within assist to open, 
whereby access and entrance is given to the heavenly presence of the saving power,’ making man a ‘Temple of God’s good 
Spirit’” (Wilcox’s note to line 19). 
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soul among those that hunger. The discompassion of “Unkindnesse” meets here its mirror-

image, as the speaker recognizes himself as spiritually poor in the moment he acknowledges 

the material need of his petitioners; in opening his doors and sharing his bread with those 

who hunger, he accounts himself as of their kind.  

In this stanza the poem makes a crucial series of turns which illustrate the 

mechanical and metaphorical logic of early modern religious fasting: though we are initially 

to understand the “fast” of line 43 as the literal practice of reducing consumption, the 

“starving” and “repast” of the following line are clearly used metaphorically, while the 

second half of the stanza demands a dramatic shift to a decidedly material understanding of 

“banquetting” in line 47, only to morph again to a spiritual valence by the time we arrive at 

the end of line 48. This constant and silent vacillation between literal and figural modes 

demonstrates how inextricably connected are the material and metaphoric registers of feast 

and fast in Herbert’s thinking, and allows for the reader to understand that ritualistic symbol 

and action are not merely conceptually related, but are interdependently so. By this logic, the 

bodily deprivations of Lent prompt the faster to the spiritually nourishing feast of scriptural 

teaching, which in turn instructs him to literally feed those who are hungry, and in so doing 

to metaphorically feed his own hungering soul. In denying himself food, Herbert suggests, 

the speaker is both practically and spiritually made able to feed others. Indeed, it is in the 

moment of feeding the hungry that, crucially, the speaker recognizes his own soul as 

disastrously malnourished; simultaneously, it is through the fast-enabled literal feeding of the 

hungry that the speaker’s soul is spiritually fed. “Lent” thus insists on a paradoxical 

economy: to feed the hungry, one must starve oneself; in starving one’s body, the spirit is 

fed.   
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In this, the logic of the final stanza mimics both secular and theological 

contemporary justifications for the communal benefits of fasting. In abstaining from rich 

food (especially flesh), the argument for public fasts went, citizens who followed mandated 

fasts were both spiritually and materially prepared to alleviate the sufferings of their hungry 

neighbours by offering that which they did not eat to those who most needed it.38 Fasts thus 

had crucial civic as well as devotional value, serving an important redistributive function 

within parishes. This was especially pressing during times of dearth, as in the early 1630’s, 

and is reflected in the language of a royal proclamation of September 1630 regarding “the 

preventing and remedying of the dearth of graine and victuall”:  

his Majestie doeth command…the same course [of fasting] to the rest of his 
subjects in their private families, in this time of scarcity, and that they would 
out of that which shall be saved by this abstinence, and by their sober and 
moderate dyet at other times, charitably and bountifully employ some good 
proportion towardes the reliefe of those, that shall be in penury and want, 
and would be glad to be refreshed with the meanest of that food which is 
superfluously spent in Rich mens houses.39  

 
This language, which is itself derived from older dearth statues dating to the Elizabethan 

Poor Laws at the turn of the seventeenth century, finds an obliging echo in The Countrey 

Parson’s chapter on “The Parson’s Charity.” Explicitly citing scarcity and food shortages as 

especially pressing occasions for the extension of his hospitality to all in need, Herbert’s ideal 

pastor is characteristically generous at his own expense, for while he himself should routinely 

                                                 

38 For a history of the link between dearth and publicly mandated fasts in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century, 
see Steve Hindle, “Dearth, Fasting, and Alms: The Campaign for General Hospitality in Late Elizabethan England,” Past & 
Present 172.1 (August 2001): 44–86. For a discussion of the confessional inflections of public versus private fasting practices, 
see Tom Webster, Godly Clergy in Early Stuart England: The Caroline Puritan Movement, c.1620–1643 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1997), at 60–74. For a more general overview of the role of fasting in the devotional life of early modern 
Protestants, see Alec Ryrie, “The Fall and Rise of Fasting in the British Reformations” in Worship and the Parish Church in 
Early Modern Britain, Natalie Mears and Alec Ryrie, eds. (Farnham, Surrey: Ashgate, 2013), 89–108. 
39 Stuart Royal Proclamations Volume 2: Royal Proclamations of King Charles I 1625–1646, ed. James F. Larkin (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1983), no. 141.  
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eat “fare [that is] plain, and common” and of that he should eat but “little,” he must also “at 

hard times, and dearths, (…) [part] his Living, and life among [the poor]” and not suffer any 

“to want a good meal” (241-45). We can observe here, too, echoes of Herbert’s intense 

interest in the paradoxical relationship between spiritual feeding and concepts of literal and 

metaphorical reduction. The food ingested by the parson is, like the spiritual food he offers 

to his flock, characterized by its simplicity and purity, by its disproportionate ratio of 

quantity or size to quality. Good pastoral food is, in both cases, spare yet nutritionally dense. 

For Herbert, this image of carefully controlled eating and superabundant giving—the parson 

offers up not only his literal food but figuratively his whole “life”—is an embodied 

metaphor for pastoral and pedagogical ideals of self-reduction leading to compassion. 

On the theological level, the reference in “Lent” to “banquetting the poore” plays on 

two closely linked scriptural passages which would be familiar to Herbert’s readers as 

touchstones of Christian thinking about the believers’ duty towards those in need: firstly and 

most explicitly, Herbert wants his readers to hear in these lines echoes of Isaiah 58:6-12, “Is 

not this the fast I have chosen? (…) Is it not to deal thy bread to the hungry, and that thou 

bring the poor that are cast out to thy house?”40 At the same time, the banquet of the poor 

also (and perhaps more readily) alludes to the first of the seven corporeal works of mercy as 

elucidated in Matthew 25:31-46. These biblical passages were also, not coincidentally, 

frequently invoked in sermons and treatises to underwrite exhortations prompting 

participation in both private and mandated fast days, in Lent and throughout the liturgical 
                                                 

40 This passage, which the Geneva bible entitles “The fast of the faithful,” resonates throughout “Lent,” most especially in 
the linkage of the practice of fasting with a more intimate guidance from God. Compare “Lent” at 37–42 with Isaiah 58:9–
11: “The thou shalt call and the Lord shall answer;/Thou shalt cry, and he shall say, Here I am/ (…) and if thou draw out 
thy soul to the hungry, /and satisfy the afflicted soul;/ (…) the Lord shall guide thee continually, /and satisfy thy soul in 
drought, and make fat thy bones.”  
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year. A 1625 treatise on fasting by Henry Mason, for example, combines the language of 

Isaiah and Matthew to detail the necessary relationship between the spiritual self-reflection 

and repentance undertaken during fasts and the works of mercy that should accompany 

them: “a true fast, such as God doth require, and will requite, is to be joyned with the 

practice of good workes. . . . And some againe are workes of mercy, which are to deale ones 

bread to the hungry, to cloathe the naked, &c.”41 Mason goes on to cite Ambrose and Augustine’s 

rationales for the efficient parallelism between fasting and feeding others: 

Wee that fast (saith [Satin Ambrose]) let vs giue our dinners to the poore. So 
thou fasting shalt aske God pardon for thy sinnes, and hee beeing filled shall obtaine it for 
thee, and both of them shall be for thy good, both thy fasting, and the poore mans 
eating. To the same purpose speaketh Saint Augustin, Then are our fasts accepted 
with God, (saith hee) if they which fast because they want meat, be relieued by vs.42 

 
In this formulation—one that is exquisitely condensed in the closing lines of “Lent”—the 

sinner humbly puts on the hunger of the one he feeds in lieu of himself, emptying his own 

body to fill another’s.  

In The Countrey Parson’s description of the parson’s personal and private fasting 

practices, Herbert also echoes the conventional linkage (evident in the title of Mason’s 

volume, Christian humiliation, or, a treatise of fasting) between fasting (especially during Lent) as a 

process of “Humiliation…and all acts of Mortification” (241-42), and therefore as a vehicle 

to spur practices of confession and repentance. 43 Indeed, the feedback loop that Herbert 

                                                 

41 Henry Mason, Christian humiliation, or, A treatise of fasting declaring the nature, kindes, ends, vses, and properties of a religious fast: 
together with a briefe discourse concerning the fast of Lent (London, 1625), sig. H2v, EEBO. 
42 Ibid, sig. H3r. 
43 Herbert refers elsewhere in The Countrey Parson to both set and voluntary fasts. See, for example, Ch. 9 “The Parson’s 
State of Life,” in which Herbert suggests that especially a priest who has chosen “to keep himself a virgin (…) spends his 
days in fasting and prayer (…). He therefore thinks it not enough for him to observe the fasting dayes of the Church, and 
the dayly prayers enjoyned him by auctority, which he observeth out of humble conformity, and obedience; but adds to 
them, out of choyce and devotion, some other dayes for fasting, and hours for prayers; and by these hee keeps his body 
tame, serviceable, and healthfull; and his soul fervent, active, young, and lusty as an eagle” (237). 
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insists upon between (bodily) reduction and (spiritual) growth is evident in his usage of the 

term “exinanition”—most often used in theological writing in reference to the humiliation of 

Christ as described in Philippians 2:8—in The Countrey Parson.44 Playing off both the 

theological and the bodily valence of the word, which connotes both a literal emptying out 

of the body and a spiritual evacuation of pride or humiliation, Herbert suggests that (unlike 

his general readership, who should fast frequently) those whose bodies “be weak or 

obstructed” or those who suffer from “diseases of exinanition (as consumptions)” need not 

adhere to the mandates of fast days (242). The point here is not only an eminently practical 

one, but also a metaphysical one: the consumptives and the weak-stomached whom Herbert 

exempts from ritual fasts are, he implies, through their physical suffering already experiencing 

the “Humiliation” and “Mortification” (241-42) which fasting is meant to induce. In this 

way, their physiological exinanition provides the spiritual exinanition that others must seek 

through ritual practice. This is reinforced later in the volume, when Herbert (in direct 

contradiction to Gerson, whom he cites as a contemporary authority on the subject) 

advocates for sparseness of diet as a path to closeness to God: 

And Gerson, a spirituall man, wisheth all to incline rather to too much, then to 
too little; his reason is, because diseases of exinanition are more dangerous, 
then diseases of repletion. But the Parson distinguisheth according to his 
double aime, either of Abstinence a morall vertue, or Mortification a divine. 
(…) when he meets with a refined, and heavenly disposition, he carryes them 
higher, even somtimes to a forgetting of themselves. (267) 

 
The parson here acts as shepherd who leads the famished and humbled—and therefore 

receptive—sheep to the feast of Christian virtue, a virtue characterized as a reduction of the 

                                                 

44 “and being found in fashion as a man, he humbled himself, and became obedient unto death, even the death of the 
cross.” The OED cites this verse specifically as a definition of “exinanition” when used in reference to Christ.  
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self so total as to be a self-forgetting. In this alignment of physical exinanition with spiritual 

exinanition, we can hear echoes of the climax of “Easter Wings,” in which the poem’s 

trajectory of humiliation transforms into one of exultation at the very moment in which the 

desperation of “I became/ Most thinne” bleeds effortlessly into the surety of “With thee” 

(14-16). For Herbert, growing “thinne” is a way to grow nearer to God, a means of emptying 

the self so that Christ might fill it. 

The pattern of self-reduction for the purpose of nourishing others returns in a 

disarmingly humble guise in The Countrey Parson as a means of (not coincidentally) 

introducing Herbert’s discussion of pastoral fast-keeping. In a little commented upon 

passage embedded within his discussion of the spare and simple diet of the parson, Herbert 

describes an exemplary model of compassionate service:  

there being two things, which as they are, are ununseful to man, the one for 
smalnesse, as crums, and scattered corn, and the like; the other for the 
foulnesse, as wash, and durt, and things thereinto fallen; God hath provided 
Creatures for both; for the first, Poultry; for the second, swine. These save 
man the labour, and doing that which either he could not do, or was not fit 
for him to do, by taking both sorts of food into them, do as it were dresse 
and prepare both for man in themselves, by growing themselves fit for his 
table. (241) 
 

The humble chickens and pigs around which this anecdote centres bear, in their function of 

ingesting what would be harmful to humans and transforming it into something beneficial at 

great bodily cost to themselves, a surprising resemblance to the exemplary definition of 

pastoral service offered in the volume’s opening chapter “Of a Pastor,” discussed above. In 

the same way that Herbert sees the pastor as a “Deputy of Christ” (225)—that is, one who 

stands in his place and works on his behalf—the animals in Herbert’s agrarian image 

deputize the humans they serve, standing in their place “and doing that which either he 
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could not do, or was not fit for him.” In “growing themselves fit for his table”—a phrase 

which is clearly redolent of eucharistic connotation—the livestock suffer the destruction of 

their own bodies in order to facilitate the thriving of human bodies. The poultry and swine, 

too, are in a sense made “deputies for Christ.” Herbert, always quick to praise simplicity and 

humbleness, offers this image of homely sacrifice not in satire but in earnestness. For 

Herbert, there is a potent allegory of ministry within the compound image of eating and 

offering which he locates in these animals: sustaining themselves on literal dregs and scraps, 

the most “plain” and most “common” of fare, this “foulnesse” is transformed to rich 

nourishment when offered for the benefit of others. Carefully eliding the violence necessary 

to complete this offering, Herbert imagines the sphere of pastoral action mirrored and 

perfected in the literally pastoral realm of husbandry.  

What begins to emerge in the depiction of fasting as a means of feeding the hungry 

in both “Lent” and The Countrey Parson, then, is Herbert’s acute attention to how this external 

and bodily manifestation of compassionate action mimics the fundamental structure of 

compassion itself: a recognition of another’s suffering, a voluntary putting on of that pain, 

and an attempt to relieve and comfort the afflicted. One reveals their bowels of compassion 

in the act of taking on another’s empty bowels of deprivation. This structure of voluntary 

suffering for the sake of another is cited by Herbert as the quintessential characteristic of 

pastoral care. To return briefly to the scene of the pastor “carving for” his hungry 

neighbours as the culmination of “The Pastor’s Courtesie” discussed above, we might now 

also add to this image of feeding others a sense of how for Herbert “carving for” (that is, 

feeding) another is always also an act of caring for another, in both senses of the term: to 

truly care for another in the sense of preserving or protecting them involves caring for them 
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in the sense of suffering or sorrowing for them.45 When the pastor sets out to feed his needy 

charge, he succinctly mimics literally as well as symbolically the mechanics of pastoral care—

of voluntarily putting on the suffering of another, and in so doing of working to relieve that 

suffering. The pastor’s table can thus be read as a powerfully condensed emblem of 

Herbert’s ideal ministry: to feed another is to exinanite oneself; to become “a Deputy of 

Christ” one must first become, in every way, most thin. 

“Waxing wo and wan”: Compassionating Reading, Reductive Poetics 

I have so far attempted to demonstrate how, in both The Countrey Parson and in The 

Temple, a central ethic of feeding the hungry—understood as always both material and 

metaphorical, spiritual and bodily—is cultivated through Herbert’s language of feeding, 

fasting, and reducing. This vocabulary, I have argued, works to rhetorically incorporate 

pastor/author and flock/reader, and to mimic the logic of compassion as the self is reduced 

in order to put on the other. Moving now to some of the most iconic poems of The Temple, I 

want to show how for George Herbert, lyric poetry is a practice of producing compassion by 

creating a space in which a reader—in giving voice to the “I” on the page—acknowledges 

and shares in the sufferings expressed by the lyric “I” while simultaneously observing as the 

speaker, too, learns to adopt the voice and the affliction of others. In so doing, the reader 

learns, approximates, and rehearses the task of viscerally and affectively “putting on” another 

which was central to early modern conceptions of compassion. Like the ideal shepherd of 

The Countrey Parson, then, Herbert’s compassionating lyrics attempt to reduce their readers to 

God and to neighbour: to return them to knowledge of their own fragile and sinful nature, 

                                                 

45 See OED, s.v. “care, v.1,” defs.1, 3, and “care, n.1,” defs. 1, 4. 
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to restore in them an image of Christ’s own compassionate mercy, and to incorporate them 

within a community of fellow-sinners. In so doing, the poem’s enact the very compassion 

they hunger for. 

Before indulging in a series of (what I hope to be) illustrative close readings of some 

of the poems of The Temple, it will first be necessary to note, however briefly and 

inadequately, that to read Herbert in the way that I am suggesting—that is, to read his poetry 

as not only descriptions or dramatizations of compassionate identification and engagement, 

but as purposefully performative instances of compassionate engagement—is to read, at least 

to some degree, consciously against the grain of some prevailing theories of “voice” in lyric 

poetry.46 Most modern accounts of lyric voicing fall roughly into one of two camps: those 

which are predicated upon an implied and necessarily impenetrable barrier between the 

poet/speaker and the reader/audience, so that the reader of the poem is always an outside 

observer of a self-contained speaker; and conversely, those which insist instead on the lyric 

as a purely identificatory form, one in which the reader, in giving voice to the “I” on the 

page, comes to identify the speaker of the poem as somehow indistinguishable from the 

self.47 The compassionate and compassionating mode of Herbert’s religious lyrics, however, 

                                                 

46 The so-called “New Lyric Studies” is also interested in realigning our understanding of what, exactly “lyric” is or does, 
though adherents tend to be less interested in the functioning of individual poems and more interested in a historically-
sensitive dismantling of the Romantic notion of “lyric” as a coherent category. For interesting overviews of the field, see 
Stephen Burt, “What is this Thing Called Lyric?,” Studies in Philology 113, no. 3 (Feb. 2016): 422-440; Johnathan Culler, “Why 
Lyric?,” PMLA 123, no. 1 (Jan 2008): 201-206. See also Virginia Jackson and Yopie Prins, eds., The Lyric Theory Reader: A 
Critical Anthology (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2014). 
47 Two admittedly cursory but hugely influential examples may, for my purposes, suffice: Northrup Frye’s definition of lyric, 
espoused in 1957, as “preeminently the utterance that is overheard” and his formulation that in the lyric “the poet, so to 
speak, turns his back on his listeners” is one approach to lyric that has proven to have remarkable staying power. In 
contrast, Helen Vendler’s classic understanding of lyric insists lyric poetry is emphatically and definitionally anti-social: she 
insists that “lyric, though it may refer to the social, remains the genre that directs its mimesis toward the performance of the 
mind in solitary speech. (…) the abstraction desired by the writer of, and the willing reader of, normative lyric frustrates the 
mind that wants social fictions or biographical revelations.” Lyric for Vendler is defined by its insistence upon readerly 
identification: “Because lyric is intended to be voiceable by anyone reading it, in its normative form it deliberately strips 
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often works in ways that fit neatly into neither category. Herbert’s poetics of compassion, I 

argue, depends upon the conscious and purposeful manipulation of the reader’s position as 

both observer of the enfolding poem, and as embedded within it. In this sense, Heather 

Dubrow’s expansive and labile approach to lyric audience and lyric “voicing” may be useful: 

…on the whole heteroglossia is a more apt model than ventrioloquism for 
the relationship of audience to text [in lyric]: identificatory voicing is only one 
of several alternative positions readers may assume, and it is often an avenue 
towards, not simply an alternative to, those different roles. . . . In short, the 
original audiences of early modern lyric, like their counterparts today, no 
doubt participated unreservedly in identificatory voicing on occasion; but in 
other instances they did so temporarily or ironically or not at all.48 
 

Dubrow’s attention to the potential for mobility in the position of a lyric audience—and, 

moreover, her acknowledgement of early modern authors’ own consciousness of that 

flexibility—is a useful framework with which to begin to approach Herbert’s own specifically 

devotional poetic mode. For Herbert’s is, I think, an insistently pastoral and communally 

directed mode, and the sort of readerly identification that I am suggesting is at work in 

Herbert’s verse is a form of identification that first highlights the reader’s critical distance 

from the speaker, only to collapse it by, ultimately, asking us to acknowledge our shared 

afflictions and vulnerabilities. Rather than (as Stanley Fish suggests) collapsing all distinctions 

between things, Herbert’s poetics of compassion induce us to recognize the mind on the 

                                                 

 

away most social specification (…) One is to utter [lyrics] as one’s own words, not the words of another.” See Northrop 
Frye, “Theory of Genres,” 30-39 at 32; Helen Vendler, “Introduction to The Art of Shakespeare’s Sonnets,” 128-139 at 129, 
both in The Lyric Theory Reader, ed Jackson and Prins. 
48 Heather Dubrow, The Challenges of Orphreus: Lyric Poetry and Early Modern England (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 2008), 94-102. 
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page as distinctly not our own, as suffering and abject in ways that we may not be, and to be 

invited to inhabit it anyway.49 

To see this self-reducing and reader-encompassing mode at work, we need look no 

farther than the emblematic lyric which confronts us as the opening to The Temple.  “The 

Altar” serves as an introduction to the volume as a whole, and to the way that Herbert 

invites us to engage with a mind and an experience that are not our own, but that we are 

nonetheless (however briefly) asked to inhabit and give voice to. “The Altar,” as has been so 

frequently discussed, is a poem whose typographical shape gestures towards its titular piece 

of church furniture, while its content speaks of the human heart that must be broken and 

reformed in order to receive the sacrifice which sanctifies it; the poem, and the heart, are the 

surfaces on which “The Sacrifice”—the poem which follows “The Altar” in the sequence of 

poems, and which narrates Christ’s passion—plays out. But even more than this, as Shaw 

and others have remarked, “The Altar” presents the unmistakable figure of a capital “I,” a 

seemingly solid wall of self-assertion through which the reader must pass in order to enter 

the church.50 Even before we begin to read it, then, the first poem of “The Church” 

implicitly poses a question about the speaking voice of a lyric: is this an “I” that represents a 

                                                 

49 See Fish, Self-Consuming Artifacts, 157, where Fish asserts that Herbert’s poetry is always “a self-diminishing action” whose 
end is “absorb[tion] into the deity whose omnipresence he has acknowledged.” Fish reads Herbert better in his later work, 
The Living Temple: George Herbert and Catechizing (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1978) in which he lays out a 
compelling argument for the influence of seventeenth-century modes of catechetical instruction on Herbert’s verse, and 
suggests that the edificatory and pastoral function of the poems of The Temple work by dialectically “drawing from the 
reader a completing, or correcting, or, in some cases, a mistaken, response. That response is given not simply at the end of 
the poem, but at every moment in it; it is a developing response, and its development is the true drama of this poetry, even 
when a poem is itself dramatic in form” (27). Fish’s characterization of Herbert’s strategy is hugely helpful in understanding 
what he calls the poems’ ability to be “restless and secure at the same time” (5), and has great and I think wholly convincing 
explanatory power in regards to the structure of The Temple itself, but fails (as I argue most readings of Herbert do) to 
adequately take seriously the specific affective work that Herbert both displays and demands. This affective engagement is, 
more than doctrinal or catechetical precepts, the necessary mode of reading The Temple.  
50 See Robert B. Shaw, The Call of God: Vocation in Donne and Herbert, 102-6. Shaw’s observation of the typographic “I” leads 
him to conclude, contra Fish, that “In Herbet’s poems, as in sacramental worship, the sacrifice accomplishes not an 
annihilation but a transfiguration of the self” (104). 
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distinct mind and soul, outside of and apart from the reader? Or is it an “I” that the reader is 

meant to recognize as some version of their own, into which they can easily step and take on 

the poem’s voice?  

At first, the former answer seems most applicable. The robustness of the iconic “I” 

seems to contradict the calls to humility of the two prefatory poems which precede it in the 

volume. Having received the catechistic instruction of “The Church Porch” to “Pitch thy 

behavior low, thy projects high; / So shalt thou humble and magnanimous be” (331-32) and 

the reinforcing warning engraved on the gateway of “Superliminaire,” at the door to the 

church proper we are visually confronted not with the humble image of something “holy, 

pure, and cleare, / Or that which groneth to be so” (“Superliminare,” 6-7) which we have 

been promised. Instead, the image of “The Altar”’s “I” engulfs the entire page, the twenty-

four words of its central column eating up as much page space as three entire stanzas of the 

poem on the facing recto. Thus, before we can read of and share in the speaker’s broken 

heart that resides at the literal center of the poem, we first encounter the seeming solidity of 

its exterior frame, an “I” that in its sturdily hewn form seems not to invite identification but 

to repel it. 

Describing, in the poem’s defining metaphor, his speaker’s heart as “A broken 

ALTAR” (1), with the conspicuous capitalization drawing attention to the line’s self-

conscious replication of the poem’s title, Herbert insists that we remain aware throughout 

the poem of the possibility for ambiguity among these terms: the heart is an altar which is 

also a poem, and the poem is an “Altar” which is a representation of a heart. Thus, when the 

speaker laments the impenetrable condition of his own heart, which he describes as variously 

“cemented,” “hard,” and (twice) as stony (2, 10, 6, 14), we are also implicitly invited to apply 
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those adjectives of solidity to the poem itself. Of course, these images of the heart/poem as 

calcified and impermeable refer clearly to scriptural passages, such as Ezekiel 11:19, in which 

stony and immoveable hearts stand as the image of the unrepentant and the unfaithful 

individual. By contrast, the image of the pliable and “melting” heart was frequently used 

throughout the period to describe a person’s openness to affective response, and specifically 

their ability to be moved or impressed upon by God and his Word.51 To have a stony heart, 

then, is to confess oneself emotionally and spiritually unreachable, by God or by man. Thus, 

within the “cemented” “I” of “The Altar,” there seems no possibility for the identificatory 

modes of reading that would allow us to share in and acknowledge the speakers’ anxieties as 

our own. There seems no room, that is, for the reader to participate in compassion for the 

speaker. The poem itself is as fixed and impassable as the speaker’s hard heart, closed off to 

the forms of affective response that might allow a reader to step inside. The visual language 

and the rhetoric of the poem initially demand that we be cognizant of exactly how hard the 

poem is pushing against readerly identification: the more we try to locate the heart of the 

poem, the more it insists that it is a stone, an inanimate “Altar,” the façade of an “I” whose 

interior heart remains unknowable. This opacity is, paradoxically, made visible in the 

imposing solidity of the “I” which comprises the poem on the page, a typographical 

declaration of a solitary self that is also, of course, precisely the problem at the heart of both 

poem and speaker. 

                                                 

51 See, for example, the prayer which closes Arthur Dent’s wildly popular cathechistic dialogue The plaine mans path-way to 
heaven, which reads: “Let me loue and reuerence all the faithfull Ministers of thy Gospell. Sanctifie their doctrines to my 
conscience, seale them in my soule, write them in my hart; give me a soft and melting heart, that I may tremble at thy words 
and be alwaies much affected with godly sermons” (sig. Ee3v). Ryrie discusses the widespread rhetoric of stony and melting 
hearts in his Being Protestant in Reformation Britain at 17-26. See also Donne’s similar use of this trope in his “Jesus wept” 
sermon, discussed in Chapter 2 of the present study. 
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As we venture deeper into the poem itself, we discover that this ostensibly self-

assertive speaking “I” is almost pathologically self-conscious and distressed about his own 

hard-heartedness. In addition to the repeated naming of his own heart as “hard,” 

“cemented,” and stone-like, the speaker also laments his own solitude as the cause of that 

stoniness. The central column of the poem begins: 

A HEART alone 
Is such a stone,    
As nothing but 
Thy pow’r doth cut. (5-8) 
 

When taken as a whole, the sentence demands that “alone” be understood in the sense of 

“only,” and thus suggests that hearts are a uniquely hard variety of stone that cannot be cut 

except by divine tools.52 This interpretation is not possible, however, until we arrive at the 

end of the syntactic unit. As the reader moves through the poem in real time, the word 

“alone” is more naturally understood to mean “solitary” or “unaccompanied.” This reading 

changes the meaning of the sentence crucially: it is not only that hearts are a stone so 

adamantine as to require divine intervention to carve them, but also (and critically) it is 

solitary hearts that most necessitate God’s “pow’r.” In this focus on the excessive hardness of 

the heart alone, Herbert collapses cause and effect into a single crystalline image. The 

hardening of the heart is both the source and the result of solitude: the speaker’s hard heart 

is (as the Ezekiel reference reminds us) because of his distance from God, but the hardness 

also inevitably exacerbates that distance; likewise, the stony heartedness that has resulted 

from the speaker’s cold isolation from his community and left him “alone” is also, Herbert’s 

                                                 

52 This is, interestingly, the only gloss provided by Wilcox for “alone,” who does not acknowledge an alternate reading of 
the line. Of course, the fact that “alone” required a gloss at all suggests that the ambiguity is a present and conspicuous one. 
Hutchinson, characteristically, allows the ambiguity to stand and offers no commentary on the line at all.  
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subtle formulation paradoxically implies, the reason he was unable to move or be moved by 

his neighbours in the first place. 

For the speaker, then, the isolating hardness of his heart—its unresponsiveness to 

the call of God or his neighbours—is the disquiet which prompts the poems’ writing. So 

while the speaker’s anxiety about the condition of his own hard heart permeates the poem 

(such that even when we arrive at the final couplet, we have not yet encountered the heart of 

flesh which the Ezekiel reference might lead us to expect should replace the stony one), the 

very act of voicing those anxieties—of shaping the altar/heart/poem on the page—begins to 

undo and to chip away at the impenetrability that is the occasion of the poem. What has 

changed by the end of the poem, then, is the subtle transformation of how we as readers 

perceive the “I”/altar that is both the poem’s self-referential frame and it’s animating 

subjectivity. Where “The Altar’s” typographic hieroglyph of self-centering initially resists a 

reader’s identification with the speaking “I,” Herbert delicately constructs a structure 

through which the careful reader cannot help but become viscerally engaged with the poem’s 

speaking heart and stony “I”.  

This curious—and necessary—shift in the reader’s position is accomplished in a 

moment of subtle slippage in the demonstrative pronouns which end the poem. By the 

poem’s mid-point, the speaker’s unitary and impassable heart has, in the sliver of empty 

space which exists between the poem’s visually central lines, been burst asunder by the 

superhuman power of God: 

   Thy pow’r doth cut. 
   Wherefore each part 
   Of my hard heart 
   Meets in this frame, 
   To praise thy name. 
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  That if I chance to hold my peace, 
  These stones to praise thee may not cease. (8-14) 
 

The speaker’s stony and impenetrable solitude is pierced in the very moment that he 

acknowledges the Lord’s power to penetrate even the hardest of hearts. Following this line, 

which occurs at the precise centre—the beating heart—of the poem, the heart in question is, 

by virtue of God’s intervention, no longer alone, but is rather multiplied and reproduced as a 

collection of parts, shattered into disparate shards which must be reunited. The single, 

cemented heart with which the poem began is become, in a breath, a multitude of pieces. 

Crucially, these are a multitude of pieces that the speaker both claims as his own (“each 

part/Of my hard heart”) and differentiates from himself (“If I chance to hold my 

peace,/These stones (…) may not cease”). The pieces of the speaker’s heart both are and are 

not the “I” who threatens silence, and they both are and are not the “stones” who relieve, 

unceasingly, that silence. It is into the cracks between these pieces—and the purposeful 

ambiguity of the pronouns which surround them—that the reader is, finally, invited to step.  

The altar (the poem on the page and the heart it both is and creates) is understood as 

a space where shattered hearts come together to meet.53 What the pieces of the speaker’s 

now-multiple, yet still connected heart are to “meet” in “this frame”—that is, in the poem 

itself and in the volume that it introduces—is, of course, the reader. In the act of reading the 

poems, we are implicated and encompassed within them as the “stones” who will (through 

giving voice to the praises of The Church) ensure that worship does not cease. As Shaw points 

out, these stones are also a reference to “those New Testament passages in which disciples 

                                                 

53 For a reading of this poem in the context of the altar/table controversy of the later 1630s, see Achsah Guibbory, Ceremony 
and Community, 46-50. 
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themselves are called ‘lively stones.’ The author of 1 Peter expounds on Christ’s reference to 

himself as ‘the stone which the builders rejected’. Christ, he says, has become the 

cornerstone of the Church, and Christians themselves, ‘as lively stones, are built up a 

spiritual house, a holy priesthood, to offer up spiritual sacrifices, acceptable to God by Jesus 

Christ’ (1 Peter 2:5).”54 By breathing voice and life into the speaker’s own hard-hearted 

affliction—in reading of and as the “I” at the heart of the poem—we become a piece of his 

own textual body, a piece of his heart, the voice that will not cease to sing praises even if “I” 

cannot. The “teares” which “cemented” the heart at the poem’s beginning have dissolved 

and melted, so that the once seemingly indissoluble stone becomes penetrable, to God (as 

the speaker always knew it was) but also—and this the speaker did not know—to the reader. 

The result of this opening up of the poem’s “I” is that, though the poem begins with “A 

HEART alone,” it ends with a veritable congregation of singing voices, who can provide the 

gratitude the speaker’s own heart cannot.55 It is thus precisely through the medium of lyric 

that the impenetrability of a stony and silent “HEART alone” becomes a choir of voices, a 

body of hearts that, while still sinfully stony, have been pierced by God’s power enough to 

let compassion in. The reader is invited to participate in this compassion if, in 

acknowledging herself as one of the “pieces” that meet in the frame of the poem, she names 

herself as stony-hearted, as sharing the heart-breaking affliction of the speaker. 

Compassion—the state of voluntarily putting on the suffering of another—is thus not only a 

                                                 

54 Shaw, The Call of God, 102-3. 
55 Ramie Targoff, too, sees the conclusion of “The Altar” as a gesture towards a form of communal speaking. She, however, 
sees the main conflict of the poem not as that between solitary or collective existence, but between ex tempore and set forms 
of prayer: “Like a prayer or Psalm, the altar that is formed by the poem promises to endure beyond the capacity of the 
poet’s own voice” (Common Prayer, 101). Targoff’s insistence that the Altar on the page—that is, the poem itself—ultimately 
comes to supersede and overwhelm the altar of the heart only works, I think, if (as she does) one only pays attention to the 
long framing lines of “The Altar” (lines 1-2, 15-16) and gives little weight to the poem’s heart. 
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responsive affect but a rhetorical effect of the poem, and one which Herbert asks the reader 

to observe in the very moment that it happens.  

In his much-anthologized and much-discussed shaped poem “Easter Wings,” we can 

see this same pattern of sliding in to compassion exemplified by “The Altar” integrated with 

Herbert’s hunger/“reducing” topos discussed above. At its most basic level, this poem 

illustrates and concretizes the Augustinian notion of the felix culpa or “fortunate fall,” 

demonstrating not only conceptually but also typographically how (original) sin and painful 

affliction ultimately, because of Christ’s atoning sacrifice, lead man closer to God.56 Thus, 

the poem’s two stanzas begin with images of falling (loss and decay, sorrow and sickness) 

and end, following an appeal to Christ’s saving grace, with visions of heavenward flight. The 

redemptive promise of the poem’s title is achieved not only in this conceptual progression 

away from sin, but also (as many critics have noted) in the material presentation of the poem 

itself, its careful double reference to both an hourglass (which hints at man’s mortality) and 

simultaneously to angel’s or lark’s wings, a gesture towards the promise of eternal life in 

Christ.57 In this sense, then, “Easter-Wings” represents it’s theological point in a powerfully 

clear and graphical manner: the first half of each stanza, dealing with matters of sin and 

human frailty, is comprised of five lines which become increasingly shorter and more 

succinct as the speaker narrates his erosion through sin; the second group of five lines 

correspondingly increase in length and rhetorical complexity as the speaker’s hope is buoyed 

by his return and recommitment to the central mysteries of Christian faith. 

                                                 

56 See Wilcox’s n. to l.10. 
57 For the most influential discussion of the hourglass/wing shaping, see Robert W. Halli, Jr., “The Double Heiroglyph in 
George Herbert’s “Easter Wings,” PQ 63 (1984), 265-72.. 
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Importantly, the crux of one of the stanzas of “Easter Wings”—the point at which it 

shifts trajectories from a reminiscence of afflicted fall to a hope for assisted flight—is 

couched in language which connects in fascinating ways my interests in Herbert’s bodily 

metaphors, and in the compassionating function of his lyric verse:  

  My tender age in sorrow did beginne: 
      And still with sicknesses and shame 
         Thou didst so punish sinne, 
              That I became 
       Most thinne. 
       With thee 
             Let me combine, 
         And feel this day thy victorie: 
      For, if I imp my wing on thine, 
  Affliction shall advance the flight in me. (11-20) 
 

Describing his punishment for continued sin as a perpetual state of physical and spiritual 

malnourishment, the speaker bemoans “That I became most thinne” (15), and then 

immediately pleads desperately to his imagined auditor (Christ, though he is unnamed in this 

stanza) for relief from the pain and deprivation of that thinness: “With thee/ Let me 

combine” (16-17). The moment of conversion between a continued declension into frail and 

sinful thinness and a renewed hope for ascension towards a robust combination with Christ 

occurs, in the spatial scheme of the shaped poem, in the negative space between the poem’s 

two narrowest lines:  in the very moment in which the speaker is at his most physically and 

spiritually reduced—when he is made literally and metaphorically “Most Thinne”—and in 

which he, following the poem’s ever-reducing pattern of line lengths, might be expected to 

disappear entirely from the page and from the sight of God, it is here where the narrowing 

reverses its course, as the spiritually emaciated speaker (and the typographically emaciated 

poem) are augmented and amplified by the introduction of the wholesome and solid 
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presence implied by “thee.” This, of course, aligns completely with the broader theme of the 

poem outlined briefly above: just as, in the felix culpa trope deployed in the first stanza, man’s 

original fall into sin allows for the “victories” of Christ’s incarnation and resurrection, so it is 

only at the nadir of his own sin and pride that the speaker is able to call upon the 

appropriate remedy for his bodily and spiritual wasting sickness.  

The speaker’s desperate prayer in this poem is, at its most literal level, a plea for a 

shared bodiliness—a desire to be “combine[d]” with Christ so that he can both share and be 

relieved from his agonies.  This call for compassion from Christ is, for the speaker, a plea to 

alleviate his spiritual/physical frailty through incorporation with Christ: he wants his own 

inadequate body to be augmented by Christ’s supremely sufficient one, for (as he later 

articulates it) Christ’s strong and healthy feathers to be “imp[ed]” (19) onto the speaker’s 

weak and faltering wing.58 This crucial image of the compassionate combination of two 

bodies is represented in two modes simultaneously: it is an image of combination with Christ 

as that which will cure the speaker’s own destructive thinness, and is thus an expression of 

ravenous hunger and specifically bodily desire. But by the poem’s end it is also, 

paradoxically, an image of combination with Christ in which the speaker is able to imagine 

himself soaring heavenward, and which reads as a transformation of the bodiliness of the 

first. The final image of airy weightlessness is a vision of resurrection and flight set against 

the earthbound desire and all-consuming hunger of one made “Most thinne.” What the 

afflicted and emaciated speaker at the poem’s literal centre prays for is combination via 

                                                 

58 For a recent discussion of the specific implications of this idiosyncratic falconry reference, and a useful corrective to 
many common (and competing) readings of the line, see Chauncey Wood, “Paradox and Imping in Herbert’s ‘Easter 
Wings’,” George Herbert Journal 32 (Spring 2009), 98-102. 
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consumption, of both consuming and being consumed by the flesh of another; the speaker 

who voices the poem’s graceful long concluding lines, however, has shed not only his 

previously all-consuming hunger, but his earth-bound hungering body. If any type of body at 

all is to be discerned in the poem’s closing image, it is a decidedly non-human, non-

hungering one—hollow-boned and avian, perhaps, or otherworldly and angelic. 

Paradoxically, then, the relief for the speaker’s hunger and the cure for his exinanition is 

imagined not, as might be expected, in a moment of eucharistic feasting and bodily/spiritual 

restoration, but in an image of escape from the body itself. Raised to a vantage point high 

above the site of his “sicknesses and shame” (12), it is only from this airy height that the 

speaker is able to cease lamenting his punishments and begin to acknowledge this state of 

“Affliction” as precisely that which will “advance the flight” he so desires (20). Where the 

stanza begins as a desperate plea for compassion from Christ, then, it ends in a moment of 

imagined compassion with Christ, achieving not simply a relief from suffering but, more 

profoundly, a Christ-like understanding of its salvific purpose.  

In a poem as attentive to shape and visual form as this one is, it is essential to note 

that the moment of this imagined compassionate union between the petitioning speaker and 

the implied auditor occurs at the very nucleus of the poem, in the empty page space between 

the poem’s two central lines. The falling action which culminates in “Most thinne” is, as 

Halli has noted, a narration of past events and a recollection of suffering, while the poem’s 

second half, initiated by “With thee” is a projection into the future, a prayer expressed in 

hope but not yet achieved.59 Within the poem’s fictive temporal scheme, the present tense—

                                                 

59 Halli, “Double Hieroglyph,” 266. 
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the now in which the speaker is imagined as existing and making his utterance—resides in 

the breath between “Most thinne” and “With thee”.  At the moment of writing, then, the 

speaker is located standing on the very precipice of the compassionate union he describes, at 

the nadir of his long process of wasting away. It would be a mistake to assume, however, 

that in placing this consequential break in temporality between “thinne” and “With,” 

Herbert insists upon a clear barrier between the two concepts, or the two halves of the 

poem. In fact, the intimate proximity of these two spare lines is instead an indication of their 

near inseparability in Herbert’s topology of suffering and compassion. The conversion from 

despair to hope exists, typographically and conceptually, as a result of the affliction-induced 

reducing—and here I invoke all senses of “reduce”—of the self.  

It is at this turning point in the poem, where the speaker’s affliction is most intensely 

condensed and his language most reduced, that Christ enters in to the speaker’s 

consciousness. As soon as the words “With thee” are uttered, the body of the poem (and the 

hope of the speaker) begins to enlarge and expand. It is also, I think, the moment at which 

the reader is most able to enter in to the poem, as the speaker’s recollections of his specific 

bodily suffering give way to an inclusive hope for relief from affliction. Having tumbled our 

eyes down the ever-shrinking lines of the speaker’s particular “sicknesses and shame,” we 

arrive at the poem’s crux acutely aware of the exact coincidence of the poem’s form and its 

content: as we read or speak the words “most thinne,” we see how the poem on the page 

literalizes that thinness. Thus, as the speaker prays for the ability to “combine” with Christ, 

the poem makes physical and conceptual space for the speaker’s voice to become the 

reader’s, for the reader to step into the position of the hungering soul and pray alongside 

him. In this sense, we are invited to read the speaker’s “With thee/ Let me combine” as also 
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a plea for compassion from the reader, an invitation to (like the singing stones of “The 

Altar”) join our voices in his communal prayer. At its typographical, temporal, and thematic 

centre, then, this stanza of “Easter-Wings” gestures towards an image of incorporation that 

is catalyzed by and predicated on the act of reducing.  

This evocation of bodily wasting as figure of spiritual desire and inadequacy is 

revisited again and again throughout The Temple. Nowhere, perhaps, is this more productively 

or surprisingly explored than in “Repentance,” a poem that is perhaps as under-appreciated 

by critics as “Easter-Wings” is over-represented in studies of Herbert’s poetry, and one that 

brings Herbert’s inventive deployment of the rich conceptual connections between the 

hunger/satiation topos and the language of compassionate engagement fully to the fore.60 

“Repentance” is a poem which, as its title would suggest, begins as an apparently 

straightforward attempt at confession and acknowledgement of sin. The poem is 

characteristic of Herbert’s interest in the salutary effects of suffering, describing his own 

afflictions as the “bitter bowl” of “wormwood” which God has “pour’d into my soul” (19-

21) before finally concluding with a hopeful gesture towards a future in which God “wilt 

sinne and grief destroy” (31). What makes this poem remarkable, however, is its graphic 

focus on not only, as in “Easter-Wings,” the effects of sin on the individual sinner, but 

also—and more intensely—on the punishments and remedies for sin enacted by God upon 

humankind in common. “Repentance,” in its extraordinary concluding stanzas, makes 

                                                 

60 Notable exceptions to the critical disinterest in “Repentance” include Stephanie Yearwood who, in “The Rhetoric of 
Form in The Temple,” SEL 23 (1983), 131-44, correctly notes the poem’s progression from individual to communal forms of 
confession, and suggests that this “manipulation of rhetorical framing (…) [encourages] our identification with the 
speaker.” Richard Strier forwards a similar reading in Love Known: Theology and Experience in George Herbert’s Poetry, (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1983), further noting that this communalizing mode is consistent with Herbert’s other 
confessional poems.  
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fascinating use of the trope of the church as communal body of Christ, and argues for the 

efficacy of suffering as a means of connecting compassionately with that body. In this poem, 

it is the experience of suffering—here specifically figured as processes of ingestion and 

incorporation—which make possible not only an eventual repentance from sin, but more 

importantly a reincorporation within the community harmed by that sin. This 

reincorporation is made possible, explicitly, through compassion, an acknowledgement of 

the shared bodiliness which—in both its literal and its figurative valences—unites 

humankind. 

Importantly, however, “Repentance” begins in an ambiguous mode, one that 

(despite its title) presents only a partial accounting for sin, and that displays a marked 

guardedness on the part of a speaker who (for the first half of the poem, at least) deals only 

in vague gestures and broad generalities. A thoroughly anatomizing confession this is not. 

Yet it is also a mostly unobjectionable one, characterized more by tepidness and imprecision 

than grave error. The bland paucity of the opening is revealed only retrospectivly in light of 

the stunning vitality and intense affectivity of the latter half. It is, significantly, at the 

moment when compassion literally enters into the poem that the speaker’s initial lukewarm 

and self-shielding confession is converted into powerful recognition of his need for 

compassion.  

The opening stanzas of “Repentance” are, as a dramatization of confession, a 

remarkably uneven effort: the speaker’s admission of sin is both impersonal and imprecise, 

and he is more invested in negotiating a reprieve from the consequences for sin than in 

serious reflection and acknowledgement. The chiasmatic repetition of the poem’s opening 

lines (“Lord, I confesse my sinne is great;/Great is my sinne”), with its skipping rhythm and 
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mirrored structure, betrays no sense that the speaker has any understanding of the far-

reaching effects of sin. Rather, he presents his amorphous and undifferentiated failing as a 

hermetically sealed loop, neat and tidy and self-contained in a way that real sin never is. The 

next lines continue in the same vein, as the “great” sinner moves hurriedly on from his 

perfunctory confession to the more pressing task of pleading for gentle treatment. The 

pleasant botanical language he employs to describe himself—he is no more than a “quick 

flow’r” and a “momentanie bloom” (3)—suggests purity and delicacy, rather than the guilt or 

shame we might expect from one repenting for “great” sins. There is little evidence to be 

found here in this confession of “the detestation of the soul, abhorring and renouncing sin, 

and turning unto God in truth of heart” which, in The Countrey Parson, Herbert defined as 

“the essence of repentance.”61 Indeed, contrary to Herbert’s other poems of humility and 

penitence, the speaker plays directly against the specific tropes of humility that Herbert has 

elsewhere associated with processes of confession.62 Instead, the speaker describes himself as 

a “quick flow’r” (3) rather than the humble “weed” of “Employment” (22); his life is 

portrayed as a “momentanie bloom” (3) quite unlike the “rotten tree” of wasted human life 

we will encounter in “Obedience” (22). What these images highlight are the transience of 

human life in general, not the fact of sin or its effects.63 “Repentance” thus begins with a 

                                                 

61 Countrey Parson, p. 279 
62 Strier does count “Repentence” as (along with “Easter Wings,” “Complaining,” and “Sighs and Grones” among a loose 
grouping of poems “all spoken from a deeply humbled and penitent point of view. . . . The speakers of these poems are 
already, in the terms of ‘Sighs and Grones,’ bruised and ground by their own awakened consciences” (7-9). Strier is correct 
that “Repentence” gets to a bruised and broken sense of true contrition by the end (though, as I argue, this brokenness is 
tempered by healing in the very moment that it is acknowledged), but it is certainly not yet there in the poem’s opening 
stanzas, from which Strier quotes exclusively. 
63 Wilcox notes here a reference to the language of the service for the burial of the dead (which in turn references Job 14:1-
2; 9:25-26). The BCP’s language is appointed for the moment when the body is made ready and laid in the earth: “Man that 
is borne of a woman, hath but a short tyme to lyve, and is full of miserye: he cummeth up and is cut downe lyke a floure, he 
flyeth as it were a shadowe, and never continueth in one staye. In the middest of lyfe we be in death, of whom may we seke 
for succor but of thee, O Lorde, whiche for our sinnes justly arte displeased” (BCP 1549, p 171). Notably absent from 
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speaker who repents not of sin itself, but only laments the human mortality—the “steadie 

aiming at a tombe” (6)—which is the wages of it.  

The two stanzas which open the poem together comprise a petulant lament for the 

fleetingness of life’s earthly pleasures and the concomitant inescapability of sorrows. They 

thus continue the tonal dissonance between, on the one hand, the poem’s earnest title and 

place in the sequence of The Temple (immediately following the gut-wrenching sincerity and 

intimacy of “Affliction (I)”), and, on the other, its oddly perfunctory character. The implicit 

argument presented in these initial stanzas is, essentially, that divine mercy should be offered 

to the confessee not, as the title would suggest, because they are truly repentant and have 

fully digested the weight of their sins, but rather because life is too short—too much a 

“quick flow’r” and “momentanie bloom” (3)—for the additional burden of guilt or 

punishment to bearably sour it any further.  

The second stanza continues in this same vein, but now generalizing the speaker’s 

individual complaints to mankind as a whole. The entire history of mankind is not only 

perceived as absurdly short—“Mans age is two houres work, or three” (7)—but it is also 

perceived as overwhelmingly  painful: 

  Each day doth round about us see. 
  Thus are we to delights: but we are all 
     To sorrows old, 
     If life be told 
  From what life feeleth, Adams fall.  (8-12) 
 

                                                 

 

Herbert’s oblique reference (which Wilcox does not note) is the BCP’s crucial acknowledgment of God’s just displeasure 
with man’s sin. 
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Just as the entire age of man, from the expulsion from Eden to the moment of the speaker’s 

lament, seems as insignificant as a single day in relation to the vastness of eternity, so too do 

the vanishingly brief “delights” of the world feel equally as insignificant when compared with 

the lasting sorrows which, the speaker argues, are the salient characteristic of human 

experience. So pervasive and enduring are these “sorrows” wrought by “Adams fall” that life 

itself may be “told”—that is, measured, understood, or described—solely through how 

deeply these pains are felt. What is important to note here is the ingenuity with which the 

speaker avoids accepting responsibility for the sorrows he endures. While he is careful to 

connect the experience of human suffering to the fact of human sin, that sin itself is 

displaced and dispersed, temporally and rhetorically, throughout the entire human race (via 

his conspicuous adoption of the first-person plural pronoun) and back through human 

history to Adam’s original transgression. Finding safety in the implied numbers of the “we” 

who “are all / To sorrows old,” the confession the speaker makes here appears to be not an 

admission of his own individual guilt, but an excuse for it—an attempt to bury the specificity 

of his own “great” sin in the overwhelming greatness of human sinfulness in general.  

This move from the personal to the universal—from his own suffering to the 

suffering of humankind in general—has been cited by critics as an example of what Richard 

Strier has called Herbert’s “easy vacillation between the personal and impersonal mode” and 

has been read as exemplary of one of the ways in which Herbert’s poetry invites 

identification with the reader.64 But to read this universalizing gesture as some version of 

benign poetic communion or compassion is to err in the same way as the speaker does—that 

                                                 

64 See Richard Strier, Love Known, 8. 
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is, to instrumentalize the suffering of others for one’s own ends. To claim the entire history 

of human suffering as the evidence in favour of one’s own desert of merciful treatment, as 

Herbert’s speaker does here, is to reverse the directionality of the model of compassion 

espoused by writers like Perkins and also to neglect the important corrective that only arrives 

in the latter half of the poem.  

It is not until we are presented with a counter-example to this self-serving 

universalizing that the speaker’s error becomes truly evident. It is only in the next stanza, 

which culminates in an importantly altered repetition of the speaker’s perfunctory opening 

confession, that the poem begins to earnestly explore its titular subject of repentance, and to 

demonstrate and invite the related forms of compassion with which I argue Herbert is 

concerned. Having made his case for his unwitting and unavoidable entanglement in the 

fallout from original sin, the speaker once again cries out for mercy: “O let thy height of 

mercie then / Compassionate short-breathed men” (13-14). This usage of the unusual verb-

form of “compassion” is noteworthy in that it is the only time in his entire English oeuvre 

that Herbert employs any form of the word at all, typically preferring variations of “mercy” 

or “pity” to refer to God’s loving treatment of humankind. That he chooses to insert 

“compassionate” here, then, suggests that there is something crucially different about this 

invocation of God’s loving mercy and the specific work it is doing in this poem that requires 

Herbert to draw attention to it with an uncharacteristically flamboyant word choice. That 

difference, I argue, lies in this poem’s investigation of and invitation to the forms of 

compassion specific to human modes of relation and identification. Herbert’s poem is not 

merely a conventional prayer for God’s mercy—for God to “compassionate” his creation by 

dealing “gently” with them—but also, and more importantly, an invitation for compassion to 
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grow among humans—for God to “compassionate” (verb) his creation by literally making 

them compassionate (adjective). The speaker hungers for human charity as much as he does 

divine pity.  

Herbert plays here with the ambiguity of the verb’s object: he intends that we read 

the line as not only describing God’s merciful disposition towards humanity (in which case 

the verb refers to God’s own affective state), but also what God’s mercy will do: the verb 

simultaneously describes the mercy that is an attribute of God and the corresponding act of 

God infusing compassion within the men. The unusual verb-form “compassionate” thus 

works in two consequential directions in the poem: first and most obviously, as a synonym 

for the “mercie” of the previous line, it indicates the speaker’s desire for God to feel what 

humans feel in the knowledge that such experience must inevitably lead God to alleviate the 

suffering of the “short-breathed men” he compassionates. In this sense, Herbert’s speaker 

pleads for the divine entity to seek communion with the suffering of the human speaker, 

rather than the human attempting to comprehend the sufferings of Christ. In other words, 

the speaker here asks for God to feel, in every sense, like a human. In seeking specifically the 

compassion of God, rather than only his mercy, Herbert’s speaker indicates a desire for a 

closeness to and a response from the incarnational and human aspect of Christ. The 

sufferings of humans, this line implies, require a human response. 

This desire for a human affective response brings us to the second, less obvious, 

implication of the verb “compassionate” in this poem. It works in a subtle yet crucial sense 

in this stanza, and one which only becomes clear with careful attention to both the imagistic 

framing of the request, and the poetic effects of the verse:  

  O let thy height of mercie then 
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  Compassionate short-breathed men. 
       Cut me not off for my most foul transgression: 
            I do confesse 
             My foolishnesse; 
  My God, accept of my confession. 
 

After an initial long and pleading “O,” the rapid, short syllables and cascading plosive 

consonant endings of the first three lines (“let,” “height,” “compassionate,” “short,” “cut,” 

“not,” “most”) accumulate as the reader moves through the lines, creating in the reader 

precisely the literal short-breathedness that Herbert uses metaphorically to describe the 

fleetingness of human life. By the time we arrive at the stanza’s third line, the rhythm has 

become anxious and panting, and the truncated lines which follow are like desperate gasps 

for air, an effect that is redoubled by the sibilant exhalations of the double “s” sounds which 

are internally echoed with both “transgression” and “confession,” and which end the crucial 

rhymes “confesse” and “foolishnesse.” In speaking this verse out loud, one becomes 

increasingly conscious of one’s own breath sounds, and of the ragged desperation which the 

unrelenting syntax of the lines imposes. Unlike the preceding stanzas, we get no pause to 

breathe between the first and second lines, and no recuperative caesura in the center of the 

long third line. Instead, the verse hurtles anxiously forwards across and through the lines: 

where the previous stanzas never packed more than ten syllables between any two 

punctuated pauses, this stanza requires stretches of sixteen syllables, then eleven syllables, 

before collapsing breathlessly into the confession at line 4. In reading the verse, then, the 

reader comes to literally compassionate—to physically feel with—the “short-breathed men” 

with whom the speaker aligns himself. The speaker’s prayer is fulfilled poetically in the 

moment of its utterance, as we now “short-breathed” readers are “compassionated” not only 
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to the generalized human suffering he describes, but also specifically to the speaker’s own 

breathlessly anxious state. 

It is not until we complete the stanza-ending “confession” that we as speaker/reader 

are allowed the space to take a full breath. The literal voicing of this confession, then, comes 

as an almost physiological relief to the reader, an echo of the spiritual relief it brings the 

speaker. This confession which follows the invitation for God’s compassion is, like the 

confession which opens the poem, a brief one. But unlike the perfunctory first confession, 

this one exemplifies the Herbertian ideals of simplicity, directness, and (figurative) leanness. 

The five words of the confession are (like the crux of “Easter-Wings” discussed above) 

typographically offset from the rest of the stanza, creating a visual narrowing in and thinning 

out of visual static, and magnifying the focus on the crucial words “I do confesse/My 

foolishnesse”.65 As in “Easter Wings,” the literal thinning of the poem on the page visually 

reinforces the poem’s theological concern: true “Repentance” as a practice requiring a 

pruning down of self, evacuation of pride, and reducing into humility for which the 

typographical thinning stands as a visual metaphor. In this moment, the formerly assertive 

presence of the speaker is willingly humbled both in word (as he acknowledges himself a 

fool) and on the page, as his words are literally reduced from elaborate rhetorical gambits to 

simple declaratives. Ironically, then, in asking for the compassion of Christ—that is, for 

Christ to feel with and act mercifully towards him—the speaker in fact is made to do the 

reverse and, in a sense, “compassionate” the characteristic humility of Christ.  At the same 

                                                 

65 Compare this with the languid, meandering lines of the first confession. 
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time, and in another sense, the reader of the poem compassionates the speaker, voicing his 

pains and confession, and embodying his anxiety and relief. 

Following this moment of condensed compassion-spurred confession, the poem 

continues in a vein which both echoes and refutes the opening stanzas. At first reading, the 

speaker’s plea that God “Sweeten at length this bitter bowl, / Which thou hast pour’d into 

my soul” (19-20) seems to essentially be an echo of the poem’s earlier sentiments for God to 

alleviate the personal sufferings and afflictions of the speaker. The speaker asks for his 

punishments, which he describes in distinctly bodily terms as “wormwood” (a bitter 

medicinal concoction) and “windes” (in the intestinal sense), to be (as a result of his 

confession and repentance) transformed into “health” and “fair weather”. There seems little 

here, at first reading, that has changed from the first stanza’s pleas for God to “gently treat” 

the speaker’s sins, save for the newly prominent focus on gustatory and bodily imagery.  

But as we read on, it becomes clear that the speaker’s conception of sin—and 

especially of sin’s effects—has drastically changed. The consistent focus in this latter half of 

the poem is on sinfulness itself experienced as pain and grief and not, as in the first two 

stanzas, on the speaker’s fear of pain and grief as an imposed punishment for (original) sin. 

Where the opening stanzas consistently displace the origin and experience of sin outside of 

the self and only appropriate to the speaker the suffering that (he suggests) is really the 

burdensome legacy of someone else’s sin, the latter half of the poem literally embodies and 

internalizes the experience of sin through its plethora of images of ingestion, incorporation, 

and physiological intensity. Thus, the experience of sinfulness is here depicted as a “bitter 

bowl” of “wormwood” that is “pour’d” (against the subject’s will) into the soul, leading to 

the pain and discomfort of indigestive “windes” (19-21). Likewise, God’s condemnations for 
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sin (discussed in the fifth stanza) strike first at the innermost parts of the physical self, 

afflicting “bowels” and “hearts” with a wasting disease that will, eventually, reduce the entire 

body to nothingness: 

  When thou for sinne rebukest man, 
  Forthwith he waxeth wo and wan: 
 Biternesse fills our bowels; all our hearts 
    Pine and decay, 
    And drop away, 
  And carrie with them th’other parts. (25-30) 
 
 “Bitternesse” here is both the “wormwood” of the previous stanza (and thus a 

consequence of sin) and a figure for sin itself. 66 Bitterness erodes the body from within, 

attacking the very organs that should (in a healthy corpus) be the seats of love and 

compassion. No longer is sin merely a distant Adamic inheritance, unfairly imposed on and 

suffered by humankind. Instead, it is now recognized as the physiological core of human 

experience, a gangrenous internal infection which threatens to fulfill the speaker’s deepest 

fear—that he be “cut (…) off” from the love and mercy of Christ—at the most macabrely 

literal level. 

In addition to the dramatic internalization of the experience of sinfulness that the 

conversion to compassion wreaks on the speaker, as the penultimate stanza of “Repentance” 

demonstrates, the introduction of compassion into the poem also allows the effects of sin to 

become visible—to him, and to the reader—in their broadest-reaching, and most disastrous, 

form. While the speaker continues, ostensibly, his pleas for mercy and relief from suffering 

for himself—compassion in its narrowest sense—what his words allow for and invite is a 

much broader experience of compassion. The pronouns in the fifth stanza once again 
                                                 

66 The implicit contrast, of course, is to “sweetness,” Herbert’s favoured metaphor for and descriptor of Christ. 
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change to their plural form, allowing the reader to include not only herself within them, but 

also all of humanity. Thus, we can read the “man” of line 25 as a reference to both an 

impersonal individual noun, and an inclusive collective one. But this shift requires that we 

hold two simultaneous readings, an individual and a communal, in our mind at once. This 

stanza presents an image not only of individual disintegration, but also, metaphorically, of 

the catastrophic dismemberment of the communal body of Christ. In this double-visioned 

reading, sin in the individual is truly disastrous not in the suffering it causes to that person, 

but rather in its effects of eroding compassion and severing ties to community. God’s 

“rebukes” drive the sin-sick and frail human further from God (and here, Herbert echoes 

Psalm 39:12, “When thou with rebukes dost chasten man for sin, thou makest his beauty to 

consume away”), and this distance from God in turn consumes the sinner from the inside 

out.67 Herbert characterizes this eating away in terms specifically relevant to early modern 

compassion: the bowels and the heart, the seats and registers of compassion within the 

human body, are numbed with “bitterness” and made to atrophy and waste away. Thus, sin 

destroys not only the individual sinner, but—in causing his organs of compassion, that most 

Christ-like of human passions, to “Pine, and decay/And drop away”—it also, disastrously, 

amputates the individual from the communal body of Christ. With guts full of bitterness, the 

body has no capacity to (in Perkins’s terms) embowel the suffering of another, and therefore 

no ability to relieve it. Indeed, this decaying and dulling of compassion—condensed in the 

image of overfull bowels and underfed hearts—will ultimately corrupt one’s ability to hunger 

after God. 

                                                 

67 See Wilcox’s note to this line for further discussion of the psalmic resonances Herbert employs here.  
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Importantly the blame for the suffering wrought by the disease of sinfulness is 

insistently located in God himself: it is he who pours the gall into the speaker’s soul, he who 

“for sinne rebukest man” (25) and who causes the internal pain and threatens the bodily 

disintegration that plague and haunt the speaker. But it is also, crucially, precisely through 

this suffering that, Herbert contends, God plans to ultimately heal and cure human 

sinfulness and suffering, as the final stanza shows: 

  But thou wilt sinne and grief destroy; 
  That so the broken bones may joy, 
 And tune together in a well-set song, 
   Full of his praises, 
   Who dead men raises. 
  Fractures well cur’d make us more strong. (31-36) 
 

It is only after they have been broken and re-formed into instruments that bones can be 

used to make songs of praise; it is only through experiencing the full cycle of human 

sinfulness—sinning, confession, repentance, and, crucially, the acute suffering of knowing 

oneself to be still sinful—that humans can begin to be fortified against sin.  

But what stands out about the final stanza is the decidedly communal and expansive 

implication of its imagery. It is a collective “us” who will be made strong through fracture, 

and the image of “[tuning] together” in “well-set song” is more indicative of a choral 

arrangement than a solo instrumentalist. By the time we arrive at the poem’s end, then, we 

have returned to the sort of universalizing gesture that, as I discussed above, was earlier in 

the poem a characteristic mark of the speaker’s misunderstanding of his own sinfulness and 

suffering. Herbert is careful to distinguish between the two universalizing modes: the earlier 

attempt was ostentatious and overt, relying on the repetition of plural pronouns and the 

clumsy invocation of common Adamic ancestry to make its case. The latter gesture, 
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however, is a subtle and a graceful one, being made quietly and powerfully in moments like 

the delicate subtextual ringing between a stated effect that we are given on the page—broken 

bones that “may joy” (32)—and the unwritten near-rhyme that Herbert trusts us to hear and 

to know, without having to be told, to be the cause of that joy—broken bones that must join. 

Here, the outward reaching and communal gesture is not performative, but implicit; not the 

rhetorical affect of a sinner attempting to bargain with God, but inherent to the language of 

one who has been “compassionated” by and through him.  

By the end of the poem, then, the speaker’s solitary and self-centred voice has itself 

been broken down and, through the process of the poem, reformed into something that can 

sing multiphonically. Thus, the “rebukes” of God alluded to in line 25 are, ultimately, 

medicinal rather than punitive. Though they are experienced in the moment by the speaker 

as punishments, they are eventually read, in light of the final stanza, as the necessary 

purgations which make space for compassion to enter in. A person must, Herbert insists, 

“waxeth wo and wan” (26)—that is, grow physically small and sickly (“wan”) and also grow 

in suffering (“wo”)—as a necessary part of growing strong and joyful in and through the 

body of Christ. The paradox of the line—that one can both grow (wax) and shrink 

(wan/wane) at one and the same time—is yet another permutation of the concept of being 

reduced (here literally) to God. The speaker’s personal sufferings, experienced bodily as a 

literal waning—a becoming thin—lead him, through divine compassion, back to God. But 

this reducing to God also introduces, paradoxically, an increase of suffering, a “waxing wo,” 

as the repentant sinner learns to truly compassionate his fellow sin-sick sufferers. But on a 

poetic level, the “waxing wo and wan” of the speaker—his reduction of authority within the 

poem, his literal reduction and elimination of the personal pronoun—creates the space for 
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the reader to more easily identify with the human sufferings described on the page, to more 

easily insert themselves with the “I” that the speaker has emptied out, and more easily take 

on the speaking voice and the voiced sufferings which animate the poem. Without this 

woeful waning, the literal reducing of an individual body which makes possible the 

incorporation of a collective body, neither the speaker nor the reader would be prepared to 

enter into the Christian community promised in the final stanza. Thus, as the poem 

continues on, the speaker’s request for compassion from Christ begins to be answered by 

manifesting within the poem itself the compassion of Christ, the ability for speaker and reader 

to participate in the suffering not of an individual human, but of humankind. 

Finally, then, in seeking specifically the compassion of God (and not simply his 

mercy or even pity) the speaker achieves his remedy paradoxically not through an alleviation 

of his suffering, but rather through an intensification and increase of it, as he takes on and 

internalizes the suffering of his fellow humans. Likewise, his titular repentance is achieved 

not in the remission of his sins, but in the acknowledgement of their harms—harms that are 

importantly imagined as being distinctly visceral and bodily ones. In this sense, the speaker’s 

plea to “compassionate short-breathed men” has been answered not in the initial sense of 

the word described above (in which God has mercy on humanity and relieves their 

sufferings) but rather in a reflexive mode: it is the “short-breathed men” themselves who 

have been “compassionated” (that is: made to be compassionate), their individual sufferings 

opened out and reincorporated into a communal body as they are made available to others 

through the reading of the poem. 
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Tasting Our Misery: “Love (III)” and the Commensality of Compassion 

I’d like to conclude this chapter by turning now to a poem in which Herbert’s 

language of the “mysticall repast” of poetry culminates with exquisite simplicity in a 

representation of commensality that is not merely an analogue or metaphor for compassion, 

but is rather the literalization of it. It is in this culminating moment of “The Church”—a 

moment in which we return, as we near the door, to a table quite transformed from the altar 

at which we began—that Herbert offers his final pastoral feeding: a vision of the absolute 

mercy of personified love, and an example of how to accept that mercy. The feeding of the 

hungry modelled in “Love (III)” is thus Herbert’s portrait not only of how to offer mercy 

(with humble compassion), but of how to accept it—with great appetite. 

“Love (III)” is, as many critics have noted, not only a poetic figuration of the 

Eucharistic feast, but is also and at the same time an image of an eschatological heavenly 

banquet (which, as Wilcox notes, the Eucharist is itself a prefiguration of).68 But even 

moreso (and this has been less often remarked on) “Love (III)” offers a recasting of the 

much more mundane (if no less profound) work of mercy that Herbert describes his ideal 

parson performing in The Countrey Parson, in which the pastor “carves for” his needy 

neighbour and, lovingly, seats him “close by” himself. In the poem, the figure of Love serves 

in the place of the parson, inviting the least and hungriest of his parishioners to eat as his 

                                                 

68 While I am in general agreement with Michael Schoenfeldt and others that insofar as “Love (III)” is a Eucharistic 
analogue it is attentive to (as Schoenfeldt suggests) “both the soul’s reception of the Eucharist and heaven’s reception of the 
soul” (Prayer and Power, 310n2), my intention in the reading that follows is to highlight the non-Eucharistic forms of feeding 
and eating that “Love (III)” also alludes to. Though (as I hope to make clear) these acts of feeding are certainly strongly 
connected to ideas (of compassion, neighbourliness, Christological action, community formation, etc) that are also present 
in Eucharistic discourse, they are not coterminous with the Eucharist and thus deserve scrutiny on their own. 
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honoured guest, to sit by his side and be served by the Lord.69 In addition to its Eucharistic 

and eschatological contexts, then, this poem must also be read as one that is also concerned 

(as is the similar episode in The Countrey Parson) with the interrelated concepts of humility and 

compassion, and with the receptivity of the flock to the “meat and milk” of spiritual 

education. Viewed in this light, with an eye to both the corporeal work of mercy which the 

poem represents and the spiritual work of mercy that (I suggest) it instantiates, “Love (III)” 

serves as not only a fitting apex to the volume’s theological trajectory, an insistence that to 

be a “deputy for Christ” is no more or less than to be, literally and metaphorically, a humble 

host to a hungry neighbour. 

The poem begins with a simple invitation—“Love bade me welcome”—and a 

complex resistance to that invitation:  

   (…) yet my soule drew back, 
   Guiltie of dust and sinne. 
 But quick-ey’d Love, observing me grow slack 
   From my first entrance in, 
 Drew nearer to me, sweetly questioning, 
   If I lack’d any thing. (1-6) 
 

The speaker’s sense of his own unworthiness is so pronounced as to be physiological: being 

in the presence of Love not only strikes the speaker initially dumb (his slack tongue unable 

to reply to Love’s genial welcome), it also makes him physically faint. Love sees him visibly 

shrink away (“grow slack”), a description that suggests not only a spatial moving backwards 

(“drew back”) but also a more visceral weakening, a disintegration and loosening of the 

body’s musculature that makes it difficult for the speaker to remain upright (“grow” here 

                                                 

69 This setting, of course, echoes Luke’s narration of the last supper, in which Christ asks “For whether is greater, he that 
sitteth at meat, or he that serveth? Is not he that sitteth at meat? But I am among you as he that serveth.” (Luke 22:27). This 
passage permeates the entirety of “Love (III).” 
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takes on an ironic valence, as we imagine the speaker’s body physically contracting in his 

shame).70 Love’s welcoming approach, then, is perhaps also an offer of physical support, a 

gentle hand proffered to steady a faint and faltering guest. Likewise, his sweet inquiry if the 

speaker “lack’d any thing” is not merely an empty courtesy or (as Strier suggests) “more a 

gesture than a question,” but is rather an earnest inquiry: “Can I get you some water? 

Something to eat?,” Love implicitly asks.71 Ever a “quick ey’d” host, Love recognizes the 

signs of a famished body when he sees them. But he also knows that to ask outright: to 

imply that his guest could not provide for himself would only compound his shame. This 

first stanza, then, offers a picture of the speaker as painfully weak, desperately in need of 

nourishment, and the sensitive host as one who effortlessly intuits the problem: his visitor is 

hungry, in body and soul, but too proud to admit it.72 

It is the speaker himself who in this moment misattributes the meaning of his 

slackening. While he assumes it is his sinfulness (his guilt of “dust and sinne”) that makes 

                                                 

70 Here I disagree with Schoenfeldt’s characterization of “both the host’s gracious invitation and the speaker’s equally 
gracious refusals” (Prayer and Power, 199). While the former is certainly accurate, an insistence on the speaker’s responses as 
calculated moves in an elaborate “fencing match” (206) of politic politeness effaces, I think, the legitimate bodily 
suffering—and the concomitant unfeigned shame—that Herbert’s metaphor of hunger is built upon. If it is all an intricate 
“contest of courtesy” (205)—in which speaker and Lord vie for power in a sublimated display of passive aggressive 
deference—then the poem’s (and The Temple’s) climactic moment of eating is stripped of both its metaphoric and its 
practical resonance. The speaker’s inevitable acceptance of the “meat” of his lord is not a moment of defeat, of failure to 
win the power struggle masquerading as graciousness, but a moment of crucial salvation (both spiritual and bodily) through 
satiation.  
71 Strier, Love Known, 75. For an overview of the importance of “sweetness” in Herbert, see Wilcox’s glossary entry at xliv-
xlv of her edition of Herbert’s poetry. 
72 Readings, such as those of Strier and Schoenfeldt, which focus on the poem’s engagement with the language of courtesy 
or courtly love, are (understandably) apt to read Love’s invitation as being to a grand banquet or to a feast. While those 
associations are certainly present in the poem’s allegorical gestures, there is nothing in the specific scene that Herbert 
describes to indicate such grandness of occasion is necessary to the poem’s immediate sense. By situating Love’s invitation 
in a much humbler context—a weary beggar at the door of his neighbour, a spontaneous invitation to the simple hospitality 
of an everyday meal—my reading offers an alternative framing of the poem which highlights Herbert’s engagement with 
human—rather than only divine—modes of relation. That this poem can do both simultaneously—and that each 
importantly informs the other—is key to Herbert’s poetics. As R.V. Young notes, “what is most exquisite about the poem 
is how, using the plainest language and the simplest allegorical figures, it evokes a sense of awesome mystery. Such is the 
nature of the Eucharist: an awesome mystery hidden in simple everyday elements.” Indeed, Young’s reading of the setting 
of “Love (III)” is perhaps closest to my own, in its insistence on the real bodily need of the speaker, a “weary, dusty 
traveller/sinful pilgrim Christian reluctantly seeking rest at an inn/church/heaven” (Doctrine and Devotion, 137). 
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him weak and unworthy to enter the hall, the host understands that it is in fact the speaker’s 

wariness to enter in to the feast that is the cause of his emaciation and his tremulous fainting 

away. Because of the speaker’s misinterpretation, his blurted response to Love’s inquiry is 

not one of simple acquiescence to the offered sustenance (“Yes, thank you”), but is rather an 

indignant refusal: the speaker claims he lacks “A guest (…)  worthy to be here” (7). The 

speaker’s profusion of humility borders on the absurd in its self-abnegation: he seems utterly 

unaware that, having already been welcomed as a worthy guest by the very fact of his worthy 

host’s invitation, his reply is nonsensical. The issue here is not, of course, that the speaker is 

in any way worthy of the feast to which Love calls him (as Stanley Fish notes, the question 

of merit or worthiness “is not adjudicated [by Love]; it is simply set aside”73); indeed, we 

have no reason to doubt the speaker’s self-assessment, offered as it is in a retrospective 

mode from the vantage point of one who has already learned the lesson that the poem 

narrates. Rather, where the speaker errs most is in his inability to recognize the value and the 

necessity of the succour the Lord offers despite his unworthy nature: it is precisely because 

of the speaker’s unworthiness, because he has “marr’d” the eyes the Lord made him (11-12), 

that he most needs the nutriment his host has prepared for him. Even when Love insists that 

“you shall be he” (8), even when Love takes his hand to lead him to table, the speaker 

persists in asserting that he does not deserve Love’s ministrations. Blinded by “shame” (13), 

he cannot (or will not) acknowledge his own desperate hunger and his own dire need. It is 

only when Love persists and insists on (to borrow The Countrey Parson’s phrase) “carving for” 

his guest—when he usurps the speaker’s submissive offer to serve, and instead adopts the 

                                                 

73 Stanley Fish, Living Temple, 133. 
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position of servant himself—that the speaker is finally able to accept Love’s offer to “taste 

my meat” (15-17). At last abandoning his declarations of non-desert, the famished speaker 

simply sinks wearily into what is offered him, a place to “sit and eat” (18) and allow the 

repast to restore him to strength and health.74 

This hierarchical transposition, in which the gracious host stoops to minister to his 

lowly guest, and on which the crux of “Love (III)” depends, is (as has been frequently noted) 

an allusion to the language of Luke’s gospel.75 In Luke’s telling, as Herbert would be 

confident his readers recalled, Christ both foretells of the coming of God’s kingdom as a 

feast at which he will serve (Luke 12:37), and also literally insists on himself serving the 

apostles at the Passover feast (Luke 22:27).76 In addition to embedding his poetic scene of 

service within the context of all the telescoping symbology which that historical feast 

initiates and represents—the Eucharist, and “the marriage supper of the Lamb of which the 

Eucharist is but a type”—Herbert also wants his adoption of Luke’s language of service to 

recall to his reader’s minds specifically the terms in which Luke introduces Christ’s 

                                                 

74 Herbert’s discussion of the practicalities of receiving the sacrament in The Countrey Parson is of interest to note here: “The 
Feast indeed requires sitting, because it is a Feast; but man’s unpreparednesse asks kneeling. Hee that comes to the 
Sacrament, hath the confidence of a Guest, and hee that kneels, confesseth himself an unworthy one, and therefore differs 
from other Feasters: but hee that sits, or lies, puts up to an Apostle: Contentiousnesse in a feast of Charity is more scandal 
then any posture” (259). Characteristic of Herbert’s irenic tendencies in matters of Church controversy, this passage 
suggests that Herbert’s ideal parson care more about the fact of attendance at communion than the trivialities of reception 
positioning. In this light, readings of “Love (III)” which take the closing line as a staunch alignment with anti-Laudian 
ecclesiological positions perhaps read too much here. Much more relevant here are, as Wilcox’s note to line 18 suggests, the 
language of the Song of Songs II:3-4: “I sat down…with great delight, and his fruit was sweet to my taste./He brought me 
to the banqueting house, and his banner over me was love.” For a reading which makes much of the sitting/kneeling 
controversy, see Schoenfeldt, Prayer and Power, 224-7. For discussions which evaluate the potentially erotic language of the 
poem in relation to the Song of Songs, see, for example, Bloch, Chana, “Spelling the Word,” especially at 111.  
75 Schoenfeldt, insisting on the poem’s indebtedness to courtly traditions, argues that Love “stoops to conquer” which, I 
think, badly misreads Herbert’s appropriation of the language of courtesy. Prayer and Power, 212. 
76 Paul Cefalu invokes a different—and an equally compelling—section of Luke in his discussion of “Love (III),” citing 
Luke 19:7 (the conversion of Zacchaeus prompted by his hosting of Christ as his houseguest) as an essential scriptural 
intertext for “Love (III).” Cefalu argues that the passage’s focus on the charitable action of the converted Zacchaeus—his 
promise to give half of what he owns to the poor—serve as an implicit condemnation of a speaker who “has not fully 
understood what it means to be sanctified. In this sense, his self-deprecations suggest an awareness of his failure to manifest 
faith in service, or his failure to realize to whom proper service ought to be directed” (Moral Identity, 142). 
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ceremonial feeding of his disciples: “And he said unto them, With desire I have desired to 

eat this Passover with you before I suffer: For I say unto you, I will not any more eat 

thereof, until if be fulfilled in the kingdom of God” (Luke 22:15-16).77 These words lurk in 

the margins of Herbert’s poem, such that implicit within Love’s offer to serve is a promise 

that he will also suffer; inextricable from his desire to feed his guest is the knowledge that 

this meal will be, in a very real sense, at his expense.  

Thus, while Love’s self-sacrifice gestures most obviously towards Christ’s incarnation 

and Passion, it also gestures (less obviously, and less grandly, but no less importantly) 

towards a very human and a very practicable compassion. At the most literal level, Love sees 

his guest’s hunger and puts aside his own comfort in order to assuage that hunger, his act of 

charity exemplifying the ideal parson who, Herbert writes, “But specially, at hard times, and 

dearths, he even parts his Living, and life among them, giving some corn outright (…) and 

when his own stock serves not, working those that are able to the same Charity” (245). Love 

denies himself food in order that his guest may have it, choosing to serve at the table rather 

than sit at it. Ever the good shepherd, Love literally feeds his flock “diligently (…), 

faithfully,” and without complaint of any hardship doing so may impose on him. Love is, in 

this sense, compassion personified: “quick ey’d” and responsive to the pain of another; 

voluntarily taking on their suffering in order to relieve it. “Love (III)” is a poem about how 

to approach the Lord’s Supper, certainly. But it is also a poem about how to, in every sense, 

serve others. 

                                                 

77 Whalen, Poetry of Immanence, 158. 
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Love’s service is a quintessential bodily work of mercy—he literally feeds his hungry 

neighbour, foregoing his own meat to offer it to the poor guest—and, in its allusiveness 

towards those other “mysticall repasts,” a spiritual work of mercy that strives to teach and 

enlighten the reader about the nature of love and charity. Throughout “Love (III),” in 

addition to the eucharistic implications of Love’s feast, we are also meant to hear in 

Herbert’s language and images of eating and hungering precisely the same gestures towards 

the “meat and milke” of religious learning that permeate The Countrey Parson. When the 

speaker tastes the meat of Love, then, he is not only being nourished in body, but also in 

soul. Moreover, in giving voice to those consequential final words—“So I did sit and eat”—

we are as readers asked to place ourselves, once again, in the position of the speaker and to 

(as he does) acknowledge not our unworthiness to be fed—however prominent it might 

be—but rather to encounter our fundamental hunger, our insatiable need for the spiritual 

food on offer.  

In this culminating poem of The Temple, then, we find a fulfilment of the promise of 

“Superliminare”: we, through the speaker, are able to “approach, and taste / The churches 

mysticall repast” (3-4), and to recognize, in that moment of sweet tasting, our inseparability 

from all who, like the speaking “I,” hunger after Love. In this way, Herbert intends that the 

works of mercy the poem depicts become, metatextually, the work of mercy that the poem 

(and the volume as a whole) is: the speaker’s literal feeding prompts the reader’s spiritual 

feeding; the speaker’s eventual acceptance of Love’s “meat” mirror’s the reader’s ingestion 

of Love’s teaching. In this way, Herbert attempts to fulfil through poetry his ideal of pastoral 

care: 
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he carryes them higher, even sometimes to a forgetting of themselves, 
knowing that there is one, who when they forget, remembers for them; As 
when the people hungered and thirsted after our Saviours Doctrine, and 
tarryed so long at it, that they would have fainted, had they returned empty, 
He suffered it not; but rather made food miraculously, then suffered so good 
desires to miscarry. (267)      
 

It is thus an act of compassion, Herbert suggests, and not an exercise of power to show a 

suffering body how deeply it hungers, and to lead a suffering soul to the table where it might 

eat.78 “Love (III)”—like The Temple as a whole, and like The Countrey Parson—thus has as 

much to say about the role of practical human compassion in caring for one’s neighbour as it 

does about mystical divine mercy: in its depiction of a decidedly simple meal that is also a 

transformative feast, and of an offer of simple bodily relief that is simultaneously a profound 

spiritual mercy, Herbert attempts to make visible what he imagines as the inextricable 

interconnection between corporeal care and Christ-like compassion, between commensality 

and caritas.79  

Conclusion: Starving Compassion 

David B. Goldstein has recently written that “[c]ommensality pushes us toward an 

acknowledgement that the self is a kind of necessary fiction, that its boundaries are 

                                                 

78 Herbert would, no doubt, have been exceedingly gratified by the eloquently articulated impact of this poem on at least 
one physically suffering and soul-hungry reader, Simone Weil, who describes her encounter with the poem in a letter of 
1942 as a defining moment of her conversion: “There was a young English Catholic…from whom I gained my first idea of 
the supernatural power of the sacraments (…) For he told me of the existence of those English poets of the seventeenth 
century who are named metaphysical. In reading them later on, I discovered the poem (…) called “Love.” I learned it by 
heart. Often at the culminating point of a violent headache, I make myself say it over, concentrating all my attention upon it 
and clinging with all my soul to the tenderness it enshrines. I used to think I was merely reciting a beautiful poem, but 
without my knowing it the recitation had the virtue of a prayer. It was during one of these recitations that, as I told you, 
Christ himself came down and took possession of me.” She goes on, in that same letter, to describe her experience of 
reading in perfectly Herbertian terms: “…as far as possible I only read what I am hungry for at the moment when I have an 
appetite for it, and then I do not read, I eat.” Simone Weil, Waiting for God, 68–69. 
79 Paul Cefalu’s chapter on Herbert in Moral Identity in Early Modern English Literature takes up Tuve’s claim that the primary 
bond between God and creation should be agape, arguing instead that an Augustinian understanding of caritas—which 
Cefalu defines as “an affective bond between man and God that is initiated by the communicant’s acquisitive love and 
desire for self-fulfillment”—is figured prominently in the poetry as a response to a pre-exisiting delivery of agape (133). 
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temporary, problematic, and constantly negotiated”.80 It is perhaps because of this self-

reducing tendency inherent to eating together—an act through which we are made 

inescapably aware of our relationship to others and to the world, through which (as 

Goldstein puts it) “[o]ne organism [becomes] part of another”—that Herbert and other early 

modern writers move so seamlessly between the language of eating or hungering and the 

language of compassion. For, if we accept the rhetorical logic of Perkins and others, 

compassion, too, is a process of incorporation: I take on your sufferings and make them part 

of my body, I feel your wracked bowels as my own, I include you within me. And, while 

eating together, like compassion itself, can be imagined as navigating effortlessly the 

permeable boundary between interior and exterior, self and world, metaphor and material, 

feeding others goes further still. In the bodily language of feeding and hungering that 

permeates the rhetoric of early modern discussions of charity and dearth—language that is at 

its most rhetorically concentrated in the writing of George Herbert—what comes to the fore 

are the idealized mechanisms through which one person might meaningfully put on the 

affliction of another, taking on their hunger in order to end it. Predicated on an 

understanding of the Body of Christ as formed in the act of eating together, Herbert 

imagines a consummate version of hospitality that is structured horizontally rather than 

hierarchically. 

In this way, we can see in Herbert’s thematic returns to the trope of the hungry at 

the door, and in his explorations of what it means to truly feed others, an emphatic 

refutation of what critics have identified as the period’s investiture of “food [as] the medium 

                                                 

80 Goldstein, Eating and Ethics, 6–7. 
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of political power, the symbolic currency by which one displays the capacity to make and 

maintain dependents.”81 Herbert’s poetic and pastoral works reject this formulation, and are 

in contrast imbued with an ethics which works to understand feeding others not as an 

“index of social status” or as a symbolically violent assertion of superiority. Rather, Herbert’s 

deployment of images of commensality offer a model of feeding others which (in its 

dependence on the exinanition of the self) is an affirmation and performance of the visceral 

likeness between those who hunger and those who feed. Though the question of how best 

to care for one’s less fortunate neighbours was by no means a settled or an uncontentious 

one in the early 17th century, the language through which Herbert works through this critical 

issue underscores an ethical imperative implicit in the purposeful bleeding together of the 

vocabulary of the body and the vocabulary of the soul. 82 For Herbert, the empty bowels of 

dearth can only be met with the active bowels of compassion, a compassion that can only 

thrive through the filling up of oneself with the hollow, hungry suffering of another. 

Thus, while Paul Cefalu is correct in his assertion that “the flesh and blood objects 

of service are (…) scarce in ‘The Church’,” it would be a mistake to assume that this scarcity 

is indicative of marginality.83 Rather, the crucial import of care of and for others is amplified 

in “The Church” precisely through its characteristically economical concentration in a 

recurring figure of that corporeal work of mercy which, to Herbert, is all-consuming. 

Herbert’s careful return to scenes of the hungry at the door can thus be read as emblematic 

                                                 

81 See Schoenfeldt, Prayer and Power, 211 and 313n50–1.   
82 For a concise overview of this debate and Herbert’s own contribution to it, see Kuhn, “To Give Like a Priest.” For a 
more comprehensive discussion of the history of poor relief in early modern England, Kuhn directs us to Paul Slack, Poverty 
and Policy in Tudor and Stuart England (London: Longman, 1988); Steve Hindle, On the Parish? The Micro-Politics of Poor Relief in 
Rural England, c.1550–1750 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). 
83 Cefalu, Moral Identity, 135.  
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of an ethics of compassionate commensality, an assertion of an ideal of service to others 

predicated on voluntary suffering and rooted in love for Christ and neighbour. To imagine a 

hungering body was to invoke a vast series of discourses—touching on questions of pastoral 

care, of practical ethics, of sacramental theology, of Christian duty—and to understand them 

as inextricably interrelated. What Herbert’s literary engagements with feeding the hungry ask 

of us, then, is that we understand this work of mercy as a condensed figuration of ideal 

ministry in which the flock is fed not merely by the shepherd, but with him. In order to feed 

another, Herbert insists, we necessarily consume ourselves. 
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Conclusion: Coda: Considering Compassion 

Compassion was for early modern writers an attempt to conceive of self as 

inextricable from community. As I have argued, the language of early modern compassion—

of roiling bowels and melting hearts, of strangers at the door and visitors at the bedside—is 

deeply bound up with a spiritual understanding of the community of the faithful as the body 

of Christ. For the writers I have been engaged with, to internalize the words of the Book of 

Common Prayer—to take seriously the claim that oneself and one’s neighbours are “very 

members incorporate in thy mysticall body”—is to believe it not only possible that a robust 

compassion could structure human relationships, but to believe it necessary.  

For the writers I’ve considered here, defining the precise composition of the 

community itself is not the work of compassion: what matters most in these literary 

engagements with compassion is not who is incorporated into the body, but how. While 

other early modern thinkers (and, too, these thinkers in their more polemical moods) are 

often concerned to carefully delimit the extent of who counts as one’s neighbour—and, 

consequently, who is worth one’s compassion—the literary texts that I have taken up 

conversely consider compassion as a process or practice of incorporation, not (as Katherine 

Ibett views it) a “differentiating and distancing structure.”1 What I have attempted to show is 

the ways in which literature works as a space to work out which sinews of feeling are 

stretched, which organs engaged, in the attempt to put on the bowels of mercy and do the 

work of compassion. So we see in Measure for Measure the struggle to acknowledge another’s 

suffering as serious, and in Donne’s Devotions an attempt to make one’s own suffering legible 

                                                 

1 Ibbett, Compassion’s Edge, 3. 
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to others, and in Herbert’s Temple a negotiation of how to put aside the self in the service of 

neighbour. In each case, compassion is both the language through which these issues are 

negotiated and worked through, and the affect they attempt to arouse in the reader. For 

these writers, as I have tried to show, compassion is the fundamental sense of reading. 

From the first inception of this study, a cluster of questions have long lingered on 

the periphery (and often intruded into the core) of my attention, and have at times 

threatened to derail the project entirely. Now seems as good a time as any to attempt to 

answer them, though the answer will be necessarily an inadequate one. Why is a robust 

concept of compassion, one that centres the suffering of the other, and insists on the 

necessity of participating in that suffering, a desirable thing to recover? Should we not seek 

instead to limit suffering, and to avoid what Lauren Berlant has suggested are the “hornet’s 

nest of problems about what responses [to suffering] should be desired” and about “private 

responses [to suffering as] not only insufficient but a part of the practice of injustice”?2 Why 

is the desire for real participation in the suffering of another—the feature that differentiates 

early modern compassion from later, non-participatory notions of sympathy or empathy—

necessary for an understanding of compassion? Why is it not enough to acknowledge the 

pain of another and act on it?  

These questions are not trivial, but are rather fundamental to the very concept of 

compassion. Nor are they questions unique to modern persons: they were also vigorously 

pursued by the writers this study has considered. I have spent much of the preceding 

chapters outlining a conception of compassion that is necessarily self de-centering, one that 

                                                 

2 Lauren Berlant, “Introduction: Compassion (and Withholding)” in Compassion: The Culture and Politics of an Emotion (New 
York: Routledge, 2004), 9. 
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demands a focalization around another rather than around oneself, and one that (by 

definition) involves (and insists on the differentiation between) an attempt at visceral and 

affective participation in someone else’s suffering, rather than merely imagining oneself in 

another’s place. Having said this, I want to offer a perhaps contradictory response to my 

questions above, and suggest that the importance of suffering to compassion lies in its effect 

on the subject (and not the object) of compassion.  

What compassion’s insistence on voluntary suffering suggests is that turning towards 

suffering (perhaps tautologically) teaches us not to avoid suffering. Unlike sympathy or 

empathy, practicing compassion—even simply attempting compassion, or mimicking 

compassion—deters the self-protective instinct, inoculates us against the idea that mercy 

could be painless, and habituates us to an understanding that merciful action (which, Perkins 

insists, is the essential end of compassion) is worth personal suffering. These intimate 

portraits of profound suffering I have traced—Isabella’s powerless desperation, Donne’s 

wracked body and mind, Herbert’s hungering soul—ask us to not only acknowledge the pain 

of others but to (at least for the duration of the play or the length of the page) participate in 

and embody it. We are asked to suffer with them so that we may practice sacrifice, so that 

we may understand that the compassion which is the root of mercy does not allow us to 

remain untouched. To help or comfort another is not without personal cost. One must not, 

these works insist, allow oneself to believe that, in helping others, one gives nothing of the 

self up. What these works of early modern compassion compellingly argue is that engaging 

with the suffering of others reinforces the truth that the pain of others is worth ending 

(where we have the power to do so) and worth mourning (where we do not). Sharing the 

suffering of another is a definitive action that makes clear and embodied a conviction that 
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my comfort is not more important than your pain. Compassion, in other words, insists that 

others are worth hurting for, but it concomitantly promises the possibility of real 

connection. This is the demand and the promise, too, of literature: that we might let another 

into ourselves, that we might step aside long enough to make another’s reality our own.  

* * *  

I want now to return to the place I started, to Miranda on the shore, and to Prospero 

beside her. Perhaps what is, in the end, most remarkable about Miranda’s compassion—

what is hardest for us to get our heads and our hearts around—is its effortlessness. 

Miranda’s response to the “direful spectacle of the wrack” (1.2.26) is instant and instinctual; 

it comes to her like breathing. But Prospero’s response is instinctual, too: “I have done 

nothing,” he lashes out, stung by Miranda’s pleading, “but in care of thee / (Of thee my dear 

one, thee my daughter)” (1.2.16-17). If we take Prospero at his word here, as I think we 

must, then all this spectacular suffering—all the sailors’ screams, and the roar of the waves; 

all the desperate men, and the woe-wracked girl—was all intended as an act of care, of 

fatherly sacrifice, of suffering on his daughter’s behalf. Prospero’s labour is also, in its way, a 

work of compassion: It is for your own good that I have done all this, Prospero insists to 

Miranda, and what you feel deep in your guts to be suffering, is not real, is “no harm.” It is 

all, of course, theatre. But, as Miranda’s knocking heart will testify, that is something very 

different from being not real. 

It is on this complex image of compassion—of artist and audience, of staged 

spectacle and real response, of taking care and making meaning—that I want to end, with all 

its attendant uncertainties and imprecisions. For compassion, too, is imprecise and 

imperfect: somewhere between affect and affectation, between putting on and taking in, 
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between imagining others and embodying them, between metaphor and deep matter, is the 

space in which, if we let it, compassion does its work.  
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